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TO

HIS KOYAL HIGHNESS

THE

l?mSF®Il IBIB^HS^l*Q.

Sir,

THE remembrance of the attention and

regard with which Your Royal Highness conde-

scended to honom', during tlie latter years of his

life, the Author of the following Tracts, first

suggested to my mind the wish of introducing,

under the sanction of Your High Patronage, the

present edition of them to tlie publick.

This wish received additional strengtii from

the reflection, that the republication of the Tracts,

being intended as an antidote to the dissemina-

lion of false doctrine, the success of the design

ivould be greatly promoted, were the v/ork to
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appear under the immediate auspices of Him^

whom the Church of England looks upon as her

leiiiitimate Protector.'O'

The ready and condescending manner, in

which Your Royal Highness hath been gracious-

ly pleased to accede to tlie petition expressive of

my wish, affords to the Church of England, at a

crisis, when " those who hate her wrongfully are

many in number and mighty" the high consola-

tion, that she finds in You what she hath ever

found in your Illustrious Father, not merely a

nominal, but a real Defender of her Faith—while

the personal honour conferred upon myself, and

the expressions of regard with which Your Royal

Highness has been pleased to speak of the me-

mory of the late Bishop of St. Asaph, must ever

be i-emembered with a sense of the deepest gra-

titude, anil with feelings of unfeigned loyalty and

zealous attachment to Your Royal Person, by

His Majesty's,

and your Royai^ Highness's

faithful Subject and Servant,

HENEAGE HORSLEY.
Dundee,

iOth March, ISlii.



THE

EDITOR'S

IN the interval, between the time of Dr. Priestley's emi»

gration to America and the death of Bishop Horsley* the

exertions of the Unitarians appear to have lost much of their

wonted activity. '< The patriarch of the sect (strange result

of victory^ had fled; and the oracles and orators of Birming-

ham and Essex-Street were dumb ; or if they spoke, spoke

only to be disregarded."* No sooner, however, had happened

the melancholy event which deprived the church of England

of one of her most able champions, and, at the same time,

released the Unitarians from the fears v/hich they had justly

entertained of their indefatigable opponent, than the party

again ventured forth from their hiding places. The columns

of the daily papers, were once more filled with their speeches

at publick meetings, and the press again groaned under their

pamphlets. At a meeting of the friends to the Unitarian

fund, held at the London Tavern, immediately after the

rejection of Lord Sidmouth's bill in 1811, one orator insisted

upon the necessity of diffusing the advantages of the Unita-

rian system among the poor ; another suggested the propriety

of instituting an academy for students between 18 and 2i»

years of age j and a tliird, to raise the spirits of the party to

* See the Bishop of Rochester 3 Charge to the Clergy of Ids Diocese in the
year I80(t.
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the highest pitch of hope, did not scruple to declare, that so

far from Socinianism not becoming the religion of the

people, he expected to live to see the day, when, by means of

missions among them, and through the endeavours oi the So-

cinian*s friend, Mr. Joseph Lancaster, Roman Catholicks

would become good Unitarians.* Glorious sera, when all

errors in faith shall be forever done away and abolished, by

the joint exertions of Socinian Missionaries, and Mr. Joseph

Lancaster !

His amor unus erat, paritei-que in beHa raebaut

To give reality to such delightful hopes, the activity and

zeal of the writers of the party, corresponded with the vaunt-

ing language of their orators. A bold endeavour to over-

turn the faith of the Christian world, was first made, by the

publication of an improved version of the New Testament,

with a corrected text^ and notes critical and explanatory ; in

which every text relative to the Divinity of our Lord, is either

expunged as a Trinitarian interpolation, or its genuine sense

frittered away by some allegorical or figurative interpretation.

This daring attempt, was quickly followed up by a work on

THE Scripture Doctrine concerning the person of

Christ, the author of which introduces himself to the notice

of the publick in the attractive^ but in the present instance,

masquerade dress of a calm inquirer ; and to this cahn inquiry

he affixes, what he presumes to call, a review of the controver-

sy between Dr. Horsley and Dr. Priestly.

Of that controversy, the part of which Bishop Horsley was
the author, has long been out of print ; and the calm inqui-

rer, aware of this fact, has not scrupled to pervert the Bish-

op's reasoning, by partial quotations and prudent omissions ;

Seethe Morning Chronicle foi- the 6tb of June 1811.
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presuming^ perhaps^ on the scarcity of the book^ that he might

escape detection^ whilst he should thus destroy the authority

of the greatest modem champion of the Catholick faith !

Under these circumstances, the Editor was strongly urged

by several of the clergy of the church of England, as well as

by many, both of the established and of the Episcopal church

in the country in which he now resides, to reprint the Bishop's

Tracts. With such a request he thought it his duty to com-

ply, and he sent an intimation of his intention to carry the

work immediately to press, to the British Critic for October,

1811. At the time when he made that communication, he

had by him only copies of the I'racts as they were published

in separate pamphlets in the years 1783, 1784, and 1786. In

each of these pamphlets, and in the Editor's copy of Dr.

Priestley's part of the controversy, he found numerous

marginal notes in the Bishop's hand writing ; and this led

him, somewhat too hastily he confesses, to state that he was

in possession of new matter of the Bishop's, and to promise

the publication of it. But when he came to compare these

marginal notes with the copy of the Tracts published by the

Bishop himself in the year 1789, he found that the greater

part of them were already embodied in that edition, and

that in the substance of what remained, he was completely-

anticipated by Mr. Edward Nares, Dr. Laurence, and

Mr. Rennel, in their able remarks on the Unitarian version

of the New Testament.

"When offering the present edition of the Tracts to the

publick, the Editor found himself called upon, by the most

imperious sense of duty, to vindicate the character of the

author of them, from the foul aspersions cast upon it by an

unfair and ungenerous adversary. That the task might have

fallen into abler hands, no one is more ready to admit than

the Editor himself : but moderate abilities are sufficient, to

vindicate truth against error and palpable misrepresentation

;
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and therefore he trusts, that the vindication in the Appendix

will be found complete.

When the reader shall have become acquainted with the

arts of controversy, which the calm inquirer has employed to

make " the worse appear the better argument," and shall have

read the contemptuous abuse he has heaped upon the head

of Bishop Horsley ; when the object of that abuse, to use the

Bishop's emphatick words, was gone "to those unseen abodes,

where the din of controversy and the din of war are equally

unheard," he will perhaps think that he has discovered

ANOTHER PERSON to whom the terms of reproach, which in the

heat of debate fell from the pen of one of the original dispu-

putants, may now with greater proprietv be applied, a falsi-

fier OF HISTORY, and A DEFAMER OF THE CHARACTER OF

THE DEAD

!



PREFACE.

A GENERAL view of the controversy between Dr.

Priestley and the Author of the tracts of which the ensuing

volume is composed, may not be unacceptable to such of its

readers, who, for want of leisure or of opportunity, or perhaps

of curiosity, to peruse the pieces on either side, as they were

first successively published in separate pamphlets, may be

supposed '.o be as yet unacquainted with the rise and progress,

and with the present state of the dispute.

In the year 17Si, an open and vehement attack was made by

Dr. Priestley, upon the creeds and the established discipline

of every church in Christendom, in a work in two volumes

octavo, entitled, A History ofthe Corruptions of Christianity.

At the head of these, the author placed both the Catholick

doctrine of our Lord's Divinity, and the Arian notion of his

pre-existence in a nature far superior to the human, represent-

ing the Socinian doctrine of his mere humanity as the unan-

imous faith of the first Christians. It seemed that the most

effectual preservative against the intended mischief would be,

to destroy the writer's credit and the authority of his name.
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which the fame of certain lucky discoveries in the prosecu-

tion of physical experiments had set high in popular esteem,

by,proof of his incompetency in every branch of literature

connected with his present subject, of which the work itself

afforded evident specimens in great abundance. For this

declared purpose, a review of the imperfections of his work,

in the first part relating to our Lord's divinity, was made the

subject of a Charge delivered to the Clergy of the Archdea-

conr\ of St. Alban's the spring next following Dr. Priestley's

publication. The specimens alleged, of the imperfections of

the work and the incompetency of its author, may be reduced

to six general classes.—Instances of reasoning in a circle ;

instances of quotations misapplied through ignorance of the

writer's subject ; instances of testimonies perverted by artful

and forced constructions ; instances of passages in the Greek

fathers misinterpreted through ignorance of the Greek lan-

guage ; instances of passages misinterpreted, through the

same ignorance, driven further out of the way by an ignorance

of the Platonick philosophy ; instances of ignorance of the

phraseology of the earliest ecclesiastical writers. This dis-

course was received by the venerable body to which it was

addressed, with marks of favour and approbation, ever to be

remembered by its author with pride and satisfaction. At
their request, it was given with considerable enlargement to

the publick. It is the first tract in the present collection. The

first publication of this discourse, gave no small alarm to the

well-wishers and admirers of Dr. Priestley's doctrines. Dr.

Priestley however kept up the spirits of his party, by pro-

mising an early and satisfactory answer.

Per (lamna, per cycles, ab ipso

Ducit opes auimuiuque ferro

was his vaunting language. He predicted that he should

rise more illustrious from his supposed defeat ; he promised

to strengthen the evidence of his favourite opinion by the

very objections that had been raised against it j he seemed to
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flatter himself, that he should find a new convert in his antag-

onist himself J and his new performance had scarcely made its

appearance, when he had the ridiculous vanity to boast, evea

in print, of the shame and remorse with which he was confi,-

dent his adversary must be penetrated. A controversy that

was in the meanwhile going on upon the same subject, be-

tween Dr. Priestley and the Rev. Mr. Samuel Badcock, the

author of a learned critique upon the first part of Dr. Priest-

ley's history, inserted in the Monthly Review for the month

of June 1783, gave Dr. Priestley the occasion of raising these

expectations iivthe public. It was late in. the autumn of the

same year (1783) when the v^ork which was to effect these

wonders, appeared in the form of Letters to Dr. Horsley,

These Letters gave occasion to the tract which is the second

in this collection, entitled. Letters from the Archdeacon of

St. Albaii's in Reply to Dr. Frtestley^ which was first puhlisli-

ed in the summer of the year 1784. Dr. Priestley, in his

Letters, expressed a great desire to draw his adversary into

a tedious controversy on the main question,—the article of

our Lord's Divinity. His adversary knowing that question

to have been long since exhausted, and that nothing new was

to be said on either side, chose in his Letters in Reply to ad-

here closely to his orvn main question. He defended his

former argument, and he collected new specimens from Dr.

Priestley's new publication, of his utter inability to, throw

light upon the subject. Thus a useless and endless conten-

tion upon the main question was avoided; but many discus-

sions necessarily arose upon secondary points more or less

connected with it. The authority of the writings that go
under the name of the apostolical fathers—the rise of the

two sects of the Nazarenes and the Ebionites—the diflference

between the two—and the difference of both from the ortho-

dox Hebrew Christians—these the learned reader will proba-

bly esteem the most interesting parts of the whole contro-

versy ; as, on the other hand, he will certainly judge the long

dispute, whether the word ^ezus means Jews, on Dr. Priest-

ley's part at least, to be the most frivolous. In these Letters
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in Reply, Dr. Priestley's antagonist declared himself resolved,

to give no answer to any thing that Dr. Priestley might find

to say further upon the subject. A declaration, in which at

the time he was much in earnest.

Dr. Priestley, mortified to find that his Letters had failed of

the expected success ; that his antagonist, touched with no

shame, with no remorse, remained unshaken in his opinion ;

and that the authority of his own opinion was still set at

nought, his learning disallowed, his ingenuity in argument

impeached j and what was least to be born,—finding that a

haughty churchman ventured incidentally to avow his senti-

ments of the Divine commission of the Episcopal ministry,

and presumed to question the authority of those teachers, who

usurp the preacher's office without any better warrant than

their own opinion of their own sufficiency,—lost all temper.

A second set of Letters to the Archdeacon of St. AlbarCs ap-

peared in the autumn of the year 17S4, in which all profession

of personal regard and civility was laid aside. The charge

of insufficiency in the subject was warmly retorted, and the

incorrigible dignitary was taxed with manifest misrepresen-

tation of his adversary's argument ; with injustice to the

character of Origen, whose veracity he had called in question;

and with the grossest falsification of ancient history. He
was stigmatized, in short, in terms, as a falsifier ofhistory^

and a defamer of the character of the dead.

Under all this reproach, he continued silent almost eighteen

months : the character of Origen and an intricate question of

ancient history, upon which the charge of direct falsification

had been advanced against him, were indeed the only points

on H-hicii he felt the least desire to reply. A Sermon on the

Incarnation preached in his parish church of St. Mary New-
ington, in Surrey, upon the feast of the nativity, in the year

1785, which is the third tract in this collection, was the pre-

lude to a renewal of the contest upon his side, and was fol-

lowed early in the ensuing spring by his Remarks on Dr.
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Priestleifs Second Letters to the Archdeacon of St. Albmi'Sy

tvith Proofs of certain facts asserted by the Archdeacon.

This tract is the fourth in order in this volume. It consists

of two parts. The first is a collection of new specimens of

Dr. Priestley's temerity in assertion. The second defends

the attack upon the character of Origen, and proves the

existence of a body of Hebrew Christians at iElia, after the

time of Adrian,—the fact upon which the author's good faith

had been so loudly arraigned. It also contains confirmation

of another fact which had been incidentally mentioned,—the

decline of Calvinism among our English dissenters, and a

chapter on the general spirit of Dr. Priestley's controversial

writings. With this publication, he again promised himself

that the controversy on his part would be closed. But having

at last, yielded with reluctance to the solicitations of his

friends to republish these four tracts in the present form, he

hath taken this occasion to give Dr. Priestley's Letters a

second perusal ; and to many things which he had before pas-

sed unnoticed, he hath now replied, partly in notes occasion-

ally interspersed in the former tracts, and where the matter,

arising from any particular question, hath turned out to be

more than could be conveniently comprised within the com-

pass of a note, in Supplemental Disquisitions of considerable

length. The Remarks upon Dr. Priestley's Second Letters,

produced a third set of Lettersfrom Dr. Priestley^ upon the

two questions of Ori gen's veracity and the orthodox Hebrews

of the church of iElia. These too are answered, partly in

notes interspersed in the Remarks, and partly in the two

last Supplemental Disquisitions, which in all are six in num-

ber. It is conceived, that nothing of any consequence

in Dr. Priestley's three sets of Letters now remains unan-

swered. The author indeed is well aware, that Dr. Priest-

ley will charge him with one capital omission,— That he

hath taken no notice of any thing that may be contained,

relating to the various points of this controversy, in Dr.

Priestley's History of Early Opinions concerning Christ

;

that large work, in four volumes, the result of a whole two-
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years study of the writers of antiquity, which, as it hath been

published since Dr. Priestley's last Letters, may be supposed

to contain better arguments, or at least his old arguments in

a better form. The only apology to be made is, a simple de-

claration of the truth. Not conceiving himself obliged to

engage in the insipid task of reading so long a book, with-

out better hope of information from it than his past ex-

perience of the writer's knowledge on the subject gives. Dr.

Priestley's adversary is as ignorant of the contents of that

work, as he could have been had it never been published. It

is reported indeed, that the work, whatever may be its merits,

hath a very slow sale. Of consequence, it hath found but

few readers. The antagonist of Dr. Priestley, were he better

acquainted with its contents, would still disdain to do the

office of the midwife for this laborious birth. He would not,

by an unnecessary and unseasonable opposition to neglected

arguments, be the instrument of drawing four volumes,

fraught as the very title imports, with pernicious heretical

theology, from the obscurity in which they may innocently

rot in the Printer's warehouse.
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CHARGE,

JilY liEFEIiEA'D BRETHREJ^",

THE business of the Christian priesthood, like that

of every secular occupation, consisting in two branches,

the speculative and the practical ; if any of us, by a

particular blessing of Providence attending our temporal

fortunes, are released from the necessity, to which the

greater part submit, of a severe and constant toil in the

practical branch of the profession, as the labour by

which they have to earn their daily bread ; it seems to

be our particular duty to consecrate the leisure we enjoy,

if I may borrow an expression from the profane sciences,

to the theory of religion. And in the present state of

religious learning in this country, it should seem, that

the cultivation of that branch of it which is called sacred

criticism, and particularly the elucidation of the text of

the Old Testament, by a diligent use of the materials

which the unwearied industry of a learned critick, sup-

ported by the munificence of the best of Princes, hath

supplied ; is the study in which, of all others, our ta-

lents and our industry might be best employed. It is,

however, to be remembered, that the writings of the

3
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Old Testament are only of a secondary importance ; for

the evidence which they afford of the truth of our Lord's

pretensions, and for the light which they throw upon the

doctrines of the gospel, which is indeed so great, that

an inattention to these more ancient parts of the code of

revelation, is likely to he one principal cause of the

scepticism which unhappily prevails among our modern

sectaries, concerning the original dignity of the Redeem-

er's nature, and the expiatory virtue of his sufferings.

But in whatever degree the Jewish Scriptures may he

useful for the general confirmation of Christianity ; it is

from their relation to the gospel, to which, we have

been told by the highest authority, the Mosaick dispen-

sation was but a prelude or preparative, that they derive

the whole of the importance which they yet retain. A
profound and critical acquaintance with them, is useful

only, as means conducive to an end : and in this, as in

other cases, every solid advantage will be lost, that

might be reaped from the improvement of the means, if,

in the too assiduous pursuit of these, we lose sight of

the end to which they should be made subservient. The
theology of the Christian revelation, is the great object

to which every other branch of sacred literature is natu-

rally subordinate. To extract it from the Avritiogs of

the apostles and evangelists, connected with tlie earlier

revelations ; to assert and defend their genuine doctrine

;

to preserve it entire ; and to maintain it in its native

purity, unadulterated by the additions of superstition, uu-

debased and undiminished by the refinements of philoso-

phy : this is tlie great business to which those of us, \^ ho

feel themselves at ease and in affluence, and masters of

the leisure which affluence affords, should consider their

talents and their studies to be solemnly devoted.
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2. My Reverend Brethren, I would be understood to

speak with sentiments of respect, of those whom I sliall

take the liberty to call the labouring part of the parochial

clergy : of those whose lives are spent in a constant at-

tendance on the publick ceremonies of external worship,

OT in the charitable and necessary business of instruct-

ing the people of the lower ranks, in the first principles

of the doctrine of Christ. Of these venerable men, of

their godly labours, and honourable occuj)ati()ns, I

would be understood to speak with reverence and re-

spect. Of all the departments of the sacred office, the

business of that which it is their lot to fill, is perhaps the

most immediately conducive to general edification : and

for the zeal and ability with which it is discharged by

them, they are justly entitled to the highest degrees of

veneration and esteem. It is matter of concern and

grief to every serious Christian, that their rewards in

this life should but seldom correspond, in any fair pro-

portion, with the worth of their characters, and the im-

portance of their services. Thanks be to Him, of whom
the whole family is named, their hope is full of glory.

It is felt, I am persuaded, by themselves, as the heaviest

inconvenience of their present situation, that their em-

ployment, useful and honourable as it must ever be con-

fessed to be, partakes in some degree of the nature of a

worldly business ; requiring a labour of the body, and

a distracting intercourse with the world, which leave

little opportunity for private study and solitary medita.

tion. In circumstances so unfriendly to literary ira-

proveraent, it redounds highly to their praise that they

are so eminently well qualified, as they generally ap-

prove themselves to be, to discharge the plain duty of

Catecliists, with credit to themselves, and advantage to
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tbe church of God. To deliver the doctrine of the gos-

pel in that plain and general way, which, if it were to

meet with no opposition from the disputers of the world,

might be sufficient to give it its full effect upon the heart

of the hearer. But occasions will from time to, time

arise, when the truth must be not only taught, but de-

fended. The stubborn infidel will raise objections against

the first principles of our faith : and objections must be

answered. The restless spirit of scepticism will sug-

gest difficulties in the system, and create doubts about

the particulars of the Christian doctrine : difficulties

must be removed, and doubts must be satisfied. But

above all, the scruples must be composed, which the re-

finements of a false philosophy, patronized as they are

in the present age, by men no less amiable for the gene-

ral purity of their manners, than distinguished by their

scientifick attainments, will be too apt to raise in the

minds of the weaker brethren. And this is the service

to whicli they, whom the indulgence of Providence hath

released from the more laborious offices of the priesthood,

stand peculiarly engaged. To them, their more occu-

pied brethren have a right to look up, in these emergen-

cies, for support and succour in the common cause. It is

for them to stand forth the champions of the common
faith, and the advocates of their order. It is for them

to wipe off the aspersions injuriously cast upon the sons

of the establishment, as uninformed in the true o;rounds

of the doctrine which they teach, or insincere in the belief

of it. To this duty they are indispensibly obliged, by

their providential exemption from work of a harder kind.

It is the proper business of the station which is allotted

them in Christ's household, and deep will be their shame,

and insupportable their punishment, if, in the great day
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of reckoning it should appear, that they have received the

wages of a service which hath never been performed.

3. You will easily conjecture, that what lias led me
into these reflections is, the extraordinary attempt which

hath been lately made, to unsettle the faith, and to break

up the constitution of every ecclesiastical establishment

in Christendom. Such is the avowed object of a recent

publication, which bears the title of '^^ A History of the

Corruptions of Christianity;'" among which the Catholick

doctrine of the Trinity, in the author's opinion, holds a

principal place. With what success he hath attacked

tins fundamental article, and how far he hath been able

to invalidate the argument from early and uniform tra-

dition, this reverend assembly will be competent to

judge, from the brief view which shall be laid before

them, of the account which he attempts to give of the

rise and progress of the doctrine in the three first ages,

accompanied with specimens of the proofs by which his

pretended history, in this part of it, is supported.

I.

1. The opinion which he maintains, is in general the

same which was first, I think, propagated in the last

century by Daniel Zuicker, a Prussian physician of the

Socinian persuasion; and, upon the authority of that

writer, hath been current ever since among tlie Unitarians

of this country. ^^That the doctrine of the Trinity, in the

form in which it is now maintained, is of no greater an-

tiquity than the Nicene council : that it is the result of a

gradual corruption of the doctrine of the gospel, which

took its rise in an opinion first advanced in the second

century, by certain converts from the Platonick school

;

who, expounding the beginning of 8t John's gospel by

the Platonick doctrine of the Jjogos, ascribed a sort of
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secondary divinity to our Saviour, affirming that lie was

no other than tlie second principle of the Platonick Triad,

who had assumed a human body to converse with man :

that before this innovation, of which Justin Martyr is

made the author, the faith of the whole Christian church,

but particularly of the church of Jerusalem, was simply

and strictly Unitarian, The immediate disciples of the

apostles conceived our Saviour to be a man, whose ex-

istence commenced in the womb of the Virgin ; and tliey

thought him in no respect the object of worship. The
next succeeding race worshiped him indeed, but they

had however no higher notions of his divinity, than

those which were maintained by the followers of Arius

in the fourth century." In short, the first race of Chris-

tians, in Dr Priestly's opinion, were Unitarians in the

strictest sense of the word : the second, Arians.* As
Dr Priestley follows Zuicker in these extravagant asser-

tions, so the arguments by which he would support

them, are in all essential points the same which were

alleged to the same purpose, either by that writer, or

by Simon Episcopius. Kpiscopius, though himself no

Socinian, very indiscreetly concurred with the Socinians

of his time in maintaining, that the opinion of tlie mere

humanity of Christ, had prevailed very generally in the

first ages, and was never deemed heretical by the fa-

thers of the orthodox persuasion ; at least not in such

degree, as to exclude from the communion of the church.

Tlie opinion, I believe, had its rise in no worse principle

than the charitable temper of the man, and his just

• See tliis brief statement of Dr Priestley's opinion defended against his objec-

tions to it, in the ISih of my Letters in Reply.
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abhorrence of the spirit of persecution, with which Chris-

tians, of every denomination, were in his time much in-

fected : which is indeed itself, of all heresies, by far the

most malignant, being that most opposite to the general

philanthropy, which is the root of all social virtue, and

the highest ornament of the Christian profession. Epis-

copius wished, as every good man must wish, to see a

general toleration established ; which he thought could

not be more effectually recommended, than by the ex-

ample of the harmony which subsisted among Christians

in the earliest ages. The force of his example, he would

naturally think improved, in proportion as the idea of the

harmony was heightened, as the controversies of the first

Christians were magnified and multiplied. These sen-

timents, inclined him to credit as historians the same

writers, whom, as divines, he held in little estimation.

He gave easy credit to Unitarian writers, when they re

presented the differences of opinion in the early churches,

as much greater than ever really obtained ; and the ten-

derness for sectaries, as more than was ever practised ;

and while he opposed their doctrine, he vouched their

story. The purposes of charity had been better served,

without injury to the cause of truth, had the talents of

this able writer been employed, to set the doctrine of

universal toleration on its only firm and proper basis

:

to show, that although in dubious points of doctrine, the

judgment of antiquity, wherever it is clear, must be al-

lowed to be decisive
;
yet the just severity of the primi-

tive church towards the refractory hereticks, whose vi-

sionary doctrines, joined with their contempt of apostolick

authority, disgraced the rising community, and obstruct-

ed the propagation of the truth ; constitutes no example

for the control of fair inq^uiry, or for the punishment of
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mere speculative heresy in these latter times ; by any

harsher means than the necessary exclusion of dissenters

from the honours and emoluments of national establish-

ments. Had the opinion which he chose to adopt been

true, Simon Episcopius, with his scanty knowledge of

ecclesiastical antiquities, was but ill qualified to main-

tain it. False and groundless as it was, his natural

acuteness enabled him to furnish the Socinians of his

time, whose cause in the doctrinal part he little thought

to serve, with the best arguments that have ever been

produced on the Unitarian side of the question. Our

modern historian, in support of his imaginary progress

of opinions from the Unitarian doctrine to the Nicene

faith, hath produced few, if any arguments, which make

directly for his purpose, but what are to be found in the

writings either of Zuicker or Episcopius. Nor is a

single argument to be found in the writings either of

Zuicker or Episcopius, which is not unanswerably con-

futed by our learned Ur George Bull, afterwards Lord

Bishop of St David's, in three celebrated treatises,

which deserve the particular attention of every one, who
would take upon him to be either a teacher or an histo-

rian of the Christian faith. The first, " A Defence of

the Nicene faith ;'' the second, " The Judgment of the

Catholick church, in the first ages, concerning the necessi-

ty of believing that our Lord Jesus Christ is very God ;"

the third, " The Primitive and Apostolical tradition

concerning the true Divinity of Jesus Christ."'

2. It seems very extraordinary, that any one should

presume to revive the defeated arguments of Zuicker and

Episcopius, without attempting to make them good against

the objections ofa writer of Dr Bull's eminence. Nor is

it ea§y to couceive, what apology can be made, for what
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should seem no gross an insult on the learning and dis-

cernmeut of the age ; unless it be, that Dr. Priestley

imagines, that although he hath abstained from a parti*

cular discussion of Dr. Bull's arguments, he hath in

effect answered them, by the new light which he per-

suades himself he has thrown upon the subject : that by

the evidence which he thinks he hath brought of the

truth of his own narrative, in every branch of it, he sup-

poses that he hath virtually replied to all objections : that

he hath confirmed the assumptions from which Zuicker

and Episcopius reasoned, which Dr. Bull pretended to

deny : and that, by confirming their assumptions, he hath

made good their arguments, although he may have taken

no notice of their learned antagonist. What new illus-

trations the subject hath received from Dr. Priestley's

labours, will best appear from specimens of the argu-

ments by which he would support his three principal

assumptions : namely, that the first Christians were Uni-

tarians in the strictest sense of the word ; that the deity

of Christ was first taught by a Platonizing sect; and that

the doctrine which they introduced, was the very same

for which, in a later age, Arius was condemned. If

his proof of these fundamental propositions sliould be

found to rest upon precarious assumptions, perverted

history, misconstrued and misapplied quotations ; if his

facts should appear to be confuted by his own authori-

ties, and his conclusions to be defeated by his own ar-

guments ; if the resemblance between the Christian and

the Platonick Trinity, should appear to be no mark of

corruption in the prevailing opinions; the Catholick

faith, which hath heretofore sustained so many rude as-

saults, will hardly find its mortal wound in the stroke

which Dr. Priestley imagines he hath inflicted.

4
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3. The first argument which is produced in support

of the first assertion, ^' that the faith of the first Chris-

tians was simply Unitarian," is built upon an assump-

tion, which, could it be proved to be true, would indeed

render the coKclusion obvious and inevitable : " That

the doctrine of our Lord's mere humanity, is the clear

doctrine of the Scriptures, and that the apostles never

taught any other."* It will easily be granted, that the

apostles never taught the contrary of any doctrine that

is clearly delivered in their writings ; and that the faith

of the first converts, was a belief of neither more nor less

than the apostles taught. So that the sense of the

Scriptures in any article being once clearly ascertained,

the argument from the clear confessed sense of Scriptura

to the preaching of the apostles, and from the preaching

of the apostles to the primitive faith, will be firm and

valid. But the professed object of our learned adversa-

ry's undertaking, requires an argument, that should go

the contrary way :—from the primitive faith to the sense

of the Scriptures. It is the professed object of his un-

dertaking, to exhibit a view ef the gradual changes of

opinions, in order to ascertain the faith of the first ages:

and he would ascertain the faith of the first ages, in

order to settle the sense of the Scriptures in disputed

points. He is therefore not at liberty, to assume any

sense of the Scriptures, which, because it is his own, he

may be pleased to call the clear sense, fv)r a proof that

the original faith was such, as would confirm the sense

he wishes to establish. His sense of the Scriptures,

not being acknowledged by the majority of the Chris-

• History of Corruptions, vol.i. p. i.
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iiau clmrcli, whatever may be his own judgment of its

clearness, it can only pass for a particular interpretation.

When this particular interpretation is alleged, in proof

that the original faith of the church of Jerusalem was

such as miglit justify that interpretation ; the middle

term of the argument is no otherwise confirmed, than by

an assumption of the principal matter in debate : and so

long as the sixth page of the first volume of Dr Priestley's

bistory shall be extant, the masters of the dialectick art,

will be at no loss for an example of the circulating syl-

logism. To Dr Priestley, it may be very clear, that

when St John, speaking of the Logos, of which he had

already affirmed, that it was in the beginning, says^

*' This person" (for that is the natural force of the Greek

pronoun cyrcr*) " This person was in the beginning with

God ; all things were made by him, and without him was

not any thing made tliat was made :'' it may be very clear

to Dr Priestley, that St John, speaking of the Logos as

of a person who had been from the beginning, and^iad

done these great things ; means to affirm that the Logos

is no person ; nor is, otherwise than in a figurative sense,

to be called an agent in any business : that he means to

contradict those, who held thr»it the Logos was any thing

more than an attribute of tlie Divine mind ; to silence

them ; to extinguish their profane ijinova.tion, by his

definitive sentence upon the question : and that w hen he

speaks of eternity, as belonging to the Logos as a per-

son, it is, that this was the most explicit way, in which

he could give the Christian church to understand, tliat

eternity is only accidental to the Logos, the substance to

' See the third of my Letters in Reply, and the Appeiulix (o the Lettera, No. 2.
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which it properly Ijeloiigs, being that mind of which the

liOgos itself is only another attribute.* It may be very

clear to Dr Priestley's apprehension, that when 'Si Paul

affirms of Christ, that he is the *^ imase of the invisible

God, the first born of every creature, by whom all things

were created,'" and explains in what extent the words
'* all things" are to be understood, by an enumeration

of the constituent parts, and governing powers of the

universe ;
'< things in heaven and things in earth, visible

and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or

principalities, or powers; all things were created by him

and for him, and he is before all things, and by him all

things consist ;"f it may be very clear to Dr Priestley,

that St Paul, in these expressions, would be understood

to assert, that Christ was nothing more than a man, and

was no otherwise the creator of any thing, than as he

was the founder of the Christian church. All this may
be very clear to Dr Priestley's apprehension ; and equal

to the clearness of the apprehension, which he imagines

he enjoys, that this was the doctrine of the apostles, will

be the confidence of his persuasion, that it was also the

faith of their first converts. But to others, who have not

the sagacity to discern, that the true meaning of an in-

spired writer must be the reverse of the natural and ob-

vious sense of the expressions which he employs, the

force of the conclusion, that the primitive Christians

could not believe our Lord to be more than a mere man,

because the apostles had told them he was the Creator

of the universe, will be little understood.

* Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 10; 12.

t Coloss. i. 15j 17.
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4. Another argument is built upon a pretended silence

of St John, about the error of those who maintained the

mere humanity of Christ,* iu his first epistle : in which

he is supposed to censure those, who believed Christ to

be a man only in appearance, iu the severest manner

;

but upon those who believed him to be nothing more

than man, the apostle, as he is understood by Dr Priest-

ley, passes no censure. From which it is to be conclu-

ded, tliat the latter opinion is no error, but the very

truth of the gospel.

5. But here the question is, whether the opinion of

Christ's mere humanity is really passed over by St

John, as Dr Priestley supposes, uncensured and unno-

ticed. This question will be differently resolved, ac-

cording as different interpretations of the apostle's ex-

pressions are adopted. This argument, therefore, is of

the same complexion with the former, and labours under

the same defect. A particular sense of the epistle is

alleged, in proof of a pretended fact ; which fact must

itself support the interpretation. "Every spirit," says

St Jolni, " which confesses that Jesus Christ is come in

the flesh, is of God.^f " That is," says Dr Priestley,

** every spirit is of God, that confesses that Jesus Christ

is truly a man."J But it sliould seem, that the propo-

sition that he was truly a man, if he was nothing more

than man, is very awkwardly and unnaturally expressed

by the phrase of his " coming in the flesh :" for in what

other way was it possible for a mere man to come ? Tlie

turn of the expression seems to lead to the notion of a

» Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 10, 13 ; and vol. ti. p. 'iSS.

I"
I John iv. 2.

i- ilist. of Conup. vol. i. p. 10.
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being, who had his choice of different ways of coming
;

a notion which is implied in other passages of holy writ^

and is explicitly expressed in a book little inferior in au-

thority to the canonical writings ; in the first epistle of

Clemens Romanus ; in a passage of that epistle which Dr
Priestley, somevvliat unfortunately for his cause, hath

chosen for the basis of an argument of that holy father's

heterodoxy. " The sceptre of the majesty of God,'*

gays Clemens, " our Lord Jesus Christ, came not in the

pomp of pride and arrogance, altJiough he had it in his

jjower.'^^ Clemens, it seems, conceived, that the man-

ner of coming, was in the power and choice of the per-

son who was to come. St John's expressions evidently

lead to the same notion. It should seem, therefore, that

St John's assertions, concerning the spirits that maintain

or deny that Jesus is come in the flesh, that the one are

of God, and the other of a,ntichrist, were levelled, not

singly at the heresy of the Docetce, as Dr Priestley im-

agines, but equally at that and at another branch of the

Gnostick heresy, which divided Jesus Christ into two

persons ; Jesus, who was supposed lo be a mere man,

the son of Mary by her husband Joseph ; and the Christ,

a, divine being, who was considered as the genius, or

tutelary angel of the man ; not however so united with

the man, as to constitute one person, or to partake of the

man's sufferings. The first epistle of St John, asserts

the doctrine of a true and proper incarnation, in opposi-

tion to the extravagancies of both these sects. The
apostle makes the acknowledgment of the incarnation,

in which both an antecedent divinity and an assumed

Chap. xtI
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humanity are implied, the criterion by which the true

teachers are to be distinguished from the false. And in

the positive assertion of th«! incarnation, and the express

censure of the opposite doctrine as antichristian, he re-

probates the notion of Christ's mere humanity, in the

only sense in which we have any certain evidence that

be lived to see it maintained. It appears, therefore,

that to confess that " Jesus Christ is come in the flesh,'"*^

and to affirm that Jesus Christ is truly a man, arc pro-

positions not perfectly equivalent. Dr Priestley indeed

hath shown himself very sensible of the difference. He
would not otherwise have found it necessary, for the

improvement of his argument, in reciting the third verso

of the fourth chapter of St John's first epistle, to change

the expressions which he found in the publick transla-

tion, for others which correspond far less exactly with

the Greek text. For the words " Jesus Christ is come
in the flesh," Dr Priestley substitutes these, "Jesus

Christ is come of the flesh.^f That he is come in the

flesh, and that he is come of the flesh, are two very dis-

tinct propositions. The one affirms an incarnation ; the

other a mortal extraction. The first is St John's asser-

tion ; the second is Dr Priestley's. Perhaps Dr Priest-

ley hath discovered of St John as of St Paul, that his

reasoning is sometimes inconclusive,:|: and his language

inaccurate : and he might think it no uuwarraf)fai)Ie

liberty to correct an expression, which, as not perfectly

corresponding with his own system, he could not en-

• 1 John iv. 2, Jurat X/sksv t\ citQKti}^nh»^-itoL.

j- Hist, cf Corrup. voS. i. p. 10. line 15.

% "
' i ttiink I have shov.n that the apostle Paul often reasons iiiconclii-

^ToJj," Dr. P's, riist, of Corrup. to!, ii. p. Srw.
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tirely approve. It would have been but fair to adver*

tise his readers of so capital an emendation ; an emen-

dation for which no support is to be found in the Greek

text, nor even in the varieties of any manuscripts. We
are informed indeed by Socrates the historian,* (and

his testimony is confirmed by the Latin of the vulgate,)

of a very considerable variety of some of the ancient

manuscripts. But it is such as only serves to prove,

that the principal object of this epistle of St John, was

understood in the primitive church, to be the confutation

of the Cerinthian Gnosticks ; the sect which divided

Christ into two persons, of which they made Jesus a

mere man ; differing in this, essentially from the DocetcHf

who made the body of the man Jesus a mere phantom.

6. And this view of St John's epistle, receives a

further confirmation from the genuine epistles of Ignatius.

In these, the error of the Bocetce, vvhicli Dr Priestley

supposes to be the sole object of St John's epistle, ig

indeed particularly censured. But lest, in asserting the

truth of our Lord's humanity, he should be understood

to support the opinion of his mere humanity, the holy

Father hardly ever mentions Christ, without introducing

some explicit assertion of his Divinity, or without join-

ing with the name of Christ, some epithet in which it is

implied.

7. The mention of Ignatius having occurred, it were

unpardonable not to suggest to the recollection of this

learned assembly, one passage in particular in the epistle

to the Magnesians, in which the eternal existence of the

Word, as a distinct person from the Father, is asserted

• Lib. vii. c. 33.
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ill terms, which, though hlglily figurative, are perfectly

unequivocal : There is one God, who hath manifested

himself through Jesus Christ his Son, who is liis eternal

Word, who came not forth from silence."* The name
of the Logos, led the early fathers to conceive the gene-

ration of the Son as an utterance ; or, at least, to speak

of it under that figure ; as on the contrary, the Iiereticks,

who denied the eternity of the Son, described the period

preceding his generation as a time of silence.f Under
that figure, Ignatius speaks of the generation of the Son
in this passage : and he affirms, that no period of silence

had preceded the utterance of the eternal Word. Or, if

it should seem more reasonable to suppose an allusion,

in these expressions of Ignatius, to the Si_2;e of the

Gnosticks, the consort of their Bidlios, upon whom the

JEons were engendered ; and to understand the holy

father as miintaining the immediate connexion of the

Father and the Son. unljroken by the intervention of

any such intermediate intelligencies, as the impious the-

ogony of the Gnosticks interposed : still the eternity of

the Son is asserted. For the passage, in this view of it,

amounts to this disjunctive proposition : " The Son's

existence holds not of the Father's by any such remote

relation as these fabulous genealogies describe ; but he

is the eternal Logos of the Paternal mind." According

to either interpretation, the passage contains an evident

assertion of tlie divinity of the Son of God. And this

assertion being found in the writings of Ignatius, the

k'b a.',To iTtyyic 7rpii\3'cev. Ing. ad. Miigii. sec. 8.

t So Maccelliis of Aiicyra:— .T^o jxp t-k S'UfAin^yi*; ttTraurncr, li'e-j'^in. -tk »';, »'c

a' Its.;, 4v T» 01W IK Ai'/io'tTii. Euseb. co.itra Marcell.p. 39.
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familiar friend and companion of the apostles, who suf-

fered martyrdom so early as in the sixteenth year of the

second century, and liad been appointed to the bisliop-

rick of Antinch full thirty years before ; it is an unan-

swerable confutation of our author's confident assertions,

ihat " we find nothing like divinity ascribed to Jesus

Christ before Justin martyr,"* and " that all the ear-

ly fathers speak of Christ, as not having existed al-

ways."t

8. We have seen the sort and fashion of the argu-

ment, which, in proof of his Urst assertion, Dr Priestley

builds on holy writ. Let us take a view of those which

lie hath drawn from other writers.

9. One principal argument, " that the primitive church

of Jerusalem was properly Unitarian," maintaining the

simple humanity of Christ, is this ;—" Athanasius him-

self was so far from denying it," says Dr Priestley,

^^ that he endeavours to account for it, by saying,"

—

'^ that all the Jews were so firmly persuaded that their

Messiah was to be nothing more than a man like them-

selves, that the apostles were obliged to use great cau-

tion in divulging the doctrine of the proper divinity of

Christ."* The latter clause of the sentence, which

contains wdiat Athanasius is supposed to have said, is

marked with inverted commas ; which should seem to

intimate, that it is an exact translation of some passage

in the holy father's writings : and the lower margin of

Dr Priestleys's book, refers to Athanasius's celebrated

piece on the orthodoxy of his predecessor, Dionysius.

* Hist, of Con-up. vol. i. p. 32.

f Ibid. vol. !. p. 42.

4 Hist Qf Corrup. vol. i. p. 13.
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Now in this piece upon the ortliodoxy of Dionysius^

Atlianasius no where, I confess, denies that the primi-

tive church of Jerasalem was Unitarian. Nor, on the

other hand, do I recollect that Dr Priestley hath as-

serted it, in any part of his ^' History of Electricity.'*

The truth is, that in either of these valuable works,

the faith of the primitive church of Jerusalem never

Gomes in question. In the defence of Dionysius, not a

single [lassage is to be found, which may be fairly un-

derstood as a tacit confession, that the primitive faith

of the church of Jerusalem was Unitarian : much less

is there any attempt to account for its supposed hetero-

doxy. Athanasius says indeed of the Jews of the apos-

tolick age, that is, of the unbelieving Jews, (for Atha-

nasius is a writer who calls things by their names

;

and when he speaks of Jews, means not, as Dr Priestley

would persuade us,* Jewish Christians, except when

he sarcastically gives the Aiians the name of Jews, as

resembling the Jews, in his judgment, in an obstinate

denial of the Lord who bought them ; but otherwise,

when he speaks his usual, plain, unfigured language,

the unconverted Jews of the apostolick age are they, of

whom he says,) that they had so little insight into the

true meaning of the prophecies, as to look for nothing

more than a man in the promised Messiah. He says,

that this error of the Jews had been the means of spread-

ing the like mistake among the Gentiles ; meaning pro-

bably the proselytes of the Gate ; who, acknowledging

in some degree the divinity of the Jewish Scriptures,

looked for the completion of the prophecies, and were

liisl. of Corrup. ?o' ii, p. iSfi,
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the first Gentiles to whom the preaching of the apos-

tles was addressed. These Gentiles, with something

of the Jewish faith, it may easily be supposed, had

imbibed many of the Jewish errors ; and among others,

as Athanasius imagines, the expectation of a Messiah

of mortal extraction. This general mistake, he says,

made it necessary, that the apostles, in their first pub-

lick sermons, should insist largely on the miracles of

our Saviour's life on earth, before they entered nito a

detail of the particulars of the gospel doctrine, or ex-

plained what sort of person the promised Messiah was

to be, and Jesus was. For their doctrine upon that ar-

ticle was not likely to meet with credit, till their divine

commission to teach it was acknowledged, and their

Masters generalclaim to the character of the Messiah,

whatever that might be, previously admitted. The ex-

ample of the apostles' practice in this particular is alle-

ged, to show what prudence requires of every preacher

of the gospel ; who must allow himself to be determined

in the arrangement of his matter, the choice of his topicks,

and the composition of his language, by the degree of

previous knowledge, and the state of opinions, which

may actually obtain among those to whom his instruc-

tions are addressed. What the ignorant will most easi-

ly apprehend, must be first taught : those points, which

are supposed to be most generally misunderstood, must

be most particularly explained : and the truth must be

conveyed in that language, which may the most evident-

ly show its disagreement with any false opinions, to

which the hearer may be particularly addicted. Atha-

nasius contends, that upon these principles Dionysius

was to be justified, if he dwelt more on the topick of

our Lord's humiliation^ than on that of his diviuity

:
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tlie Sabcllian heresy being the error with which ©ioiiy-

sius was engaged. The conhideration that the Son

became man, afforded the most obvious proof that he

was not the Father: and the Sabellians were to be

convinced, that the Word was made flesh, gross, corrup-

tible flesh, before they could be brought to acknowledge

that he was God of God. Athanasius shows, that, in

the controversy with these hereticks, Dionysius was in-

evitably led to the use of expressions, which the Ariau

party interpreted in their own favour ; though Diony-

sius always disclaimed the sense, to which his words

were wrested. He contends, that to tax Dionysius

with a propensity to the Ariau party, on account of

these expressions, were no less unreasonable and inju-

rious, than it would be to entertain the like suspicion

of the apostles themselves; because they had found it

necessary to persuade the Jews, that Jesus had been

approved of God, by signs and wonders, as a man,

before they could hope to persuade them, that he was

so much more than man, that his being found in fashion

as a man, was really the most extraordinary part of his

history and character. It is in no other way than this,

that Athanasius speaks of the apostles, as teaching the

Jews the humanity of Christ. The holy father never

speaks of any caution which they used in divulging

the doctrine of his full divurity ; unless an historian's

distribution of the matter of his narrative, or a master's

accommodation of his lessons to the previous attainments

of his pupils, is to be called a caution of divulging-,

what, in the natural order of tradition, is to be the last

disclosed. Was it ever said of Livy, that he relates

the tragedy of Lucretia's death, from a caution of divul-

ging the expulsion of the Taicj[uing? Of Porphyry,
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tliat he treats of the five words, from a caution of divul-

ging the doctrine of the Categories ? The beginning of

every story must be first told—The easiest part of ev-

ery science must be first taught. Of the great ability

and judgment, with which the apostles conducted the

first preaching of the gospel ; of their happy art in the

perspicuous arrangement of their lofty argument ; with

what readiness they led their catechumens on, from the

simplest principles to the highest mysteries ; of tiiis con-

summate ability of the apostles in the capacity of teach-

ers, Athanasius speaks with due commendation. Their

caution he never mentions. On the contrary, the rapid

progress of their instruction, how they passed at once

from the detail of our Lord's life on eartli, to the mys-

tery of his Godhead, is one principal branch of his en-

comium. 1 wish that Dr Priestley had produced the

passage, in which he thinks the apostles are taxed with

caution ; and of which he certainly imagines (he would
not otherwise have led his reader to imagine) he hath

given an exact translation.*

10. Nearly allied to this argument from Athanasius's

omissions to deny, is another from Epiphanius's omission

to assert. " Epiphanius, in his account of the Naza-

renes—makes no mention of any of them believing the

divinity of Christ in any sense of the word.-'f It is

granted. Epiphanius, in his account of these ancient

hereticksjj makes indeed no mention, that they believed

• See the passage produced and critically examined, in the fourth ofDr Priestley's

first Letters to me, the eleventh ofmy Letters in reply, anr' the tenth of Dr I'ricst-

ley's second Letters; and in my remarks upon Dr Priestley's second Letters,—

Pari n. chap. i. sec. 11.

f Hist, of Corrup. vol. i* p. 8.

t Hasres, 33.
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the divinity of Christ in any sense of the word. But

what is this no-mention which Epiphanius makes, and

ofwliat importance is it to our author's system? It is

only that JEpiphanius confesses, that he had no certain

information, what the opinion of the Nazarenes might

be upon tliis article. He had described them in general

as a sect halfJew and half Christian : not Jews, because

they had something of a belief in Christ : not Christian^!,

because they lived in bondage to the ritual law. ^^ But

concerning Christ," he says, " I cannot say whether

they think him a mere man ; or affirm, as the truth is,

that he was begotten of Mary by the Holy Ghost."* It

is thus, and thus only, that Fpiphanius makes no men-

tion of the belief of the Nazarenes in Christ's divinity.

But he equally makes no mention of their disbelief.

And had it been Dr Priestley's point to prove, that the

Nazarenes held the Nicene faith upon the subject of the

Trinity, he might have alleged, with equal fairness

and propriety, Epiphanius's no-mention of their hete-

rodoxy.

11. Indeed, that they were believers in our Lord's

divinity, were the fairer conclusion from tlie neutrality

of Epiphanius's evidence. It was little the temper of

the age in which Epiphanius lived : it was little the

temper of Epiphanius, to think or to speak favourably

of those who were deemed hereticks. It was rather the

practice to aggravate and to multiply ti.eir errors, and

to vilify their characters : to charge them upon the

Hn^iV^cv //c;^3;ip;« ot';^9-ii7tc, ^f,|Aov a.\^^a>7rov ys/mi^^vtr >i\ futr^tK n AKni^x i'^*^ <f"«i
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slightest grounds with every enormity, both in faith and

practice. It is very unlikely, that Epiphanius would

have been so tender of the reputation of these Nazarenes,

as to confess his want of information about their opinions

of the nature of Christ, had there been the least ground

to suspect, or had there been so much as a suspi-

cion current in his times, although it had been founded

only on a general bad opinion of the sect, that they

were heretical in this article. A general clamour, or

the bare assertion of an earlier writer, would have fixed

the imputation, without any nice inquiry into the evi-

dence by which the charge might be supported. And since

Epiphanius confesses, that he had no ground to say that

these Nazarenes held Christ to be a mere man ; the pre-

sumption is, that he ought to have said, that theyaffirmedj>

as the truth is, that he was begotten ofMary, by the Holy

Ghost. But to affirm, ^^ as the truth is, that he w^as begot-

ten of Mary, by the Holy Ghost," in Epiplianius's sense

of those words, was a full confession of his divinity. So

that, if the opinions of these iNazarenes be of any im-

portance for ascertaining the primitive faith ; and con-

jectures are to be drawn, concerning their opinions, from

Epiphanius's profession of his want of information ; the

fair conjecture, is the opposite of Dr Priestley's : namely,

that the Nazarenes homologated with the church, as its

opinions stood in the age of Epiphanius, when I suppose

he will alh)w it to have been far gone from the primitive

purity of his Unitarian faith ; with this corrupt church,

as Dr Priestley deems it, his friends, the Nazarenes,

homologated upon the articleof Christ's divinity.

13 But affer all, of what importance is the opinion

of these Nazarenes ? Or how may the Catholick tradi-

tion be affected by the singularities of a sect ? Ofa sect
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which lay under the censure of the church as heretical ?

Attend, my Reverend Brethren. It is in this that we
have been so long. I believe 1 ought to add, so fatally

mistaken. The Nazarenes were never censured ! They

were no sectaries ! They were the very first, and be-

cause the first, they were the purest, the very best of

Christians I Nazarene was the ancient name of the

Jewish Christians !* Of the first members of the primi-

tive church of Jerusalem—that original, parent church,

the mother of us all ; where James the brother of our

Lord was bishop ! In the opinions therefore of these

Nazarenes, we have the opinions of those first Chris-

tians, who received, not only the baptismal ablution, but

the illumination of the Spirit, at the hands of the apos-

tles ! You seem to ask me, by what evidence this im-

portant discovery is confirmed ? By no evidence. The
thing is not proved. It is asserted. In philosophical

subjects Dr Priestley would be the last to reason from

principles assumed without proof. But in divinity and

ecclesiastical history, he expects that his own assertion,

or that of w^riters of his own persuasion, however unin-

formed or prejudiced, should pass with the whole Chris-

tian world for proof of the boldest assumptions. The

Nazarenes, it is confessed, were the progeny of the first

Christians of the church of Jerusalem. But the name

of Nazarene, you will bear me witness, was never heard

of in the Christian church, as descriptive of the Jewish

Christians, before their settlement in the northren parts

of Galilee, upon the banishment of the Jews from Jeru-

salem, in the reign of Adrian.t T7ie HehvewSy and they

• —— the Nazarenes (and tlie Jewisli CluistiauB never vent hy any otlitr

name.) Hist. Con up. vol. i. p. 8.

j- See the last paragraph of the sixth of my Letters In reply, and tlie scverUi of

{Ivose Letter*, «ec. 5,

G
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of the circumcision^ were the earlier names, by vvliicb

the Jewish converts, wiio formed the church of Jerusa-

salem, had been distinguished from the Christians of the

Gentiles. Their descendants, the Nazarenes, were at

first perhaps heretical but in a single article ; in main,

taining the necessity of the observance of the Mosaick

law, for the attainment of salvation under the gospel

;

whereas, their ancestors had indeed themselves adhered

to their old law, but had declared against the absurdity

of exacting a submission to the ceremonial part of it,

from the Gentile converts. By degrees, however, these

Nazarenes declined so far from the pure faith of that

first race of Christians, from which they boasted their

descent, that in Jerome's time, they were become here-

tical in that degree, that Jerome considered them as a

Jewish sect rather than a Christian. '^ To this day,"

says Jerome, " a heresy prevails among the Jews in all

the synagogues of the east, which is called that of the

Minsei, who commonly go by the name of Nazarenes :

who believe in Christ, the Son of God, born of the

Virgin ; and say that he was the person who suifered

under Pontius Pilate, and rose again ; in whom we our-

selves believe. But from a desire of being Jews and

Christians both at once, they are neither Jews nor

Christians."*

13. It is rather for the sake of general truth, than for

the attainment of victory in the present argument, that

I am desirous to maintain the distinction which was

ever made, till Zuicker attempted to confound it, be-

• Epist ad Augustinum de disijio Petri et Pauli. torn. iii. fol. 155. B. edit-

Froben.
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iwccn the primitive church of Jerusalem and the sect of

the Nazarenes, its heretical offspring. In the Trinita-

rian controversy, the distinction is of little importance

;

or rather, it would be of advantage to the argument of

the orthodox party, if our faith needed other support,

than that which the plain sense of the Scriptures, and

the whole tenor of ecclesiastical history supply: it would

be of singular advantage to our argument, that J)v

Priestley should be able to establish Zuicker's extrava-

gant position, that these Nazarenes- were no other than

the original members of the Hebrew church. Whoever
they were, their orthodoxy, in the article of our Lord's

divinity, is notorious. It is attested by most of the

writers of antiquity that mention them. It is acknowl-

edged by Jerome, at the very same time that he taxes

them with the grossest heresy in other points. And
were no express testimony to be produced, still it would

be the fair and probable conclusion, from that very pas-

sage of Epiphanius, upon which Dr Priestley would

buikl the contrary opinion. If therefore it could be pro-

ved, tliat these Nazarenes really were what Dr Priestley

hath been taught by Zuicker to believe, the first con-

verts of the circumcision ; we who maintan the full di-

vinity of Christ, should find, in the confession of the

Nazarenes, the verdict of those first Christians in our

favour. But since the fact is, that they were an hereti-

cal sect, which arose in the second century, from tlie

ashes of the church of Jerusalem ;* their opinions upon

any article are totally insignificant, and can in no way

effect the Catholick tradition. Still, therefore, the mo-

See LaUcra in reply, vi. ami vii.
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dern Unitarian would serve his own cause but ill, who
should be able to succeed in the attempt to prove, that

the mere humanity of Christ was a tenet of the Naza-

renes.

14. The neutrality of Epiphanius's evidence, is how<

ever, not the whole of the proof, by which our modern

historian hath taken the pains to support an assertion so

little to his purpose. It is alleged, only to corroborate

a more direct proof, which is very proper to be produ-

ced, as another specimen of the sort of argument upon

which our author's first proposition rests.

15. The Nazarenes aud the Ebionites, he tells us,

were the same people, and held the same tenets.* By the

appellation of Ebionites, it is confessed, a certain sect,

which denied the divinity of our Saviour, was originally

distinguished . But how is it proved, that these Ebionites

were the same with the Nazarenes ? By a pretended

acknowledgement of Origen and Epiphanius.f It is of

great importance, for a just apprehension of the exact

force of any writers arguments, to catch the idioms of

his style ; and an attention to this circumstance, must

be particularly recommended to Dr Priestley's readers.

One of the most striking peculiarities of his language,

is a very singular use of the words acknowledge and ac-

Tcnowledgment. Acknowledgment, in the usual ac-

ceptation of the word in controversial writing, signifies

a writer's avowel of a principle or a fact, which, as

making for his adversary's argument, it might have

• Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 7.

j- "— both Origen and Epiphanius acknowledge, that the Nazarenes and

Ebionites were the same people, and held the same tenets," Hist, of Coirup.

vol. j. p. 7.
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been for his purpose to conceal or to deny, but that the

evidence of the thing extorted the confession. But with

Dr Priestley, any expressions, which are capable of

being drawn by construction and refinement, to a sense

that may seem but indirectly favourable to his own

notions, are an explicit acknowledgment of the writer

who uses them, that things actually were, as Dr Priest-

ley is inclined to represent them. If such expressions

of one writer are quoted by another ; they amount to an

acknowledgment to the same purpose, on the part of

the writer who makes the quotation. On the other

hand, the acknowledgment of an original writer, may
sometimes be inferred from a negligent citation. Hath

Eusebius, complaining of a total disregard to truth

among the sectaries who denied our Lord's divinity,

appealed, in confirmation of the charge, to a writer of

the second century ; who alleges it against the Unita-

rians of his own time, as an instance of the most harden-

ed effrontery, that they had the audacity to assert, that

their tenets had been originally taught by the apostles,

and were maintained by all tlie Homan bishops in suc-

cession, to the time of Victor?* This heavy accusa-

tion, thus supported by the testimony of an earlier writer,

is a plain Sicknoivledgment-\ on the part of Eusebius,

that the Unitarians constantly claimed this high antiqui-

ty of their doctrine. And what may seem more para-

doxical, this writei^'s appeal to " certain psalms and

• Easeb. Hist. Eccl. lib. v. c. 28.

f
" It is acknotvled^ed by Eusebius, and others, " that the ancient Unitarians

themselves constantly asserted, that their doctrine was tlie universal opinion of the

Christian church, till the time of Victor." Hist.of Cormp. vol. ii, p. 4S5. Compare

vol. i. p. 18, 19.
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odes, the composition of faithful brethren in the first age,

which celebrate the divinity of the Christ, the Word of

God,"* is only a proof of Eusebius's inability to con-

fute the claim, which, by his own acknowledgment,

was set up.f Hath tlie learned Dr Samuel Clarke, in

an inaccurate citation of a passage in Origen, made

Origen speak of the Unitarians of his time as pious per-

sons? This is a candid acknowledgment,! on the part

of Origen, of the piety of those sectaries ; whereas

Origen says not that they were pious, but that they boas-

tedjl that they were pious, or affected piety. Piety,

and the affectation of piety, belong to opposite charac-

ters. According to this enlarged use of the word ac-

Icnowledgment, it will indeed be very hazardous to

deny but that an acknowledgment to any purpose may
be found in any writer, or be drawn from any words. It

is necessary therefore to declare, that it is only in the

usual meaning of the word, that I take upon me to aver,

that no acknowledgment of the supposed identity of the

Nazarenes and the Ebionites, is to be found either in

Origen or Epiphanius.§> Origen says, indeed, of the

Jewish Christians of his own time, that they were Ebi-

onites:^ not meaning to make any acknowledgment in

favour of the proper Ebionites, as no worse hereticks

* '^ttXfji.ol ft oV« Kitf etfau, !t!h\<pm aV a'^;^'*^ ^""'^ Trt^ocv y^aipuercii, tov Xoyav TK

•9-* TOV Xg/Wf v'lxwa-t ^iiXoyis ^le;. Euseb. Hist. Eccl. lib. v. c. 28. Compare Ephes.

V. 19. Col. iii. 16. J.-vmesv. 13.

•j- " in refuting their pretensions to antiquity, he goes no further back than

Irenseus and Justin Martyr" Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 19.

^ "Origen candidly calls these adherents to the strict unity of God, pious per-

sons" Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 57.

II
—— TToXxxc (piKc^asc: e'/isu vj^ciucas '

§ See Appendix.

f Contra Gels. lib. 2,
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than the Nazarenes ; but ratlier to stigmatize the Naza-

renes with an opprobious appellation. And the only

conclusion which is to be drawn from this passage of

Origen, is, that the word Ebionite had, in his time, out-

grown its original meaning ; which it easily might do;

inasmuch as, by its derivation, it is not naturally des-

criptive of any particular set of opinions ; but barely ex-

pressive of the contempt, in which those who bestowed

it, held the knowledge and understanding of the party

on which it was bestowed. It was therefore likely to

be variously applied at different times, according as one

or another folly incurred the contempt either of any par-

ticular writer, or of the age in which he flourished. Ac-

cordingly, it appears from ecclesiastical history, that the

use of it was various and indefinite. Sometimes it was

the peculiar name of those sects, which denied both the

divinity of our Lord, and his miraculous conception—

-

Then its meaning was extended to take in another

party ; which, admitting the miraculous conception of

Jesus, still denied his divinity, and questioned his pre-

vious existence—And at last, it seems the Nazarenes,

whose error was rather a superstitious severity in tlieir

practice than any deficiency in their faith, were inclu^

ded by Origen in the infamy of the appellation. It was

natural indeed for Origen, fond as he was of myslick

interpretations of the Jewish Scriptures, and possessed

with the imagination, that every particular of the ritual

service, and every occurrence in the Jewish story, was

typical of something in the gospel dispensation ; it was

natural for Origen, to think meanly of a sect who held

the observance of the letter of the ceremonial law, to be

an essential part of a Christian's duty. They certainly

had little apprehension of the free spirit of the religioa
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they professed ; and this, with Origen, would be the

surest mark of a low and beggarly understanding. It

is in this reproachful appellation, which he alone of all

the writers of antiquity hath bestowed upon the Naza-

renes, that Dr Priestley hath discovered his acknowl-

edgment in favour of the Ebionites. For Epiphanius,

who is joined with Origen in this acknowledgment, he

describes the Nazarenes and the Ebionites as differ-

ent sects, maintaining different opinions ; except that

they agreed in retaining more or less of the Mosaick

service.

*

16. Among other specimens of our author's happy

art of turning every thing, by a dexterous interpreta-

tion, to his own purpose ; it were injustice to the inju-

red memory of Eusebius, not to mention the attempt

that is made to shake the credit of his history, by re-

presenting the unfairness with which that candid writer

is supposed to treat the Unitarians ; where he says, "that

Theodotus, who appeared about the year 190, was the

first who held that our Saviour was a mere man ; when

in refuting their pretensions to antiquity, he goes no

farther back than to Irenseus and Justin Martyr, though

in his own writings alone he might have found a refuta-

tion of his assertion."* It must be confessed, that any

one who should assert that Theodotus was the first who

taught a doctrine, which sunk our Lord into the rank

of mere man, might easily be confuted from the eccle-

• See this two-fold question, conceniing the failh of the Nazarenes, ami the

distinction between the Nazarenes and Ebionites, largely discussed in the second

of Dr Priestley's Letters to me, the sixth and seventh of my Letters in reply,

the third of Dr Priestley's second Letters, aud my remaiks on his second Let"

ters,—Part U. chap. ii. and iii.

t Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 19.
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iastical history of Eusebius; in which the Cerinthians

and the Ebiouites, who are taxed by all antiquity with

that impiety, are referred to an earlier period. The
truth however seems to be, that the doctrine of our Lord^s

humanity, like all corruptions, had its stages ; tliat it

was cariied by degrees to the height which it at last

attained ; and that Theodotus, in this article, so far

surpassed the earlier heresiarchs, that the merit of being

the inventor of the mere humanity, in the precise and

full meaning of the words, is with great propriety and
truth ascribed to him. When the Cerinthians and the

Ebionites affirmed, that Jesus had no existence previous

to Mary's conception, and that he was literally and

physically the carpenter's son; it might justly be said of

them, that they asserted the mere humanity of the Re-

deemer : especially, as it could not be foreseen, that the

impiety would ever go a greater length than this, of

ascribing to him an origin merely human. These here-

ticks, however, went no farther, as I conceive, than to

deny our Lord's original divinity : they admitted I know
not what unintelligible exaltation of his nature,* wliich

took place, as they conceived, upon his ascension, by

which he became no less the object of worship, than if

his nature had been originally divine. But when a

more daring (though, I confess, a far more consistent)

sect arose ; denying that our Lord iu glory, is more thaa

a mortal man, raised, as all the just will one day be,

to immortality 5 or that he is more the object of adoration

than Enoch or Elijali ; these younger liereticks, eclipsed

the glory of their timid ancestors, and might justly claim

" See the fourteenth of iny Letters in reply, sec. 5,.
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the honour, of being the first assertors of the mere hu-

manity of Christ ; for they were indeed tlie first, who

made humanity the whole of his condition. It was un-

doubtedly in this exalted sense, that the humanity of

Christ was taught by Theodotus ; for nothing short of

this might serve his purpose ; which, as we learn from

Epiphanius, was to extenuate the guilt of a renunciation

of his faith, which he had made under the terrors of

persecution, by setting up a plea, that, in renouncing

Christ, he had not renounced his God, but a man. This

plea could be of no service to Theodotus's cause, unless

Christ were a man, not only in his origin, but at tlie

time when Theodotus renounced him. It was therefore

that sublime doctrine, which is at this day taught in the

conventicles* of Dr Priestley and MrLindsey ; the doc-

trine of our Loixl's mere undeified humanity ; which

Theodotus, the learned tanner of Byzantium, a deser-

ter of his Lord, and a fugitive from his country, broach-

ed at Rome, in the end of the second century. This

doctrine, Dr Priestley will perhaps find it difficult to

trace to any earlier period, or to any more respectable

origin. No injury, therefore, is done to the Unitarian

cause, when Theodotus is said to be the first author of

the Unitarian doctrine, in this exalted, finished, form.

But after all, this is not, what Dr Priestley imagines it

to be, the assertion of Eusebius. It is the assertion of a

* That the assemblies held by Mr Liiulsey, in Essex-Street, and by Di-

Priestley, at Birmingham, are strictly Contenticles, in the genuine forensick

meaning of the word, see proved in the seventeenth of my Letters in reply,

sec- 8; and my Remarks on Dr Priestley's second Letters,—Part H. chap. iv.

sec. 6. And that Dr Priestley is, by his principles, disqualified to be the i)astor

of any thing better than a Conventicle, see proved by his own confession, ia the

««.^'cnteeiith of his second Letters ro m».
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writer cited by Eusebius without any name. It should

seem that he was of the Latin church, and that his ex-

pressions are to be understood wilh particuhir refercncQ

to the state of religion in the western world, especially

at Rome. Now it was probably true, that Theodotus

was the very first, who, at Home, in any sense, taught

the mere humanity of Christ. For notwithstanding the

corru[)t state of the Roman church in later ages, it is

notorious, that she was the last of all, infected with any

gross heresy. As for the pretension^ of the Unitarians,

which it might be incumbent upon Eusebius to refute,

they were not simply pretensions to antiquity. The
antiquity of the Unitarian doctrine, in a certain form, is

confessed. Its antiquity is proved, by the express cen-

sure which is passed upon it in St John's writings, both

in his first epistle and in his gospel, as a dangerous

error which was in being when he wrote. But the pre-

tensions of the Unitarians, which Eusebius contradicts,

were pretensions to a prior antiquity : the pretence that

their own doctrine was original, and tlie doctrine of the

church, in the time of Zephyrinus, novel. And in refu-

ting these pretensions, the writer quoted by Eusebius,

goes back to the apostolick age : he goes back to those

psalms and odes, which seem to be alluded to in tiie

apostolick epistles, and to the books of haly writ.*

11.

I. By these specimens, a judgment may be formed, of

the. arguments and of the facts by which our author^s

first assumption is supported. By exposing the wcak-

• See this qaestion about Theodotus, purs.ied in the eighth of Dr Priostlcv's

iirst Letters t* incj t'le positcnirt, sec. 4; and the fourteenth uf roy Letters ia.
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ness of our author's arguments, and by the proof which

hath been produced from the writings of Ignatius, that

the divinity of the Son, his full divinity, was acknowl-

edged by the immediate disciples of the apostles ;
(a

proof, which, had not the work been long since done by

the learned Bishop Bull, might have been strengthened

with a copious collection of passages to the same pur-

pose from Ignatius, Barnabas, Clemens Komanus, Her-

nias, and the authentick acts of the martyrdom of Poly-

carp,) by the detection of the fallacy of the arguments

on the one side, and by the positive proof adduced on

the other ; our author's notion of the faith of the first

Christians, that it was purely Unitarian, is overturned.

And if tliis notion of the first Christians be overturned

;

the assertion, that tlie doctrine of our Lord's divinity

was an invention of the second race, falls with it. For
what was believed by the first race, could be no in-

vention of the second. Nor can any argument be

drawn, from any resemblance that may be imagined

between the Trinity of the Christian church, and the

three principles of the Platonists, that the doctrine of

the apostles was not rightly understood by their first

converts ; unless indeed it could be proved, (which is

the tacit assumption upon which this objection is found-

ed.) that the discoveries of revelation, and tlie investiga-

tions of philosophy, may never coincide. But why is it

supposed, that nothing can be a part of an inspired

teacher's doctrine, which had been taught before by
wise men, who were not inspired ? Were every iota of

the gospel doctrine to be found in the writings of the

Greek philosophers, this would not be sufficient to set

aside the pretensions of the first preachers of Christianity

to a divine commission—the just conclusion from so per
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feet an agreement would only be, that for tlie great im-

portance of these doctrines to the manners of mankind,

it had pleased God to make discoveries to all men by

revehition. to which a few only could attain by abstract

reasoning* The case indeed is far otherwise. It is

ever to be remembered, for the mortification of man's

pride, and to the praise of God's mercy; that " when the

world by wisdonn know not God," when philosophy had

made its utmost efforts, not entirely without success, but

with little general advantage ;
" It pleased God by the

foolishness of preaching," by a method of instruction,

which in the article of religious information, hath abol-

ished the distinction between the philosopher and the

idiot, " to save them that I 3lieve." But had our sup-

posed case actually obtained, had revelation discovered

nothing more to all, than reason had previously taught a

few, still to teach all and to teach a few, is so different a

business, that the previous attainments of philosophers,

would have afforded no objection against the pretensions

of the first preachers of the gospel, sufficient to overturn

the evidence by which their claim to a divine commis-

sion is supported. Much less may a resemblance, more

or less exact, between faith and philosophy in single

articles, create a presumption, that those articles of faith,

of which certain philosojuhical opinions seem to carry a

resemblance, made no part of the doctrine which those

inspired teachers taught. The resemblance may seem

indeed a wonderful fact, which may justly draw the

attention of the serious and inquisitive. And if it should

be deemed incredible, as well it may, that reason, in her

utmost strength, should ever ascend so high, as to attain

even to a distant glimpse of truths, which have ever

been esteemed the most mysterious discoveries of reve-
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iation ; it will become a question of tbe highest cu?iosily

and importance to determine, by what means the Pla-

tanick school came by those notions of the Godhead^

which, had they been of later date than the commence-

ment of Christianity, might have passed for a very mild

corruption of the Christian faith ; but being in truth

much older, have all the appearance of a near, though

very imperfect view, of the doctrine which M'as after-

wards current in the Christian church.

2. The inquiry becomes more impoiiant, when it is

discovered, that these notions were l)y no means peculiar

to the Platonick school ; that the Platosaists pretended to

be no more than the expositors of a more ancient doc-

trine, which is traced from Plato to Parmenides
;

from Parmenides to his masters of the Pythagorean

sect ; from the Pythagoreans to Orpheus, the earliest of

the Grecian Mystagogues ; from Orpheus to the secret

lore of the Egyptian priests, in which the foundations

of the Orphick theology were laid. Similar notions of

a triple principle prevailed in the Persian and Chaldsean

theology ; and vestiges, even of the worship of a Trinity,

were discernable in the Roman superstition in a very

late age. This worship, the Romans had received from

their Trojan ancestors; for the Trojans brought it

with them into Italy from Phrygia, In Phrygia it was

introduced by Dardanus, so early as in the ninth century

after Noah's flood—Dardanus carried it with him from

Samothrace, where the personages that were the ob-

jects of it, were worshiped under the Hebrew name of

the Cabirim. Who these Cabirim might be, has been

matter of unsuccessful inquiry to many learned men.

The utmost that is known with certainty is, that they

v/ere originally three, and were called by way of emi«
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nence, the Great or Miglity Ones : for that is the import

of the Hebrew name. And of the like import is their

Latin appellation, Penates. JDii per quos jJenitus spu

ramuSf per quos habemus corpus, jjer quos rationem

animi possidemus.* Dii qui sunt intrinsecus, atque in

intimis peiietralibus cceli-f. Thus the joint worship of

Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, the Triad of the Roman
Capitol, is traced to that of the three mighty ones in

Samothrace J; which was established in that island, at

"what precise time it is impossible to determine ; but

earlier, if Eusebius may be credited, than the days of

Abraham.

3. The notion therefore of a Trinity, more or less

removed from the purity of the Christian faith, is found

to have been a leading principle in all the ancient

schools of philosophy, and in the religions of almost

all nations ; and traces of an early popular belief of it,

appear even in the abominable rites of idolatrous wor»

ship. If reason was insufficient for this great discovery,

what could be the means of information, but what the

Platonists themselves assign QioTrixficclojoi Qiohoyioc. " A
theology delivered from the gods,'' i. e. a revelation.

This is the account which Platonists, who were no

Christians, have given of the origin of their master's

doctrine. But from what revelation could they derive

their information, who lived before the Christian, and

had no light from the Mosaick ? For whatever some

of the early fathers may have imagined, there is no evi-

* Macrob. Satunial. lib. iii. c. 4.

f Varro apud Arnob. lib. iii. p. 123. Lugd. Bat. 1651.

^ —— Tarquinius Demai-ali Coriiithii filius,

—

Samothraciis mijstici imbuivs,

uno tempio ao sub «odeiu tecio, uumiQ* raemorata eonjivngit. Macrob. Saturnal.

Tib. iii. c. 4.
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deuce that Plato or Pythagoras were at all acquainted

with the Mosaick writings : not to insist, that the wor-

ship of a Trinity is traced to an earlier age than that

of Plato or of Pythagoras, or even of Moses. Their

iuforraation could be only drawn from traditions foun-

ded upon earlier revelations ; from scattered fragments

of the ancient patriarchal creed ; that creed, which was

universal before the defection of the first idolaters, which

the corruptions of idolatry, gross and enormous as they

were, could never totally obliterate.* Thus, the doc-

trine of the Trinity, is rather confirmed than discredited

by the suffrage of the heathen sages ; since the resem-

blance of the Christian faith and the Pagan philosophy

in this article, when fairly interpreted, appears to be

nothing less than the consent of the latest and the earli-

est revelations.

m.
4. Our author's assumption, that the doctrine of our

Lord's Divinity, was an innovation of the Platonick

Christians of the second century, being overthrown by

direct proof, that this pretended innovation was a part

of the faith of the first Christians ; all oblique and secon-

dary arguments, that might otherwise create a presump-

tion in our author's favour, are rendered wholly insig-

nificant. To Dr Priestley, it seems a circumstance of

great importance, that these early writers " sometimes

drop tlie personification of the Logos, (which in his

opinion had been their first step towards the deification

* *' What Socrates said of him, what Plato writ, and the rest of the

licathen philosophers of several nations, is all no more than the twilight of re-

velation, after the smi of it was set in the race of Noah." Dryden's Preface

to Religio Laid.
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of our Saviour,*) and speak of it as the mere attribute

of God.'*t This he imputes to the difficulty, with

which new opinions lay hold upon the mind ; and to

tlie natural prevaleucy of good sense, whicli is such,

that it will in all cases often get the better of imagina-

tion.l Facts themselves should be established, before

consequences are deduced from them. Let us there-

fore consider the example by which this assertion is

supported.

2, Theophilus of Antioch says, ^* that when God
said, Let us make man, he spake to nothing but bis

own Logos, or wisdom.''^. It must be confessed, that

the example is happily chosen. It is clear, that in this

passage of Theophilus, as it is expressed in Dr Priest-

ley's translation, the Logos is described as nothing but

the Wisdom of God : nothing but His own wisdom.

His own Wisdom must be that eternal Wisdom, which

is a power of his own Mind, a property of his own
Person : and, to say that God spake to ^^ nothing but

his own Wisdom," is to say, that he spake to no one

but himself. Dr Priestley, metbinks, hath spared to

make the use he might have done of this passage of

Theophilus ; which seems not only to be, an instance in

which Theophilus drops the personification of the Logos

in his own writings ; but to prove, that as far as the

interpretation of the Old Testament is of any impor-

tance, the authority of this learned and ancient bishop

of Antioch stands with the Unitarian scheme. This

* Hist, of Cornip. part i, sec. ii.

•j- Ibid. voi. i. p. 35.

4 Il'id.

^ itia.
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learned bishop tells us, that the writers of the old Tes-

tament, if ever they seem to allude to a plurality of per-

sons in the Godhead, speak figuratively, and are to be

understood accordingly. The allusion is perhaps no

where stronger, than in those words of Moses, in the

book of Genesis, " God said. Let us make." God not

only speaks, " God said ;'' but God speaks in the plu-

ral number, " Let us make ;" as though persons were

addressed, who were to take part with the speaker in

the business to be done. Theophilus, the celebrated

bishop of Antioch ; Theophilus, so respectable for his

antiquity, his piety, and his learning ; Theophilus cau-

tions us, not to be over-confident of the consequences

which we draw from this rigid exposition of the sacred

writer's words. Theophihis aflBrms, that the expression

is purely figurative ; signifying only, that before man
was made, the purpose of making him arose, and was

contemplated, in the divine intellect. The expression

describes an internal deliberation of the Divine Mind
concerning the intended work

;
just as the private

thoughts and purposes of a man, are sometimes expres-

sed under the figure of a discourse passing within him-

self. All this, Theophilus affirms in Dr Priestley's

English. Nothing of this Theophilus aflBrms, speaking

for himself, in his own language,* vk clh\a h mi il^mi^

TLoiniraiuiiv, a\K >;* tcj luv^ ^oyco, nut m \a.v% 'S.ofict. The
*« notliing but" of Dr Priestley's English, conveys quite

another idea than the «x a\^w nyi dw' « of Theophilus's

Greek. The Logos and the Wisdom, as different

names of one thing, are connected by the disjunctive or.

* Ad. AutoI)c. p. lit. Oxon. 168-i.
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in Dr Priestley's English ; as names of different things,

they are connected by the copulative and, (Ka/.) in The-

ophilus's Greek. The exact rendering of Theophilns's

words is to this effect: "It was to no other person"

(that is the proper force of vk oIaku nvi, hand alii aiijnam)

^'It was to no other person that he said, Let us make,

than to his own Word, and to his own Wisdom." ra

',xv% Aoya koci tvi i(xv% 'Zo(pioi.. The repetition of the demon-

strative article with the pronoun, as well as the connec-

tion by the copulative, clearly shows that Aoyof and

2of /a, the Word and the Wisdom, are different thing?!.

Hath Dr Priestley written a history of the Corruptions

of Christianity, and hath he yet to learn, that in the

language of Theophilus, and of the best writers of his

age, the Word and the Wisdom, (Aoyof and Sof/a,) are

used as proper names of the second and third persons

of the Trinity ? If his own reading in those early fathers

hath been so confined, that not one of the clear unequi-

vocal instances that occur in Theophilus himself, in

Origen, in Tatian, and Irenseus, hath ever fallen under

his own proper observation, he might have been inform-

ed of this peculiarity of their style, from the notes which

accompany the text of Theophilus, in Bishop FelFs

edition, printed at Oxford in IGSi; which, as it is inser-

ted in his catalogue^ o? princijml editions, it is possible

he may have seen. Theophilus's assertion, that God
spake to no other person than his Word and his

wisdom, is an assertion, that he spake to persons of no

less dignity, than the Son and the Holy Ghost. It is

* Dr Priestley's Preface, p. xxii.
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an assertion of the Catholick exposition* of the t^xt,

and of the consequences deduced from it, in opposition

to the Jewish expositors of that age ; who contended,

that this speech of God was addressed to the angels,

TheophiUis therefore, in this passage, hath not dropped

the personification of the Logos ; that is, he hath not re-

ceded from the assertion of the personality of the Word.

He affirms not, that the Logos, so often mentioned by

himself and other writers as a person, is no person, but

merely tlie Divine Attribute of Wisdom ; which, in the

usual language of grammarians, were rather to assert

the personificationf than to drop it : but by tlie names

of the Word and the Wisdom, he distinguishes two

different persons; saying, these were the persons to

whom God spake.

IV.

I. We have seen by what sort of arguments, our

author's two first assertions, *^ That the faith of the

first age was Unitarian, and that the doctrine of our

Lord's divinity was an invention of the second,'' are

supported. If he hath succeeded no better in the proof

of his third assertion, concerning the Platonick Chris-

tians of the second age, the inventors, as he would have

it, of our Lord's divinity,—that the divinity which they

set up was only of that secondary sort, which was ad-

mitted by the Arians, including neither eternity, nor

" That this is the true exposition, that the text tiescrihes a consultation which

passed between the persons of the Godhead, is shown with great brevity, but

with the liighest degree of evidence and perspicuity, bi Dr Kennicott's disser-

tation on the Tree of Life, p. 29, 30.—Compare the same dissertation, p, 71

.

-j- Of my misapprehension of the word personif.cation, as used by Dr Priestley,

and how little it affects my aigumcnt, see the thirteenth of my Letters in

in reply, sec. 2—5.
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any proper necessity of existence, having the mere name

of divinity, without any thing of the real form ; if the

proof of this third assertion should be found to be

equally infirm with that of the otiier two, his notion of

the gradual progress of opinions, from the mere Unita-

rian doctrine to the Arian, and from the Arian doctrine

to the Athanasian faith, must be deemed a mere dream,

or fiction, in every part.

3. It must be acknowledged, that the first converts

from the Platonick school, took advantage of the resem-

blance between the evangelick and Platonick doctrine,

on the subject of the Godhead, to apply the principles

of their old philosophy, to the explication and the confir-

mation of the articles of their faith. They defended it

by arguments drawn from Platonick principles ; they

even propounded it in Platonick language : which, to

themselves and their contemporaries, was the most fa-

miliar and intelligible that could be employed, upon so

abstruse a subject. Nor was this practice to be con-

demned, so long as the Scriptures and the Catholick

traditions were made the test of truth ; so long as reve-

lation was not pressed into the service of philosophy, by

any accommodation of the pure evangelical doctrine to

preconceived opinions : but philosophy was made to

exert her powers in the defence of revelation, and to

lend her language to be the vehicle of its sacred truths.

These might be deemed the most promising means that

could be employed, for bringing over more converts

from the Pagan schools ; and the writers, who evangel

ized in this philosophical style, conceived perhaps, that

they had the sanction of an Apostle's example, '' for

becoming all things to all men, that they might gaia

some."
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3. But whatever might be the purity of their iiiteu-

tlons, they were guilty of an unpardonable deviatioil

from the primitive faith, if it be true, that they maintain-

ed the doctrine which Dr Priestley ascribes to them
;

namely, that the Son is the mere contingent creature of

the Fathers will and power ; a production which hath

not always existed.* We have seen, that this was not

the belief of the first age ; and if it is to be found in the

writings of the second, it could indeed be nothing better

than a corruption of religion by philosophy.

4. To judge of the truth of a writer's proposition,

and even to divine of what sort the arguments will be,

which he will allege in support of it, it is sometimes

suflBcient that the precise tenor of it be clearly under-

stood. They were converts from Platonism, they were

Christians, who, with their Christianity, are supposed

to have retained their Platonism, to whom Dr Priestley

ascribes the notion of a Logos which had not always ex-

isted, but began to be, like other creatures, by an act of

the Father's will. After all that Dr Priestley hath

written, about the resemblance between the ecclesiastical

and the Platonick Trinity ; he hath yet, it seems, to

learn, that a created Logos, a Logos which had ever not

existed, was no less an absurdity in the academy, than

it is an impiety in the church. The converts from Pla-

tonism must have renounced their philosophy, before

they could be the authors of this absurd, this monstrous

opinion.f As the notion that this doctrine took its rise

with them, betrays a total ignorance of the genuine prin-

* Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 42, 44, 62.

h See more upoo this subject in the eighth of Dr Priestley's first Letters to

me, and the thirteenth of my Letters in reply, sec. 8.
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ciples of their school ; it is easy to foresee, that the ar-

guments brought in support of it, can only be founded in

gross misconstructions of their language. That this ig

indeed the case, will be abundantly proved by a single

instance.

5. Athenagoras is one of the writers to whom Dr
Priestley refers for a proof of his assertion. The pas-

sage which he cites, as affording a proof that Athena-

goras believed not that Christ had always existed, or

that tlie Logos had always existed, otherwise than as

an attribute of the Divine Mind, happens to be one, in

which that Philosophick father asserts the eternity of

the Logos, as a distinct person, in the most explicit

terms ; and argues in support of it, from a certain rela-

tion of the Logos to the paternal intellect, which the

name, Logos, implies. " Athenagoras/' says Dr Priest-

ley, " calls Christ the first production of the Father

;

but says, he was not always actually produced ; for that

from the beginning, God, being an eternal mind, had

reason in himself, being from eternity rational."* But

let us hear Athenagoras himself.f ^' If,'' says he, *' en-

dowed as you are with superior understanding,*' (he

addresses the Emperors Marcus Aurelius Antoninus,

and Lucius Aurelius Commodus,) it should occur to

you to inquire, whence it is that he is called a Son, I

will explain it in a few words. (It is) that he is to the

Father (as) the first offspring. Not as something made,

(This is the true sense of the words, in which Dr Priest-

ley imagines that it is said tliat Christ was not always

produced) " Not as something made. For God, being

* Hist, of Cornn). vol. i. p. 36.

I See the untirc Greek pawagc, p 68,
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an eternal intelligence, liiraself from the beginning bad

the Logos in himself, being eternally rational." The
learned father undertakes to explain to the philosophi-

cal emperors, why the second person in the ever bles-

sed Trinity, is called the Son. He tells them^ that

this name is expressive of a certain relation, which the

second person stands in to the first, who is called the

Father ; which relation is that of the eldest born. But

lest the relation of primogeniture sliould lead to the no-

tion of a proper physical generation, which would sink

the Son into the rank of a creature, (for generation is

only a particular way in which certain things are made,)

he says, that the birth or generation of the Son, is not

to be understood as if he were something that had been

ever made ; as if his being had commenced, at any cer-

tain time, by the inducement of a form upon a pre-exis-

ting material. For that is the general notion of a ma-

king ; although in common speech it is usual to say of

those things only, that they are made, to which the

form is given at once by the hand of the artist. When
the form is gradually brought on by the plastick pow-

ers of nature, the secret process is called generation

:

which is therefore but a sort of making, and differs

from that which is usually called a making, in the

means only by which the end is compassed. Athenago-

ras therefore gives the emperors a caution, not to under-

stand by the generation of the Son, a generation in the

literal sense of the word, which comes under the gener-

al notion of a making : not to understand by it any thing

like that natural process, by which the bodies of plants

and animals, and some other substances, are carried

forward from a potential to an actual existence. Tim
generation of the Son cannot be understood^ he says,
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of any such production, because his actual existence is

from eternity. This, he says, is the necessary conse-

quence of the confessed eternity of the Father. The
Logos Iiath existed from eternity, in union with the Fa?.

ther ; " because God, being eternally rational, ever had
the Logos in himself." The sense is, that the personal

subsistence of a Divine Logos is implied in the very

idea of a God. And the argument rests on a principle

which was common to all the Platonick fathers, and
seems to be founded in Scripture, that the existence of

the Stm, flows necessarily from the Divine Intellect ex-

erted on itself; from the Father's contemplation of his

own perfections. But as the Father ever was, his per-

fections have ever been, and his intellect hath been ever

active. But perfections, which have ever been, the ever

active Intellect must ever have contemplated j and the

contemplation which hath ever been, must ever have

been accompanied with its just effect, the personal exis-

tence of the Hon. Athenagoras having thus proved,

that the generation of the Son can be only a figurative

generation, proceeds to explain the figure, by assigning

the particular transaction to which he conceives it to

allude : which is no commencement of the Son's exist-

ence ; not even that act of the Paternal Mind, in which

the existence of the Son originates; but the going forth

of the Son to exert his powers in the business of crea-

tion. "He is," says Athenagoras, "to the Father as

the first offspring ; not as something that was ever made

:

but that he went forth to be idea and energy in material

substances, which lay yet in chaos, unqualified and un-

distinguished ; the dense promiscuously mingled with

the rare, waiting the operation of the active spirit to im-

9
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pregnate them with form."* Here, iudeed, the Son of

God is called an idea, and an energy. But it is not,

that he is understood to be an unsubstantial idea, or en-

ergy, of the Paternal Mind ; but a living idea, energiz-

ing on the matter of the universe, to stamp it with the

forms of things. And his generation is affirmed to be

no commencement of his existence, but the first exertion

of his powers in the production of external substances :

or, to use a more Platonick phrase, the first projection of

his energies. frco^oKn Tm i¥ii>yi]f/.a%r.

6. If any thing be justly reprehensible in the notions

of the Platonick Christians, it is this conceit, which

seems to be common to Athenagoras with them all, and

is a key to the meaning of many obscure passages in

their writings, that the external display of the powers of

the Son, in the business of creation, is the thing intend-

ed, in the Scripture language, under the figure of his

fr^ulov yivvufjiu. wsu Ta TraJ^i, vx. *; ymiusiov' it, ^fX,"^ y^ "' Q^oh •'"^ euJtot m, u^tt

xvTo( IV (axnai tov Xo).sv' auiucg >.oyiKo; w aA\' a? Tm uKium eni/xtirivlitv aio-nbi

<j>t;<rea)f khu yn; o^vct; v-aroKUfAivm Sum, fjiifjt.ey fAt/tnv tocv TTa/xyfAiii^igav ?r/^^? to. iKn^ili^u,

6T ttwroi; iS'ot, KM tvtfiyii^ ttvxi TT^ahd'an: There seems to be some corruption in the

words xjuj'Kc- a iearneii clergyman of thearcltdeacotiry of St. \lban's, conjectures,

that >«c sliould be tw. Nor can I devise any better emendation. Tiie general

sense of the passage cannot but be very clear, to those to whom the imagery of the

Platonists is in any degree familiar.

A passage of Hermes Trismegistus, preserved by Suidas, and Cedrenus, and

Melela, may somewhat illustrate this passage of Athenagoras. Hv ifa; vctfiov w^s

^oi']@'voif^y )La.t KeTtv «7e^ov nv »' t»7k evo7<is" «a «v icw}u cev, ttu tod iovIk vo< x^ti ^ce]i kui

a'vK/jUst?* TTuvla. Trtpn^u- (kIoc thIx a' 9-«oc, «k ctyfih©', «' ScU/xatv, kk sa-fct t« HK>.>tva.fiui

yg.f xupmCf Kcu d'eoc, x.tu Tralup, km TravlcL utt avlis ksu iv ittfltii tf/y. o' yttp Acj-o? eujlv

Trpaik^m, 7retvlt?^u(^ x.aj y'3n[A@' ksu infAta^yoi tv yovif/.ce vfitlt TtiToo'i* ryiajm iTot>ia-( ra

• Malela has ev >«>//.<« ^i,7ti tsji-iv, for w jcvr^w* i/W/.
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generation.* A conceit which seems to have no certain

foundation in holy writ, and no authority in the opinions

and the doctrines of the preceding age : and it seems to

have betrayed some of those who were the most wedded

to it, into the use of a very improper language ; as if a

new relation had taken place between, the first and the

second person, when tlie creative powei's were first ex-

erted. The indiscretion of presuming to afSx a deter-

minate meaning upon a figurative expression, of which

no particular exposition can be safely drawn from holy

writ, is iji some degree atoned by the object which these

writers had in view. It was evidently their intention,

to guard the expressions of Scripture from misconstruc-

tion. They thought to lead men away from the notion

of a literal generation, by assigning to the figure a par-

ticular meaning, which it might naturally bear, and

which, whether it was tlie true sense of it or no, seemed

not to clash with any explicit part of the revelation.

The conversion of an attribute into, a person, whatever

Dr Priestley may imagine, is a notion to which they

were entire strangers. They held indeed, that the

existence of the Son necessarily and inseparably attach-

ed to the attributes of the Paternal Mind : insomuch

that the Father could no more be without the Son, than

without his own attributes. But that the Son had been

a mere attribute, before he became a person ; or that the

Paternal attributes were older than the Son's personal

existence, is a doctrine which they would have heard

with horror and amazement. With horror as Chris-

tians ; with amazement as philosophers I

* See the thirteenth of ray Letters in reply, sec. 12, 15,
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7. It is but justice to Dr Priestley, to acknowledge,

what indeed he ought to have acknowledged for himself,

that in this misinterpretation of the Platonick father's,

he is not original : that he hath upon his side the re-

spectable authority of two very eminent divines of the

Roman church,—Petavius and Hueiius : which however

is no more than a single authority ; the pious bishop of

Avranches, upon this subject, being but the echo of the

Very learned Jesuit. It is not the season to revive past

quarrels : one is therefore unwilling to recollect the

motives, which induced Petavius to belie his better

knowledge, and to charge the philosophical fathers of

the second century with errors, which he was too learn-

ed not to know no Platonist could entertain. But at

the time when Petavius wrote, the minds of tlie most

enlightened and liberal of the Romanists, were so ill

reconciled to the separation of the reformed churches from

their communion, that it was the fashion for the cham-

pions of the Papal superstition, in order to weaken the

support which they were sensible the Protestant caus6

received, from the writings of the fathers of the three

first centuries, to take every method to derogate from

their authority. And this, it was thought, could in no

way be more effectually done, than by bringing them

under a suspicion of misbelief, in doctrines which the

reformed churches, and the Roman, hold in equal re-

verence. The learned Petavius considered not, that

he sacrificed the cause of our common Christianity to

the private views of his own church, in thus attempting

to corrupt the stream of tradition at the very fountain-

head. His arguments, which Di* Priestley hath at-

tempted to revive, are examined and confuted with

great erudition and ability; by the excellent Eishop
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Bull, ia the third section of his "Defence of the

Nicene Faith.

8. The last specimen which 1 shall produce, of Dr
Priestley's manner of arguing from authorities, shall be

taken from his short account of the word Trinity.*

This word, he says, first made its appearance in the

writings of Theophilus, bishop of Antioch. But Dr
Priestley thinks " it is not clear that by it he meant, a

Trinity consisting of the same persons that it was after-

wards made to consist of:" and he aflBrms, that it is cer-

tain, a Trinity of persons in the Godhead, was not

meant by Theophilus; and thus Theophilus for the second

time, is brought to give evidence against his own opinion.

But whence arises the certainty, that a Trinity of persons

is not meant by Theophilus? From no other circumstance,

that 1 can perceive, but that the word Trinity is expressly

expounded in the text ofTheophilus, by God, his Word^

and his Wisdom. " The three days," says Theophi-

lus, " which preceded the creation of the luminaries,

were types of the Trinity ; of God, and of his Word,

and of his Wisdom.^f It hath already been observed,

that God, his Word, and his Wisdom, in the phraseol-

ogy of Theophilus's age, were used for Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost. It is unnecessary, in this assembly,

to cite the numerous examples that occur in Theophilus,

Tatian, Irenseus, and Origen. It may be more useful

' Hist, of Corrup. toI. i. p. 99.

ens, «a.* tn Aoyx auJits, x.<tt* m; lo<ftAg atuJe. Theopli. ad Autolyc. lib. ii. p. 106.

Oxon. 1684. I have taken the iibertj to insert the prepoBittOQ rrgo, tlie waut of it

l^ing OTidentlj an oiuiseion.
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to explain the grounds upon whlch^ as I conceive, tliis

language was adopted.

9. We have seen that the Platonick fathers, although

they lield the eteraity of the second person no less than

o-f the first, imagined, that his generation signified a par-

ticular transaction, which took place at a certain time.

And it is probable that, although they held the eternity

of the Holy Spirit, yet they conceived, that the proces-

sion expressed some projection of his energies, which,

took place at the same time with that, which they under-

stood to be the generation of the Son. They imagined,

that the second person was not properly a Son, before

that event, which they understood by his generation

:

and they would equally imagine, that the third was not

properly the Spirit, before the event which they under-

stood by his procession. But they conceived, that the

second person had ever been the Word, and that the-

third had ever been the Wisdom. Of the first they con-

ceived, that he was not properly a Father, before the se--

cond was a Son ; althougli he ever had been God. I

liave already given my opinion of these subtle distinc-

lions ; for which the best apology (for an apology they

need) is the evident good intention of the writers, who
first maintained them. But upon these distinctions,

whether just or visioimry, their phraseology seems to

liave been founded. They thought the names of God,

the Word, and the AYisdom, which express of each of

the three divine persons, what each hath always been^;

were appellations to be generally preferred to those of

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost; which express 'relationjs

only, which, according to their fancy, had not always

been. And this explains the reason, why they used
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the word God, as the peculiar appellation of the Father.

It was not that they scrupled to ascribe an equal divin-

ity to all the three Persons ; but that, rejecting the sim-

pler nomenclature founded on relations, they desired to

call each person, by the name which they conceived to

be most descriptive of his essence : and of the essence of

the Father, they could find no name at all descriptive,

but the general appellation,—^God.

10. The three names therefore, God, the Word, and

the Wisdom, in tfie language of Theophilus's age, were

understood to be equivalent to Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost : and when Theophilus expounds the word Tri-

nity, by God, his Word, and his Wisdom, it is just the

same thing as if he had rendered it by Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost. How this exposition may create a doubt,

whether Theophilus's Trinity consisted of the same

persons with the Trinity of later ages ; how it may pro-

duce a certainty, that Theophilus's was not a Trinity of

persons in the Godhead, it is not mj'^ business to explain.

Dr Priestley should have opened this mystery; but he

hath not condescended to give his readers any farther

light than his o\^ n naked assertion, that the thing is, as

he would choose that it should be 5 which in this, as in

other cases, he seems to think may pass for a sufficient

proof, of any of the paradoxes of his own party.

11. Perhaps his doubt about the real meaning of the

word, and his confident persuasion that it was no Trin-

ity of persons in the Godhead, have arisen from the ob-

scurity of which he complains, in the subsequent part of

the sentence, where the Word and the Wisdom are

mentioned again. It is indeed but reasonable to sup-

pose, that these words are used in the same sense in

b»th places. But in this second place, the Wisdom,
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Dr Priestley might imagine, could be no divine person.

For in Dr Priestley's English, the latter clause of the

sentence runs thus :
^' The fourth day is the type of

Man, who needs light, that the Word may be God, and

the Man Wisdom/' This passage, Dr Priestley ob-

serves, is " certainly obscure enough/' You all, 1 am
persuaded, agree in the truth of his remark ; and you

will equally agree in mine, if I venture to say much
more of the latter clause : that it is certainly unintelligi-

ble—in Dr Priestley's translation. But turn to the ori-

ginal—the whole obscurity will vanish ; and instead of

it, you will find that striking perspicuity of language,

which is the characteristick beauty of Theophilus's style.

Having said, that tlie three first days of creation were

types of the Trinity, Theophilus adds, " That the fourth

was a type of Man, who is in need of light. That there

might be, or, so that there is, God, the Word, the Wis-
dom, Man."* This last clause is nothing but an enu-

meration of all that had been mentioned, as typified in

the first four days of creation. To explain how these

days were types of what they are supposed to represent,

might indeed be difficult : but in the age of Theophilus,

the great art of interpreting the Old Testament, was

supposed to consist in making types out of every thing.

The sense, however, of the writer, is expressed with

the greatest perspicuity. It is evident from his own
exposition of the word, that he speaks of no other Tri-

nity than. Father, Son, and Roly Ghost. It appear?:

therefore, from the testimony of Theophilus, that tlie

9s!/5;- /va «' 0jic, As>£f, lofuHi h\^fV7TQ^. AU Atttolyc. lib. ii. p. lOG. Oxon. 16S4.
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word was used at first in no other sense, than that which

it hath borne in later ages. The word hath not changed

its original meaning ; but in this, as in most of hia as-

sertions, Dr Priestley is confuted by his own authori-

ties.

i2. I feel no satisfaction in detectiug the weaknesses

of this learned writer^s argument, but what arises from

a consciousness, that it is a discharge of some part of

the duty, which I owe to the churcli of God. It is a

mortifying proof of the infirmity of the human mind, in

the highest improvement of its faculties in the present

life, that such fallacies in reasoning, such misconstruc-

tions of authorities, such distorted views of facts and

opinions, should be found in the writings of a man, to

whom, of all men of the present age, some branches of

the experimental sciences are the most indebted.

V.

1. May I be permitted to close this long address,

with a word of exhortation to tlie younger members of

the priesthood.

2. The actual state of things is such, that, to the

greater part of those who engage in it, our holy profes-

sion must furnish tiie means of a subsistence. The con-

sequence is, that we are obliged to enter upon it in an

early season of our lives, when it is well if we have

previously laid a good foundation in our minds, of the

very first principles of the doctrine of Christ : and a due

proficiency in the theological studies, must be the attain-

ment of future industry. To the novitiates therefore ()f

our order, considered as unfinished theologians, I take

the liberty to recommend the diligent study of the work?

of Bishop Bull; especially of his Avritings on the sub-

ject of thft Trinity^ with the annotations of Grabo, \m

40
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learned editor. In these, they will find an exact and

critical detail, of the opinions of the fathers of the three

first centuries. They will find the faith of the church

of England confirmed, and proved to be the original

faith, by a tradition, traced with certainty to the apos-

tolick age. And they will find every argument refuted,

which the Unitarian party have yet been able to form,

upon their own views, of the opinions of the earliest

ages.

3. The study of Bishop Bull, if leisure is not want-

ing, may be followed or accompanied with advantage,

by that of the ecclesiastical historians ; of the original

historians, I mean, Eusebius, Socrates, Sozomen, and

Theodoret. As for modern histories, the use of them,

without a previous acquaintance with the ancient writers,

is rather to be discouraged than recommended. By
those who are already learned in the subject, they may
be read indeed with emolument ; as commentaries oa

the ancient text of history, as it lies in the original

writers, which may occasionally throw light upon dark

and doubtful questions. But, as books of elementary

instruction for beginners, they will generally be perni-

cious j for it will too often be found to be the case, that

the narrative is accommodated, not through premeditated

fraud, but in the mere error of prejudice, either to the

private opinions of the writer, or to the interests of his

sect. Of this, Dr Priestley's work is a striking exam-

ple. No work was perhaps ever sent abroad, under

the title of a history, containing less of truth than his, in

proportion to its volume.

4. From ecclesiastical history, the' student learns

what the faith of the church hath at all times been

;

and he is enabled to separate the pure doctrine of the
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first age, from all later innovations : a matter at all times

of the liighest moment ; but of particular importance in

the present juncture, when the whole ability and learn-

ing of the Unitarian party is exerted, to wrest from u&

the argument from tradition. The importance of the

argument from tradition, rests upon the supposed infal-

libility of the first preachers. TJie opinion of their in-

fallibility, rests upon the belief of their divine illumina-

tion. The consequence of a divine illaraination is, that

their whole doctrine must have been—not indeed ob-

vious to the human understanding—not within the

reach of its unassisted power to discover—but consonant

to the highest reason, nor too difficult, w hen propounded,

for the human apprehension ; and though not free from

paradoxes, certainly not encumbered with contradictions.

No tradition therefore may avail to prove, that any

manifest contradiction; that a part, for instance, is equal

to the whole, or that the same thing in the same respect,

is at the same time one and many, was a part of the

apostolick doctrine ; if the inspiration of the apostles be

admitted. Or, if it should appear, from the evidence of a

tradition which cannot reasonably be questioned, that

the apostles really required the belief of contradictions

under the name of mysteries ; their pretence to inspha-

tion will be refuted, and the credit of their doctrine

overturned. For as the evidence of intuition is far su-

perior to that of sense ; no external evidence may estab-

lish the belief of a contradiction ; since no testimony that

a contradiction is, should be allowed to overpower the

intuitive conviction that it cannot be. An inquiry,

therefore, into the reasonableness of our faith, as well

as just views of its history, is of great importance.

5. The reasonableness of our faith will be best un-
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derstood, from the writings of the fathers of the three

first centuries. And among these, those wicked Pla-

tonists of the second age, who, in Dr Priestley's judg-

ment, sowed the seeds of the antichristian corruption,

deserve ])articular attention ; for the great perspicuity

with which, in general, they expound the faiili, and the

great ability with which they defend it. And as these

corrupters, brought with them into the church the lan-

guage of their school, (1 say the language, for its opin-

ions, except so far as they harmonized with the gospel,

they had the ingenuity to retract,*) the writings of the

Pagan philosophers, particularly the Platonists, will be

of considerable use to the Christian student ; as they will

Lring him more acquainted with a phraseology, which

is used even by the Clu'istian Platonists : nor for this

purpose only, but for some degree of light which they

will throw upon the argument. The error of the later

Platonists was, that they warped the genuine doctiine

of the original tradition, their QioTra^otloloc ©eoAoy/a. to a

form in which it might be in friendship with the popular

idolatry. Their writings therefore are a mine, in which

the true metal is, indeed, mingled with a dross of hete-

rogeneous substances ; but yet, the richness of the ore

is such, as may well repay the cost and trouble of the

separation. Or, if leisure should be wanting, for a

minute study of a subject which may seem but of a se-

condary importance ; it will at least be expedient, I had

almost said it will be necessary, to know so much of the

opinions of heathen antiquity, as is to be learned from

those authentick documents^ which the industry of the

* See the beginning of Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Tryyho, and Theopli.

ad Autolyck, lib. ii.
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indefatigable Ciidworth hath collected and arranged,

with great judgment, in his Intellectual System.

6. Tlie advantage to be expected from these deep

researches, is not any insight into the manner in which

the three Divine Persons are united; a knowledge,

which is indeed too high for man, perhaps for angels

;

which, in our present condition at least, is not to be

attained, and ought not to be sought ; but that just

apprehension of tlie Scripture doctrine, which will show

that it is not one of those things that " no miracles can

prove,"* will be the certain fruit of the studies recom-

mended. They will lead us to see the Scripture doc-

trine in its true light : that it is an imperfect discovery,

not a contradiction. That the Catholick faith is not

properly compared with the tale of Mahomet's journey

to the third heaven ; his conferences there, while the

pitcher of water fell ; or even with the doctrine of tran-

substantiation :\ that even the Athanasian creed, is

something very different from, a set ^^ of contradictions

the most direct which any person, the most skilled in

logick, might draw up'':{:—a censure, which could

hardly have fallen from our learned adversary, Unita»

rian as he is, had he but known so common a book as

Dr Waterland's History and Paraphrase. In the opin-

ions of the Pagan Platonists, we have in some degree

an experimental proof, that this abstruse doctrine cannot

be the absurdity, which it seems to those who misunder-

* " They are things which no miracles can prove," says Dr Priestley, in his

Ad<!res3 to Mi- Gibbon, speaking of the doctrines cf the Trinity, and the

Atonement. See Hist, of CoiTup. toI. ii. p. 861.

•\ Hist, of Corrup. vol. ii. p. 461.

i Ibid. vol. i. p. 87.
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stand it. Would Plato, would Porphyry, would even

Plotinus, have believed the miracles of Mahomet, or

the doctrine of transubstantiation ? But they all belie-

ved a doctrine, which, so far at least, resembles the

Nicene, as to be loaded with the same, or greater ob-

jections. By every one, who will thus combine the

studies of divinity and philosophy, the truth of Plato's

observation, I am persuaded, will be soon experienced

:

that, to those who apply themselves to these speculations^

with a humble disposition to be taught, rather than with

the unphilosophical and irreligious habit, of deciding

hastily upon tlie first view of difficulties ; what at first

appeared the most incredible, will, in the end, seem the

most evident and certain ; and maxims, which seemed at

first indisputable, will be discarded.*

7. An extensive erudition in Pagan, as well as Chris-

tian antiquity, joined with a critical understanding of

the sacred text ; is that which hath so long enabled the

clergy of the church of England, to take the lead among

Protestants, as the apologists of the apostolick faith and

discipline ; and to baffle the united strength of their

adversaries, of all denominations. God forbid, that

through an indolence, which would be unpardonable,

we should ever lose the superiority which we have so

long maintained. The acquisition of learning is indeed

laborious, but the fruit is sweet. The private satisfac-

tion that it must give, to every minister of the church of

England, to understand, that his engagements to the

establishment, are perfectly consistent with his higher

obligations to God and Christ ; is alone sufficient, to

* Plato ia Epist. ad Oionys.
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repay the labour of the studies, which afford this com-

fortable conviction, and contribute to its daily growth.

But private satisfaction is not the end of our pursuits.

The nobler end is publicli edification. It is a maxim

of Dr Priestley's, that every man, who in his conscience

dissents from the established church, is obliged in con-

science to be a declared dissenter. I honour the gene-

rosity of the sentiment.

(piKOV ini

A\K ahKoli TrixjiuYf elon <7X0Kiaig—

—

It ought, much more, to be the sentiment of every one

who stands with the received doctrine,—to be a declared

churchman. If he would reap any solid advantage

from the purity of his faith, he must be an open and

avowed believer ; lest, if he confess not Clirist, his God
and Saviour, before men, he should not be at last con-

fessed before the angels of heaven. If this confession

be the general duty of every man, who feels conviction ;

jt is the particular duty of every man, m ho hath been

called to the evangelist's office. He holds the authority

of his commission for no otlier purpose, but to be a wit-

ness of the truth. A conviction that it is the truth,

founded on a deep investigation of the subject, will sup-

ply him with firmness, to persevere in the glorious at-

testation, unawed by tiie abilities of his antagonists, un-

daunted by obloquy, unm(»ved by ridicule : which seem

to be the trials which God hath apjiointed, instead of

persecution, in the present age, to prove the sincerity

and patience of the faithful. The advocate of that
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sound form of words, which was originally delivered io

the saints, hath to expect that his opinions will be the

open jest of the Unitarian party : that his sincerity will

be called in question : or, if " a bare possibility of his

being in earnest"* be charitably admitted, the misfor-

tune of his education will be lamented, and his preju-

dices deplored. All this insult will not alarm nor dis-

compose him. He will rather glory in the recollection,

that his adlierence to the faith of tlie first ages hath pro-

voked it. The conviction, which he will all the while

enjoy, that his philosophy is Plato's and his creea St

John's, will alleviate the mortification he might other-

wise feel in diftering from Dr Priestley : nor suffer him

to think the evil insupportable, although the consequence

of this dissent, should be, that he must share with the

excellent Bishop of Worcester, in Dr Priestley's *' pity

and indignation."! Not indeed that he will hold any

good man's good opinion cheap ; or esteem it a light

evil, that a conscientious attachment to the truth, should

embroil him with those, whose talents he will revere,

and whose virtues he will love. But he will esteem it

but a temporary evil : an evil which providence, in

mercy, hath appointed for the trial of his faith, and thev

improvement of his habits of disinterested obedience : an

evil, therefore, which the spirit of a Christian will sup-

port ; suffering neither the misfortune to deject, nor the

injury to irritate. Adoring the wisdom of that myste-

* lljst. of Corrup. vol. ii. p. 471.

j- " To see such men as Bishop Hard in this class of nriters, fthe defenders

of the establishment,) when he is qualified to class uith Tillolson, Hoadley, and

Clarke; equally excites one's pity and imiignation." Hist, of Corriip. vol. ii.

p. iru
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vions dispensation, which, to heighten human virtue,

ordains that it should often miss the reward, which dis-

interested virtue ever covets most ; of that dispensation,

which makes even error and rash judgment, a useful

part of the discipline of the present life : he will not

disgrace the cause which he should support, by any un-

charitable conclusions concerning the actual motives, or

the future doom, of those whose opinions he may think

it his duty to oppose. Nor, in the necessary asperity

of debate, will he hastily retaliate their unjust asper»

sions. He will admit much more than a possibility,

that Dr Priestley may be in earnest in all his misinter-

pretations of the Scriptures and the fathers, and in all his

misrepresentations of facts. Appearances to the con-

trary, however strong, he will refer to the fascinating

power of prejudice, and to the delusive practice of look-

ing through authors,* which the historian of religious

opinions ought to have read. Though truth, in these

controversies, can be only on one side ; he will indulge,

and he will avow, the charitable opinion, that sincerity

may be on both. And he will enjoy the reflection, that

by an equal sincerity, through the power of that blood,

which was shed equally for all, both parties may at last

find equal mercy. In the transport of this holy hope,

he will anticipate that glorious consummation, when

fiiith shall be absorbed in knowledge ; and the fire of

controversy for ever quenched. When the same gene,

rous zeal for God and truth, which too often, in this

* " I have taken a good deal of pains to read, or at Icafst, look carefully

«.!irr,ni;li many of the most capital works of the ancient ChrisUau writers" JJf

l'rits?!;-y'8 Prcfaee, p. svii.
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world of folly arid confusion, sets tliose at widest vari-

ance, whom the similitude of virtuous feeliugs should

the most unite—shall be the cement of an indissoluble

friendship ; when the innumerable multitude of all na-

tions, kindreds, and people, (why should I not add of

all sects and parties,) assembled round the throne, shall,

like the first Christians, be of one soul and one mind,

giving praise, with one consent, to Him that sitteth on

the throne, and to the Lamb that was slain, to redeem

them by his blood.
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APPENDIX.

While these sheets were in preparation for the press

Dr Priestley was challenged by a writer in the Month-

ly Review, for June, (who the critick may be, I know
not—he appears to be learned in ecclesiastical history ;

and I am well pleased to find, that his views of Dr
Priestley's argument, in many particulars, agree with

mine,) Dr Priestley was challenged by this writer, to

point out the particular passages in Origen's writings

in which he had conceived an acknowledgment of ih^

identity of the Nazarenes and the Ebionites ta be con-

tained. Dr Priestley's Reply hath already made its

appearance ; in which he is reduced to the necessity of

confessing, that he hath no such passage to produce.*

Still, however, ho maintains, that the identity of these

sectaries, although not acknowledged by Origcn, is to be

inferred from Origeu, Epiphanius, and Eusebius^f Bui

* See Dr Pneslle3's Reply to the Monthly Rovicw, p. 5.

•' See CoiTeclicu* and Additions, Sec. at the end of the liep!/.
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this is still affirmed, without reference to the particulai'

passages, eitlier of Origen or of Eusebius, from which

the inference is to be drawn : nor is the reader informed,

in wliich of Origen's works that description is to be

found, of tlie opinions of the Ebionites, which represents

them as the same opinions wliich others ascribe to the

Nazarenes ; and makes it appear, that Origen had no

idea of any difference between the two sects.* Dr
Priestley makes a reference indeed to the 13th tract of

Origen's Commentary upon St Matthew's Gospel ;f but

this is for another purpose : for proof, of what needs

indeed no proof at all,—that the Ebionites were of two

sorts ; the one admitting, the other denying, the miracu-

lous conception, while both rejected the divinity of the

Redeemer. What proof of this secondary proposition

is to be found, in the 13th of the Exegeticks upon St

Matthew's Gospel, I know not. I suspect an error of

the press ; and that the reference should have been to

the 1 6th of the Exegeticks, in the 3rd section, which

treats of the cure of the blind near Jericho. lu that

transaction, as St Mark relates it, Origen imagines, that

the two divisions of the primitive church, the Gentiles

and the Jewish converts, are allegorized. Jericho is the

world—The multitudes which follow our Lord from

Jericho, are the converts from Paganism to the true

faith ; who forsake the world, to follow Christ—The
blind beggar is a half-couverted Jew, addicted to the

Ebionsean heresy ; whose eyes are at last opened to

the truth of the gospel. If this be not the reference

* Reply, p. 5.

j" See the References, p. 4, of the Ileplj.
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which Dr Priestley meant to make, let me advise him

to adopt it in the emended edition of his work, which

lie seems to promise. Besides that, the very purport of

the exposition, v^^liich places the characteristick distinc-

tion between the Gentile and the Jew convert, in a be-

lief or disbelief of Ciu'ist's divinity, may seem to mili-

tate strongly for his favourite opinion, that the whole

Hebrew church was Unitarian ; he will find one sen-

tence in particular in this discourse, or a part at least

of one sentence, which, I am persuaded, he will think

worthy to be written in characters of gold. Ka/ iTrcof

ioiig ruY ocTTo I^laicov "^invoylay 'm rov Imvv Tnv 7npt% (7cJ\yioo7

TTf^iv. 0% fAtv tK Mocfia^ KOii la^nf oio/jLiyur av]ov tirai ort //.ijv ix.

Mafiiocg y.o¥ti( KUi tv ^uv 7rytvjtA.a}^j « fxyiv Kat fxtja ryi^ vnot

dv% ^toKoyia^, o^ei k. t. a. " and when you

consider, what belief they of the Jewish race who believe

in Jesus, entertain of the Redeemer ; some thinking that

he took his being from Mary and Joseph, some indeed

from Mary only and the Divine Spirit, but still without

any belief of his divinity
;
you will understand, &c.''

These expressions, taken by themselves, may seem to

intimate, that the sect of the Ebionites, in its two great

branches, embraced, in the time of Origen, the whole

body of the Hebrew Christians. But let the learned

reader attentively peruse the whole discourse ; let him

consider well the subject and the style ; and he will per-

ceive, that as the subject is not history, neither is the

style of the sedate historick kind. The object of the

discourse is to spiritualize a plain story : an attempt, in

which the imagination of the writer is always busier

than the judgment: and the style, even in allusion to

historical facts, is generally rather warm than exact

;

and is apt to border on the vehement and the exagge»
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rated. This is in some degree the case in this discourse

of Origen's. His expressions are therefore to be inter-

preted, by the known tenor of ecclesiastical history

:

ecclesiastical history is not to be accommodated to his

expressions. That the Jewish converts were remarka-

bly prone to the Ebionsean heresy, from which the Gentile

churches in general were pure, is the most that can be

concluded from this passage, strengthened as it might be

with another, somewhat to the same purpose, in the

Commentaries upon St John's Gospel. But what if it

were proved, that the whole sect of the Nazarenes was

absorbed in the Ebionsean heresy in the days of Origen ?

What evidence would that afford of the identity of the

Nazarenes and the Ebionites, in earlier times? And
even that identity, if it were proved, what evidence

would it afford, that the churcli of Jerusalem had been

originally Unitarian, under her first bishops of the cir-

cumcision ?

3. But however indecisive the pretended testimony of

Origen may be, Dr Priestley makes himself very sure

thatEpiphanius is on his side. ** Epiphanius expressly

says, that Ebion held the same opinion with the Naza-

renes.*" The only inference to be made from this as-

sertion, is this : that Dr Priestley hath never troubled

himself to read more of Epiphanius^s account of the

Ebionites, than the first eleven words of the first sen-

tence. Had he read the first sentence to the end, he

would have found that Ebion, although he arose from

the school of the Nazarenes, and hehl similar opinions,

preached also other doctrines, of wliich he was the first

Reply, p. 4.
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inventor. Among these novelties, by the consent of all

antiquity, though not with Dr Priestley's leave, vi'e place

the mere humanity of Christ, with or without the mira-

culous conception.

8. Still Dr Priestley triumphs in the silence of He-

gesippus, and the concessions of Justin Martyr. It

were not difficult, to show the insufficiency of his Reply

to the learned reviewer of his work, upon both tliese

articles : but I forbear to put my sickle into another's

harvest. But that it may not be thought strange, that

these cogent arguments should have been suffered to

pass unnoticed in my own animadversions, and that

the omission may not be imputed to the wrong cause ;

it seems proper to declare the true reason of it, which

was this : I v^'ished to confine my strictures to those ar-

guments, in which the learned author seemed to me the

most original. In these two he is the least so. Both

are stale. The one is from Zuicker's mint ; the other

from Episcopius. Both have been canvassed with great

accuracy, and both have been effectually overturned, by

that excellent Divine whom I have so often found occa-

sion to mention, and who never must be mentioned with-

out praise, the learned and pious Bishop Bull.
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LETTER FIRST.

The ^rcMeacon of St Mban^s declines a regular con-,

troversy with Dr Priestley.—Produces new instan-

ces of Dr Priestley's inaccuracies and misrej^resen-

tations,

BEAR SlE^

WHEX, at the request of the Clergy of my arch-

deaconry, I published the discourse, in which I had

given them my thoughts of your late attack on the doc-

trine of the Trinity ; it was not at all my intention to

open a regular controversy with you upon the subject.

I cannot think, that you have read my publication with

so little discernment, as not to perceive in it, a design

of quite another kind ; which yet, 1 fear, I shall find

it dilTLCult to avow in explicit terms, without giving an

offence, which, were it possible, 1 would avoid. JBut

since you challenge me to a contest, in which it is my
resolution never to engage ; not from any distrust of my
own cause, nor from any dread of the abilities by which
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1 should be opposed ; but from a persuasion, tbat a con-

troversy, in whicli so little new is to be said on either

side, could not terminate in the satisfaction of either

{)arty ; it is necessary, that both yourself and the pub-

lick should be made to understand, upon what grounds

1 conceiv e myself at liberty to decline a discussion, to

which you seem to think rae pledged : and for this pur-

pose, 1 must declare in very plain language, what I

would rather have left you to collect ; that my origi-

nal attack upon your history was such, as to lay me
under no obligation to prosecute the argument. My
attack was not so much upon the opinions, which you

maintain, however I may hold them in abhorrence, aa

upon the credit of your narrative : and if I have succeed-

ed in overthrowing that, which the judgment of the

learned must decide, I am not at all obliged to go into

new arguments upon the main question. The objec-

tions, which were brought against you in my Charge,

all went to the proof of this single proposition.—That,

on which ever side the truth may lie in the Trinitarian

controversy—1 have no doubt on which it lies ; but the

footing, upon which I put the dispute with you, leaves

me at liberty to suppose the matter doubtful ; with what-

ever metaphysical diificulties the Catholick doctrine may
be encumbered—those difficulties, when the doctrine is

rightly apprehended, are in my judgment not great, but

I will allow you to say they are insuperable : whatever

ambiguity may be pretended in the expressions of holy

writ, in which the I divinity of the Son is generally sup-

posed to be asserted; in the gi'eater part of the texts, I

perceive no ambiguity, but you may assume, if you

please, that not one of them renders a certain meaning

:

whatever variety and disagreement is to be found in the
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orthodoxy of tliffevent ages—for the three first centuries

the opinion of the church upon this point was uniform,

but I give you leave to suppose it as unstable as the

world of Heraclitus: whatever may be the intrinsick

difficulty of the doctrine of the Trinity, however defi-

cient the proof of it from holy writ, and however discor-

dant the opinions of different ages ; still I affirm, and

the proof of this was the whole object of my Charge, that

Dr Priestley, great as his attainments are confessed to

be in the profane sciences, is altogether unqualified to

throw any light upon a question of ecclesiastical an-

tiquity.

a. If the instances, which I have alleged of misinfor-

mation and inaccuracy, are only secondary oversights,

such as affect not the main argument, and are incident

to the best writers in undertakings of such extent as

yours ; the attempt to depreciate a work of merit, by

uncandid censure, must redound to my own disgrace.

But whoever will take the trouble to compare your

work and mine, will find, that with all the illiberal zeal

which you ascribe to me, I was not disposed to cavil

about trifles—1 fear it will be rather found, that I have

erred in the opposite extreme ; and, lest 1 should seem

too much inclined to censure, have passed over many
inaccuracies, which ought to have been pointed out.

3. Such, for instance, is your inversion of the order

of succession of the Roman pontiffs : when you mention

Victor as the successor of the bishop who came after

bim.*

4. Such is your assertion,! that in the age of Tertul-

* Hist, of Corrup. vol. 5. p. 19.

r Ibid. p. «1.
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lian, it was not pretended '^ that the subject of the Tri-

nity was above human comprehension ;" when but a few

pages back* you had produced a passage from Iren^us,

in which the generation of the Son, which is a part

only of the subject, is mentioned as so wonderful a

thing, as to be understood by none ^* except the Father,

who begat, and the Son, who is begotten."

5. Such is your misrepresentation of the opinion of

Valesius, concerning the cause of the loss of Hegesip-

pus's history. Valcsius, you say, ^^ was of opinion, that

the history of Hegisippus was neglected and lost by the

ancients, because it was observed to favour the Unitari-

rian doctrine."f Valesius hath indeed expressed an

opinion, that the work of Hegesippus was neglected by

the ancients, on account of errors which it contained :

but what the errors might be, which might occasion this

neglect, is a point upon which Valesius is silent—and

what right have you to suppose, that the Unitarian doc-

trine was the error which Valesius ascribed to Hegesip-

pus, more than to Clemens Alexandrinus, upon whose

lost work of the Hypotyposes he passes the same judg-

ment ?J

• Hist, of Corrap . vol. i. p. 3J.

f Ibid. p. 9.

4: Dr Priestley, in the nineteenth of his Second Letters, to extricate himself

from this question, endeavoui'S to prove, that the Unitarian doctrines are the

only errors that can with probability be ascribed to Hegesippus, in his lost work;

and that Clemens A.lexandrinus, though he was himself no Unitarian, might,

for ought any one now knows to the contrary, have said things in favour of

Unitarians, in his lost v.'ork of the Hypotyposes. But whatever proof Dr

Priestley may be able to make out, that Hegesippus was an Unitarian, and that

Clemens Alexandrinus spoke favourably of Unitarians, still I complain, that he

alleges the authority of Valesius for more than Velesius himself affirms : and

I maintain, that this inaccuracy, (for I have called it in this instance by no
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6. Such another inaccuracy, to use no harsher word,

is your appeal to the testimony of Epiphanius, in favour

of Noetus ; to prove that he was wronged by his adver-

saries, when he was accused of the Patripassian heresy.

Noetus's confession, according to Epiphanius, was this

:

'^ that he acknowledged one God, who was begotten,

who suiTered and died." But suppressing, or in your

rapid glances having not observed, the latter part of

this acknowledgement, asserting the sufferings and death

of his one (rod
;
you produce Epiphanius as an evi-

dence, that—" Noetus was simply an Unitarian, decla-

ring upon all occasions with great boldness, that he

neither knew nor worshipped any God but one."* (+)

Having thus vindicated the injured character of Noetus,

you proceed to inform your readers, how it came to pass,

that the Unitarians of that age fell under the imputation

of the Patripassian error.

7. Such another inaccuracy we have, in your relation

of the judgment, whicli the Roman Dionysius passed

upon certain injudicious antagonists of Sabellius : who,

to avoid his error, divided the Holy Trinity into three

persons unrelated to each other, and distinct in all

respects. E«V r^t/f Jcrorao-fc/c, ^tya.^ d.KKr,Kuv, navloc-rxvt

«t^«fio-/A£Kac, %ioi.if\ivlixQ mv dyiay T^tcclu. Tliese are the

^vorse name,) in the allegation of authorities, is & circumstance that ought to

lessen his credit as an historian.

* Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 74.

(+) In the nineteenth of his Second Letters, Dr Priestley acknowledges that

he ought not to have exempted Epiphanius from the impropriety of chaigiiijj

Noetus with the Patripassian heresy. But he says, " this like the former," tiie mis-

quotation of Valesins, " is a circumstance of little consequence to the mam argun.eni."

Dp Priestley fore;ets, that the main iirg;uraent with him ami wifli n.e go^s tf>

differ'-nt points. His point, is the ant.i(jMity and the truth of the Unitarian doc-

trine. Mine i«, Dr Priestley's incornpeteucy in the subjact which he pretends to

tl'eftt.
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words, in which Athanasius states the opinion, which

Dionysius censures ; and the censure of Dionysius upon

ihis opinion, Athanasius quotes with approbation, as well

indeed he might, for the opinion of three persons in the

Godhead, unrelated to each other, and distinct in all

respects, is rank Tritheism ; because, wliat are unrela-

ted and distinct in all respects, are many in all respects
;

and being many in all respects, cannot in any respect be

one. But in your translation of the passage, by omit-

ting the very significant adjective ^^yac, and the very

emphatical adverb 'TTcn.Ao.TTCLfjt, you leave hardly any dif-

ference between the opinion which Dionysius censured,

and the Catholick faith, which Athanasius maintained

:

and thus you procure yourself a fine opportunity of in-

troducing an oblique sarcastick stroke at Athanasius,

for concurring in a censure upon his own opinions.

<^ Some persons, in opposing Sabellius, having made
three hypostases, w hich we render persons, separate from

each otJier ; Dionysius, bishop of Rome, quoted with ap-

probation by Athanasius himself, said, that it was ma-

king three Gods."* Surely, truth, candour, and consis-

tency, are conspicuous in the writings of our modern

Unitarians ; and the Archdeacon of St Alban's is the

only writer of the age, who deals in sarcasms

!

8. These, and other inaccuracies, which might have

been remarked without any impeachment of my can-

dour, and with advantage to ray argument, I suffered to

pass unnoticed. I chose to rest the strength of my at-

tack, rather on the importance, than the variety, of the

matter of complaint. If the instances of mistake, which

• Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 6»
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I have alleged, be few in number, yet if they are singly

too considerable in size, to be incident to a vvell-inforin-

ed writer; if they betray a want of that general compre-

hension of your subject, which might enable you to draw

the true conclusions from the passages you cite ; if they

prove you incompetent in the very language of the wri-

ters, from which your proofs should be drawn; unskilled

in the philosophy, whose doctrines you pretend to com-

pare with the opinions of the church ; a few clear in-

stances, of errors of this enormous size, may release me
from the task which you would impose upon me, of

canvassing every part of your argument, and ofreplying

to every particular quotation. A writer, of whom it is

once proved that he is ill-informed upon his subject, hath

no right to demand a further hearing. It is a fair pre-

sumption against the truth of his conclusion, be it what

it may, that it cannot be right, but by mere accident.

To be right by accident, will rarely happen to any man
in any subject ; because in all subjects truth is single,

and error infinite.

9. Not long since, 1 was consulted about a new
opinion concerning the actual figure of the earth. I ob-

jected, that while the basis of the author's argument was

an assumption, that the figure of the meridian is an ellip-

sis ; in his inquiry after the particular species of the

ellipsis, he had assigned properties to the curve of the

earth's meridian, which the known nature of the ellipsis

would not admit. I was challenged to prove a certain,

relation, which I asserted, between the rays of curva-

ture in different parts of the curve—to prove the curva-

ture at the second, less than at the principal vertex—^.nd

at last I was challenged, to prove the property fioiu

which the ellipsis takes its name. Was I to blame,

13
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that I broke off the conference—that I refuse to con-

template another scheme, or to examine another com-

putation ?

10. Pardon me, Sir, if plain dealing compels me to

profess, that I think little less respectfully of this philo-

sopher's learning in the conicks, than of your attain-

ments in ecclesiastical history. I make this avowal

with the less hesitation, because I find my opinion in some

measure justified by your own confessions. You con-

fess, that my late publication first brought you acquaint-

ed with the very name of Daniel Zuicker : that from me
you have received your first information of the conces-

sions of Episcopius ; and the first notice of the coinci-

dence of your own opinions, concerning the Platonizing

fathers of the second century, with those of Petavius

and Huetius : that you had never in your life looked

through the writings of Bishop Bull, till my frequent

references to them excited your curiosity ; as they gave

you to understand, what before you had never known,

that the author is in high esteem with the clergy of the

establishment. What is this but to confess, that you are

indeed little read in the principal writers, either on your

own side of the question or the opposite? But as no man,

I presume, is born with an intuitive knowledge of the

opinions or the facts of past ages, the historian of Reli-

gious Corruptions, confessing himself unread in the

polemical divines, confesses ignorance of his subject.

The opinion therefore which I formed, upon a diligent

perusal of your work, is confirmed by your own ac-

knowledgments ; and my victory is already so complete,

that I might well decline any further contest.

11. My alarms (if I ever felt alarm) for the Catholick

faith, or for the national establishmeut, as in danger
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from your attacks, must now be laid asleep ; and m ill

be no incentive to any very vigorous exertions against

a prostrate enemy.* But the truth is, that I never was

alarmed, and it is necessary that I should set you right

in that point. When 1 spake of your extraordinary at-

tempt, to unsettle faith, and to break up establishments,!

I spake of the end to which your wishes seem to be car-

ried, not of an event which I thought likely to ensue.

The utmost danger that 1 feared, was of an inferior

kind : a present danger, not to the church, but to the

more unwary of her members, who might be misled by

the justly celebrated name of Dr Priestley : a future

danger to myself, if I forbore to bear my witness to the

truth. For although we have a promise, that the gates

of hell shall not prevail against the church, yet the vi-

gilence of the priesthood, I conceive to be the ordi-

nary means, which God hath provided for its secu-

rity. I therefore thought it my duty, to prevent the

mischief which might arise to the unlearned and unsta-

ble, by demolishing the credit of your narrative, and in

these subjects, the authority of your name.

13. The letters which you have lately addressed to

me, give me no reason to alter my opinion or retract my
accusation. They only fix me in tlie persuasion, that

to prosecute the dispute with you, would be to little pur-

pose. You will therefore excuse me, if I decline a

controversy, to be carried on, for such 1 understand to

be the conditions of the challenge, *^ till you shall have

* —"you seem t<» have taken a particular alarm—I ?i'>>io j'ou will exert

yourself with proporlionablc vigoui to save a tailing state." Letters to Ur

Horsley, p. ii-

t (Jhargf^, sec. 3.
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nothing left, which you may think of consequence to

allege."* When I have shown the insufficiency of

the defence which you have now set up, and have col-

lected the nev/ specimens of your historical abilities,

which this new publication supplies in great abundance,

whatever more you may find to say upon the subject, in

me you will have no antagonist.

I am &c.

Preface to Letters, p. iii. and xviiL
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LETTER SECOND.

A recapitulation of the Archdeacon's Charge,

BEAR SIB,

IF I could adopt your heroick plan, of writing on

till I should have nothing left to say, our correspond-

ence would run to an enormous size : for I should have

more than a single remark to make, upon almost every

sentence of every one of your Ten Letters. But as we
both write for the edification of the publick, and yet

few, I fear, will be disposed to give a long or a close

attention to our subject, the ease of our readers, if we
mean to be read, must be consulted. You, I am told,

in defiance of your bookseller's sage counsels, despise

such considerations ; but they will have their weight

with rae : I shall be unwilling, either to fatigue by the

length, or to perplex by the intricacy or obscurity of my
reasoning. To avoid the first miscarriage, I shall be

content to give you a sufficient, rather than a full reply

;

and to avoid the second, I shall endeavour so to frame

iny argument, tliat my readers may perceive the force of

it, without the trouble and interruption, of frequent re-

course to our former publications. For this purpose, I

shall l)egin with a recapitulation of the substance of my
Charge ; that, before I enter upon particular discussions,

the pointy to be disputed may be brought at once in

view. •
S. The general argument of my charge, was a critical

review of your History, iu that part of it which relates
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to the doctrine of the Triulty in the three first ages.

This review consisted of two parts : a summary of the

account, which you pretend to give, of the rise and pro-

gress of the Trinitarian doctrine ; and a view of the evi-

dence, by which your narrative is su|)ported, consisting

of nine select specimens, of the particular proofs ofwhich

the body of that evidence is composed.

3. Of your account of the rise and progress of the

Trinitarian doctrine, I said in general, that it is nothing

new ; that it is in all its essential parts, the same which

was propagated by the Unitarian writers of the last cen-

tury, and, upon its first appearance, refuted by divines

of the church of England. Your answer to this part of

my Charge, is, as I have already had occasion to ob-

serve, complete. You repel the imputation of plagia-

rism, by the most disgraceful confession of ignorance, to

"which foiled polemick ever was reduced. To this part

of your defence 1 have nothing to reply.

4. To your evidence, I made the same general objec-

tion, that it is destitute of novelty ; consisting of proofs

long since set up, and long since confuted : that if yoU

have attempted any thing new, it is only to confirm the

gratuitous assumptions of former Unitarians, by incon-

clusive arguments, and false quotations. The nine spe-

cimens of your proofs, by which this heavy accusation

was supported, were nothing less, than your principal

arguments, in support of your three fundamental asser-

tions : that the primitive church was simply Unitarian
;

that our Lord's divinity was an innovation of the second

century; and that the innovation was made by the

Platonizing Fathers. If your principal ai'jl^uments were

fairly adduced, as instances of weak, insufficient proof,

your whole notion of the gradual progress of opinions.
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from the Unitarian doctrine to the Arian, and from the

Arian to the Nicene faith, is overthrown. Of this you

have shown yourself not insensible, by the great pains

which you have taken, to what purpose will soon ap-

pear, to answer my objections.

5. The nine specimens of insufficient proof were

these.

6. Two instances of the circulating syllogism. The

first, when you allege your own sense of Scripture as

the clear sense, in proof of your pretended fact, that the

primitive faith was Unitarian ; whereas the fact must

be first proved, before your particular interpretation

can be admitted. The second when, in like manner,

you allege the pretended silence of St John about the

error of the Unitarians ; in proof, that the Unitarian

doctrine is no error, but the very truth of the gospel.

The assumption, that St. John is silent upon this sul)-

ject in his first epistle, is gratuitous and disputable. It

rests upon a particular interpretation of St John's ex-

pression, that " Christ is come in the flesh," which will

be admitted by none, who are not previously convinced

that St John's own faith was Unitarian. If St John's

faith was Unitarian, the phrase that *• Christ is come

in the flesh," signifies only, that Christ was a man
;

and thus, we shall find no censure of the Unitarian

doctrine in St John's first epistle. Eut if St John

was no Unitarian, but a believer in the incarnation

and divinity of our Lord ; then, the phrase of Christ's

coming in the flesh, cannot but be understood to allude

to both these articles, as parts of the true faith ; and, al-

luding to both these articles as parts of the true faith, it

conveys a censure upon the Unitarian doctrine in every

form. The assumption therefore, of St John's silence
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concerning the Unitarian doctrine, presumes another

fact, that St John was himself an Unitarian. This is the

primary, though tacit assumption, on which this argu-

ment is built. This argument therefore, fairly analyzed,

is found to circulate like the former : for the conclu-

sion to be established, is the pretended fact, that the

faith of the primitive church was Unitarian—the mean

of proof is the gratuitous assumption, that the faith of

St John was Unitarian. But to assume the faith of an

inspired apostle, is the same thing as to assume the faith

of the primitive church.

7. My third specimen, was an instance, in which you

cite a testimony which no where exists. The pretended

testimony is of no less a person than Athanasius. The

fact, to which Athanasius is made to depose, is the high

antiquity of the Unitarian faith. His testimony to this

fact, you find in his piece upon the orthodoxy of the

Alexandrine Dionysius ; in a certain passage in which

he affirms, that the Jews were firmly persuaded that the

Messiah was to be a mere man ; and alleges, as you

understand him, this persuasion of the Jews, as au

apology for a caution used by the apostles, in divulging

the doctrine of our Lord's divinity. The Jews of whom
Athanasius speaks, you preposterously imagine were

Christians, the first converts from Judaism. Whereas,

he speaks of plain downright Jews ; and what you take

for his apology for caution in the apostles, is in truth a

commendation of the sagacity which they displayed, in

a judicious arrangement of the matter of their doctrine.

8. My fourth specimen, was your capital argument

for the antiquity of the Unitarian faith, founded on the

opinions of the Nazarenes : this argument, I maintain

to be lame aud impotent in every part. It is built upon
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two assumptions, of which the one is a mere gi'atuitous

assertion, of which no proof is attempted ; the other is

accompanied with a pretended proof, which arises how-

ever, from a forged testimony, and an ill-founded asser-

tion. The gratuitous assumption is, that the Nazarenes

and the Hebrew Christians, were the same people

;

whereas the fact is, that the sect of the Nazarenes, arosa

after the extinction of the proper church of Jerusalem.

The other assumption is, that the faith of these Naza-

renes was Unitarian. This is proved by the testimony

of Epiphanius, and by an assumption, that the Naza-

renes and the Ebionites were the same. This assertion

is unfounded, and the testimony of Epiphanius is in fact

forged ; since it is drawn by torture from his words. In-

deed, it is not pretended to be more than this ; that

Epiphanius makes no mention " that the NdZarenes be-

lieved in the divinity of Christ;" and this no-mention is

only his confession, that he was totally uninformed,

whether they believed the divinity of Christ, or not.

Were both these assumptions true, the argument would

be complete. Both are false : and were either singly

true, yet the other being false, the conclusion would be

either the reverse of your's, or altogether precarious.

9. My fifth specimen, was your misrepresentation of

Eusebius, whom you charge with inconsistency, because

another writer who is quoted by him, speaks of Theodo-

tus, who appeared about the year 190, as the first who

held that our Saviour was a mere man ; when, in refu-

ting the pretentions of the Unitarians to antiquity, he

goes no further back than to Irenseus and Justin Mar-

tyr ; although the writings of Eusebius himself afford a

refutation of the assertion. But although the assertion^

as you choose to understand it, would be liable to refii-

lit
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tation from the writings ofEusebius ; it admits an inter-

pretation, by which tlie seeming inconsistency is entirely

removed. The pretentions to antiquity, which it was in-

cumbent upon Eusebius, or the author quoted by him, to

refute, were not simply pretensions to antiquity, but to

a prior antiquity : and in refuting these, the author

quoted by Eusebius, goes back to the apostolick age.

10. Your objection to the doctrine of the church,

drawn from the resemblance which you iind between

the Christian and the Platonick doctrine, furnished my
sixth specimen of insufficient proof. I acknowledge the

resemblance; but 1 insist, that it leads to an inqui-

ry into the sentiments of heathen antiquity, which,

pursued to its just consequences, rather corroborates

than invalidates, the traditional evidence of the Catho-

lick faith.

11. Your proofs of your second assertion, that the

doctrine of our Lord's divinity was an innovation of the

second age, are all of an oblique and secondary kind :

such as, were they liable to no other objection, would

lead to no conclusion, without a distinct previous proof,

that the faith of the first age was Unitarian. One of

these arguments furnished my seventh specimen of in-

sufficient proof: it is an instance, in which you cite the

testimony of a Greek writer, to prove the very reverse

of what he says—it is alleged by me as an instance of

your competency in the Greek language in general, and

of your particular acquaintance with the phraseology of

the early fathers.

1:3. My eighth specimen, was taken from your at-

tempt to translate a passage of Athenagoras, at which

an abler philologer than you have shown yourself to be,

Unread in the Platonists, might be allowed to stumble.
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I produced it, to convict you of incompetency in the

language of the Platonists ; and to contirm a suspicion,

which the very tenor of your third assertion might cre-

ate, that you are ignorant of the genuine doctrines of

the Platonick school. Whence it is to be inferred, that

you are little to be trusted, when you take upon you to

compare the opinions of the first Christians, in which

you are not learned, with Platonism, in which you are

a child.

13. My ninth specimen was anotlier instance of your

skill in the Greek language. A passage of Theophilus,

in which he expounds the word Trinity, by Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, is produced by you to prove,

that the use of the word Trinity, to denote Fatlier, Son,

and Holy Ghost, was unknown to Theophilus. Theo-

philus's words are so very clear, that the sense was

hardly to be missed, at first sight, by a school boy in his

second year of Greek.

11. These are the nine specimens, by wliich I sup-

port my general Charge of the inaccuracy of your nar-

rative ; and in these subjects, the insufficiency of its

author. To all of them, except the seventh and ninth,

you have attempted to reply. With what success is to

be cQnsideredc

I am, &c.
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LETTER THIRD.

hi Meply to Dr Priestleifs introductory, and to part of

his first Letter.—His defence of his argument from
the clear sense of Scripture, confuted.—Of the argu-

ment against our Lord's preexistence, to be drawn .

from the materiality of man,—Of the Greek pronoun

DEJS SJIt,

TO remove the imputation of having argued in a

circle, when alleging your own sense of Scripture as the

clear sense, you infer, that the faith of the first ages was

exactly conformable to your own opinions ; you tell me,

that the clear sense of Scripture, and the historical evi-

dence, are collateral proofs* of the early prevalence of

the Unitarian faith—1 shall admit this, and shall retract

all that I have written, when once you shall have proved

to the satisfaction of the Christian world, that the Uni-

tarian doctrine is delivered in the holy Scriptures, taken

in their plain and obvious meaning. But while your

sense of Scripture is disallowed by the majority of

Christians, 1 must still contend, that you have no right

to call it the clear sense ; and that any argument built

on a supposition, that the Scriptures speak a sense not

generally perceived in them^ rests at best upon a gratui-

Lcttcrs to Dr Horsley, p. 4—6.
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tous assumption. 1 confess, that an argument drawn

from a gratuitous assumption, is not necessarily an ar-

gument running in a circle, unless the only means of

reducing the assumption to a certainty, he a previous

proof of the conclusion to be drawn : but this, I affirm

to be the case in the instance under consideration. When
we speak of the clear sense of any piece of writing, this

tery expression admits a twofold interpretation. The

clear sense, may be either that which is clearly conveyed

in the words ; or a sense, v\ hich though it be not clearly

conveyed in the words, may be clearly proved, from the

context, or from other considerations, to be the sense

which was really present to the mind of the writer. If

you allege the clear sense of the Scriptures, in the first

sense of the expression, in proof that the primitive faith

was Unitarian; 1 ask, whether it be not the sole end

and purpose of the inquiry into the primitive faith, to

settle the diflferences of Christians upon points, in which

the Scriptures, if there be any ground in them for the

disputes which have arisen, are not clear? You now as-

sume a sense, which you call their clear sense, upon

those very points, in order to ascertain the primitive

faith. This is to reason in a circle,

2. But in truth, the Unitarian doctrine will never be

proved to be the clear sense of Scripture, in the first

sense of clearness. On the contrary, if ever it should

be clearly proved to have been the sense of the sacred

writers; the just conclusion will be, that of all writers,

these have been the most unnecessarily, and the most

wilfully obscure. The Unitarians themselves, pretend

not that their doctrine is to be found in the plain literal

sense of holy writ ; on the contrary, they take the gieat-

est pains to explain away the literal meaning. Tlicy
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pretend, that the sacred writers delight iii certain me-

taphors and images, which, however unnatural and ob-

scure they may seem at this day, are supposed to have

been of the genius of the eastern languages, and of con«

sequence, familiar to the first Christians ; who, in the

greater part, were of Jewish extraction. By the help of

these supposed metaphors, the Unitarian expositors con-

trive, to purge the Scripture of every thing which they

disapprove, and make it the oracle, not of God's wisdom,

but of their own fancies. When you therefore, as a

Unitarian, say, that your doctrine is the clear sense of

Scripture ; which, according to the scheme of interpreta-

tion which you follow, hath no clear sense at all
;
you

can only mean, that this doctrine may be clearly proved

to be the sense intended by the inspired writers. Per-

haps, in my Charge, I was too negligent in the interpre-

tation of your expressions, when I pretended to expose

the infirmity of your argument. Be it so. This then is

your assertion. The Unitarian doctrine is clearly the

true sense of Scripture. But where is the proof? You
can bring no proof that will be generally convincing,

unless you can find it in the faith of the apostolick ages.

The faith of the first Christians, once clearly ascertain-

ed, must be allowed indeed to be an unerring exposition

of the written word. To prove therefore, that the Uni-

tarian doctrine is clearly the true sense of Scripture,

which is your assumption, you must first prove that the

primitive faith was Unitarian, which should be your

conclusion. Still this argument circulates, and wae

not improperly alleged by me, as my first specimen of

insufficient proof.

3. But it is of no great importance to dispute, where

the particular infirmity of this argument may lie ; when
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you confess, that it is of such a sort, " that you could not

suppose it would have any weight with Trinitarians."*

While you condescend to employ your rare abilities, in

framing arguments, which will persuade those only

who are previously persuaded, you will do little harm.

Why should I disturb you in this innocent amuse-

ment?

4. To compensate for the confessed inefficacy of this

argument, you tell me of another, which you might have

urged, to disprove not only the divinity, but the preex-

istence of our Lord ; such an argument, it seems, might

have been drawn ^' from the doctrine of the materiality

of man, which has been sufficiently proved in your dis-

quisitions on matter and spirit ;"t in which, by an ana-

logical proof, you have refuted the vulgar error of the

immateriality of the human soul, and have in conse-

quence, overthrown the whole system of preexistence.

I believe, Sir, the opponents of the Unitarian scheme,

will not be displeased to understand, that it is at last,

to stand or fall with Dr Priestley's System of Materi-

alism, and J)r Hartley's Theory of the Mind.

5. As a striking instance of the conformity, between

the Unitarian doctrine and the clear sense of Scripture,

I produced the initial sentences of St John's gospel

;

in which, you know, you find a clear refutation of the

personality of the Logos : in rendering these sentences

in English, I took occasion to remark, that the Greek

pronoun Jrc? naturally renders a person. You tell me,

" it may refer to any thing that is of the same gender, in

• Letters to Dr Horaley, p. 5.

t Ibid.
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the Greek language, whether it be a person or not."*

I never meant to insinuate the contrary. Give me leave

to refer you to a letter which was published in the Gen-

tleman's Magazine, for November last, under the signa-

ture of PERHAPS : you will find it in ray Appendix,!

and I now declare myself the writer of it.

I am, &c.

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 7.

f Appendix, No. I. and 2.
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LETTER FOURTH.

In reply to Dr Priestleifs first Letter.—His defenoi

of his argument, from St John^s first epistle, coifu^

ted.—The j)hrase ^^ come in the flesh/' more than

equivalent to the ivord *' to come.''—St John's asser-

tiorif that " Christ came in the flesh." not paralled

with St Paul's, that '^ he partook offlesh and bloodP

BEAR SIR,

YOUR argument for the antiquity of the Unitarian

doctrine, from St John's first epistle, the second among

Biy specimens of insufficient proofs, refsts on a supposi-

tion, that in that epistle, the Unitarian doctrine is not

censured. I have shown,* that this supposition will

stand or fall, according as one or another interpretation

of the phrase of " coming in the flesh," shall be admit-

ted. That single expression, as it is generally under-

stood, reprobates the Unitarian doctrine, and overthrows

your supposition. You must therefore establish your

own sense of the phrase, before you can be permitted

to assume, that St John is silent about the Unitarian

doctrine. Now to make good this argument, you tell

me, that " you think,'^ and that '^' it is your opinion,"

that the phrase of "coming in the flesh," is merely an

* Charge, and Letter ii.
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assertion of our Lord's humanity.* Sir, I understood

from the first, that this is your opinion, and I doubt not

in the least your firmness in it : but I contend, that no

such authority belongs to your opinion, that the bare

notification of it, should command the assent of the

whole Christian world, in preference to other opinions,

which have more generally prevailed. You must jus-

tify tliat opinion, if you would give any colonr of plau-

gibility to your argument ; but the opinion cannot be

justified, unless it might be previously assumed, that St

John himself was an Unitarian. You v/ill hardly say,

that any believer in our Lord's divinity and incarna-

tion, could employ the phrase of Christ's ^^ coming in

the flesh," without an allusion, in his own mind, to both

those articles, as branches of the true faith. But such

an allusion, implies a censure of the Unitarians. Till

you shall have proved, therefore, that St John was an

Unitarian, the phrase of " Christ's coming in the flesh"

may be thought to contain a censure of the Unitarian

tenets ; and your opinion, that no censure of them is

contained in St John's first epistle, will be disputable.

2. You say, that this phrase of coming in the flesh,

" refers naturally to the doctrine of the Gnosticks."*

I say the very same thing. But I say, that in the

sense in which the church hath ever understood it, this

phrase refers to two divisions of the Guosticks : the

Docetse, and the Cerinthians ; affirming a doctrine, which

is the mean between their opposite errors. The Do-
cetae affirmed, that Jesus was not a man in reality, but

in appearance only ; the Cerinthians, that he was a

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 8, 10.

t Ibid, p. 9.
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mere man, under the tutelage of the Christ, a superan-

gelick being, which was not so united to the man as to

make one person. St John says, *^ Jesus Christ is

come in tlie flesh ;" that is, as the words have been

generally understood, Jesus was a man, not in appear-

ance only, as the Docetse taught, but lu reality ; not a

mere man, as the Cerinthians taught, under the care

of a superangelick guardian, but Christ himself come

in the flesh ; the word of God incarnate. St John says,

that whoever denies this complex proposition, is of anti-

christ. It surprises me, that you should find an impro-

bability, upon tiie first face of the thing, in supposing,

that the same expression should be equally levelled*

at two heresies, which you confess to be opposite. For

is it not always the case, that expressions which predi-

cate a truth, lying in the middle between two opposite

falsehoods, equally impugn both the false extremes?

If I say, that when Fahrenheit's thermometer, in the

open air, stands at 60° in the shade, the weather is

mild ; do I not equally deny that it is insufferably hot,

or insufferably cold ? *^ Gnosticism, you say, is certain-

ly condemned by the apostle, but not the doctrine of the

Ebionites, though it is allowed to have existed in his

time."f The doctrine of the original Ebionites, and

that of the Cerinthian Gnosticks, upon the point of

Christ's divinity, was the same. If the apostle con-

demns the one, he condemns the other, vi^hether he

lived or lived not to see the rise of the Ebioiicean sect.J

• Letters to Dr Horslej', p. 10.

t Ibid.

\ " You insist upon it," says Dr Priestley, in the fifth of Viis second Letters^

^ that Johu does censure the Uuilariau doctiiae ; which is curious enougu ; whcuj
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I shall hereafter have occasion to show, that the Ebio-

D-Ean sect was of a later date than you imagine.

3. It is perhaps, from something of a secret misgiv-

ing, that your interpretation of the phrase of " coming

in the flesh," will not be allowed to be its natural and

obvious meaning ; that you are so desirous to retreat,

intw the strong- hold of Jewish idioms. You think, the

phrase in question " is similar to other Jewish phrases,"*

which, you think, will be allowed to be merely expres-

sive of humanity. I fear, Sir, it hath been the custom

of late, to lay too much stress upon Jewish idioms,

in the exposition of the didactick parts of the New
Testament. The gospel is a general revelation.f If

it is delivered in a style, which is not perspicuous to

the illiterate of any nation except the Jewish ; it is as

much locked up from general apprehension, as if the

sacred books had been written iti the vernacular gibber-

ish of the Jews of that age. The Holy Spirit, which

directed the apostles and the evangelists to the use of

the tongue, which in their day was the most generally

understood—the Greek—would for the same reason, it

ticcording to yottr account, there were no Ebionites or Nazarenes ; that is, none

>*'ho denied the preexistence of Christ, till long after the time of John." But

this is not according' to my account. My aecoutit is, that Cerinthus, who was

unquestionably contemporary witli St John, denied our Lord's preexistence, and

was in this point the precursor of the Ebionites. And what if I had said, that

St John had censured a doctrine not taught till after his death .' Do not the

fathers perpetually refer to proleptick censures of late heresies in the sacred

writings? Is no proleptick reprobation, of the late errors of the Roman church*

to be found in St Paul's epistles ?

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 8.

•{• " The religion of Christ was an Universal reli^on, and ttie dottrineS of the

gospel, were calculated for the western as well as the eastern hemisphere."

See Mr Shepherd's Pi-eface, to his Free Examnation of the Socinian exp»aitimi

oftheprefaiortf verses of St John^e gospel.
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may be presumed, suggest to them a style wliicli might

be generally pers[)icuous. It is therefore a principle

with me, that the true sense of any phrase in the New
Testament is, for the most part, what may be called its

standing sense : that which will be the first to occur to

common people of every country, and in every age : and

I am apt to think, that the difference between this stan-

ding sense, and the Jewish sense will, in all cases, be

far less than is imagined, or none at all ; because,

though different languages differ widely, in their refined

and elevated idioms, common speech is, in all langua-

ges, pretty much the same.

4. But what are those Jewish phrases, with which

you would compare the Jewish phrase of " coming in

the flesh ?" They are the word ^^ to come," and the

phrase " partaker of flesh and blood."

5. The word " to come," is used by metaphor, I be-

lieve, in all languages, to signify, either a man's birth,

or first entrance into publick life. He came into the

world ; he came into life ; he came into business. 1 have

no where affirmed, that such phrases denote any thing

more than human, in any person to whom they may be

applied. But is the phrase " to come in the flesh," no

more than equivalent to the word '' to come ?" Are the

words in the flesh," mere expletives ?—If they are not

expletives, what is their import, but to limit the sense

of the word, to come, to some particular manner of

coming ?—This limitation, either presumes a possibility

of other ways of coming ; or it is nugatory. But was it

possible for a mere man to come otherwise than in th«

flesh ?-^Nothing can be more decisive for my purpose,

than this comparison which you have suggested, between

the word " to come," which is general, and the phrase
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*^ to come in the flesli," which is specifick.—My thanks

are due to you, for this illustration of my argument

;

which may be rendered still more evident, by applying

the two phrases successively, to a famila,r instance. If

some future historian of these planet-stricken times,

should say, " In the latter end of the eighteenth century,

came Dr Priestley, preaching the Unitarian doctrine,"

no one will suspect any thing more, than that a man of

this name, preached this doctrine.—But if the historian

should say, "Dr Priestley came in thefiesli, preaching

this doctrine ;" if the writer, who may use this expres-

sion, shall have any credit in his day, a general curiosity

will be excited to know, whether Dr Priestley had it

in his power, to come in any way without his flesh,

"unmanacled with membrane, joint, or limb :" and when

once it shall be found, that he had not ; the style of the

writer will be condemned, and his credit perhaps lessen-

ed.—I leave you to make the application.

6. But you think, that St John's phrase, that " Christ

came in the flesh," may be expounded by St Paul's

phrase, that " he was partaker of flesh and blood." The
passage to which you refer is this—" Forasmuch then

as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also

himself likewise took part of the same."* As yon have

only hinted, that some argument might be drawn from

this text, to confirm your sense of St John's phrase ; I am
left to divine what your argument might be. Perhaps

you would reason thus.—In this passage, it is said of

men, that they are partakers of flesh and blood ; and this

expression is evidently descriptive, of the condition of

• Heb. n. 14.
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humanity. It appears tlierefore, that to be " a partaker

of ilesh and blood/' is a Jewish phrase, which signifies

<* to be a man." But in this same passage, it is said of

Christ, that *' he likewise took part of flesh and blood."

It is said of Christ therefore, that he was a man like

other men : consequently, nothing more can be meant by

his " coming in the flesh."—If this be your intended

argument, 1 reply—that Christ was, indeed, a man like

other men : and this perhaps, is all that is implied in

St Paul's assertion, that he was " partaker of flesh and

blood." But it follows not, that this is all which is im-

plied in St John's expression, that ^' Jesus Christ came

in the flesh ;" which asserts indeed his humanity, but

with an evident allusion to a prior condition : and tlia

proper conclusion, from the comparison of Ht John's

expression with St Paul's, is this : that the two are not,

as yo'i suppose, equivalent.

7. But I suspect, that you connect St Paul's expres-

sion with your own doctrine of materialism ; and that

you would argue thus.—Since it is said of men, who
are flesh and blood, and nothing else, that they partake

of flesh and blood ; therefore, '^ to fartake of flesh and

blood," in the Jewish language, and '• to he flesh and

blood," in other languages, are equivalent phrases.

Therefore Christ, of whom it is also said, that he par-

took of flesh and blood, was mere flesh and blood ; a

man like other men, in whom the mental faculties were

ihe result of organization. Thus, you will say, tlio

notion (tf Christ's preexistence, much more of his divini-

ty, is overturned by the apostle's assertion ; and, what-

ever may have been imagined, no allusion to his pre-

j

existence or his divinity, was intended in any expres-

!
sioas of the sacred writers. The assertion therefore of
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Christ's real manhood, is all that can be contained in

St John's expressions, that '* Christ is come in the

flesh." But in this argument, the conclusion results not,

from any evident parallelism, of the different phrases

used by St Paul and by St John ; but it is a conse-

quence, from a particular interpretation of St Paul's

phrase ; which interpretation of St Paul, rests not upon

any thing in his expressions, but upon something quite

out of Scripture : upon your notion of the mere material-

ity of man. To have shown the true foundation of this

argument, is to have confuted it.

8. I must remark, that in whatever form this argu-

ment may be drawn, it will rest solely on the translation

of the sacred text. For in the original, man's connex-

ion with flesh and blood, and Christ's connexion, are

expressed by different words : KiKoiyufmi and ywcnTp^t,

A difference, which, however sliglit it may appear to

you, was thought of sufficient importance to be preserved

in the Vulgate : communicaverant—participavit.*

9. But, not to lay a stress, upon any critical refine-

ments upon single expressions, let me ask your opinion.

Sir, upon the general sense of the passage, in which this

phrase, " to partake of flesh and blood," occurs. 1

would appeal to yourself, whether the conclusion, which

you would build upon that particular expression, is not

overthrown by the general sense of the passage. The
purport of the passage is, to assign a reason why tlic

Redeemer should partake of flesh and blood ; that is,

why he should be a man : but a reason why a man
ihould be a man, one would not expect to find in a sober

• That icavmur Is more than fjiil^uv. See lambllch. dc Jlyst. «ec. 2. cap T.
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man's discourse. For why any thing should be what it

is, rather than what it is not, is a question Avhich few, I

thiuk, would ask, and none would attempt to answer.

The attempt to assign a reason, why the Redeemer
should be a man, implies both that he might have been,

without partaking of the human nature, aud by conse-

quence, that in his own proper nature he was originally,

something different from man ; and that there might

have been an expectation, that he would make his ap-

pearance, in some form above the human. It particu-

larly implies, that an expectation of his appearance in

some higher form, might be expected to prevail among
the persons, to whom this reason is assigned ; so that

the manifest manhood of Christ, would be likely to ba

an objection with them, to his claim to the character of

the Messiah. This, Sir, seems to deserve your parti-

cular attention. For the persons, to whom the apostle

renders these reasons for the manhood of the Redeemer,

were the Hebrews; the first Jewish Christians; ofwhom
you say, that before their conversion at least, " they had

no idea that their Messiah was to come down from hea-

ven,*'* having never been taught by their prophets, to

expect " any other than a man like themselves, in that

illustrious character."!

10. Upon the whole, since the phrase of '' coming in

the flesh," must be more than equivalent to the word " to

come ;" since there is no evidence of its supposed paral-

lelism with St Paul's phrase, of " partaking of flesh and

lilood;" since, in the discourse of any but an Unitarian,

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p, 49.

t Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 8.
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it must involve an allusion to the incarnation and divini-

ty of our Lord ;
your defence of your argument from

St John's first epistle, is insufficient : the argument is

still to be considered as running in a circle, and it was

properly adduced as the second, among my specimens of

insufficient proof.

I am, &c.

N. B. The argument, which Dr Priestley has advan-

ced in the fifth of his Second Letters, in favour of his

own interpretation of the phrase " coming in the flesh,"

from a passage in St Polycarp's epistle, is considered

and refuted in the first of the Supplemental Disqui-

sitions.
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LETTER FIFTH.

The *B:rclideacon''s interpretation of Clemens Homanus

defended,—The shorter e]pistles of Ignatius genuine,

BEAR SIR.

HAVING, to your own entire satisfaction, made
good your argument from St John's first epistle, against

Diy exceptions
;
you proceed to reply to the testimo-

nies which I produced from Clemens Romanus, for the

preexistence and divinity of our Lord.

2. When Clemens says, ^* our Lord Jesus Christ,

came not in the pomp of pride and arrogance, although

he had it in his power," you say, that the coming allu-

ded to, was " no coming from heaven to earth ; and

that the pomp of pride and arrogance, in which our

Lord came not, stands for an *' ostentatious display" of

the miraculous powers, which our Lord never made,*

To this it is suflBcient to reply, that my interpretatioii

rests upon the literal sense of the holy father's words,

which you suppose to be figurative ; that you have

nothing to object to the literal interpretation, but that

it suits not with your own opinions ; whereas I have

something of great importance to say in its defence

;

l-ettors to Di- HorsIcVn p. 13.
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that it is established by the context. <^ Me came not

(says Clemens) in the pomp of pride and arrogance^

although he had it in his power, but in humility, ae the

Holy Spirit spake concerning him." The pomp there-

fore of pride and arrogance, in which our Lord came

not, is that pom[), which is the proper opposite of the

liumilit.y, in which the Holy Spirit had foretold that he

should come—For he came not in that—but in this he

came. Now to determine what this humility is, Clem-

ens immediately goes on, to cite the prophecies, which

describe the Messiah's low condition. The humility,

therefore, of an ordinary condition, is that in which it is

said the Messiah came. The pomp, therefore, of a

high conJition, is the pomp, in which it is said he came

not, although he had it in his power so to come. The
expressions therefore clearly imply, that our Lord, ere

he came, had the power to choose, in what condition he

would be born.

3. In citing this passage of Clemens Romanus, I

dealt very liberally with you ; as I trust, indeed, that I

have done in every part of the argument. I cited the

passage, as it stands in our modern copies. More an-

cient copies, those wiiich Jerome used instead, of xatirif

lvyaji/.tvo?, '^ although he had it in his power," jiad %0Li7r%^

sravla IvvafAiYOi, although he had all things in his power."

Tliis appears from Jerome's translation of the passage,

which is in these words, " Sceptrum Dei, Dominus

Jesus Christus non venit in jactantia superbi^, cum
possit omnia."* Now with this emendation of the

* Hieronjm. in Esaiam, cap. Kit.
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last clause, which it seems was an assertion of our

Lord's omnipotence, you are welcome to make what

you can of the preceding clause, by figurative inter-

pretations.*

4. No figurative interpretations will elude the force

of my citations from Ignatius—but it is the particular

happiness of tiie Unitarian writers, tliat they are never

found at a loss for an expedient. All that I say of the

repeated assertion of our Lord's divinity, in the epistles

of Ignatius, you allow to be true, '' according to our pre-

sent copies of his epistles. But the genuineness of them,

(you say,) is not only very mucli doubted, but generally

given up by the learned/' And lest this assertion

should want that appearance of weight, wliich an air of

confidence gives, you even tax my ingenuity " for con-

cealing a circumstance, which, (you say,) I must have

known;" and you challenge me to prove these epistles,

* Dr Priestley, to whom it is a matter of equal ease, to bring the holy Scrip-

tures, or the fathers, upon all occasions to speak his own sentiments, finds no

assertion of our Lord's omnipotence in this clause of Clemens, thus rendered by

Jerome : nothing more than an allusion " to the great power of which he became

possessed, after the descent of the Spirit of God upon him at his baptism." (See

the second of Dr Priestley's second Letters to rne.) That is, to affirm that a

person hath a^^ things in his power, is, in Dr Priestley's apprehension of the termi*

to affirm, that at a certain time he had sovie things in his power. Had any such

allusion been intended to the miraculous powers, the verb poasit in Jerome's Latin,

should have been in one or the other of the preterite tenses. By the use of

the present tense, Jerome describes a plenitude of power now enjoyed. This

plenitude of power now enjoye<l, is alleged as what might have been exercised

by our Lord in tirae past, with respect to the manner of his own coming. It

is a plenitude of power therefore, ever present to our Lord, now and in time

past; and being allowed to be now present, is supposed of necessary conse-

quence, to be capable of effects in time past. Hut this describes nothing less

than the attribute of OHinipotente. Bnt language is no key to " unlock the miod

6f a Socinian."
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" as we now have them, to be the genuine epistles of

Ignatius."!

5. Sir, if the genuineness of tliese epistles be general-

ly given up by the learned, ray ignorance, not my inge-

uuitj-, is to be blamed, that I cited them as genuine. I

indeed knew nothing of this general giving up. But

since the testimony of Ignatius is allowed to be express,

if the epistles be genuine from which it is produced

;

permit me to tell you, in few words, what I know of

these epistles.

6. I know, that ancient writers mention seven epistles

of Ignatius, writlen upon his journey from Antioch^

where he was bishop, through Asia Minor ; for that

way his journey lay, when he was carried to Rome by

Trajan's order, to be exposed to wild beasts. Of these

epistles, six are said to have been addressed to the

churches of six different cities : Ephesus, Magnesia upon

Mseander, Tralles, Rome, Philadelphia, Smyrna ; and

the seventh was addressed to Polycarp. 1 know, that

besides some other epistles, confessedly spurious, two

editions, a longer and a shorter, are at this day current,

of seven epistles under the name of Ignatius, inscribed

to those to whom the real epistles of the blessed martyr,

according to the ecclesiastical historians, were addressed.

The longer epistles first appeared in print, in an old

Latin version, published by Father Stapulensis, ia

1498 ; a corresponding Greek text was published by

Valentine Pacseus, from a manuscript in the Augustan

library, in the year 1557. The shorter edition likewise

• Letters to Dr Ilorsley, p. 13.
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made its first appearance in print, in an old Latin ver-

sion, published by Usher, from two manuscripts, in the

year 1644. The Greek was published by Isaac Vos-

«ius, in 1646, from a manuscript in the jMedicsean library

at Florence. The Medicsean manuscript being imper-

fect in the end, wanted the epistle to the Romans. But

a Greek text of this epistle, perfectly corresponding

with Usher's Latin version, was published at Paris,

from a manuscript of Colbert's, by Mr Ruinard, in the

year 1689.

7. It has been made a question, whether the shorter

epistles are from abridged, or the longer from interpola-

ted copies. The phraseology of the longer, seems in some

parts accommodated to the Arian notions: tliat of the

shorter, is every where agreeable to the Catholick faitli.

The shorter edition hath the suffrage of the fathers of the

five first centuries; their quotations, which are numerous,

every where agreeing with this text. William Whis-

ton, a man whose memory is more to be esteemed for

his integrity, and the extent and variety of his reading,

than for the soundness of his judgment ; from pure at-

tachment to the Arian cause, maintained the authority

of the longer copies ; but his opinion hath found but few

abettors, and those of inconsiderable name, even in his

own party. The Presbyterian divines, desirous to get

rid of so great an authority as that of Ignatius, in favour

of Episcopacy, the rights of which are set very high in

these epistles, were unwilling to allow their authenticity

in either form. But with a majority of the learned, these

seven epistles are received as authentick ; and the short-

er edition is supposed to exhibit the genuine text. This,

at least, was the opinion of Isaac Vossius, Usher. Ham-

mond, Petavius, Grotius, Pearson, Bull, Cave, Wake,
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Cotelerius, Grabe, Dupin, Tillemont, Le Clerc. On
the other side, staod no names to be compared with

these, except the three of Salmasius, Blondel, and

DalliEUS, Perhaps you will add that of Bochart. But

the great Bochart's doubts, went to one only of the

seven,* the epistle to the Romans ; and they are found-

ed on a chronology of the word LeopardiiSp which Pear-

son hath proved to be erroneous.f

8. Mosheira holds a middle opinion. The question

of preference between the two editions, he thinks unde-

cided. Whichever edition be preferred, he thinks the

suspicion of interpolation and corruption cannot be en-

tirely removed. That these epistles are of great anti-

quity, he thinks certain. That they are not altogether

forgeries, so credible, that nothing can be more. But

how far they are sincere, he takes to be a knot which

cannot be untied.J At the same time he allows, what

with me entirely overturns his singular opinion, that the

authenticity of them would never have been called in

question, had they not contained, what the advocates of

Episcopacy knew how to turn to the advantage of their

cause ; which, when the Presbyterians and others, who

were for abolishing the privileges of the clergy, under-

stood; they attacked them with a warmth, by which they

more harmed their own reputation than the authenticity

of those writings.il It is true, he taxes the writers on

the other side, but not so generally, with no less in-

temperance. But, in my judgment, the authenticity

• Hierozoic. P. I. lib. iii. cap. 8.

I Vindiciie Ignalranie, P. H. p. 91—94.

\ De Rebus Chnstianorwcft ante (Joiistantinuni, p. 161.

1! Ibi.l. p. IG5.
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of ancient wriiings must be set very high, which could

never have been brought in question, but through pre-

judice.

9. With this preponderance therefore, of authorities

on the side of the epistles, and with this confession of

Mosheim against his own opinion, 1 shall take the libetv

ty to appeal to them, as they stand in the shorter edition,

as the genuine writings of the blessed martyr : not free

indeed from those blemishes, which arise from the haste,

the carelessness, and the ignorance of transcribers ; but

upon the whole, not less sincere, than most other pieces

of the same antiquity. I shall appeal to them with the

less scruple, forasmuch as the same sincerity, which I

ascribe to them, and which is quite suflRcient for my
purpose, is allowed by the learned and the candid

Lardner ; whose judgment must have been biassed by

his opinions, in prejudice of these writings, if any thing

could have biassed his judgment, in prejudice of the

evidence of truth. After suggesting in no very confident

language, that " even the smaller epistles may have been

tampered with by the Arians, or the orthodox, or both ;"

he adds, ** I do not affirm, that there are in them any

considerable corruptions or alterations."* If no consi-

derable corruptions or alterations, certainly none, re-

specting a point of such importance, as the original

nature of Christ. I will therefore still appeal to these

epistles, as sufficiently sincere, to be decisive upon the

point in dispute. Nor, shall I think myself obliged to

* These words of Dr Lardner, are cited by Dr Priestley himself, in his feply

to the Animadversions, in the Monthly Review of June, 1783, p. 36. I'hcy make

a part of his proof, that these epistles are so corrupted, as not to be quoted with

safety. See reply to Aniiaadversions, p. 35.

17
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go into the proof of their authenticity, till you have

given a satisfactory reply, to every part of Bishop Pear-

son's elaborate defence : a work, which I suspect you

have not yet looked through,

I am, &c.

P. S. To the authorities for the epistles of Igna-

tius, according to the shorter copies, 1 must add Fa-

bricius.

^1
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LETTER SIXTH.

In re-ply to Dr Pnestleifs second.—The difference of

the Ebionites and JSTazarenes, no singular or new
opinion of the Archdeacon^s.—-The same thing main-

tained by Mosheim and other criticks ofgreat name.

Vr Priestley's argumentsfrom Origen and Eusebi-

usn Jiot neglected in the Archdeacon's Charge.—Dr
Priestley's conclusionsfrom the several passages cited

by himfrom Epiphanins, confuted.—The JSTazareneSf

no sect of the apostolick age.—Ebion^ not contempo-

vary with St John.— The antiquity of a sectj not a

proofof its orthodoxy.

DEAR SIR,

THE citadel of your strength, is the argument from

the Nazarenes ; to which^ however, I have given a

place among my specimens of insufficient proof. You
find the attack upon this fortress, warm on every side

3

and your resistence is proportionably vigorous. So im-

patient are you for its defence, that you take it out of its

turn, passing by my third specimen—the argument from

Athanasius J which you very properly consider as an

outwork, which will be indeed of little consequence, if

the citadel should surrender—which however, must be,

the case ; neither force nor stratagem can defend it.

2. Two points, you know, must be made out to save

this argument ; the one, that the faith of the Nazarenes
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was Unitarian ; the other, that these Unitarian Naza-

renes were the Hebrew Christians, or the members of

the primitive church of Jerusalem. To prove the first

point, you abide by your original assertion, that the Na-
zarenes and the Ebionites, were one and the same peo-

ple, under different names. This assertion you attempt

to defend against my objections. We shall see with

what success.

3. You allow, " it has been imagined by some, that

there was a difference between the doctrine of the Ebi-

onites and the Nazarenes, concerning the person of

Christ.''* Something of a difference, some half-witted

criticks have, it seems, imagined. But you take care to

insinuate in the next sentence, that none before me, ever

dreamed of so wide a difference, as I would put between

them. It had only been imagined '^ that the Ebionites

disbelieved, while the Nazarenes maintained, the mira-

culous conception ;"f both concurring in the disbelief

of our Lord's divinity. " For as to any Nazarenes,

who believed that Christ was any thing more than man,

you find no trace of them in history."J And you think

it extraordinary, " that it should now be made a point,

to find some difference between the Nazarenes and the

Ebionites, inasmuch as you believe, no critick of any

name in the last age, pretended to find any."|| Indeed,

you may well be astonished. For, " the learned Jere-

miah Jones"§. wrote a chapter to prove them the same

people.

4. Indeed, Sir, I must take shame to myself, and

* Letters to Dp Horsley, p. 14. f Ibid. % Ibid.

Ibid. p. 23. § Ibid.

._j
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confess, that this learned Jeremiah Jones, is not of my
acquaintance. I find upon inquiry, that he is very much

unknown among my brethren of the establishment ; I

am informed, however, that he was not undeserving of

the epithet which you have coupled with his name, he

was, it seems, the tutor of the venerable Lardner, and

was thought, in natural ability, to excel his pupil. Ne-

vertheless, Sir, I conceive I may be pardoned, if I pre-

sume to dissent from the opinion of Jeremiah Jones, not-

withstanding the importance that may have accrued to

it from the approbation of Dr Priestley. That, Sir,

whicli you are pleased to call an imagination of some,

the notion of a difference between the Nazarenes and

the Ebionites, was the decided opinion of a writer bet-

ter known than Jeremiah Jones— the illustrious Mo-
sheim. " This little body of Christians," says that

learned historian, " which coupled Moses with Christ,

split again into two sects, distinguished from each other

by their doctrines concerning Clirist, and the permanent

obligation of the law ; and perhaps by other circura-

stances."* As a certain proof that they were two dis-

tinct sects, he observes, tliat each had its own gospel.

He says, that " the Nazarenes had a better and truer

notion of Christ than the Ebionites.^f

5. It may be, Mosheim was the inventor of this dis-

tinction, since you have not found it in any critick of

• Pasillum vero hoc Ghristianorum agmen, quod Mosen Christo soolabat, in

duas iterum dissiliebat sectas; dogmatibus de Cliristo, legisque necessitate, forte

aliis etiam rebus sejunctas. Mosheim de Rebus Christiajiorum ante Constunii'

vum, Ssec. 2. sec. xxxix.

f Nazarei nimirum et de Christo multo rectitts et verius sentiebant qua»

Ebioaei. Ibid, n. * * *.
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any name of the last age. Perhaps, Sir, you and I,

when we speak of criticks of any name, may not always

agree in the persons, to whom we would apply that des-

cription. May 1 then take leave to ask, what you think

of Hugo Grotius ? Was He a critick of any name ?

Vossius, Spencer, Huetius, were these criticks of any

name ? If they were, Sir, you must come again to your

confessions. For Hugo Grotius, Vossius, Spencer, and

Huetius* agree that the Nazarenes and Ebionites,

though sometimes confounded, were distinct sects ; and

they maintain the opinion, which I now maintain, of

the high orthodoxy of the proper Nazarenes, in the arti-

cle of our Lord's divinity.

6. But it may be, that the Nazarenes were Unitarian,

though they were not Ebionites. For the doctrine con-

cerning our Lord's divinity, is not the only point, io

which the pretended diflference is placed : and ^' as to

any Nazarenes, who believed that Christ was any thing

more than man, you find no trace of them in history."t

You have then been less successful than Hugo Grotius,

Vossius, Spencer, Huetius : not to mention others of in-

ferior note.

7. You see. Sir, (our readers at least will see,) that

you had little ground to represent the opinion, which I

maintain, of a difference between the Nazarenes and

Ebionites, as singular or novel. Your attempt to set it

forth in that light, I cannot but consider as a stratagem,

which you are willing to employ for the preservation of

• Grotius in Matth. c. i. Vossius de genere Jesu Chilsti, cap. ii. sec. 1.

Spencer ia Oiigen coutra Celsum, ad. p. 56. Huetius ia Origenis commentaria,

p. 74.

f Letters to Dr Horslej-, p. IL
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your battered citadel—the argument from the Naza-

renes. In this stratagem, if I mistake not, you aie com-

pletely foiled. In your sallies against tlie batteries

which I have raised, I trust you will be little more suc-

cessful. But as too much of stratagem is apt to mix

itself with all your operations, it will be necessary

tliat I watch very narrowly the manner of your ap-

proaches.

8. Your reply to ray objections against the testimony,

which Bpiphanius is supposed to bear to the identity of

the two sects, is opened with a complaint, that I have

said nothing " to the arguments from Origen and Euse->

bins."* Sir, either here is more stratagem, or you have

dealt by me, as you profess to do by the ancients. You
have only looked through my Charge. Had you read

it through, you could hardly have missed something that

1 say to the arguments from Origen and Eusebius. I

flatly deny any direct testimony of Origen, in favour of

the identity which you would prove ; and I have shown

that the passages, from which you would draw the in-

ference, are little to your purpose."! The argument

from Eusebius, you will be pleased to recollect, made

no part of your original proof. It first appeared among

certain corrections and additions, which are annexed to

your ** Reply to the Animadversions'' of a learned wri-

ter in the Monthly Review. It was impossible there-

fore, that I should take notice of it in my Charge, which

had been sent to the press, and was in great part print-

ed^ before I had any knowledge of the Reply, or indeed

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 14.

\ Charge I, sec. 15, aud \ppendiKj sec. I.
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of the animadversions which occasioned it. But in the

Appendix to my Charge, which was written after I had

read your Reply^ and in consequence of it—I complain-

ed, that you had made no reference to the particular

passages of Eusebius, upon which you would found

your argument.*

9. However, that I said something very material to

the argument from Epiphanius, you deny not. T said

indeed, that no man could allege, as you do, the testimo-

ny of Epiphanius to the identity of the Ebionites and

Nazarenes, who had read to the end, so much as the

first sentence of Epiphanius's account of the Ebionites.

And I still say the same thing : for in that first sentence

£piphanius asserts, that Ebion made additions to the

doctrine of the Nazarenes. Among these additions I

place, although you will not, the mere humanity of

Christ.

10. You tell me in reply, that if I had myself read

the second paragraph of tliis same chapter of Epiphani-

us, it would have shown me the errror of my own re-

mark ; for in that second paragraph, you say it appears,

that the difference between the Ebionites and the Naza-

renes, lay in other particulars, not in the doctrine of the

mere humanity of Christ.f You then produce that pa-

ragraph, with a string of other passages, confirming, as

you tliink, the assertion which you pretend to find in it,

of the agreement of the two sects upon the point in ques-

tion. Epiphanius tells us, as you think, in the second

paragraph of his section about the Ebionites, ** That

• Appendix to Charge, sec. 2.

I Leiters to Dr Hoi-sle>, p. 15—17.
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Ebion borrowed his abominable rites (so you render

filthvf'Of) from (lie Samaritans ; his opinion (yyajuyir) from

the Nazarenes; his name from the Jews/' In the

second section, as you understand him, he places the

whole difference between the Nazarenes and the Ebion-

ites, in a single circumstance, totally unconnected with

the opinions about Christ. In the same section, you
say, he speaks of the two sects as inhabiting the same
country, and adds, that "agreeing together, they com-
municated of their perverseness tu each other.''*

11. Now, Sir, in these quotations, I have to complain

partly of the want of critical discernment
; partly of

stratagem ;
partly of unskilful interpretation : and I

affirm, that not one of the passages alleged, is to your

purpose-

13. For the second paragraph of the first section, the

only clause in it of which you can avail yourself, is that

in which it is asserted, according to your translation,

that " Ebion took his opinion from the Nazarenes."f
But here, Sir, is stratagem. Why is not the entire

clause produced ? Because the entire clause, would de-

feat the conclusion which it is brought to establish.

Does Ephiphanius say, that Ebion took his opinion

simply from the Nazarenes ? He says it not ; even if it

be admitted, that the word yrajunY is rightly rendered by
ojfinion, li opinion be indeed what is here signified by

y¥QfAyir, Epiphanius says that Ebion took his opinion

from the " the Oss^ans, the NazoriEans, and the Nasa-

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. l^.
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raeans." The Nazorseans of Epiplmnius, (NaCwfwoi)

were the Christian Nazarenes. But his Nasar.^ans

were no Christians. They were a Jewish sect—one of

the seven which were subsisting at the time of our

Lord's appearance ; the fifth in Epiphanius's enumera-

tion. The Ossseans, were the sixth of those seven sects

of Judaism. So that, if any thing is asserted in this

clause concerning the opinions of Ebion, it is, that they

were a mixture of the extravagancies of three sects; two

Jewish, and one Christian. But his general assertion

will never determine, to which of these three sources, any

particular opinion maintained by Ebion, is to be refer-

red. It will be probable, that this doctrine of our

Lord's humanity, was an accommodation of the old doc-

trine of the Nazarenes, to the prejudices of his Jewish

friends. For how will you prove. Sir, that Ebion, if he

taught the same opinions which you now maintain, was

not actuated by the same generous motives : a tender

charity for the Jews, whom he might propose, as you do,

to reconcile to the evangelick doctrine, by divesting the

doctrine of every thing properly evangelick ?

13. But I contend further, that the word yyufivwy in this

passage of Epiphanius, is not rightly rendered by

opinion. It often indeed denotes opinion in good Greek

writers ; but it is not used in that sense here. That it is

not, appears from the subsequent part of the same sen-

tence ; in which yyw/**; is mentioned as something distinct

from yyatrti and (rvyxara^etr/c ruv ivxyfitiiay (perhaps WC
should read iuayyiht^uy) KSil aTTOs^ohUY TTl^t rr/rtuf. "EbioD^

says Epiphanius, desired to bear the appellation of a

Christian, but not to adopt the practice of Ciiristians,

nor their yyu^nj nor thftir knowledge, nor their assent to
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to the evangelists and apostles, concerning the faitb."*

Now knowledge and assent concerning faith to the

evangelists and apostles, include religious opinion;

yvw/zn, therefore, being mentioned as distinct from these,

is not opinion. It seems to be rather used here, for

what is expressed in English by the word sentimerd ^ a

thing which often modifies opinion, but itself is not opi-

nion. Of this use of the word, examples are not want,

ing. *•' Ebion, it is said, possessed the sentiments of

Ossaeans, Nazarenes, and Nasaraeans." He resembled

these Christian and Jewish sectaries, in that illiberality

of sentiment, which inclined the Nazarenes, to think the

observance of the ritual law necessary to a Christian's

salvation, and disposed the Ossaeans, and the Nasa-

raeans, to many senseless superstitions. But this re-

semblance is no proof, that he took his opinion of the

mere humanity of Christ, from the Christian Naza-

renes.

ih. But if this passage i& not suflBciently explicit,

the second section, you will tell me, is decisive. Un-
fortunately, the long passage which you have produced

from tliis section, wants to be set in order, before any

use can be made of it: and when we have made the

best of the present text, which I fear is too corrupt to be

perfectly restored without manuscripts, it will little serve

your purpose. Much indeed of the confusion arises,

from a false punctuation, which your own translation

sets in a most conspicuous light ; as a little remark which
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you have thrown in, points out the correction of it.

*^ and first, he asserted that Christ was born of

the commerce and seed of a man, namely Joseph, as

we signified above."^ This assertion of Ebion's, had

not been signified above : it is mentioned in this passage

for the first time. You remark, that these words, " as

we signified above," refer to the first words of the first

section : but in the first words of the first section, we

have no signification of Ebion's denial of the miraculous

conception, nor in any words previous to this clause of

the second section : and the reference cannot be to pre-

vious words, for that which no previous words contain.

The reference therefore, which is explicitly to some-

thing previous, can have no connexion, with the denial

of the miraculous conception, which is now mentioned

for the first time. It must connect however, with some-

thing in the writer's present narrafive, or it hath no

meaning. Now in the words which immediately pre-

cede the clause, which regards Ebion's heterodoxy upon

the article of the conception, that is, in the initial clauses

of this section, Epiphanius actually repeats what he

had said before. With these clauses therefore, this re-

ference to the former part of his narrative is to be con-

nected ; and the intervening clause, regarding the con-

ception, should be set out as a parenthesis. I will now
present you with the Greek text properly pointed, ac-

companied with two translations ; your own on one

side, and mine upon the other ; that our readers, compa-

ring both with the original, may judge for themselves of

the propriety of each.

• Letters to Dr Korslej, p. 16.
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15. The manner in which Ebion's opinion, concern-

cerning the conception of our Lord, is mentioned in pa-

renthesis, seems to exclude it from those principles,

which he borrowed from other sectaries. If those other

sectaries therefore were the Nazarenes, then this opin-

ion, as it should seem, was no principle with them ;

and this passage, like most of your quotations, contra-

dicts what you have brought it up to prove.

16. You will perhaps object, that if Ephiphanius

meant to insinuate, tliat Ebion and the Nazarenes held

different opinions about Chr'st ; he would not have na-

med another thing, as the single point in which they

differed. Nor hath he done this. Having described

Ebion's doctrine, as a compilation of the extravagancies

of other sects, he says, he differed only in a single point.

That is, there was but a single point in his whole sys-

tem, in which he differed from all the sects from which

he borrowed : which was this, that his Judaism was of

the Samaritan cast. But it follows not from this, that

whatever he maintained besides, was to be found, in the

doctrines of the Nazarenes, or of any other in particular,

of the various heresies of which the Ebionaean was

composed.

17. But, to deal sincerely, I must confess, that it is

not at all clear to me, that the Nazarenes are the sect

intended, in the beginning of this section, under the des-

cription of Ebioo'e contemporaries, from whom he bor-

rowed his principles. If they were not, this section

will neither afford any proof of your opinion, nor be

conclusive on the other side. The persons intended

are not named, otherwise than by the pronoun -mlur :

and for this pronoun, if you examine the original text,

you will be much at a loss to find aa autecedeut. This
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pronoun, used as it is here, as a relative, is generally to

be referred to the persons mentioned last before, in the

author's discourse. But in all the preceding part of

this discourse about the Ebionites, the Nazarenes are

no where mentioned, except in that sentence, in which

they are joined with the Osssans and the Nasarseans,

and at the very beginning of the chapter, where they

are intended by this same pronoun, as the sect described

in the chapter next preceding. The persons last men-

tioned in the present discourse, are the Jews and the

Samaritans : and of these the pronoun T\/\af may be red-

ditive. Ebion might be called their contemporary, if he

lived before the Jews entirely lost their consideration in

the world, as a religious sect ; and while the Samaritans

were yet subsisting as a distinct sect of Judaism ; he set

out from the same principles with them, because he

maintained the permanent obligation of the ritual law.

If this be the true exposition, of the two first clauses of

this section ; it is the purport of the parenthesis, which

follows them, to remark, that Ebion, even in that part

of his doctrine which could not be borrowed, either

from Jews or Samaritans, carried his desire of accom-

modating to Jewish principles, such a length, as to ac-

knowledge our Lord, for nothing more than a preacher

of righteousness. But this leads to no conclusion about

the faith of the Nazarenes.

18. 1 have sometimes thought, that the pronoun twIwk

might he redditive, not of the Nazarenes singly, but of

all the sects which are mentioned in the preceding part

of the narrative, as furnishing the constituent parts of

Ebion's system ; namely, of the Jews, the Samaritans,

the Ossaeans, tlie ISasarseans, the Nazarenes, the Cerin-

thians, and the Carpocratiaas. With all these, accord-
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ing to the confused chronology of this inaccurate writer,

Ebion, as a junior with an elder, was contemporary

:

and he set out from the same principles witli them ; in-

asmuch as all his principles were borrowed, some from

one of these sects, some from another : the only thing

which was peculiar to himself being this ; that the Juda-

ism which he practised, was of the Samaritan cast. In

this exposition of the pronoun T»7«r, the importance of

the parenthesis must be to signify, that the mere human-

ity of Christ was made a principle by Ebion, although

it was no principle with those from whom he borrowed.

It was indeed a part of the Cerinthian doctrine, not as a

principle, but as a consequence from principles. The
principles of the Cerinthian doctrine were the principled

of the Oriental philosophy : and the denial of our Lord's

divinity, and of his miraculous conception, in the system

of Cerinthus, was a consequence of that cardinal princi-

ple of the Oriental philosophy, which put eternal enmi-

ty between God and every thing material. But with

Ebion, the denial of the miraculous conception, was

itself a first principle, independent of every thing else.

In this view of it again, the parenthesis leads to no con-

clusion concerning the Nazarenes.

19. Which exposition of the pronoun rvlaf is to be

preferred, is a point upon which I can bring myself to

no fixed opinion. I very much suspect, as I have al-

ready observed, some considerable corruption of the

text : for, although £piphaniu3 is indeed a wretched

writer, the obscurity of this sentence, as it stands, is

more than mere bad writing is apt to create. But ex-

pound the pronoun as you please, the passage will

be either against you, or at the best notbiug to your

purpose.
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SO. But in a subsequent sentence, Epiplianius speaks,

it seems, <^ of the Ebionites, as inhabiting the same

country as the Nazarenes f and adds, *» that agreeing

together, they communicated of their perverseness to

each other.'' It is true, that in the passage which you

have produced, Epiphanius speaks of the Ebionites, as

the near neighbours of certain Nazarenes, and of a re»

semblance which the vicinity of situation produced—but

the Nazarenes intended, were they the Christian Naza-

renes, or the Nasar^an Jews ? They are called " the

lawless Nazarenes'^ [Na^a^wKo* e/ «Vo//e<]. The Chris-

tian Nazarenes, had nothing in their conduct, that might

render them deserving of this epithet. Their error was,

that they feared to use their liberty, not that they abused

it. The Nasarsean Jews, as Jews, were lawless in a

very emphatick sense ; inasmuch as they renounced the

whole of the Mosaick law, except that they circumcised,

kept the Sabbath, and paid some regard to the stated

festivals. It was not, that they denied the authority of

Moses : but, by what may be gathered from Epiplia-

nius's account of them, they pretended that the real

laws of Moses were lost, and that the Pentateuch of the

Jews was, in all but the historical parts, a spurious

work.* Upon these principles, they held themselves

released from all rites, but those wliich the history itself

confirmed. This sect was found chiefly in the region of

Basantis : and in a town called Cochaba, in the same

• This conjecture, whicM^jfoiTned from Epi[>haniu3's account of this sect, I

have since found confirmed by Damascenus; who says, that they held the Penta-

teuch of the Jews to be a.spurious work, and pretended to have the original in

iheir own hands. To.; iTt i^^w»7iit7a/;^s y^ttip*? »>« uvm Mua-iUi fiyfAdlt^tfi, a\A«f ft

TTi^ nvlx: SiaQ^MHVTM. Joaoi Damascen. dc Hwresibux.

y* 19
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region, Epiplianius places the original residence of

Ebien. Tliese Nasar^ans therefore, were neighbours

of the Ebionites, and they seem to be the people intend-

ed in this passage.

21. It may perhaps seem strange, that any resem-

blance should be pretended, between a Christian sect

which adhered to tiie Mosaick law, and a Jewish sect

which rejected it. Bat the first Ebionites, if Epipha-

nius is to be trusted in his description of them, retained

nothing more of genuine Judaism, than the Nasarseans.

Whatever more they had which looked like Judaism, it

was borrowed from the Samaritan superstition.

22. But whoever these lawless Nazarenes might be,

their agreement with the Ebionites, is an addition of

your own, founded on a misinterpretation of the origi-

nal. Epiphanius answers for nothing more, than some

general resemblance. His words are to this effect.

<^ From hence he began to propagate his pernicious doc-

trine ; namely, from the same parts which it hath before

been said those lawless Nazarenes inhabited. For be-

ing contiguous, he to them, and they to him, each im-

parted to the other of his own particular impiety. And
yet, in certain things they differ; but in evil disposition,

they were counterparts one to the other."* What you
took for agreement is contiguity of situation ; and the

resemblance comes at last to nothing more, than an un-

defined general resemblance, with specifick differences.
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An entire likeness is not pretended in any circumstance,

but the common depravity of disposition.

23. To these passages from the chapter about the

Ebionites, you subjoin another, from the 7th section of

the preceding cliapter, which treats of the Nazarenes.
*' He says, that they were Jews in all respects, except

that they believed in Christ ; but I do not know ivhetlier

they hold the miraculous concejjtion or not.''* This

you say, " amounts to no more than a doubt, which he

afterwards abandoned, by asserting that the Ebionites

held the same opinion concerning Christ with the Na-
zarenes ; which opinion be expressly states to be their

belief, that Jesus was a mere man, and the son of Jo-

seph."! I lament, Sir, that, in justice to my own cause,

I must here openly complain of the perverseness of your

translation. When you cite an ancient author, why will

you make him say more or less, than he hath said for

himself? Why not translate literally ? that your readers

might see, how far your account of things is supported

by express testimony, how far it is mere inference ; and

be enabled to estimate the degree of probability, with

which each inference is accompanied. *^ they be-

lieved in Christ ; but I do not know, whether they held

the miraculous conception or not." Is this a translation

of the words of Epiphanius ? It is not. It is an artful

substitution of an inference of your own, from the au-

jthor's words, for the words of the author. I, Sir, in

imy Charge had furnished you with a more exact trans-

Jation.ij: Why would you not adopt it; unless you

" Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 17. f Ibid.,

T Ciiarge I. sec. 10.
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could have made a better of your owriy or could have

shown its inipropriety ? *^ Concerniug Christ," says

Epiphanius, ^' I cannot say with certainty (or, I am not

informed to say, vjt oila «»>*») whether they too, carried

away with the impiety of the aforementioned Cerinthus

and Merinthus, think him a mere man ; or affirm, as the

truth is, that he was begotten of Mary, by the Holy
Ghost." To affirm, " as the truth is, that Christ ^vas

begotten of Mary, by the Holy Ghost," in Epiphanius^s

sense of those words, was to affirm much more than the

miraculous conception, in any sense in which an Unita-

rian might affirm it. It was to affirm our Lord's divi-

nity. Epiphanius's confession, that he had no ground

to assert, that the Nazarenes held the contrary opinion,

amounts to much more than a doubt. It amounts to an

unwilling confession of a base accuser ; who had not the

liberality to absolve in explicit terms, when he found

himself unable to convict. As you have not yet produ-

ced the passage, in which Epiphanius asserts, that the

Nazarenes and Ebionites held one opinion concerning

Christ
; your assertion, that he afterwards abandoned

this doubt, or this; acknowledgment, is destitute of proof

;

and it is the fair conclusion from this passage of Epi-

phanius, that the Nazarenes were orthodox in their

opinions concerning Christ. This I showed at large

in my Charge.* You now attempt to elude my ar-

.

gument, by setting up an unfair and sophisticated

translation of the passage, upon which my reasoning

was founded.!

* Charge I. sec. 10, 11.

•f
In the third of his Stcond Letters to me, Dr Priestley has produced a pas

Sage from aneOier part of Epiphanius's woik, his ehupser against the Ariaus,
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M. Were the identity of the Nazarenes and Ebion-

ites clearly established, still you could turn it to no ad-

vantage, without making good your other assertion,

that the Nazarenes were originally the very same with

the Hebrew Christians, or the members of the primitive

church of Jerusalem. But of this I cannot find that

you have brought a shadow of proof, except what you

pretend to derive from the testimony of Origen ; which

I shall consider in my next letter. You talk indeed of

the antiquity of the Nazarenes—you bid me observe,

" that they were prior to Ebion,"* of whom you say>

which clearly proves that the Ebionites and the Nazarenes, in the judgment of

tliat writer, were different sects; in as much as both are separately mentioned.

Dr Priestley perhaps may say, that whatever distinction this passage may prove,

between the Nazarenes and the Ebionites, upon the whole of their doctrine ; it

clearly proves that they held one opinion concerning Christ, which is sufficient

for his purpose. It must be acknowledged, that, in this passage, the Nazarenes

are mentioned together with the Ebionites, as sects in error iu their opinions

about Christ, and confuted by the beginning of St Johii's Gospel; still I maintain,

that, in that part of his work, where he professedly treats of the heresy of the

Nazarenes, Epiphanius expresses a doubt of their heterodoxy upon the article of

our Lord's divinity, in such terms, as ought to leave no doubt upon the mind of

his reader, of their orthodoxy in that jiartieular. And what he saj's of them,

when they are only incidentally mentioned, ought to have much less weight than

what he says, or shows himself averse to say, in that part of his work, where the

errors of that sect are the immediate subject.

Dr Priestley, allowing Epiphanius to have been "in some things weak enough,"

exults however, in the testimony %vhich, in his chapter against the Arians, he

bears against the Nazarenes as a sect, which, together with the Ebionites, "held

(he doctrine of the simple humanity of Christ." And he says, that in this Epipha-

nius "stands uncontradicted by any authority whatever." Dr Priestley is mis-

taken ; rashly venturing to assert, that where no authority is known to him, none

is extant. Epiphanius ib in this contradicted, not only by himself, as I have already

shown, but by a writer of far superior credit ; by Joannes Damascenus, who, in

his book De ILtresibus, s-^tys expressly, that the Nazarenes confessed Jesus to

he the Son of God. Damascenus would not have said of Dr Priestley, or of any

one maintaining the simple humanity of Clu'ist; that he confesses Jesus to be

the Son of God.

* Letters to Dr Ilorslcy, p, 18,
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that ^* he was himself cotemporary with the apostlo

John;"t and you tell me, that in allowing that the

^' Jewish Christians were distinguished by the name of

Nazarenes from the time that they were settled

in the country beyond the sea of Galilee, I carry the

opinions of the Ebionites, as universally held by the

Jewish Christians, to the very age of the apostles."t

When you do me the honour to argue from my con-

cessions, I wish. Sir, jou would report them with more

fidelity and exactness. I have allowed no such anti-

quity to the Nazarenes, as you would claim for them

upon the ground of my concessions. I said not, that

the Jewish Christians were distinguished by the name

of Nazarenes, from the time when the first settlements

were made beyond the sea of Galilee. I said, that the

sect of the Nazarenes first arose, when tliose of the

Jewish Christians, who pertinaciously retained their

Judaism, made their final settlement in those parts, in

consequence of Adrian's severe edicts, by which the

Jews were banished from the ancient site of Jerusalem

and the adjacent region. Thus, I carried not the opin-

ions of the Ebionites up to the apostolick age : but I

fixed the rise of a prior sect, to an epoch little earlier

than the middle of the second century. I maintain*

ed, that the Nazarenes, at that time, separated from

the main body of the Jewish Christians, and appeared

as a distinct sect. It is not allowed by me, that from

that time, or in any age of the church, ^' the whole

body of the Jewish Christians were distinguished by

the name of Nazarenes." If any such concession may

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 18. j Ibid, p. 21.
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seem to be implied in the expressions, in which I speak

of the Nazarenes in my Charge, (I. sec. 12. ) I disa-

vow it. Appealing against your assertions, to the sense

of the learned and reverend assembly, which 1 had the

honour to address ; I rather sought expressions, which

might convey the general part of an opinion common to

us all, than such as might more precisely mark the par-

ticulars of my own. That the name of Nazarene was

descriptive of a heresy, I was confident none in that as-

sembly doubted. I was not equally confident but that

some might doubt, whether that heresy, from the time

the name was used, embraced not the main body of the

Jewish Christians. Whatever doubts might subsist

about the extent, 1 was confident there could be but

one opinion, in that assembly, about the chronology of

the name. But Ebion, you say, was contemporary with

St John. To that circumstance, when it is proved, I

shall be disposed to give great attention. I believe the

opinion hath no foundation, but in the foolish story told

by Epiphanius, of St John and Ebion in the bath. The
same is told by other writers, of St John and Cerinthus ;

and it hath altogether the air of fiction. But, suppose I

were to allow the highest antiquity to these Nazarenes
;

suppose that, with you, I were to place them in the

apostolick age ; would this oblige me to allow, that they

were the true members of the primitive church ? Had
not the apostolick age its schisms and its heresies?

The Simonians, the Nicolaitans, the Cerinthians ; were

not all these contemporary with the apostles? Were
they therefore sound members of the church of Jerusa-

lem? Be pleased, Sir, to consider this question.

1 am, &:c.
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POSTSCRIPT.

1. Eusebius, in his Ecclesiastical TJieology, speaks

as if he thought the name Ebionites had been imposed

by the apostles themselves, upon those who disowned

our Lord's divinity ; which necessarily implies, that, in

his opinion, the sect and the name were of the apostolick

age. *' Our Saviour's own first heralds," sa^s Eusebius,

named those Ebionites who acknowledged

not the Godhead of the Son."* Our Saviour's own first

heralds, must be the preachers, it should seem, of his

own appointment ; namely, the apostles ; and that they

are the persons intended, is the more probable, for the

distinction which seems to be made between these first

heralds and Ecclesiastical fathers, who are afterwards

mentioned. Strenuously as you assert the antiquity of

the Ebionites, you have no where, that I remember, al-

leged this testimony. You were aware perhaps, that

were it good for the antiquity of the sect, it would be

equally good for the reason and origin of the name : fur

my own part, I am not inclined to avail myself of it : f

consider it as a hasty assertion of a writer, over zealous

to overwhelm his adversary by authorities : I mention

it only, to protest against any use, which you may here-

after be disposed to make of it, in a dearth of proof of

Ebion's antiquity. Should you urge me with any part

of this testimony, I shall have a right to insist, that

TXi' Siuxoitty tt/won-^T^tlii; tk? jv* ^sv 6sov Kr^oyl'M itSivau, xaj^ ra a-ajn^o; TO O'lffAX /j.n

eip;iijui';ii;, rw cTs Tx UK &£o7«7* /«» uMct;. Ece. Theol. lib. i, c. H.
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you accept the whole—Should you produce it in proof,

that an Unitarian sect existed in the apostolick age

;

you will he obliged to allow, that it is equally a proof,

that the Unitarian doctrine was expressly condemned

by the apostles. It will be no concern of mine, to

disprove the antiquity of Ebion, however 1 may dis-

believe it, so long as the very ground of his claim seals

his condemnation—so long as his pretentions to aa

early existence, rest on a presumption, that he had the

honour to be the object of apostolical censure.

2. Upon the story of St John and the Hseresiarch,

in the publick baths at Ephesus, I passed judgment

hastily, when I spake of it as a foolish story, carry-

ing altogether the air of fiction. I ought to have re-

collected, that Irensbus* vouches strongly for so much

of it as he relates. He even cites the testimony of

Polycarp, in terms which may be understood to imply,

that he was himself one of many, still living when he

wrote, who had heard the story from the mouth of

Polycarp. The testimony of IrenjEus is hardly to be

disbelieved; the testimony of Polycarp is irresistible.

But the story, which Irenseus relates after Polycarp,

he relates of St John and Cerinthus, It makes no-

thing therefore for the antiquity of Ebion. As re-

lated of him, with the addition of many improbable

circumstances not mentioned by IreniEUS^ it may b?

deemed a fiction.

f

» Lib. iii. 3.

t Dr I'riestley, !n the third of liis Second Letters to me, to corroborate the

testimony of Epiphanius, alleges that of Jerome ; who he says, " mentions th©

Ebionites, not only as a sect, bat a flourishing sect, in the time of Sl Johii/ But

Jerome makes no such mention of the Ebionites- iie says, tlut St Jt»hn wrote hl»
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LETTER SEVE]?^TH.

Continuation of Reply to Br Priestley"s Second—Of
the argument from Origen.—That it rests on two

passages in the books against Celsiis. The first

misinterpreted by Dr Priestley in a very important

point.—JSTo argument to be drawn from the two

passages in connexioji.—Origen convicted of two

false assertions in the first passage.—The opinions

of the first age, not to be concluded from the opin-

ions of Origen,

IN failure of all other proof of your supposed identity

of the Ebionites and Nazarenes, you still appeal to the

testimony of Origen. You have however, given a new
turn to this part of your argument. Your appeal was

originally* to a pretended acknowledgment of Origen's,

that the Nazarenes and the Ebionites were the same

people. But being made sensible,! how difficult it must

be to find an acknowledgment of this identity, in a

Gospel in opposition to Cerinthus, and other hereticks, and "principally the doc-

trine of the Ebionites (not then flourishing, but) tunc con*urgens, tlien making

jts first appearance. This I readily allow ; for what was afterwards the doctrine

cf tbe Ebionites, was first propagated by the Ceriuthian Gnosticks.

• Hist, of Corrup, vol. i. p. 7.

t Se« thi Monthly Keview for Jiuie, 1783, and for September, 1783.
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writer who never once names the Nazarenes
;
you aban-

don that project, and in the passages which wei^ at first

cited to establish this supposed identity, you have afe

last the good fortune to discover an immediate proof of

your main proposition, that the primitive faith of the

Hebrew church was Unitarian. Your method is, to

trace from Origen the faith of the Jewish Christians in

his age, and front their ikith, to infer that of their an-

cestors.

2. The strength of this argument, lies in two passa^

ges in the books against Celsus ; which are very distant

from each other : for the one is in the second, the other

in the fifth book ; and yet they must be taken in con-

nexion, to give any colour to your reasoning. You set

it off indeed to great advantage, when, appealing to the

first of these passages, you say, that it appears, and that

1 deny not that it appears, " that the unbelieving Jews

called all those of their race, who were Christians, by
the name of Ebionites, in the time of Origen ;" and that;

^' Origen's own words are too express, to admit any

doubt of this."* Truly, Sir, 1 was not likely to deny

a groundless assertion, before it was made by my anta-

gonist ; and you now make it for the first time ; at least

1 remember nothing like it in your former publications.

I believe I was myself the first to bring forward this

passage from the second book against Celsus. In youss

history, you have appealed to Origen's acknowledg-

ment, of the identity of the Ebionites and Nazarenes,

without any reference to particular passages. 1 proda-

Lett«8-to Dr Horsle/, p. 13.
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ced this passage, as of all that I could recollect, the

most for your purpose.* I produced it in order to

show, that when it is rightly understood, it is nothing

to your purpose : for, although the Christians of the

circumcision, in general, are in this passage called

Ebionites, it is according to a peculiar definition of the

word, which includes not what by other writers, always,

and by Origen himself in other places, is included in

the notion of the EbioujEan doctrine ; namely, a denial

of our Lord's divinity. The Nazarenes therefore, might

be Ebionites, in the sense which is here given to that

word, although they doubted not our Lord's divinity,

and were quite another set of people than the proper

Ebionites. I acknowledge therefore, that in this pas-

sage, " Origen says of the Jewish Christians of his

own time, that they were Ebionites."! These were my
Very words. But I said not, that they were the unbe-

lieving Jews, M ho imposed this name upon the convert-

ed : and now that you have been pleased to say it for

me, I deny it ; and I maintain, that Origen's words are

too express to admit a doubt, that you have mistaken

his meaning. The entire passage of OrigenJ is to this

effect " they of the Jews who believe in Christ,

have not abandoned the law of their ancestors ; for they

live according to it ; bearing a name, which corres-

ponds with the poor expectations which the law holds

* Charge I. sec. 15.

t Ibid.

j/tfg x.*T ai/7ev, ma^iuf/M th; ;ca?a. rm iaioxj^t rrja^iirtf t!< vcfAH ytytV"f/-tvoi. E^uet tt

x; Xpisov ^ma^^!!//.iyot. Origen in Celsunij p. 56. tnWi. Spencer.
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out.* For a beggar is called among the Jews, (that

is, in the Hebrew language,) Ebion— And they of the

Jews who have received Jesus as the Christ, go by the

name of EbionjEans." The converted Jews went, it is

said, by this name ; but where have you found that

the unbelieving Jews imposed it ? Not in Origen, Sir

;

but in the Latin translation of Gelenius. Attend to the

reasons assigned by Origen for the name, and you can-

not but perceive, that it could never be imposed by

Jews—it was given in contempt : the objects of the

contempt were observers of the Mosaick law ; and the

cause of the contempt was, the mean opinion which was

entertained, by those who gave the name, of expecta-

tions built on legal righteousness. Could these, Sir, be

the sentiments of unconverted Jews ?

3. It would have been a circumstance of much ad-

vantage to your argument, which I doubt not you well

understand, that the unconverted Jews should have been

the coiners of the name : because it would have follow-

ed, that tlie name was originally common to the whole

body of the Hebrew Christians. Then since Origen,

in tlie other passage in the fifth book, makes, as you

observe, only two sorts of Ebionites, the one believing,

the other denying the miraculous conception, the de-

duction might have seemed not unfair, that Origen

knew of no Hebrew Christians that were not Uni-

tarians.

4. You will say, perhaps, that since we have Ori-

gen's testimony for the universality of the name, the ar-

gument from the two passages, taken in connexion, may

Literally, ftewjj' named after the povi^riu of the lav: in erpectador.
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still proceed. If 1 eould admit the universality of the

name upon Origen's testimony, I should insist, that his

description of the twofold Ebionites, in the fifth book, is

not exactly what you take it to be. I should remark,

that the words, o/J^olui vifjuv, " in like manner as we do,"

make an important branch of the character of the milder

sort *^ these," says he, ^* are the double Ebion-

ites ; who either confess Jesus born of a virgin, in like

manner as we do, or think he was not born in that man-

ner, but like other men."* I should maintain, that the

words " in like manner as we do," are equivalent to the

words " as the truth is," in Epiphanius's description

of that belief in the miraculous conception, which he

says the Nazarenes, for aught he knew to the contrary,

Blight hold ; and I should contend, that Origen affirms,

but with less equivocation, of these better Ebionites,

what Epiphanius reluctantly confesses of the Naza-

renes, that they held the Catholick doctrine concerning

the nature of our Lord. And in this manner, the words

of Origen seem to have been understood, both by Gro-

tius and Vossius ; when they allow, that the Nazarenes,

though orthodox in this part of their faith, are included,

in this passage of Origen's fifth book, in the appellation

of Ebionites. I should contend, that if the former pas-

sage, proves the name general for the whole body of

the Hebrew Christians, the latter equally proves, that

the notion of an Unitarian was not necessarily included

&>c Tn; MtTn? xyd-pimn-isr t< T«Ta p^pa lyKMfAX tois cltto t>i; iKKt^ncri*;. Contra Cela,
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in it. The connexion therefore of these two passages,

makes little for your purpose ; since the second serves

but to overthrow the argument, which might be built

upon the first. It justifies what I advanced in my
Charge, upon a presumption that the first, singly, would

be made the foundation of the argument from Origen

;

that the word Ebionite, in Origen's time, or at least in

las use of it, had outgrown its original meaning.

5. In this manner, I should combat your argument

from these two passages ; were it not that I think too

lightly of the testimony of Origen, in what relates to the

Hebrew Christians, to be solicitous to turn it to my own
advantage. Let his words be taken as you understand

them ; and so far as the faith of the Hebrew Christians

of his own time is in question, let him appear as an evi-

dence on your side—1 shall take, what you may think

a bold step ; I shall tax the veracity of your witness

—

of this Origen : I shall tell you, that whatever may be

the general credit of his character, yet in this business,

the particulars of his deposition are to be little regard-

ed, when he sets out with the allegation of a notorious

falsehood. He alleges of the Hebrew Christians in

general, that they had not renounced the Mosaick law.

The assertion served him for an answer, to the invec-

tive which Celsus had put in the mouth of a Jew,

against the converted Jews, as deserters of the laws and

customs of their ancestors. The answer was not the

worse for wanting truth, if his heathen antagonist was
not sufficiently informed, in the true distinctions of

Christian sects, to detect the falsehood—But in all the

time which he spent in Palestine, had Oiigen never con-

versed with Hebrew Christians of another sort? Had he

met with no Christians of Hebrew families, of the church
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of Jerusalem ? Was the Mosaick law observed, was

it tolerated, in Origen's days, in the church of Jerusa-

lem, when that church was under the government of

bishops of the uncircumcision ? The fact is, that after

the demolition of Jerusalem by Adrian, the majority of

the Hebrew Christians, who must have passed for Jews

with the Roman magistrates, had they continued to

adhere to the Mosaick law, which to this time they had

observed more from habit than from any principle of

conscience, made no scruple to renounce it, that they

miglit be qualified to partake in the valuable privileges

of the ^iian colony, from which Jews were excluded.

Having thus divested themselves of the form of Judaism,

which to that time they had born, they removed from

Pella and other towns to which they had retired, and

settled in great numbers at jElia. The few, who re-

tained a superstitious veneration for their law, remained

in the north of Galilee, where they were joined perhaps

by new fugitives of the same weak character, from Pa-

lestine. And this was the beginning of the sect of the

Nazarenes. But from this time, whatever Origen may
pretend, to serve a purpose, the majority of the Hebrew

Christians forsook their law, and lived in communion

with the Gentile bishops, of the new modelled church

of Jerusalem ; for the name was retained, though Jeru-

salem was no more, and the seat of the bishop was at

MAx2i,* All this I affirm with the less hesitation, being

• See Dr Priestley's objections to this representation of facts, in the fourth of]

his second Letters to me, and vny Defence, ia my Remarks oa his second Letteri, *

p. 2. c. ii.
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supported by the authority of Mosheim ;* from wbom
indeed I first learat to rate the testimony of Origeii;

in this particular question, at its true vahie.f

6. It is ill defiance therefore of the fact, and I fear of

his own knowledge of the fact, tlmt Origen affirms of the

Hebrew Christians in general, that they lived in the

observance of the Mosaick law : and it must be equally

in defiance of the fact, that he affirms, that they were

all in general called Ebionites : for he pretends not that

this name generally belonged to them, otlierwise thaa

as Judaizers. His expressions in the passage in the

fifth book, seem to imply a retractation of both these

assertions ; for there, he speaks only of some, who, with

the profession of Christianity, retained the practice of

Judaism. These some, he says, were the Ebionites ;

and, what is more, he describes these Ebionites, not

indeed as universally Unitarians, but as despicable

wretched here ticks, whose extravagancies could bring

no disgrace upon the Christian church, of which they

were no part. Were the Hebrew Christians, living in

communion with the bishop of Jerusalem, in the days of

Origen, no part of the true church of Christ ? If they

were a part of it, in Origen's own judgment they were

uo Ebionites. ^* I would not believe this witness upon

his oath," says Mosheim, *^ vending, as he manifestly

does, such flimsy lies."J

* De rebus Christianorum ante Constantinura. Sxc. u. sec. 38. Note.*

•j- See his Dissertation about Ebioii, which is the tenth in order in the first VO*

iume of a Collection, entitled, JDivaertatisnca ad JJistoriatn Eccleaiaatieam per-

tinentes.

i Ego huie testi, etiarcii jurato, qui tarn manifesto fumos venilit, me nor.

*reditururai esse confirmo. J\losheiin de Ebione. «ec- x. Sec the veracity of
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7. I may now, Sir, without damage to my cause,

freely make you a present of the whole testimony of

Origen, not only as it is given by him, but as it is inter-

preted by you. As it is given by him, it states, that the

Hebrew Christians in his time, were generally Judaizers:

as interpreted by you, it states, that in his time, they

were generally Unitarian. But if this testimony were

more unexceptionable than it is, and this sense of tho

testimony less doubtful, what evidence would it afford,

that the first Hebrew Christians were Unitarians in the

time of the apostles ?

8, You pretend not, that this would follow by neces-

sary consequence ; but you say, ** if the Jewish Chris-

tians were universally Ebionites in the time of Origen,

the probability is, that they were very generally so, in

the time of the apostles."* Whence should this pro-

bability arise? From this general maxim, it seems: that

*^ whole bodies of men, do not soon change their opin-

ion."! You are indeed. Sir, the very last person, who
might have been expected to form conclusions upon aa

historical question, from mere theory, in defiance of the

experience of mankind—in defiance of the experience of

our own country and our own times. How long is it,

since the whole body of dissenters in this kingdom, (the

single sect of the Quakers excepted,) took their stand-

ard of orthodoxy from the opinions of Calvin ? Where
shall we now find a dissenter, except perhaps among

Origen defended by Dr Priestley, and further impugned by me, in the fourth ef

Dr Priestley's second Letters to me, and in my Remarks ob the second Letters,

p. 2. c. 1.

• Letters to Dr H«rsley, p. SJ.

t Ibid.
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the dregs of Methodism, who would not think it an af-

front to be taken for a Calvinist ?*

9. 1 now, Sir, take my leave of your argument from

the Nazarenes. I trust I have shown, that, although it

is the chief strength of your cause, it was well entitled

to a place among my specimens of insufficient proof, of

which it was the fourth in order. Before I proceed to

examine other parts of the evidence, by which you think

to establish the high antiquity of the Unitarian doctrine

;

give me leave to remind you, that, although you have

overlooked it, a very positive proof is at this day extant

in the world ; that the divinity of Christ was the belief

of the very first Christians. This shall be the subject

of my next letter.

I am; &c»

POSTSCRIFF.

A learned correspondent of mine, an eminent divine of

the church of Scotland, a Calvinist,t and by consequence,

a serious and devout believer in the Catholick doctrine

of the Trinity; hath remarked to me, that your assertion,

that the Nazarenes were the first Hebrew Christians,

might have had some colour given to it, from the history

of the accusation of St Paul before Felix, in the Acts of

the Apostles. St Paul was charged upon that occasion,

by TurtuUus the orator, as he is called, as a ringleader

* Of the numbers of the Calvinists among the disspnters of the present (inj,

See the fourth of Or Priestley's second Letters, and my Remarks, p. 2. c. iv.

f The person meant, was my maternal uncle, the lii v. tloljert iiamiltou, D.D.

rcany years professor of diyinity in the college of Ediubuigh.
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^'^ of the sect of the JSTa^arenes :^^ whence it might have

been argued, that this was the name, which Christians

in general at that time bore. This argument, 1 think,

is far more specious, than any you have produced for

yourself ; but it is only an instance, by which it may be

seen how easy it is, to frame arguments, in that oblique

kind in w^hich you so much delight, which may give a

false colouring to things, and impose upon the ignorant

or heedless. It is for this purpose, 1 believe, that it is

produced by my learned and much honoured correspon.

dent ; not as a proof which, had it been set up by you,

would have convinced, or even staggered, either him or

me ; it only proves, that in the infancy of Christianity,

Christians, among the unbelieving Jews, who consider-

ed them as an heretical sect in their own religion, went

by the name of Nazarenes, as followers of the Naza-

rene ; for that was the appellation which, in contempt,

they gave our Lord himself, from the obscure village to

which his family belonged. But while the Christiana

were called Nazarenes by the unbelieving Jews, they

were called among themselves The Brethren, They of

the Faithf and The Faith ; till at length, when they

became more numerous, and received a large accession

of converts from the Gentiles, Christians became the

general name ; and the Hebrew Christians, who still

perhaps bore the name of Nazarenes among; the Jews,

were distinguished among Christians by the names of

The Hebrews, and They of the Circumcision, 1 still

therefore abide by my assertion, that the name of Naza-
rene was never heard of in the church, that is, among
Christians themselves, as descriptive of a sect, (as a

general name for the whole fraternity of believers, it

was never heard of in the church at all,) but as descrip«
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tive of a sect, it was never heard of before the final de-

struction of Jerusalem by Adrian ; when it became the

specifick name of the Judaizers, who at that time sepa-

rated from the church of Jerusalem, and settled in the

north of Galilee. The name was taken from the coun-

try in which they settled ; but it seems to have been

given in contempt, and not without allusion to the earlier

application of it, by the Jews, to the Christians in gene-

ral : the intent of it was, to signify that these Judaizers,

who were for imposing the yoke of the Mosaick law

upon the brethren of the uncircumcision, knew so little

of the spirit of the gospel, that they were only to be

considered as a sect of Jews ; and were undeserving of

any more honourable name, tiian that by which the un-

believing Jews, of the apostolick age, had been accus-

tomed to express their contempt for the then new and

little family of Christ; that they could not be more

properly described, than as heretical Jews, living in the

poorest village of the poorest province^
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LETTER EIGHTH.

*1 'positive proof still extant, that our Lord's divinity

was the belief of the very first Christians.—The

Mpistle of St Barnabas not the work of an apostle^

but a production ofthe apostolick age.—Cited as such

hy Dr Priestley.—The author a Christian of the He^

hrews.—*3 believer in our Lord^s divinity.— Writes

to Christians of the Hebrews concurring in the same

belief

BEAR SIR.

I AM to produce a positive proof, that the divinity

of our Lord was the belief of the very first Christians.

Give me leave then to ask your opinion of that book^

which hath been current in the church from the very

first ages, under the title of The Epistle of St Barnabas,

It is quoted, you know, by Clemens Alexandrinus, not

to mention later writers, as the composition of Barnabas

the apostle. Take no alarm. Sir—I shall not claim a

place for it in the canon—I shall not contend, that any

apostle was its author—I am well persuaded of the

contrary : but the reasons which persuade me, are such

as ought to have no weight with you, if you will be true

to your own principles. The style is indeed embarras-

sed and undignified; the reasoning is often unnatural

and weak ; texts of the Old Testament, are drawn by

violence to allegorical senses, which are inadmigsible

:
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as when Moses, encouraging the Israelites to take pos-

session of the promised land, is supposed to exhort the

Jews to embrace the Christian religion ; and in the

description of Canaan, as a land flowing with milk and

honey, the land is our Saviour's body ; the milk and

honey, are the doctrines and promises of the gospel

—

the attempt to find evangelical types in the Jewish

rites, is injudiciously conducted ; the essential part of a

rite, which was of divine appointment, is often superfi-

cially treated ; and the supposed sense of subordinate

ceremonies, and those very often of human institution

and of no significance, is pursued with a trifling exact-

ness : thus, in the exposition of the red heifer, and iu

that of the scape goat, the stress is principally laid upoa

circumstances, about which the divine law is silent.

But what may least of all be reconciled with the apos.

tolick spirit, is that strange cabalistick process, by

which the name of Jesus, and the cross, are drawn from

the number of Abraham's armed domesticks ; and the

great credit which the author gives himself for such dis-

coveries. My notion of inspiration, will not allow me
to believe, that an inspired apostle could be the writer

©f such a book, and be vain of having written it—your

principles, leave you at liberty to be less scrupulous

—

you, who have convicted St Paul of reasoning to preca-

rious conclusions,* may easily admit, that St Barnabas,

the companion of St Paul, might reason from false

premises—you, who think that one apostle ^' has strain-

ed his imagination very much,"t to find analogies be-

• Hist, of Corrup. vol, ii. p. 370.

t Ibid. vol. i. p. 24.
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tween thelites of Judaism, and something in Christian-

ity, may easily suppose, that another apostle, from the

same motive, a desire of reconciling the Jews to Chris-

tianity—may have strained much more, to make the

analogy much more complete. I can therefore see no

reason, why you should not receive what is called the

Epistle of St Barnabas, extravagant and nonsensical as

it is in many parts, for the genuine work of Barnabas

the apostle ; but this is much more than I desire, and

much more than is necessary to my argument. * I sup-

pose, however, that you will allow, what all allow, that

the book is a production of the apostolick age : in the

fifth section of your history of the doctrine of atonement,

you quote it among the writings of the apostolick fath-

ers—I think it fair to remind you of this circumstance,

lest you should hastily advance a contrary opinion,

when you find the testimony of this writer turned against

you.

S. You allow him a place, then, among the fathers

of the apostolick age : and will you not allow, that he

was a believer in our Lord's divinity ? I will not take

upon me, Sir, to answer this question for you ; but I

will take upon me to say, that whoever denies it, must

deny it to his own shame. " The Lord," says Barnabas,

<' submitted to suffer for our soul, although he be the

Lord of the whole earth, unto whom he said, the

• Modica sunt, quse \a ejus gratiam, nee (ut puto) facile recusanda: ut nimi-

rnta, si non ipsis saltern annis ejus honos habeatur ; si rion apostolutii agnoscamus ;

eum tamen ceu patrem revereamur; etdemum, si non io canonem ilium recipi-

endum ducaraus, saltern in classicis scriptoribus, pro dignitate quam olim obtiimit

apud ccclesise scriptores antiquissimos, oumeremus. Praefat. Editoris OxonU

ensh
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day before the world was finished, Let us make man
after oar image and our likeness."* Again, " for

if he had not come in the flesh, how could we mortals,

seeing him, have been preserved ; when they who be-

hold the sun, which is to perish, and is the work of his

haiids, are unable to look directly against its rays.^f

Compare Deu. xviii. 16. Exod. xxxiii. 20. Judges

vi. 22. and xiii. 22. Again " if then the Son of God,

being Lord, and being to judge the quick and dead,

suffered, to the end that his wound might make us alive

;

let us believe that the Son of God had no power to

suffer, had it not been for us."J And again, " Mean
while thou hast [the whole doctrine] concerning the

majesty of Christ ; how all things w ere made for him

and through him ; to whom be honour, power, and glory,

now and forever.''|| He who penned these sentences,

was surely a devout believer in our Lord's divinity

:

it is needless to observe, that he was a Christian ; and

almost as needless to observe, that he had been a Jew,

for in that age, none but a person bred in Judaism,

could possess that minute knowledge of the Jewish rites,

which is displayed in this book. In the writer there-

fore of the Epistle of St Barnabas, we have one instance

* Domlnus sustinuit pati pro animii nostrfi, cum sit orbis terraruin doruiims,

,
cai dixit die ante constituiionem sxculi " Facianuis horaiiiem ad imaginein et

iimililudiuem nostram." sec. v.

"j" E< ytt^ /uM xx^n ty a-x^nt, Tree:; av wa-S'jj^wsv av^'paiTrtii /^xirovli; caflov, c7'

TC'.< «8XAcv75t /MX «v*< n?Jov, f^yov ^iifiw ciulx uTdL^^cvJx, Kx ic/vaa-tv «? tuCltva.!

Kulcp-'7x>./A>!ra.i. sec. v.

+ ——— E< j<y Wise T* •S'iK, uv KupKCj x-^i jutKhm nfimv ^u^j]±; k.xJ^ vfufnn

a jun it*. ufAotc. sec. vii.

Ii
Habfs interim de rnajcstate Christi, qao mndo omnia in ilUim ct per illiira

fftcta sunt: cui sit honor, yirtua, gloria ininc el ia sseculu Ea'culorum se;. w.i:

S3
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of a Hebrew Christian of the apostolick age, who be-

lieved in our Lord's divinity.

3. But this is not all. They must have been origi-

nally Jews to whom this epistle was addressed. The
discourse supposes them well acquainted with the Jew-

ish rites, which are the chief subject of it ; and indeed,

to any not bred in Judaism, the book had been uninter-

esting and unintelligible. They were Hebrew Chris-

tians, therefore, to whom a brother of the circumcision

holds up the doctrine of our Lord's divinity. He up-

holds it, not barely as his own persuasion, but as an ar-

ticle of their common faith : he brings no arguments to

prove it—he employs no rhetorick to recommend it—he

mentions it as occasion occurs, without showing any

anxiety to inculcate it, or any apprehension, that it

would be denied or doubted—he mentions it in that un-

hesitating lauguage, which implies that the publick opin-

ion stood with his own. So that, in this writer, we have

not only an instance of an Hebrew Christian, of the

apostolick age, holding the doctrine of our Lord's divin-

ity ; but in the book, we have the clearest evidence,

that this was the common faith of the Hebrew Christians

of that age, or in other words, of the primitive church

of Jerusalem.

4. This, Sir, is the proof which I had to produce, of

the consent of that church with the later Gentile chur-

ches in this great article. It is so direct and full, though

it lies in a narrow compass ; that if this be laid in the

one scale, and your whole mass of evidence drawn from

incidental and ambiguous allusions, in the other,

" The latter will fly up, and kick the beam."

I am, &c.
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LETTER NINTH.

The proof of the orthodoxy of the first age, overturns

Dr Priestley's argumentsfrom Hegeslpjms and Jus-

tin Martyr.—Hegesippus a voucher for the Trinita-

rian faith.—Dr Priestley^s oimi principles set aside

his interpretations of Justin Martyr.—Dr Priestley

himselfgives it up.—TertuUian makes no acknowl-

edgment of any popularity of the Unitarian tenets in

his oicn time,

DEAR SIR,

SINCE it is proved of the first Christians of the cir.

cumcision, that they were believers in our Lord's divin-

ity ; what becomes of your two arguments to the contra-

ry, from Hegesippus and Justin Martyr?

2. The argument from Hegesippus, rested on a pre-

sumption that Hegesippus himself was an Unitarian j

that Hegesippus liimself was an Unitarian was presumed,

because he was a Christian of the Hebrews ; and the

Christians of the Hebrews, were supposed to be gener-

ally of that persuasion : but now that the reverse is pro-

ved of the Hebrew Christians, the presumption must be

feversed concerning Hegesippus. Hegesippus must be

deemed no Unitarian, and all consequences deduced

from the contrary supposition;, must be reversed, or at

least, th^y will vanish.
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3. You remark indeed, that Hegesippus, enumerating

the heresies of his time, makes no mention of the Ebio-

n^an."* But this, I suppose, is mentioned, only as a

circumstance that miglit seem to corroborate the infer-

ence, from the supposed prevalency of the EbioniEan

tenets in the ancient Hebrew church, if that supposition

might be allowed to stand. It will hardly be pretended,

that this circumstance alone, will amount to a proof, that

Hegesippus was a dissenter from what hath been shown

to be the prevailing opinion of his church. Of the five

books of his Ecclesiastical Commentaries, nothing more

survives, than a few sentences, cited by Eusebius in dif-

ferent parts of his history ; which all brought together,

might perhaps fill two pages and a half in a folio of

a middling size. In these fragments, no mention occurs

of the Ebionsean heresy—Is it therefore to be concluded,

that the Ebionites were not mentioned, or not mention-

ed as hereticks, in the entire work? Or where is the co-

gency of this argument? In certain fragments of the

work of Hegesippus, the Ebionites are not mention-

ed as hereticks ; therefore the author was himself an

Ebionite.

4. Scanty as these fragments are. Providence hath so

ordered, that clear evidence is to be found in them, that

Hegesippus was no Ebionite ; and that his testimony is

to be found in them, in favour of tlie Catholick faith.

That he was no Ebionite, appears with the highest evi-

dence, from a little circumstance incidentally mentioned

by Eusebius, which those who only look through an-

* Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. j». 8. and vol. ii. p. 48G. Keply to Monthly Ue\-iew

for June, p. 8. Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 143.
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cient writers, may be very apt to overlook. Eusebius

relates, that Hegesippus cited tlie proverbs of Solomon,

by a title whicli implied his acknowledgment of tiie

book :* whereas, the Ebionites acknowledged no part

of the Old Testament but the Pentateuch, nor the whole

of that.f His testimony in favour of the Catholick faith,

is contained in his declaration—" that he found in all

the churches which he visited, in his journey to Rome^

that faith maintained, which was agreeable to the law,

the prophets, and the doctrine of our Lord."| Hegesip-

pus, in this declaration, bears his testimony to the faith

of all the churches at this time, that it was the faith

which Christ had taught. But what faith the churches

at this time maintained, let Irenseus and Justin testify :

and where is the Unitarian who will have the forehead

to affirm, that the faith, described as the faith Catholick,

by Irenaius and by Justin, was any other than the Tri-

nitarian ?

5. So much for Hegesippus—Now for Justin Martyi*.

Your argument from his supposed apology for hi»own

opinions, as contrary to the general and prevailing, rests

on a particular interpretation of certain expressions,

which in themselves perhaps, are not free from am-

* Euseb. Ecc. Hist. lib. iv. c. 22.

•f
Dr Priestley, in the third of his Second Letters, questiofB this fact : that the

Ebionites acknowledged no part of the Old Testament but the Pentateuch ; and!

must confess that his objections carry some weight. He remarks in particular„

that Irenxns says of them, that they Avere over-curiou.s in the exposition of the

prophecies ; and tliat Grabe mentions fragments, which he had seen, of an expo-

sition of profihets, ascribed to Ebion. Still, that Hegesippus was no Ebiojiiie, is

I vident from the favourable testimony which he bcarsj to the general doct.'inc of

;hc church in his own lime.

^ Euscb. Ecc. Hist. lib. iv. c. 2?.
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biguity. But this interpretation, Sir, rests on your

assumption, that the first Christians were Unitarian.

This being now disproved, I will reason against your

interpretation, from your own principles, and, with lit-

tle variation, in your own words ; and from the contra-

ry interpretation, I will deduce the contary conclusion,

6. Justin wrote, you know, ^* about the year 140,

i, e. about eighty years after the time of the apostles."*

If we consider the state of opinions in their time *^ we
can hardly doubt, whether Justin asserts it or not, that

the doctrine of our Lord^s divinity\ must have been

the prevailing one in his time."J For we have certain

evidence,
II

that it was the opinion of the church in the

age of the apostles ; and it is not likely, that so impor-

tant a doctrine should be generally abandoned, " in so

short a time as fourscore years. § And if we take in

another well authenticated circumstance, we shall be

obliged to reduce this short space to one still shorter.

Hegesippus says that the church of Jerusalem con-

tinued a virgin, or free from heresy, till the deatli of

Bimeon, who succeeded James the Just, that is, till the

time of Trajan,TI or about the year 100 or perhaps 110,

Knowing therefore, (from another evidence, that of

Barnabas,) what this purity of Christian faith was, and

what Hegesippus must have known it to be ; we have

only the space of forty, or perhaps thirty years, for so

• Reply to Monthly Review for June, p. 17.

j- Dr. Piiestley's words are the simple humaiuty of Christ.

^ Reply to Monthly ReTiew for June, p. 17.

U See my last Letter.

§ Uv;ply to Monthly Reriew for June> p. 17.

1 Euseb. £cc. Hist. lib. iii. c. 32.
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great a change. So rapid at that particular period must

have been that movement, which we find by experience,

to be naturally, one of the very slowest in the whole

system of nature, vi%. the revolution of opinions in great

bodies of men. Can it then be thought probable, that

the generality, either of Jewish or Gentile Christians,

or both considered as one body, the It -ttku^qi, should

have abandoned the doctrine of our Lord/s divinity^ in

the time of Justin Martyr ?''t Certainly not. The
words therefore, il oV */ ^Mi^ot ^avfa. /not Sc^ao-aKltc UTrony

could not be intended to convey the sense, which you

and your vindicator would impose upon them. On the

contrary, they must be understood as an assertion, or at

least as an insinuation, that the opinion of our Lord's

mere humanity, was generally condemned.

7. I once thought, to have entered miimtely into every

part of the argument, which you and your vindicator

have framed from this passage of Justin. But I find

myself excused from that task, by your candid acknow-

ledgment, in the sixth article of your postscript, that you

are influenced in your construction of this passage, by

your own particular opinions ; and that another person,

having a different persuasion concerning the state of

opinions in that age, will naturally be inclined to put a

different construction upon it.":|: A passage, which may
bear one or another construction, according to the previ

ous persuasions of the reader, can be of little avail on

either side. You are welcome to all the proof of that

• Dr Priestley's words are, the simple himmiity of Chrigt.

t Reply to Monthly Review for June, p. 18, 19.

1; Lttttera ta Pr Hotsley, p. 130,
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sort, which you will take the trouble to amass. You
seem, Sir, not insensible of its insignificance. Perceiv-

ing, at last, that the expressions of Justin, when you

have made the most of them, are but ambiguous, you

are inclined to lay but little stress upon the passage

:

you resume the consideration of it, with a declaration,

that you are not " solicitous about trifles."* I must re-

mark however, that expressions, which in themselves

might be very ambiguous, may receive a definite sense

from the known history of the writer's times. This is

the case in this passage of Justin—his words, consider-

ed by themselves, are ambiguous ; but, connected with

the opinions of the writer and of his age, they afford a

decisive testimony against you.

8. But you think, if Justin Martyr and Hegesippus

ftiil, you have still the positive testimony of TertuUian,

to oppose to my conclusions, from the faith of the first

Christians. TertuUian, who was little younger than

Justin, complains, that in his time the Unitarian doc-

trine was the general persuasion. " The simple, the

ignorant, and the unlearned, who are always a great

part of the body of Christians, because the rule of faith,

transfers their worship of many gods to the one true

God ; not understanding that the unity of God is to

be maintained, but with the economy; dread this

economy.''! I must confess. Sir, here seems to be

a complaint against the unlearned Christians, as in

general unfavourable to the Trinitarian doctrine ; but

the complaint is of your own raising—TertuUian will

* Letters to Dr Ilorsley, p. 127.

t Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 55.
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vouch but for a very small part of it. '' Simple per-

sons,* says TertuUian, (not to call them ignorant, and

idiots,) who always make the majority of believers,

because the rule of faith itself, carries us away from

the many gods of the heathen, to the one true God

;

not understanding, that one God is indeed to be be-

litj^'ejl, but with an economy (or arrangement) of the

Godhead ; startle at the economy. They take it for

granted, that the number and disposition of tKe Tri-

nity, is a division of the Unity. They pretend that

two, and even three, are preached by us, and ima-

gine that they themselves, are the worshippers of one

God. We, they say, hold the monarchy. Latins have

caught up tlie word monarchia, Greeks will not un-

derstand cuconomiaP Let the author's words be thus

exactly rendered, and you will find in them neither

complaint, nor acknowledgment, of a general preva-

lence of the Unitarian doctrine, among Christians of

any rank. TertuUian alleges, that what credit it

obtained, was only with the illiterate ; nor with all the

illiterate, but with those only, who were ignorant and

stupid in the extreme. To preclude the plea of num-

bers, he remarks, that the illiterate will always make

the majority of believers. " Some simple people, he

says, " take alarm at the notion of a plurality of

persons in the unity of the Godhead. Simple people,

said I ! I should have said, ignorant and dull ; who have

* Simplices enim (nee diKerim iroprudente* et idiotse) qvue major semper

oredentium pars est, <iiiuiiiara et ipsa regula fiilei, a pluiibus diis tfcculi, S'o^

I

nou inteilii^entes uiiiuum c^uldem, sud cum suh cecouomik credeudus^ «i.tpav«8eu. x.

ad ceconoiiiiant-
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never been made to comprehend the true sense of the

apostle's creed 5 which speaks of one God, in oppo-

sition only to a plurality of independent §ods, wor-

shipped by the heathen, without any respect to the

metaphysical unity of the Deity, When it is consi-

dered, that persons of mean endowments must always

be the majority of a body, collected, as the church

is, from^ all ranks of men; it were no wonder, if the

followers of the Unitarian preachers, were more nu-

merous than they really are." This, Sir, is the na-

tural exposition of the passage, which you cite, as

TertuUian's testimony of the popularity of your fa-

vourite opinions, in his own time. It is no such testi-

mony. It is a charge of ignorance against your party

;

of such ignorance as would invalidate the plea of num-

bers, if that plea could be set up. The argument which

you build, upon the rank and condition of TertuUian's

Unitarians, who were common or unlearned people, can

be of no force, unless it could be proved, that the Uni-

tarian opinion was general in this rank of Christians.

The common people, who will be the last to depart

from the opinions of their ancestors, when they are

left to themselves; will, on the other hand, be the

first to be staggered with difSculties, and, for that

reason, the first to be misled. Whatever therefore,

might be the novelty of the Unitarian doctrine, in the

age of Tertullian, it is no wonder that it should find

admirers, among the most ignorant and stupid of the

common people.*

See the Secoad of the Supplemental Disquisitions.
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9. You must search, Sir, for some clearer testimo-

ay, than any that is to be found in Tertullian, Justin

Martyr, or the few surviving fragments of Hegesip.

pus, to oppose to my proof from the epistle of St Bar»

Babas.

I araj ^c.
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LETTER TENTH.

In reply to Dr Priestley's third letter, in which he

would prove, that the primitive Unitarians were not

deemed hereticks.—His arguments from TertuUian,

Justin Martyr, and Irenmus, confuted by the Month-

ly Rviewer.—The insu^ciency of Dr Priestley's re»

ply,— Tlie arguments from Clemens Aleocandrinus^

andfrom Jerome, confuted.

BEAR SIR.

IT should seem, that you have some secret mistrust

in your own heart, of the proof which you pretend to

bring, that the Unitarian doctrine was orthodoxy in the

first age ; or you would have been less solicitous to show,

that the primitive Unitarians were not deemed hereticks.

For a proof, that confessed orthodoxy was not deemed

heresy, or in other words, that the orthodox did never

excommunicate themselves, might have been spared.

This however, is the subject of your third letter. Your
arguments from the apostles' creed, as it is stated by
TertuUian ;* from the little severity with which Irenseus

speaks of the Ebionites ;t and from the respect with

which Justin Martyr treats those blasphemers
; % for

• letters to Dr Horslcy, p. 27, S8.

I Ibid. p. 32. 4; Ibid. p. 31.
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tliat is the appellation by which his regard for them is

expressed, have been already so completely answered

by my good and able ally,* the Monthly reviewer,!

that little is left for me to say on the subject.

2. I must take this occasion to declare, that you are

perfectly right, in your conjecture,| that 1 entertain an

high opinion of that gentleman's learning in ecclesiasti-

cal history. Indeed, my opinion of his learning hath

been gradually rising, while yours hath been going

down :|| and what you predicted, is at last come to pass;

1 think myself happy in the alliance of that able critick.

I am informed by your last publication,^* that my val-

uable ally is the Rev. Mr Hamnel Badcock, a dissent-

ing minister at South Molton, in Devonshire. To what

ever denomination of Christians my worthy fellow-la-

bourer may belong, he is learned, and an able advocate

of the faith which was at first delivered to the saints,

and his alliance will not be disgraceful, though he choo-

ses to fight in a reviewer's armour. Indeed, I cannot

see for what reason the alliance of a Christian divine,

although he be a reviewer by profession, should be less

creditable than that, which you, Sir, so obsequiously

court, with Jew, Turk, heretick, and infidel. You
seem to think it unfair, that your antagonist should

avail himself of the prodigious advantage, which the

review gives him, of a cheap and immense circulation:^

" " Dr Horsley condders this writer as learned in ecclesiastical history, and

may wish to have him for an ally."

t In the Monthly Review for January, 1784.

^ See note (*).

I Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 159.

% Remarks on the Monthly Revietv of the Lettors *o Dr Horsley, &e.

^ Preface to the Letters to Dr Horsky, p. Kxi.
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tilis complaint, Sir, really comes with an ill grace

from you ; who are every day diffusing your dangerous

doctrines among the common people, in pamphlets pub-

lished for their benefit, in an ordinary form, to be pur-

chased at the easy price of sixpence, a groat, and even

twopence. Some reserve on our part might be proper,

if any were observed on yours : but while you invite

the most illiterate of the laity to take a part in the dis-

pute, it is our duty to guard them what we can, from se-

duction ; to take advantage of every mode of cheap and

general circulation, that the antidote may be as widely

spread, and as easy to be had, as the medicated phials.

I return to my subject.

3. Justin Martyr's respect for the Unitarians of bis

time, you collect from certain passages, in which,

speaking of hereticks, with the highest indignation, he

makes no allusion, as you conceive, to the Unitarians.

My learned ally replies,* that in one of these passages,

Justin Martyr expressly alludes to the Unitarians, un-

der the very honourable character of blasphemers ofthe

Christ, whose coming had been announced by the pro-

phets. Re remarks, that in this passage, Justin couples

the name of Christ, with the title of " God of Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob," in a manner which, as it must bring

to every learned reader's recollection, other passages of

the holy martyr's writings, in which Christ and the

God of Abraham, are described as the very same per-

son; clearly defines the particular blasphemy, which

was the subject of the accusation. My learned ally

complains, that your translation of this passage is so

* Moathly Ikview for January, 1784, p. 61, SA
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managed, as to conceal this allusion to the Unitarian

hereg/ ; and to convey " no idea of distinction, between

Jae Maker of the world, and the God of Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob." He might have added another

complaint : that in your translation, you have suppres-

sed another clause in the same period, in which certain

persons are treated with great severity, *' who, instead

of worshipping Jesus,'' [instead of paying him divine

worship, for that is the proper force of the verb ctQur'\

" confessed him only in name." Your reply* is, indeed,

very extraordinary—It consists of three parts : An apol-

ogy for the omissions ; a defence of your argument ; a

flat denial f that you have made the omissions, for which

however you have condescended to apologize.

4. Your apology is, that the omissions were made to

shorten a long Greek quotation
; J but. Sir, the omis-

sions are in your English translation ; and the Greek,

which is given at length at the bottom of your page, is

nothing shortened by them—if the passage was to be

shortened, either in Greek or in English, why was this

shortening elBFected, by the omission of those clauses in

particular, which might seem at least adverse to your

argument ? Your defence is, that the omitted passages,

affect not the argument either way : for the whole of

Mr Badcock's remark is answered, you say, at once,§

by observing, " tliat it is to no sort of purpose, who it

was that Justin meant by the God of Abraham, Isaac,

* Remarks on the Monthly Review of the Letters to Dr Horsley, sec. I-

t Appendix to the Remarks.

:^ Remarks, p. 14.

I Ibid. p. 13.
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and Jacob ; but who it was, that the herefickt he is

speaking of, meant by the person so described) a"^

whom they meant to blaspheme : and this certainly wd?

not Jesus Christ, but another being, the supposed ma-

ker of the world, the author of the Jewish dispensation,

and the introducer of much evil, which they said Christ

was sent to rectify." Sir, I apprehend, and my learn-

ed ally, 1 believe, will be of the same opinion, that the

true, not the supposed, maker of the world, was the

person blasphemed, by the introduction of the fabulous

JJemiurgus of the Gnosticks. Of the same opinion was

Justin. You cannot. Sir, know so little of his language

as to imagine, that by the title of irot/lfic rur ox«k, the

Maker of the Um'verse, he describes the Gnostick Ve-

mmrgus, not the true Creator, the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ. But how is it that you maintain, that Je-

sus Christ was not blasphemed, by those whom Justin

accuses ? Justin describes those whom he would accuse,

as blasphemers of Jesus Christ. This is, in part, the

matter of his accusation—that you should attempt to

deny it is extraordinary, Sir, when you confess, that

you omitted it " to shorten,"—it appears, however, that

your arguments rest entirely upon a supposition, that

the blasphemy of Jesus was no part of Justin's accusa-

tion : you took therefore, that method of shortening,

which might best serve your purpose.

5. But you insist, that " they were Gnosticks only,

not Unitarian Christians, that Justin was reflecting upon

or alluding to."* Sir, will you take upon you to define

.on vvhoiu Justin would reflect, in contradiction to Justin's

* Remarks, p. IS.
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own declaration ? 1 think with you, that the phrase a\Kot

yaf nctl ciKKov TgoTTor IS distributive; introducing, not the

mention of any new sect, but a specifick enumeration of

the sects which had been already mentioned, under the

general description of ^^ those, who taught men to say

and to do, many impious and blasphemous things."

But the force of the objection, which my learned ally

hath brought against your argument, depends not on

the exact sense of this phrase—it is sufficient for our

purpose, that a blasphemy of Christ, by denying his di-

vinity, and refusing to honour him with divine worship,

is a part ofJustin's description of the heresies to which he

alludes ; whence it is manifest, that his reflections al-

lude to other hereticks beside the Gnosticks ; unless

indeed you will choose to say, that some of the Gnosticks

had a principal share in this Unitarian blasphemy

:

which, if you should affirm, you will in me have no an-

tagonist. It is indeed my opinion, that the Cerinthiau

Gnosticks were the first who denied the divinity of our

Lord—Cerinthus was much earlier than Ebion; and £bi-

on, in his notions of the Redeemer, seems to have been

a mere Cerinthian : but if you concur with me in these

opinions, it is little to your purpose to insist, that Justin

Martyr's reflections are levelled only at the Gnosticks
|

since in the Gnosticks, according to this view of their

opinions, he censures the Unitarians : if you deny, that

our Lord's mere humanity was a doctrine maintained

by any branch of the Gnosticks, still Justin, express-

ly censures the Unitarians. If the Ebionites are not

mentioned by name, are you sure they are not in-

cluded among the [«a^oj u^kq oyo/xan] " others of va-

rious denominations," thus generally mentioned after

an enumeration of the principal Gnostick sects ? The
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Ebionjsan heresy was at this thne in its infancy, and

probably too inconsiderable to deserve particular no-

tice.

6. Such, Sir, is your apology for your omission, and

such is your defence of your argument. After this apo»

logy, and after Ihis defence, comes in your appendix a

flat denial of the omissions, for which you have apolo-

gized. A friend has told you, that the passage of Jus-

tin is entire, and in its proper place in your letters to

me, page 31.* It is true, Sir, the passage is entire, in

the Greek, in the margin of your book :—but has your

friend told you, that it is entire in your translation ? My
learned ally complains, and indeed, Sir, with too much

reason, that you write for the unlearned—The entire

passage, as long as it appears not in your translation,

lay innocently enough in the Greek, at the bottom of

your page,

7. To your argument from the apostle^s creed, as re-

cited by Tertullian,t it might, Sir, be a sufiBcient reply,

that Jesus Christ is mentioned in it as the Son of God

;

a title which, in the sense in which it was constantly ex-

pounded and understood, reprobates the Unitarian he-

resy ; but my learned ally refers youJ to another creed,

produced by Tertullian in the book, De Prcescriptione,

^c. in which the divinity of Christ is more explicitly

asserted. This you say is not simply a creed, but an

exposition of the creed, ||
and expresses no more than

• Appendix to Remarks.

I Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 27, 28,

1: Monthly Review for January, 1784, p, CO,

U Remarks, &cc. p. 1^.
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Tertullian's own faith :"* Tertullian himself, Sir, " was

of another opinion—He calls this exposition, a rule of

faith appointed by Christ—he says, it expressed the

general faith, which was disputed by none but here-

ticks." After this. Sir, will you say, that " Tertullian,

did not consider Unitarians as excluded from the name
and assemblies of Christians ?"t

8. Clemens Alexandriuus, who makes frequent men-

tion of hereticks, hath been very silent, you think, about

the Ebionites ; hence, you seem desirous to infer, that

Clemens thought them not heretical. '' Almost the

whole," these are your words, ^' Almost the whole of

his seventh book of Stromata, relate to that subject

[heresies]. He mentions fourteen different heresiarchs

by name, and ten heresies by character ; but none of

them bear any relation to the Ebionites, or any species

of Unitarians."J Indeed, Sir, it was not without rea-

son, that I complained in my former publication, of the

peculiarities of your style : I hop@, that tlie great work

which you are preparing upon the subject of our present

controversy, will be accompanied with a glossary, to

explain the words of tlie English language, upon which

you shall be pleased to impose new senses ; and that in

particuliar, you will not omit to inform your readers,

how much of a thing may be meant by the whole in

your new phraseology.

y. I find. Sir, by the best computation I can form

upon a single example, which I am seitsible must bd

liable to great inaccuracies, I speak therefore under th^

' Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 21,

Ibid. p. 27. i Ibid. p. 118.
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correction of your authoritative decision—but by the best

computation 1 can form, the whole may be any part of

a thing not less than a forty-eighth ! 1 beg your pardon

-r-I had written this, when turning back to the errata, at

the beginning of your book, I there find, that you have

been yourself, very properly, shocked, at the extravagant

hyperbolism of your own expressions ; and for the words

almost the whole, you advise the reader to substitute these,

great part. Sir, a reluctant aud imperfect retraction, is

more unseemly, than the first error, be it ever so enor-

mous : if you would not be thought to impose upon your

reader's ignorance, or to presume upon his inattention,

you must correct again ; and for a great, bid him read

a very little part. The seventh book of the Stromata^

in Sylburgius's edition, which I use as most convenient

for my present purpose, because the pages, not incum-

bered with notes, all contain equal quantities of text ; in

this edition, the seventh book, Greek and Latin, fills 48

pages—the general subject of the book is, the excel-

lence of Christian Knowledge in preference to Philoso-

phy : this argument fills more than 38 pages of the 48,

that is, more than three-fourths of the whole book,

without any mention of hereticks ; then, the author an-

swers an objection to the certainty of Christian know-

ledge, taken from the differences of opinion that subsis-

ted among the different sects : this introduces a gene-

ral invective against hereticks, and a dissuasive of he-

resy, drawn from general topicks, not from the enor-

mities of particular sects ; which fills eight pages more

:

the dissuasive of heresy, leads to an argument for the

authority of the church upon the footing of antiquity ;

and this introduces the names of some remarkable he-

resies, which are mentioned for no other purpose, but
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to show that the very denominations which they bore,

argued a late origin, singularity of opinion, and sepa-

ration from a more ancient society. This list, with

many interspersed remarks upon the origin of each

sect, and assertions of the unity of the true church,

fills perhaps three-fourths of one of the two remaining

pages of the book : for the last page is taken up with

a whimsical explanation, of the Levitical marks of

clean and unclean beasts ; which are supposed to be

types, of the good and bad qualties, of true Christians

and of hereticks. Thus it appears, that that great part

of the seventh book of the Stromata, which you had

well nigh mistaken for the whole, is somewhat less than

one part in forty-eight.

10. But the Ebionites have no place in that long list

of hereticks, which occupies almost the whole, or, to

speak more accurately, a great part, or, to speak exact-

ly, almost a forty-eighth part of the seventli book of the

Stromata.^ I think indeed they have not, unless they

be included, which I suspect may be the case, among
the Peratick hereticks ; but I will grant that they are

omitted : is it. Sir, a consequence, that Clemens thought

their opinions indifferent ? I cannot see the necessity of

this conclusion, unless indeed it had been of importance

to the argument of Clemens, that he should make an

exact enumeration of all the sects, which he deemed

heretical—but this was not the case : a few instances

sufficed for the illustration of his reasoning ; and these,

in a discussion with Greek philosophers, he would

• Letters to Br llorsley, p. 118.
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naturally select from those heresies, which, for some-

thing of subtlety and refinement in their doctrine, were

the most likely to have attracted the notice of the

Gentiles. A sect, which lived in obscurity in the north

of Galilee, of no consideration for number, learning

or abilities ; was likely to be the last that he would

mention.

H. It is another circumstance which you urge, Sir,

in favour of the early Unitarians ; that it is confessed

by Jerome, that the Ebionites were anathematized, not

for their Unitarian opinions, but for their rigid adhe-

rence to the Mosaick law,* propter hoc solum a

patribus anathematizati sunt, quod legis ccerimonias

Christi evangelio miscuerunt.

12. I shall frankly confess. Sir, that if nothing more

were known, either of the Ebionites or Cerinthians,

from ecclesiastical history, than what might be gather-

ed from this sentence of Jerome, 1 should be apt to

conclude, that the single error of either sect was this :

that they Judaized—the words however are capable

of another meaning ; namely, that the Judaick super-

stition, was a thing so criminal in the judgment of the

primitive Christians, as to constitute, hy itself, one

very sufficient reason for the excommunication of the

sects which were addicted to it. For it is to be ob-

served, that the Ebionites are coupled in this passage

with the Cerinthians. It is said of both, that "for

this single thing they were anathematized, that they

mixed the ceremonies of the law, with the gospel of

Letters to Dr Horsley, g. 34.

i
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Christ." This being said of both without distinction,

must be said of either, in some sense, in which it may
be true of both : and if it aquit the Ebionites of here-

sy, except in the single article of their Judaism, it

equally acquits the Cerinthians : if it be to be conclu-

ded from these expressions of Jerome, that to deny

our Lord's divinity was no heresy in the Ebionites ; it

is equally to be concluded from these same expressions,

that to deny that God was the Creator of the universe,

was uo heresy in the Cerintliiaus. If this passage of

Jerome, be no testimony in favour of the Ceriuthiau

doctrine about the creation, it is no testimony in favour

of the EbionsBn doctrine about our Lord—it is lame

and defective, like every other testimony which you

have produced to the same purpose ; and your opinion,

that the primitive Unitarians were not considered as

hereticks, I must still. Sir, in defiance of all your tes-

timonies, take the liberty to place among the extra-

vagant assertions of Daniel Zuicker, of which Simon
Episcopius, was the charitable, but insufficient advo-

cate.

I am, &c.

POSTSCRIPT.

YOU are pleased, Sir, to say, in the conclusion of

your third letter, that the Unitarian doctrine, even in

its most obnoxious form, existed in the very time of

the apostles. I deny that the Unitarian doctrine exisrcd,

at that time, in the most obnoxious form. Produce

your indisputable evidence. Observe, that by the most
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obnoxious form, I understand that form, which ex-

cludes the worship of Christ.

N. B. In answer to Dr Priestley's argument, from

the writings of Irenseus in particular, see the third of

the Supplemental Disquisitions.

I
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LETTER ELEVENTH.

Jn Reply to Dr Priesthfs fourth, in which he de-

fends his argumentfrom a passage hi Mlianasius.—
The sense of the words si/jix tuKoytc mistaken by Dr
Priestley.—The sense of the word c-yKo-ir mistaken by

Dr Priestley.—Prudence and caution not synony-

mous.—The matter offact, as represented by Jlthan-

asius, mistaken by Dr Priestley.—His grammatical

argument refuted.—That Athanasius speaks of un-

converted Jews, provedfrom a comparison of the two

clauses in which Jeivs are mentioned.~^The Gentiles

not uninterested in questions about the J\'Iessiah.—
Of deference to authorities,

DEAR SIR,

A SUPPOSED testimony of Atbanasius made a

principal brancli of your original proof, that tlie faith of

the first Christians was Unitarian : and this, with other

principal branches of your proof, found a place among

my specimens of your evidence, of which it was the

third in order. For this testimony of Atbanasius, you

refer your reader to Athanasius's defence of the Alexan-

drine Dionysius, where you think you find a confessioa

of two very important circumstances : tliat the apostles

used great caution in divulging the doctrine of the pro-

per divinity of Christ
f
and. that tlie occasion of this

S5
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caution, was the prevalency of a contrary persuasioti

among the first Hebrew Christians.

S. In opposition to this, I took upon me to assure the

Reverend assembly which I had the honour to address,

that no mention of the caution of the apostles, or of the

heterodoxy of the first Jewish Christians, is to be found

in the defence of Dionysius—I believe I might have

added, in any part of the writings of Athanasius.

3. You have now, Sir, in your fourth letter, produced

the passage from the defence of Dionysius, in which

you conceive that these important secrets are betrayed

:

this passage, you say, you " only abridged before"—*

(I am sorry. Sir, to remind you, that the manner in

which your abridgments are managed, has appeared in

other instances.) You abridged it before, but now you
^' give a larger portion of it at full length :" not the

whole, by your own confession ; " for the whole is much

too long to transcribe." Pardon me, Sir, if I add, that

the whole, were it transcribed, would justify the sum-

mary which I have given of it in my Charge : it would

prove, that the example of the apostles is alleged for

the purpose which I assign, and in the manner which I

mention : it would prove, therefore, that this " larger

portion," which you have given, " at full length," ie

nothing to your purpose. But to bring the matter to a

short issue, I will set the general scope of tlie discourse

quite out of the question : I will take the particular

portion, which you have produced, by itself, as you de-

sire it should be taken : and 1 will show, that even

thus taken, it will give no support to your assertions,

* Letters to Dr Hcrslej, p. S9.
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without a singular construction of certain words and

phrases, wliich cannot be admitted.

4. The apostles, it is said, spake of Christ as a man

;

a man of Nazareth ; a man obnoxious to sufferings.

Was it, that the apostles were in the sentiments of Ari-

us ? No such thing. " But this they did, as wise mas-

ter-builders and stewards of the mysteries of God

;

and they had this specious pretence for it -^^ ."*

Stop, Sir, a moment—what do I hear ? A specious pre-

tence for it ! For what? For doing as wise master-buil-

ders and stewards of the mysteries of God—Are spe-

cious pretences needed then for wise conduct? Or were

the apostles men to make pretences ? Surely this is the

language of Dr Priestley, not of Athanasius. He
thought more reverently of the apostles—let him speak

for himself. Ka/ rtiv ai%ay t^vaiv ivKoyov. Is pretence

the sense of a/Jict.? The true Greek word for iiretence

is •7rja<fa(Ti9, and even had this word been used, the

adjective tvKoyo^- would have carried it away from that

base meaning, which is inseparable from the English

words specious pretence-: fur ivxiyyo?- is not specious in

the English sense : it may be applied to any thing m
quo species eernitur Jionesti ; but it is not mere seem-

ing—had Athanasius meant to say, tliat the apostles

liad a specious pretence only for their conduct, the

adjective must have been m^avo^. He must have said,

.Ka< J'fQfa.iTiy rhx if^ov Ttt^ayyiY—or, kxi wk aTTi^uvoy tiyoc iffVov.

5. The word a/jic: hath two principal senses ; a phil-

osophical and a popular : either of the two may suit

• Letters to Dr Horaley, p. 39.
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this place : amongst the philosophers, it signifies a

cause, ill any one of the four kinds of causes ; the ma-

terial, the efficient, the formal, or the final : hence it

comes to signify a motive, motives being final causes,

considered in their relation to the mind of a rational

agent. Thus Plato, speaking of the Creator's motive,

for a particular arrangement of the heavenly bodies, roc. f
axKUf hi tn uai It aV *AITIA2 ilfV(TCt]o^ t)TH iTrt^iot rrouruT &C.

in Timmo. Again, %ia. Sh mf AITIAN kuI tov hoyi(T/j.or

7o¥tt tv okov e$ uTrxvluv iri.K%i>ocTo, in Timceo, A mo-

tive may be either good or bad, but uijix eyxoyif can be

only good—it must be a wise and honourable motive ;

or, in plain English, a good reason.

6. A/7i«, in the rhetorical or popular sense, answers

to the English word cause, in its forensick meaning

:

it signifies an action or suit at law, or a criminal indict-

ment: in this sense dijiaivxoyot; is a cause fairly defen-

sible, upon a just and honourable plea—I am inclined

to prefer this sense of the word, in this place, because

the verb f;^«(r< is in the present time, when the preceding

and the following, are in the past : " if the conduct of

the apostles should be at any time questioned, they have

a fair and substantial plea." This may still be expres-

sed in English by a good reason. This therefore is tlie

proper English phrase to convey the holy father's

meaning, whether titlioL be taken in its philosophical, or

in its popular sense.

7. Now, Sir, if for specious pretence you will be

pleased to substitute good reason
;
you will find that

this passage, even in j'our own translation, will afford

no ground for the inferences you would build upon it

:

Athanasius proceeds to show what this good reason
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was ; and lie commends the great sagacity which was

displayed, in the conduct of the apostles.

8. The deficiencies of your translation, I must

however confess, are abundantly compensated in your

comment ; " I now have produced the passage," you

say, " and have pointed out a word, viz. cvhtiz, which,

in the connexion in which it stands, can bear no oth-

er sense than caution, and great caution
;

^ela 7To\Ky]Q

cvn<ri»T ."* Sir, may I ask in what lexicon (you

must excuse me, if I suspect that you are used to

take the senses of Greek words from ordinary lexi-

cons—) in what lexicon, good or bad, have you found

that avvicii in any connexion, may stand for caution f

It is literally the meeting or coming together of differ-

ent things : and applied to the mind, it is properly that

faculty, or that act of the mind, by which it brings

things together, and compares them, and forms a rea-

dy judgment of fitnesses and discongruities. It is ex-

pounded by the ancient Greek lexicographers, who best

understood their own language, to be the ^* knowledge

of comparables and incoraparables ; or a ready follow-

ing of the mind, quickly bringing together the notions

of things, readily discovering what is proper and beseem-

ing to each."t Plato says more concisely, cvmrott

means that the mind goes along with things.J Sagacity

is the English word, which most nearly renders the

same idea

—

Prudence^ the word which you have used

in your translation, may be born ; but the idea which it

gives, is rather similar, than the same. You have

• Letters to Dr Hm-sk-y, p. 45.

I Sec Phavorinui. 4: In CrfttvFa
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shown, you say, ^' from the whole tenor of the dis-

course, that Athanasius could have intended nothing

else than to describe their prudence, or extreme cau-

tion."* Prudence, or extreme caution ! Do you really

think. Sir, that prudence and caution in the English

language are synonymous ? If that be your opinion, I

must beg that one or both of these words may go into

the glossary,! ^^^ ^^ declared equivalent. Caution is

indeed sometimes used abusively for discretion ; but in

its proper sense, it carries with it the notion of some

dishonest art : and caution, in a teacher or disputant,

always denotes an artful provision by some dishonest

reserve, for the success of doctrine or of argument. In

the present case, if you use the word without affixing

to it the notion of concealment, it will not serve your

purpose ; but nothing of concealment is implied in the

Greek word—Athanasius extols the sagacity of tha-

apostles : their caution he never mentions.

9. Still you will insist, that he describes the thing,,

though he may not have called it by its proper name :

^' He evidently, you say, does not represent them as

deferring the communication of the doctrine of the di-

vinity of Christ, on account of its being more conveni-

ently taught afterwards, as part of a system of faith

;

but only, lest it should have given offence to the Jews ;";{:

I cannot read this sentence without astonishment, when

I turn back to the quotation, and find that you have

fairly produced the passage, in which Athanasius, in

your own translation, as well as in the original, affirms

;

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 45.
-J-

See page t87.

% Letters to Di- Hersley, p. 45.
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that what related to our Lord's humanity, was taught

j/Srsf, for no other reason, hut that the doctrine of his

divinity might be taught afterwards, with more effect.

The desire of instructing the Jews, not the fear of offen-

ding them, was the motive with the apostles, for pro-

pounding first what was the easiest to be understood,

and the most likely to be admitted.

10, But whatever the motive may have been with

the apostles, for their conduct, you insist that the fact

was, that the doctrine of the Trinity was not divulged

by them : and of this you think you find a proof in this

passage of Athanasius ; in which you think it is con-

fessed, that the apostles, in the opening of their minis-

try, were very reserved upon this article ; and you ob-

serve, and I think not improperly, that the reasons for

that reserve (if they ever subsisted) would operate till

within a short time of the dispersion and death of the

apostles. Whence you conclude, that if ever they di-

vulged this doctrine, it must have been at so late a pe-

riod, that the church, in consequence of their former

silence upon the subjest, must have been fixed in the

contrary persuasion.*

11. But what if the foundation of this whole argu-

ment should be rotten? What if the whole should be

built on a misinterpretation of Athanasius ? Athanasius

affirms not, that the apostles, in any period of their

ministry, kept the doctrine of our Lord's divinity a

secret ; or that they were reserved upon this, or any

article of faith, with those who were so far converted as

to be catechumens. In their first publick sermons, ad-

LeUcrs to Dr Hwrsley, p. 42—44.
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dressed to the unbelieving multitude, tbey were content

to maintain; that Jesus, whom the Jews had crucified,

was risen from the dead ; without touching his divinity

otherwise, than in remote allusions : but to suppose, that

they carried their converts no greater length, is to sup-

pose that their private instruction was not more parti-

cular than their publick : for this, you will find little

support in Athanasius ; or in Chrysostom ; who is cal-

led upon, to corroborate the argument from the conces-

sions of Athanasius.

12. But whatever the doctrine of the apostles might

be ; or whatever opinion Athanasius, or Chrysostom,

might entertain concerning it ; Athanasius, it seems ac-

knowledges, that the first Jewish Christians were Uni-

tarians. O/ To% ivlaiot, " The Jews of that time," or,

" The then Jews," is the name, by which the persons

are described, who are said to have holden the errone-

ous belief of the mere humanity of the Messiah. Now,
Sir, if " The then Jews," 0/ ro\i laSaic/, may denote

Jewish Christians, will you be pleased to inform me,

what more precise expressions the holy father might

have found, in the whole compass of the Greek Ian

guage, to denote genuine Jewish Jews, had he had oc-

casion to mention them? But the verbs, it seems, ^* iii

that part of the passage which mentions, Christ being

come of the seed of David, and the word being made

flesh, are not in the future tense/'* In this remark,

Sir, I cannot but admire the singular caution of tlie ex-

pressi(>n, " The verbs are not in the future tense."

It is true, they are not : but the most important of these

• Letters to Ur Horslcj', p. i^.
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yerba, ia that part of the passage which mentions th»

Messiah's coming, although it be not in the future form^

carries a future signification—it is in the infinitive mood
of the present tense ; which often denotes an instant

futurity, but never denotes time, either long since, or

just now, past: this obtains in all the Greek verbs,

but particularly in the verb e/>x«/^«* ; which, not only by
use, but naturally, involves a notion of futurity evea

in the present tense. Ere^/^or tok Xf/rer ^ixcr ar^^uror

fiovor ifx^^o^t' *^ They thought the Christ was a-

coming as a mere man only.'' This expression re-

fers to the Messiah not as come, but as coming : ano-

ther verb, 1 confess, which relates to the incarnation of

the Word, is in a preterite tense, ih In hoya coif^ eyeKi?^

feflT/fii/cf. " Neither believed they, that the word was
made flesh." o Koyoc <raf^ tymli, '* the word was made
flesh," these are ti^e words in which St John mentions

the incarnation. The holy father, it is likelj'^, chose to

use the very words of the evangelist, in speaking of this

mystery ; and for that reason, he may have sacrificed

somewhat of the accuracy of his syntax to the exactness

of his quotation. The passage should be printed thus :

kSt " In h Aoyor <r«^^ lyiy^o eT/riuor. In this grammatical

argument, your -prudence appears, not only in the very

guarded expressions, in which you have stated it| but

in the declaration, with which it is prefaced, that you
desire to lay no great stress upon it. What you have

respect to in this passage, " is the obvious general tenor

and spirit of it :"* indeed. Sir, you would do well to

be cautious, upon all occasions, how you handle these

* Letters to Dr Horslej, p. 43.
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briars of criticism : let us return then to the general

tenor of the passage.

13. You know, Sir, that Jews are twice mentioned

in \L ^' The Jews of that age beiog deceived them-

selves, and having deceived the Gentiles." And again,

" the blessed apostles taught what related to

the humanity of our Saviour to the Jews." Is it your

opinion, Sir, that they are the same, or different persons,

who are mentioned under the name of Jews, in these

two different clauses ? If they are different persons, I

desire to know, what circumstance or note of difference,

you find in the authw's expressions ? If you find none,

on what is your opinion of a difference founded ? Or, not

to entangle you again in grammatical disquisitions, I

will for a moment suppose the persons different, and

desire you to show me, what will then be the sense or

coherence of the writer's argument ? If you allow, that

the same persons are designed in both places under tha

same name ; I must desire you to remark, that the

Jews, mentioned in the second instance, were persons

who were " at any rate to be persuaded (at any rate,

that is the force of oxue which you have erroneously

rendered by the word fully) at any rate to be persua-

ded, from the actual state of things, and from the evi-

dence of the miracles which had been wrouglit, that the

Christ was come.*" Could these, Sir, be converted

Jews? Could they be already Christians, in whom this

general persuasion, " that the Christ was come," was
yet to be wrought ? Wanting this persuasion, they were

I
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clearly Jews, whose conversion was not yet begtin ; and

of the same description, since tliey were indeed the very

same persons, were the Jews, to whom it is imputed,

that they held the erroneous belief of the Messiah's

mere humanity, and that they spread the like error

among the Gentiles.

14. But the Gentiles, you say, who were thus misled,

must have been Christian Gentiles ; and by consequence

the Jews, who misled them, were Jewish Christians.*

But, Sir, whence is the certainty that Christian Gen-

tiles were intended by Atlianasius ? It hangs upon this

principle, that to any other Gentiles, the whole doc-

trine of a Messiah must have been uninteresting.!

Have you forgotten. Sir, have you iwver known, om

would you deny, what is not denied by candid infidels,

that the expectation of a great deliverer, or benefactor

of mankind, was universal even in the Gentile world,

about the time of our Lord's appearance ? If you ac-

knowledge this, where is the improbability, that the

general opinion concerning this personage, should be

modified by the opinions which prevailed in Judea,

which was the centre of the tradition ? especially when

it is considered, that the proselytes of the gate, made

an easy channel of communication, between the Jews

and the idolatrous Gentiles ! but whatever you may

be disposed to grant, or to deny, this argument is easily

inverted, and turned against you. It hath been shown,

that none but Jew Jews can be intended by Athanasius,

vhen he speaks of the Jews as misleaders of the Gen-

• Letters to Dr Horiley, p. 41. t ^^"^
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tiles—they were Gentile Gentiles, therefore, who were

misled ; for, from luibelieving Jews, Christiaus of the

Geatiles would hardly take instruction.

15. Your last resource is, to flee for shelter to the

authority of Beausobre. " The learned Beausobre, a

Trinitarian, and therefore an unexceptionable judge in

this case, quoting this very passage, does not hesitate

fo pronounce, that they were believing Jews, who wer«

intended by the writer."* It is for you, Sir^ to judge,

what deference is due from you to the authority of Beau-

sobre, for my own part, I shall not aflTect a modesty

which I feel not, when the sense of a Greek sentence is

the thing in question, if I have the writer upon my own
shelf, or can find him upon my friend's, it is not much

my practice to stand bowing at a distance to authorities

;

unless indeed it be the authority of a Casaubon, a Sca-

liger, or a Bentley : but these men would laugh, or

they would storm, at your attempts to construe Greek,

with Beausobre at your elbow. To construe Greek !

I fear, Sir, they would think but lightly of your Latin

erudition, after the specimen which you have given of

it, in your attempt to wrest from my learned ally, his

strong argument for the difference which we assert, in

articles of faith, between the Nazarenes and the Ebion-

ites. The feats of criticism which you have performed

for this purpose, upon certain plain words of Jerome,f

to draw them from the only meaning of which they

are capable, had you been a Westminster man, were

enough to bring old Busby from his grave : but, alas

!

* Letters to Br Horoley, p. 42, f Ibid, p. 152—156.
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Sir, you are not to be persuaded, though one should

rise from tlie dead. 1 trust our readers are persuaded,

that the argument from Athanasius* was, with great

justice and propriety, placed among my specimens of

insufficient proof.

I am, Sfc.

* Of tlic testimonies of other writers, by which Dr Priestley attempts to con»

Srm his argument from Athanasius, see the tenth of his second Letters to me»
-ts.'i my Remarks updn his second Letters, Part II. c, i, sec. 10—14,
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LETTER TWELFTH.

In Reply to Dr Priestley^s fifth ; in which he moves

certain chronological difficulties.—Himself chiefly

concerned to find the solution.—His question divided*

—The divinity of our Lord, preached from the very

beginning, by the apostles.—St Stephen a martyr to

this doctrine.—His dying ejaculations justify the

worship of Christ.—Christ deified in the story of

St PauFs conversion.—The divinity of Jesus aclcow-

ledged by the apostles, from the time when they ac-

knowledged him for the Messiah.—J^Totions of a

Trinity, and of the Deity of the Messiah, current

among the Jews in the days of our Saviour,

BEAR SIR.

IN your fifth letter, you call upon me to assign tba

particular time, when the knowledge of our Lord's di-

vinity, which, in the persuasion, that the apostles were

taxed by the fathers with a reserve upon the subject,

you are pleased to call ** the great secret of Christ be-

ing not a mere man, but the eternal God ;"* you call

upon me to assign the time, when this great secret '* was

communicated first to the apostles, and then by them to

Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 55.
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the body of Christians."* You "request my opinion"

upon this question, with a certain air of triumph, which

seems to imply, that, in your apprehension, I must be

much at a loss to frame an opinion upon it, which may

be consistent with my creed. But the truth is, that

you are yourself the person most concerned to find the

solution. Or, to express myself more accurately, the

question splits into two, of which, the one concerns not

me, and the other concerns not either of us.

2. When was the doctrine of our Lord's divinity, first

published in the church by the apostles ?

3. When was the knowledge of the thing, first con-

veyed to the minds of tlie apostles themselves ?

4. These, Sir, are two distinct questions. Of the

first, it is your concern, not mine, to seek the solution :

for since 1 have clearly traced the belief of Christ's pro-

per deity up to the apostolick age ; unless you can as-

sign the particular epocha of the publication, I have a

right to conclude, that it was a part of the very earliest

doctrine : nay, if you should even be able to assign

some later time of its commencement, yet since that time

must fall within the compass of the apostolick age, to

which you are limited, by virtue of my proof from the

epistle of St Barnabas, a question might indeed arise,

which might be of difficult resolution—why was this

doctrine, for a certain time, kept back ? But this diffi-

culty would not shake the credit of the doctrine ; for

since there is no reason to suppose, that any of the

apostles, having once received the light of inspiration,

were, in any future period of their lives, deprived of it,

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p, 55.
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any doctrine published by them, claims implicit credit^

whatever might be the time of its first publication. A
discovery that St John had made, in the last moments of

his life, had been equally to be believed, as any thing

that St Peter preached, in his first sermon, on the day

of Pentecoast. You will therefore choose your own
epocha, for the discovery of " the great secret." Placo

it, where it best may please you in the apostolick age

;

I will hold no argument with you upon the subject : In

my own congregations, 1 shall think it my duty to bear

my witness, that, from the very beginning of the gospel,

the thing had been no secret : for proof from holy

writ, I shall have recourse to those very passages of the

apostolick history, from which you draw the contrary

inference. 1 shall remind my hearers, that in St Peter's

first publick sermon, when it was reasonable to keep

to the general assertion, that Jesus was the Messiah,

ratlier than to enter into the particulars which that cha-

racter might involve; allusions are nevertheless used,

which discover, that the mind of the speaker was strong-

ly impressed with notions, which it was his policy to

conceal. I shall particularly desire them to remark,

that it is said of our Lord Jesus, that " it was not pos-.

sible that he should be holden of death :"* the expres-

sions clearly imply a physical impossibility : I shall bid

them observe, that the great miracle of that day is said

to be, an exertion of the power of Jesus exalted by

God's right hand if and I shall maintain, that the three

persons are distinctly mentioned, in a manner which

implies the divinity of each, " Jesus—being by the right

• Acls ii. 24. I Ibid. li. S2, 33.
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hand of God exalted, and having received of the Father

the promise of the Holy Ghost"*—of the Father

—

vol^ijl

TV TTxlfoq—7%e Father: the suhstantive, with the article

prefixed, describes a person, whose character it is to ho,

the Father—Paternity is the property, which indivi.

duates the person : but from whom is the first principle

thus distinguished ? From his creatures ? From them he

were more significantly distinguished by the name of

God, Not generally therefore from his creatures, but

particularly, from the two other persons mentioned in

the same period—Jesus and the Holy Ghost. And
since this is his distinction, that he is the Father of that

Son, from whom, together with himself, the Holy Ghost

proceeds ; it follows, that the interval, between him and

them, is no more than relation may create ; that the

whole difference lies in personal distinctions, not ia

essential qualities. Thus I will ever reason, Sir, for

the edification of my own flock, but with little hope of

your conviction from St Peter's first sermon.

5. I shall always insist, Sir, that the blessed Stephen

died a martyr to the deity of Christ. The accusation

against him, you say, was " his speaking blasphemous

things against the temple and the lawf"—you have for-

gotten to add the charge of blasphemy " against Moses

and against God."J The blasphemy against the tem-

ple and the law, probably consisted in a prediction, that

the temple was to be destroyed, and the ritual law, of

course, abolished : the blasphemy against Moses, was

probably his assertion, that the authority of Moses was

• Acts i] 3'2, 33. {• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 60^

^ Acts vi. 11.

%y
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inferior to that of Christ : but what could be the blas-

phemy against God ? What was there in the doctrine

of the apostles, which could be interpreted as blasphemy

against God, except it was this, that they ascribed di-

vinity to one, who had suffered publickly as a malefac-

tor—that this was the blessed Stephen's crime, none

can doubt, who attends to the conclusion of the story.

He '* looked up stedfastly into heaven," says the in-

spired historian, " and saw the glory of God," [that is,

he saw the splendour of the Shechinah, for that is what is

meant, when the glory of God is mentioned as some-

thing to be seen,] " and Jesus standing on the right hand

of God"*—He saw the man, Jesus, in the midst of this

divine light : his declaring what he saw,f the Jewish

rabble understood, as an assertion of the divinity of

Jesus : they stopped their ears ; they overpowered his

voice w ith their own clamours ; and they humed him out

of the city, to inflict upon him the death, which the law

appointed for blasphemers.^ Re died, as he had lived,

attesting the deity of our crucified Master. His last

breath was uttered in a prayer to Jesus, first for himself,

and then for his murderers. "They stoned Stephen,

calling upon God, and saying. Lord Jesus receive my
spirit—and he cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay not

this sin to their charge." || It is to be noted, that the

word God is not in the original text, which might be

better rendered, thus ; " They stoned Stephen, invoca-

ting and saying, &c." Jesus therefore was the God,

whom the dying martyr invocated in his last ago^

* Acts vu. 55. f Ibid. id.

i Ibid. 57, 68. [1 Ibia. 59, 60.
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nies ; when men are apt to pray, with the utmost seri-

ousness, to him whom they conceive the mightiest to

save.

6. It seems the holy Stephen, full, as we are inform-

ed he was in those trying moments, of the Holy Ghost,

was not in the opinion which you are pleased to impute

to me ; but you will observe, that I disclaim it, that

" the proper object of prayer, is God tlie Father."*

This, you tell me, 1 cannot but acknowledge. That

the Father is a proper object of prayer, God forbid that

ever I should not acknowledge! that he is t/te proper

object, in the sense in which you seem to make the as-

sertion, in prejudice and exclusion of the other persons,

God forbid that ever I should concede : I deny not, that

there is an honour personally due to him as the Father;

there is also an honour personally due to the Son, as

the Son ; and to the Spirit, as the Spirit : but our

knowledge of the personal distinctions is so obscure, in

comparison of our apprehension of the general attributes

of the Godhead ; that it should seem, that the Divinity

[the TO ^im~\ is rather to be generally worshipped, in the

three persons jointly and indifferently, than that any

distinct honours are to be offered to each separately*

Prayer, however, for succour against external perse-

cution, seems addressed with particular propriety to

the Son.

7. When you deny, not only that any precept, but

that any proper example is to be found in Scripture to

authorise the practice ;f you seem to have forgotten, be-

• Letters to l)r Ilorsley, p. 81'.
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side many other passages, the initial salutations of St

Paul's epistles : St Stephen's " short ejaculatory ad-

dress" you had not forgotten ; but you say, " it is very

inconsiderable :"* but, Sir, why is it inconsidera.-

ble ? Is it because it was only an ejaculation ? Eja-

culations are often prayers of the most fervent kind

;

the most expressive of self-abasement and adoration

:

—Is it for its brevity that it is inconsiderable? What
then is the precise length of words, which is requisite

to make a prayer an act of worship ? Was this peti-

tion preferred on an occasion of distress, on which a

Divinity might be naturally invoked ? Was it a peti-

tion for succour, which none but a Divinity could grant?

If this was the case, it was surely an act of worship.

Is the situation of the worshipper, the circumstance which)

in your judgment. Sir, lessens the authority of his ex-

ample ? You suppose perhaps some consternation of his

faculties, arising from distress and fear—the history

justifies no such supposition : it describes the ntterance

of the final prayer, as a deliberate act of one who knew

his situation, and possessed his understanding: after

praying for himself, he kneels down to pray for his

persecutors ; and such was the composure with which

he died, although the manner of his death was the most

tumultuous and terrifying, that, as if he had expired

quietly upon his bed, the sacred historian says, that

*< he fell asleep."! If therefore you would insinuate,

that St Stephen was not himself, when he sent forth

this ^' short ejaculatory address to Christ/' the history

* Letters fo Di- Horsley, p. 81.

I Acts vU. 60.
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refutes you. If he was himself, you cannot justify his

prayer to Christ, while you deny that Christ is God,

upon any principle that might not equally justify you,

or me, in praying to the blessed Stephen. If St Ste-

phen, in the full possession of his faculties, prayed to

him who is no God ; why do we reproach the pious

Romanist, when he chaunts the litany of his saints ?

If the persuasion of Christ's divinity prompted the holy

martyr's dying prayer ; then there is no room to doubt,

but that the assertion of Christ's divinity was the blas-

phemy, for which the Jews, hardened in their unbelief,

condemned him.

8. Another instance, to which I ever shall appeal, of

an early preaching of our Lord's divinity, though it

may not conduce to your conviction, is the story of St

Paul's conversion ; in w hich, as it is twice related by

himself, Jesus is deified in the highest terms. I know
not. Sir, in what light this transaction may appear to

you ; to me, I confess, it appears to have been a re-

petition of the scene at the bush, heightened in terror

and solemnity—Instead of a lambent flame, appearing

to a solitary shepherd amid the thickets of the wilder-

ness ; the full effulgence of the Shechiaa, overpowering

the splendour of the mid-day sun, bursts upon the com-

missioners of the Sanhedrim, on the publick road to

Damascus, within a small distance of the city : Jesus

speaks, and is spoken to, as the Divinity inhabiting

that glorious light : nothing can exceed the tone of au-

thority on the one side, the submission and religious

dread upon the other : the recital of this story, seems to

have been the usual prelude to the apostle's publick

apologies ; but it only proved the means of heightening

the resentment of his incredulous countrymen.
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0. These instances, Sir, will bear me out in the as-

sertion, that our Lord's divinity was preached from the

Very beginning, till you can fix the first discovery to

some later epocha : I am, therefore, not at all concern-

ed in the solution of your first question.

10. The second, " when was the knowledge of our

Lord's divinity first imparted to the minds of the apos-

tles?" is wholly insignificant, and uninteresting to all

parties : it concerns not me ; because, with my notions

of inspiration, I am obliged to believe what the inspired

apostles taught, however late the time might be when
they themselves received their information : it concerns

not you ; because, with your notions of inspiration, you

are at liberty to dispute what the inspired apostles

taught, whatever pretensions they may have to the

earliest information. If the knowledge was infallible

which they received from inspiration, it matters not how
late ; if not infallible, it matters not how early they re-

ceived it : if no positive proof were extant, that the

deity of Christ was an article of faith among the first

Christians ; the difficulty of assigning the precise time,

when the apostles were first made aquainted with it,

might be something of an objection against the anti-

quity of the doctrine, and against its truth ; but in oppo-

sition to direct proof, the objection, were it founded^

could have no weight.

11. Upon this question therefore, as the former, you

must not take it amiss if I leave you to yourself, ('hoose

any time, within the compass of each apostle's life, for

the epocha of his illumination : I will hold no argument

upon the subject ; although I have an opinion upon the

question, as upon the former, which 1 ever shall inculcate

in my own congregation ; and this, Sir, happens to be the
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very reverse of that, which you imagine I must allow.

'^You must allow," you say to me, "that at first the

apostles were wholly ignorant of this."* At first in-

deed, before their acquaintance with our Lord, or at

least with the Baptist, they were ignorant, I believe, of

every thing; but from their first acknowledgment of our

Lord as the Messiah, they equally acknowledged his

divinity : their faith, I believe, was but unsettled, as

their notions of the Messiah's kingdom were certainly

very confusetl, till the descent of the Holy Ghost ; but

so far as they believed in Jesus as the Messiah, in the

same degree they understood and acknowledged his di-

vinity : the proof, which I have to produce of this, from

holy writ, consists of too many particulars, to be dis-

tinctly enumerated in the course of our present corres-

pondence ; I shall mention two, which, to any but a

decided Unitarian, will be very striking : Nathaniel's

first profession, and Peter's consternation at the miracu-

lous draught of fishes. It was in Nathaniel's very first

interview with our Lord, that he exclaimed, " Rabbi,

thou art the Son of God ! thou art the king of Israel !"f

and this declaration was drawn from Nathaniel, by

some particulars in our Lord's discourse, which he

seems to have interpreted as indications of Omniscience.

When Simon Peter saw the number of fishes taken, at

a single draught, when the net was cast at our Lord's

command, after a night of fruitless toil ;
^' he fell down

at the knees of Jesus, saying, depart from me, for I am
a sinful man, Lord."| Peter's consternation was evi-

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 5fi,

t John i. 49. i Luke v. S.
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dently of the same sort, of which we read in the wor-

thies of earlier ages, upon any extraordinary appearance

of the light of the Shechinah, which was founded on ^

notion, that a sinful mortal might not see God and live.

These, and many other passages of the evangelical histo-

ry, discover that our Lord's associates, although it was

not till after his ascension, that the Holy Ghost led

them into all truth ; had an early apprehension, of some-

thing more than human in his character. Nor indeed

were early intimations of it wanting : in the first annun?

ciation of his birth, by the angelick host ; in the Bap-

tist's declarations ; and in our Lord's own assertions of

a power to forgive sins, and of an authority to dispense

with ordinances of divine appointment ; and in his claim

to be the proper Son of God, which the unbelieving

Jews ever understood, as an express deification of his

own person.

12. But Judas Iscariot, you think, ^^ could not possi-

bly have formed a deliberate purpose of betraying our

Lord,"* had the belief of his divinity been general

among the apostles, before his crucifiction : or, had

any such pretension been set up, which had not gained

belief, Judas would have taken advantage of the impo-

sition, and would have made a discovery of it to th^

prejudice of our Lord. It should seem, Sir, that you

think your own cause almost desperate, if you would

desire that Judas Iscariot should be admitted as an evi-

dence for you, or as an advocate—but, what if your

cause should turn out to be, what Judas Iscariot him-

self would scruple to undertake ? I would not willingly

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 5S.
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be the apologist of that traitor ; but I am inclined to

think, that, traitor as he was, his intentions went not to

the mischief which he effected : it was rather perhaps

his meaning, to cheat the chief priests of their money,

than actually to sell his Master's life. When he bar-

gained to lead them, for a certain sum, to the place of

our Lord's retirement ; he thought, perhaps, that he

might safely trust to his Master's power, to repel any

attack upon his person. This is very consistent with a

belief of our Lord's divinity ; as the most dishonoura-

ble designs are often found, to consist with the truest

speculative principles : that he meant not the mischief

which ensued, may be presumed, from the remorse

which followed, and the vengeance which, in despair,

he executed upon himself. But I care little about his

testimony, only, T think, that, with the devils he might

believe and tremble, and trembling, might be still a

devil.

13. After all, Sir, I might have spared so particular

an answer as I have given to your fifth letter ; in the

conclusion of it, you furnish me with a short reply, of

which I might have availed myself. " Had there been

any pretence," you say, " for imagining that the Jews

in our Saviour's time had any knowledge of the doc-

trine of the Trinity, and that they expected the second

person in it, in the character of their Messiah, the ques-

tion I propose to you would have been needless." *

Then, Sir, the question which you propose to me, is

needless. The Jews, in Christ's days, had notions of

a Trinity in the Divine nature : they expected the sec=

* Letters to Dr Horslcy, p. 64.
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ond person, whom they called the Logos, to come as

the Messiah : for the proof of these assertions, I refer

you to the work of the learned Dr Peter AUix, entitled,

The Judgment of the Ancient Jewish Church against

the Unitarians, a work which, it is to be hoped. Sir,

you will carefully look through^ before you send abroad

your intended view of the doctrine of the first ages con*

cerning Christ.* That you will be convinced by Dr
Allix's proof, I have indeed little hope ; I shall produce,

however, another authority, to which you will perhaps

be more inclined to pay regard : the authority of a

learned Unitarian of the last century, who wrote ia

vindication of a former Unitarian work, of great fame,

called Tlie JS*aked Gospel. The Naked Gospel, you

know was printed at Oxford, in the year 1690, and was

burnt the same year, by order of the convocation. The
anonymous author of the Historical Vindication^ was

supposed to be Le Clerc ; he it is, who says in his pre-

face, that the platonick enthusiasm crept first into the

Jewish, afterwards into tlie Christian church—then he

tells his readers, how the Jews picked up their Platon-

ism, of which, he says, the principal doctrines were two

:

the one, that of the preexistence of souls ; the other, that

of the Divine Trinity. These, he says, were the opin-

ions of the Jews in the days of our Saviour and his

apostles : and hence, perhaps, it hath come to pass,

that, as the learned have observed, certain Platonick

phrases and expressions are to be found in the New
Testament, especially, in St John's Gospel. You, Sir,

and this Unitarian brother, seem to agree but ill in your

* Preface to Letters, p. xtiil.
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notions of the doctrine of the first ages. He thought the

doctrine of the Trinity one of the ancient corruptions of

Judaism ; which, in laying the foundations of Christian-

ity, the heaven-taught builders, some how or other, for-

got to do away i yoa have discovered, that every no-

tion of the Trinity, whatever may be fancied witli res-

pect to more ancient times, was obliterated from the

minds of the Jews, in our Saviour's time.* I believe.

Sir, I shall never sit down to the task, which you de-

sire me to undertake,—a translation of the works of

Bishop Bull :t for as his argument is not for the un-

learned, the labour would be thrown away—a work

which might be more generally edifying, and in which

I might engage, if it were not that I really grudge every

moment which I give to controversy, would be,—a har-

mony of the Unitarian divines.

14. You will ask me, whence was the offence, which

the assertion of our Lord^s divinity, by my own confes-

sion, gave the Jewish people, if divinity made a part of

their own notion of the Messiah's character ? I answer,

the deification of the Messiah was nd that which gave

offence, but the assertion, that a crucified man was that

divine person : and before his crucifixion, the meanness

of his birth gave an offence, less in degree, but of the

same kind.

I am, &c.

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 64..

I IbUl
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LETTER THIRTEENTH.

In JRephj to Dr Priestley^s sixth,—Dr Priestley^s ig*

norance of the true principles of Platonism, appears

ill his disquisitions concerning matter and spirit.—'

The equality and unity of the three principles of the

Platonists.—Dr Priestley^s peculiar sense of the

word personification, not perceived either by the arch-

deacon, or the reviewer.—The outline, however, of

Dr Priestley's work, not misrepresented by the arch-

deacon.—The conversion of an attribute into a sub-

stance, differs not from a creation out of nothing.—
J^ever taught by the Platonists.—The eternity of the

Logos, independent of any supposed eternity of the

world.—^ot discarded therefore by tJie converted

Platonists.—l)r Priestley's arguments, from the

analogy between the divine Logos and human reason,

answered.—The archdeacon abides by his assertion,

that Dr Priestley hath misrepresented the PlatonicJc

language,—The archdeacon's interpretation of the

Platonists rests not on his own conjecture, but on the

authority of Jlthenagoras.— Confirmed by other au-

thorities.—Dr Priestley's quotations from Tertullian

considered.—From Lactantius,

JDEAR SIR.

YOU must forgive me, if I confess to yoo, that so

long since as when 1 first read your disquisitions con-

cerning matter and spirit, I formed no very high opinion
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of your learning in the Platonick pliilosophy. What
gave me my first suspicion, as I well remember, was a

surprise which you express, that a certain French wri-

ter should speak of the idea of a circle, as itself, not

round ;* and of the ideas of extended things, as not ex-

tended. Your apprehension, that ideas could not be

divisible, unless they are extended,! heightened my
suspicion, which became something more than suspi-

cion, when I found you speaking of the souFs need

of a repositoryfor her ideas,% especially during sleep ;

as if ideas were things to be locked up, with our china,

in a cupboard. Dr Priestley, I said to myself, confounds

ideas with the impressions of external objects, on the

material sensory : which impressions are, in truth, as

much external to the mind, as the objects which make
them : what pity, that he hath not been more conversant

with the Platonists ! These previous indications, of your

deficiency in this branch of learning, in some measure

prepared me for what I was to find, in your History of
the Philosophical Doctrine concerning the soul ; inso-

much, that 1 read your assertion, that " Plato's philoso-

phy was the oriental system, with very little variation,"!)

without indignation ; because 1 considered it, as the re-

proach of an enemy, whom better information might

make a friend. I was indeed surprised at your want of

information in this particular instance; because Mo-
sheim, whose authority as an historian, you seem to

hold in due respect, indisposed, as he is in general, to

be partial to the Platonists, hath however so far done

• Disquisitions, p. CyO. I Ibid. p. 37, 58,

t Ibid. p. 79. 93. }1 Ibiil. p, JTi.
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them justice, as to point out the total discovdance, iu

principle at least, between the sober philosophy of Plato,

and the extravagancies of the Gnosticks ; whose princi-

ples were those of the oriental system. After this. Sir,

it gives me no surprise at all, that you should now as-

sert, " that it was never imagined, that the three com-

ponent members of the Platonick Trinity, are either

equal to each other, or, strictly speaking, oue.*^* They
are. Sir, more strictly speaking, one, than any thing ia

nature of which unity may be predicated. No one of

them can be supposed without the other two. The se-

cond and tliird being, the first is necessarily supposed

;

and the first (Aya^ey) being, the second and third, (Nwc

& ^i';t») must come forth. Concerning their equality, I

will not say, that the Platonists have spoken with the

fiame accuracy which the Christian fathers use; but

they include the three principles in the Bivinc nature^

in the ro ©t/oc ; and this notion implies the same equali-

ty, which we maintain ; at the same time I confess, that

the circumstance of their equality, was not always strict-

ly adhered to by the younger Platonists, for reasons

which I have explained.!

2. The want of perspicuity, is a fault in writing, of

which indeed, Sir, you are little guilty ; it is the more

extraordinary, that your personification of the Logos,

should not be distinctly understood, either by myself, or

by my learned ally : for my own part, I confess, 1 had

not the least apprehension, that you used the word^^er-

sonification in any other than its usual sense ; till, in

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 99,

t See Charge V. sec. 5.
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your reply to the animadversions of my learned ally,

you distinguished between the personification of the

Logos, which you impute to Justin, and the earlier doc-

trines of the Gnosticks.* By personification, I had no

suspicion that you meant any thing more than a gram-

matical prosopo^eia ; which you seemed to think had

been used both by Plato and St John, in speaking of

the divine attribute of wisdom. Certainly, Sir, you

express yourself in your history, as if you thought, that

a literal acceptation of such figured language was the

occasion, that a mere attribute was mistaken for a real

person, first in the academy, and afterwards in the

church : and that this error led to another, still founded

on a literal interpretation of figurative expressions : the

expressions in which St John describes, as you conceive,

the extraordinary degree in which wisdom and power

were conferred on Christ, being understood as assertions,

that Christ was that very person, which was supposed

to have been previously described by the evangelist, as

a branch of tlie Divinity. 1 thought. Sir, that you con-

ceived that a mere grammatical prosopopeia had been,

in this way, the first step towards the deification of

Christ : upon looking again into the second section of

your history, 1 see no great reason to be ashamed of my
mistake—^I believe. Sir, that, without the assistance of

the comment, which your Reply to the Monthly Re-
viewer furnishes, no reader of your work would disco-

ver any other meaning in your expressions. It seems,

l^owever, tiiat the word personification, is a new term

of theology, invented by you, for a doctrine which is

Reply to Monthly Review for June, sec. S-
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also of your owu invention, though you arc pleased to

give the credit of it to the Platoiiick fathers : the doc-

trine of the conversion of an attribute into a person

;

which was supposed, you say, by its first advocates, to

take place immediately before the creation of the world,

but being afterwards " carried farther back, namely, to

all eternity, it led to the present doctrine of the Trini-

ty."* The distinction between this personification of

the Logos, and the earlier doctrines of the Gnosticks, is,

it seems, an important feature in the great outline of

your work. The outline of your work, as sketched by

yourself, is briefly this.—The exaltation of the person

of Jesus Christ began with the Gnosticks, who main-

tained the preexistence of human souls : When their

errors were exploded, the personification was adopted

—

the Ariau doctrine was subsequent to this ; and it was

after all these, that, from improvements upon the doc-

trine of personification, the present doctrine of the Tri-

nity was brought out.f It is a heavy accusation against

my learned ally and me, that we have not sufficiently

attended to these distinctions ; and the omissions shows,

that " we have never formed a right conception of what

we undertook to exhibit.''^

3. Every writer, must be allowed to be the best in-

terpreter of his own expressions : but in the sense in

which I am now taught to understand the personifica-

tion of the Logos, 1 cannot perceive, Sir, with what pro-

priety it is called the first step towards the deification

• Replj to Montlily Review for June, p. 34, 55-

-j- Ibid.

\ Ibid. p. 35 ; and Letters to Dr Horslcy, p. 66-
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of Christ ; since the doctrines of the Gnosticks, which

you maintain to be more ancient, had, in yourjudgment,

the same tendency—I am sometimes inclined to suspect,

that you are apt yourself to fluctuate between your own,

and the vulgar sense, of personification.

4. But although 1 should allow, that I missed the

sense of a particular expression ; I am not sensible, that

I misconceived, or misrepresented, your account of the

ancient opinions : you certainly make the Unitarian doc-

trine, the general opinion of the first Christians—Jn the

second age you allow, that something of divinity was

ascribed to Christ ; but you think it was a divinity of an

inferior kind, including neither necessity, nor eternity,

of a distinct personal existence : I therefore misrepre-

sented not the great outline of ybur work, when I said,

that the first race of Christians were, in your opinion,

Unitarians in the strictest sense of the word; the second,

Arians:* this is the sum of your account, stated, not in

your words, but in my own. You complain, however,

that 1 " have misconceived your idea'^f—you inform

me, that ^^ the Platonizing Christians were not Arians
;

that it is well known that they were not Arians, but the

orthodox who Platonized."J

5. Sir, I am very sensible, that the Platonizers of

the second century, were the orthodox of that age—

I

have not denied this : on the contrary, I have endea-

voured to show, that their Platonism brings no imputa^

tion upon their orthodoxy. The advocates of the Ca-

tholick faith, in modern times, have been too apt to take

• Charge I. sec. 1 \ Letters »o Dr Horsley, p. *6.

% Ibi'I.
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alarm at the charge of Platonism : I rejoice and glory

in the opprobrium—1 not only confess, but I maintain^

not a perfect agreement, but such a similitude, as speaks

a common origin, and aflfords an argument in confirma-

tion of the Catholick doctrine, from its conformity to the

most ancient and universal traditions. Nor is this the

only article, in which heathen antiquity, however you

may slight the argument, by the vestiges, which are to

be traced even in idolatrous rites, of the patriarchal

history and the patriarchal creed, bears its testimony to

revelation. But, Sir, I well know, that these Platoni-

zers of the second century, were far more ancient than

Arius : nor did I mean to charge you with the absurdity

of maintaining a contrary opinion ; I thought that the

notion which you express, of what was orthodoxy in the

second century, was conveyed in a single word ; when

it was said, that you represent the Christians of the

second race as Arians ; that is, as Arians in belief ; be-

cause the divinity which you suppose to have been ascri-

bed by them to Christ, was only of that secondary sort,

which Arius and his followers, in a later age, allowed.

But to convict me of an error in this representation of

your opinion, you now set up a distinction, between the

opinions which you would ascribe to the early Plato-

nists, and the Arian tenets :
'^ The Logos of the Plato-

nizers, you say, was an attribute of the Father, and not

any thing that was created out of nothing, as the Arians

held Ciirist to have been.''* However, when this dis-

tinction hath served the purpose of convicting me of one

error, it is cleared away again to convict me of another

:

* Letters to Dr Horslej-, p. 6#.
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ibis Logos of the Platonists, I am told, " was originally

nothing more than a property of the Divine mind, which

assumed a separate personal character in time."* This

is the same notion which is expressed in your history,

in these words. " All the early fathers speak of Christ,

as not having existed always, except as reason exists in

man, vi%, as an attribute of the Deity.^'f And the as-

sumption of a. personal character, seems to be tlie same

thing, which in your history you call " the conversion

of a mere attribute into a thinking substance :"J indeed,

it is not easy to conceive, liow a personal character may

be assumed, otherwise than by being made a person—

-

now, what the difference may be, between a making out

of nothing, and the conversion of a mere attribute into

a substance ; or how a person made out of an attribute,

may differ from a person made out of notliing—I would'

rather, Sir, that you than 1, should take the trouble to

explain : if this was the difference between tlie doctrines

of the early Platonizers and the Arians, and this is the

whole difference which you put between them, they

might pass, I think, for the same : and your account of

the Platonick orthodoxy, was not misrepresented by me,

when 1 said, that you made it the same thing, the sam©

in form, not in time, with Arianism.

6. But, Sir, I maintain, that this is an erroneous and

injurious account of the Platonick Christians : this con-

version of an attribute into a substa.nce, was never taught

by them ; nor by any, except the Sabellians, and those

earlier visionaries described by Justin Martyr, who

" Letters to Dr Hoi>sley, p, 7'2.

7 Hist, of Gorrup. p. 4ii. | Ibid. p. 40.
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imagined occasional emissions and absorptions of the

Divine Logos ;
" which opinion (you say) was not very

remote from the Unitarian doctrine."* I am happy,

Sir, to be informed by you, that the Unitarian doctrine

approaches to opinions so mysterious : I thought, that to

be clear of mysteries, had been its particular recommen-

dation ; I now find, that were 1 even to turn Unitarian,

I should have mysteries to digest : and mysteries much
too hard for my digestion : I will, therefore, adhere to

my creed, in which I know no mystery to be compared

with this notion, of a thing which may be a person, and

no person, by fits and starts. But for any production of

the Logos, by a conversion, either permanent or occa*

sional, of an attribute into a thinking substance ; I still

maintain, that, were the thing conceivable, the Platonists

were likely to be the last to adopt it : because a created

Logos, to use my former expression, had been no less

an absurdity in the academy, than it is an impiety in the

church : and the notion, that this doctrine took its rise

among the Platonists, betrays an entire ignorance of the

genuine principles of their school."|

7. You tell me, that " 1 discover in these animadver-

sions, a total ignorance of what you have asserted.

—

That you have nowhere said, that either the Platonists,

or the Platonizing Christians, held, that the Logos was

created, or that it had ever not existed.^J What then

have you said ? You said in your History, that '' All

the early fathers speak of Christ, as not having existed

• Letters to Dr Horsky, p. 7S.

t Charge IV. sec. i.

i- Letters to Dr liorsley, p. 73.
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always, except as an attribute of the Deity :"* that

they taught *' the conversion of this attribute into a sub-

stance"'!—and what is it you say now ? You say now

that the Platonizing Christians held, that " whereas

the Logos was originally nothing more than a property

of the Divine mind, it assumed a separate personal

character in time."J Be pleased, Sir, to explain the

ditSerence between this conversion of attribute into sub-

stance, or property into person, and a creation out of

nothing.

8. You admit, however, that the eternity of the Logos

was a doctrine of Platonism : but you attempt to as-

sign a reason, why the converted Platonists, when they

entered into the church, must have parted with this

opinion :
'^ the Logos (you say) of the Platonists, had,

in their opinion, always had a personal existence, be-

cause Plato supposed creation to have been eternal ; but

this was not the opinion of the Platonizing Christians,

who held, that the world was not eternal ; and thefore,

retaining as much of Platonism, as was consistent with

that doctrine, they held, that there was a time when the

Father was alone, and without a Son.'^U Sir, if I

thought proper to deny your assertion, that Plato sup-

posed creation to have been eternal ; it would require

much more skill in the Platonick philosophy, than is to

be gotten at second hand, from modern authors, who
pretend to give an account of it, to confute the proof

which I might bring to the contrary, from Plato's own
writings. But as the younger Platonists generally, held

* Hist, of Corrup. p. 42. f Ibid. p. 40.

4 Letters to Dr Horalcy, p. "2.
fl

Ibid.
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the eternity of creation ; and Plato, in some parts of his

writings, seems to favour that opinion, notwithstanding

what he says to the contrary in the Timseus; 1 shall

take no advantage of the uncertainty of your assumption :

indeed, it would be sufiicient for your purpose, wers

your argument sound in other parts, that the opinion of

the world's eternity was current in that school, in which

the Christian Platonists were trained, and was probably

entertained by them all, before their conversion : still

your conclusion will not stand, unless you can prove,

that the Platonists, whether Christian or Pagan, held

the Logos to be a part of the world, or thought the eter*.

nity of the Logos, a consequence only of the world's

eternity ; whereas, neither the one nor the other of thesa

principles would have been allowed, even by those Pla-

tonists who deemed the world eternal. The eternity of

the world seemed to them, a consequence of that eternal

activity, which they ascribed to the Deity ; that is, to

the three principles of Goodness [T'ayaS^oK], Intelli-

gence [N»f], and Vitality [^yx**] • ^"^ chiefly to the

two last : for to the first principle, they ascribed indeed

an activity, but of a very peculiar kind ; such as might

be consistent with an undisturbed immutability. He
acts, fjLiyuv ir tctv% riBu, by a simple indivisible unvaried

energy ; which as it cannot be broken into a multitude

of distinct acts, cannot be adapted to the variety of ex-

ternal things ; on which therefore the First Good acts

not, either to create or to preserve them, otherwise than

through the two subordinate principles. The eternal

activity therefore of the Deity, and by consequence, the

existence of Intellect and (he vital principle, in which

alone the Divine nature is active upon external things,

was necessary in this system to the eternity of the world

;
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and this eternal activity, was supposed to be the conse-

quence of that goodness of the Deity, which could not

suffer that to be delayed, which, because he hath done

it, appears to be fit to be done : the world therefore,

however the fact may actually be, might or might not

have been eternal : if it hath been eternal, it hath been

such, not by its own nature, but by the choice of a free

agent, who might have willed the contrary. But Intel-

lect and the vital principle, have been eternal by neces-

sity, as branches of the divinity—these therefore must

have been eternal, even if the world had never been,

aUhough the world could not be without them ; and

this, upon the principles of those philosophers, who
deemed the world eternal. The converted Platonists,

therefore, when upon the authority of revelation, they

discarded the notion of the world's eternity, would not

find themselves obliged to discard with this the eter-

nity of Intellect, or the Logos : for that stands upon

another ground, and is indeed eternity of quite another

kind.

9. But whatever they might be at liberty to do, you

are confident of the fact, that the eternal existence of the

Logos, as a person, is a notion which was discarded by
the Christian Platonists, when they became Christian.

Your proof is drawn from the analogy which some

of them imagined between the Divine Logos, and the

reason of the human soul, or, between the Logos and

human speech ; and from the doctrine of the conver-

sion of an attribute into a substance, which you per-

suade yourself, they deliver in the most unequivocal

language.

10. " That the Logos of the Father, the same that

constituted the second person in the Trinity, exactly
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corresponded to the Logos, or reason, or word of man,

was the idea of Athanasius himself :"* in proof of this

assertion, you bring a passage from Athanasius, in

which, to prevent, as it should seem, a conclusion which

the unwary might draw from the agreement of the name,,

instead of the exact correspondence which you may
imagine ; he shows the great difference between the

Divine Logos and human speech. Tertullian, in a pas-

sage cited in your history,f sets up something of an

analogy between the Divine Logos and the human
reason : this analogy, if I mistake not, hath been pur-

sued by the schoolmen, with their peculiar subtlety

;

and, as far as it obtains, is well explained by the learn-

ed Dr Charles Leslie, in his dialogues, entitled, Thz
Socinian Controversy discussed : Tertullian, to prevent

the very conclusion which you draw from this analogy,

that the Logos was at some time or another a mere at-

tribute, remarks, that nothing empty and unsubstantial

can proceed from God ; for the Divine nature, admitting

neither quality nor accident, every thing belonging to

it must be substance. This argument is ably stated in

the work just mentioned, the dialogues of the learned

Dr Leslie.

H. For the conversion of an attribute into a sub-

stance, I abide by my assertion, that it is the offspring

of your own imagination, and can only have arisen from

a misapprehension of the language of the Platonick

fathers : it is true, that they speak of the Son's gener-

ation as taking place at a particular time, as commen-

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 69,

t ilist. of Corrup. p. 38.
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ciiig indeed with the creation : But by this genera-

lion, they understood not any beginning of his personal

existence, but the projection of his energies ; the dis-

play of his powers, in the production of external sub-

stances.

IS. You reply, " that any mere external display of

powers should ever be termed generation, is so impro-

bable, from its manifest want of analogy to any thing

that ever was called generation before or since, that

such an abuse of words is not to be supposed of these

writers, or of any person, without very positive proof;

and, in this case," you say to me," you advance noth-

ing but a mere conjecture, destitute of any thing that

can give it a colour of probability."* This sentence,

Sir, only finishes the proof, if it was before defective, of

your incompetency in the subject. It shows, that you

have so little acquaintance with Platonism, that your

mind cannot readily apprehend a Platonick notion,

when it is clearly set before you : what you take for

my mere conjecture, is the express assertion of Athena-

gorasj in the very passage which you have quoted : and

Athenagoras, I should think, might be a suflBcient evi-

dence of his own meaning—he says,—that the Son was

called the Son, as being the first offspring of the Father

—not because he was ever made, but because he went

forth to act upon material substances.| He explains

the generation of the Son, by declaring first what it

signifies not ; then, what it signifies. A making, it sig»

nifies not : a going forth, according to Athenagoras, it

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. TO.

t Charge IV. sec 5.
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signifies. That the generation of the Son of God is

something figuratively called a generation, will hardly

be denied—Athenagoras declares what he understood

by the figure ; and the interpretation which he puts upon

it, seems to have been general among the writers wh6

came from the same school—it rests not however upon

any conjecture, but upon his authority : the fault, Sir,

is not in me, if you cannot perceive his meaning when

it is rendered in our own language. You object a want

of analogy, between the figure, and the thing which it

is supposed to represent : this, I think, with an Unita-

rian, should be but a slight objection ; since the whole

language of the New Testament, in their view of it, is

made up of figures, in which analogy is wanting : but

the question is not, what may be the natural sense of

the word generation, when it is applied to the Son of

God, or what may be its true sense when it is so applied

in Scripture ; but in what sense it was accepted by the

Platonizing Christians: I affirm, upon the authority of

Athenagoras, that it was understood by them, when

they speak of it as taking place at a certain time, not

of a beginning of the Son's existence, but of a display

of his powers : to confute this assertion, instead of criti-

cal reasoning upon the propriety of the language, you

must produce some better authority upon your own

aide, than that of Athenagoras, whose testimony is ex-

press and full, on mine.

13. Hut, for the sense which these Platonists put

upon the word generation, I am not solicitous to defend

it—I have spoken of it in my Charge as a conceit ; and

I have spoken of the attempt, to put a determinate sense

upon a figurative expression, of which no particular

exposition can be drawn from holy writ, as highly
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presumptuous ;* still, Sir, the Platonists are not with-

out a defence, against what you have found to object

to the propriety of the expression, in the sense in

which they understand it—You say to me, " Since

according to your hypothesis, the Logos was always

an intelligent person, he must have exerted his intel-

lectual faculties, in some way or other from all eter-

nity, as mucli as the Father himself:'^! It is true. Sir.

But it was not an exertion of his faculties in some way

or other, but the first exertion of them on external things,

that the Platonick fathers understood by generation.

This was the exertion in which the Son came forth.

Before this, he energized only within himself : he lay,

SIS it were, unissued in the bosom of the Father. You
go on " was the exertion of the faculties of the Fa-

ther in the creation of the world, ever called a genera-

tion of tlie Father? and yet, according to you, this

language must have been equally proper with respect

to the Father."^ Not according to me. Sir. I hold

with the Platonists, that the Father's faculties are not

exerted on external things, otherwise than through the

Son and Holy Ghost : these two persons being, as it

were, the two faculties, in which alone the Divine nature

is active on created things : although I approve not the

attempt to determine the meaning of a figure, which the

holy Scriptures leave undetermined
;
yet I cannot allow,

that the language, in that interpretation of it which I

ascribe to the Platonists, is as improper of the Son as it

would be of the Father : I perceive indeed no impro-

* Charge IV. sec. 6.

t Letters to Dr Horsier, p. 71. -^ Ibid.
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priety in it, as applied to the Son ; I only complain of

the want of authority from holy writ.

14. Still I maintain, that the thing in question is,

not the propriety or impropriety of an expression ; but

tlie fact, how an expression was used and understood by

certain writers : it were endless to accumulate authori-

ties ; but if the single testimony of Athenagoras is not

sufficient, I will produce two more ; to one of which, at

least, T expect that you will pay some regard, because

it is given by hereticks. The first, is that of Constan-

tine the Great—the emperor may be numbered among

the Platonizing Christians ; because, as you have your-

self observed, he alleges the authority of Plato, in sup-

port of the Catholick doctrine : now Constantine the

Great, in his epistle to the Nicomedians, written after

the Nicene council, uses these expressions '^ he was

begotten, or rather he himself came forth (being even

ever in the Father) for the setting in order of the things

which were made by him."* Here the emperor ex-

pounds generation, by coming forth : he thinks, ** that

he came forth," the more significant expression : and he

asserts the eternal coexistence of the Son and Father.

The other testimony, on which I should more rely for

your conviction, if I could hope that any testimooy

might produce it, is that of Arius the hseresiarch, and

the priests aud deacons of his faction. In their common

letter to Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, (the seat you

know of the Platonick school,) stating what they be-

lieved, and what they disbelieved ; among the arti-

• E).«v»^.f, ^etXA«> Si Tr^o»\^(v <fj}os, K*^ ireifuli tv tu> TraO^t m, iTri' T>iv tooi att

Aula TTtTTomfjiiyw innQcrfAr,7tv.
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cles which they disbelieved is this :
^' that the Son,

previously existing, was afterwards begotten :"* And it

is remarkable, that this stands last in a list of articles

of disbelief. In the preceding articles, their disbelief is

justified, by a reference of the rejected propositions to

certain hereticks, as the first authors of them : of one to

Valentinus, of another to Manes, and another to Sabel-

lius : but this article, is not referred to any heretick ;

which argues that they were conscious, that this was

the opinion of the church : it is true, they immediately

subjoin, that " Alexander himself, had often publickly

declared against those who introduced such things ;" as

if this had been one of the things, which Alexander con-

demned : but the falsehood of this insinuation appears,

from another epistle of Arius to Eusebiiis of Nicomedia,

to whom as a friend, the heretick may be supposed to

write without art or disguise. In this epistle he men-

tions the proposition, <' that the Son is coexistent with

God, without generation,"! as one of the articles of

Alexander's publick doctrine, to which he could not

give assent. You will find both these epistles, in Epi-

phanius's account of the Arians.

15. From these testimonies it is indisputable, that

the early Platonists, by the generation of the Son, when
they speak of it as taking place at a particular time,

understand not any beginning of his existence : and it

appears that it was the language of the orthodox, at the

time of the Nicene council, that the existence of the

Son, was prior to his generation, and independent of it

;

3t».
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coeval indeed with the eternal Father's. Later writers

distinguish three generations : the incarnation ; the going

forth to the business of creation ; and an eternal genera-

tion ; which last, is only a name for the unknown man-

ner, in which the Son's existence is connected with the

Father's. TertuUian, in the passage which you have

quoted in your History,* which you call upon me so

particularly to consider,! only speaks the language of

his times, and never dreamed that he should be under-

stood to assert a beginning of the Son's existence, when

he said, " that the nativity of the word was perfected,

wlien God said, Let there be LightJ^

16. You now, Sir, produce another passage of Ter^

tullian, to prove ^^ how ready the Platonizing Chris-

tians were, to revert to the idea of an attribute of God,

in their use of the word Logos :"J but the passage, in^

stead of proving this readiness of the Platonizing Chris-

tians, proves the readiness of the Pagan philosophers, to

apply this same name to a person ; even to the Maker of

the Universe.

17. You call upon me to consider also a passage cited

in your History, from Lactantius, whose orthodoxy, you

tell me, I cannot question.
||

Sir, you are not more in-

accurate in your citations from the ancients, than unfor-

tunate in your divinations about the principles of your

contemporaries, and the concessions which they will be

willing to make to you :—the orthodoxy of Lactantius I

shall question, I shall deny : he had not perhaps the

dispositions of an heretick—he did not set himself to

• Vol. I. p. 38—40. t Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 67.

t Letters to Dv Horsley, p. 76. [| Ibi*.
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oppose, what he knew to be the approved doctrine of the

church—but his talent was eloquence, which he posses-

sed in a high degree, and his learning was in mytholo-

gical antiquity: in philosophy, his information was

small ; in divinity, he was a child : the common places

of morality and natural religion, he touches with ele-

gance ; and he inveighs against the Pagan superstition,

in a masterly strain : but in his attempt to philosophize,

or to expound articles of faith, he is contemptible :—in

the seventh chapter of his first book, he ascribes a be-

ginning to the existence of the eternal Father—no won-

der then, that he should ascribe a beginning to the Son's

existence :—you are welcome. Sir, to any advantage

you may be able to derive, from the authority of such a

writer.

18. I persuade myself I have now shown, that your

objection to the Catholick doctrine, founded on its sup-

posed Platonism, and your argument for what I shall

call the Arianism of the Platonizers from Athenagoras,

are well entitled to the places which they hold among
my specimens of insufficient proof, of which the one is

the six.th, and the other the eighth in order.

I am, &c.
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LETTER FOURTEENTH.

tn Reply to Br Priestley^s eighth.—The archdeacon's

supposition, that thefirstEbionites worshipped Christ,

defended.—His supposition, that Theodotus was the

first person who taught the Unitarian doctrine at

Rome, defended,

DEAR SIR.

OF all my nine specimens of insufficient proof, se-

lected from the first book of your History, the fifth is

the only one, about which any doubt is likely to remain

(except with yourself) that it was properly alleged : for

the seventh and the ninth, you gjve up ; and the other

six have been considered.

8. My fifth specimen, was your misrepresentation of

Eusebius, a writer of acknowledged veracity and can-

dour, whom you very rashly charge with inconsistency,

and even with unfairness ; because, in his account of

Theodotus the hseresiarch, who appeared at Rome about

the year 190, he cites another writer, who says, that

this Theodotus was the first who taught the mere hu-

manity of Christ ; whereas it appears from his own
history, that the Ebionites, who held the mere human-

ity of Christ, were far more ancient than Theodotus.

Admitting the antiquity of the Ebionites, I maintain,

that Eusebius is so easily reconciled with the author
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whom he cites, that the difference between them, is no

jdsc ground to tax the veracity of either. It is very cer-

tain, that Theodotus maintained the mere humanity of

Christ in the grossest sense ; in that gross and shocking

sense, in which it is at this day taught by yourself and

Mr Lindsey : It is not certain that the fibionites, before

Theodotns, had gone further than to deny our Lord's

original divinity : they probably, like Socinus, admitted

some unintelligible exaltation of his nature after his

resurrection, which rendered him the object of worship

;

if this was the case, Theodotus might justly claim the

honour of being the first assertor of our Lord's humani*

ty, being indeed the first who made humanity the whole

of his condition : by this very natural supposition, that

the Ebionites were Unitarians of a milder sort than

Theodotus, Eusebius might have been reconciled with

himself, had it been his own assertion, that Theodo-

tus was the first, who taught the mere humanity of

Christ.*

3. Hut this is not the assertion of Eusebius, but of

another writer cited by Eusebius : now, since Theodo-

tus broached his heresy at Rome, it is very probable,

that the writer cited by Eusebius was a Roman, and

that he treated of the state of religion in the western

chui"ch, and especially at Rome, where Theodotus was

probably the first, who, in any sense, taught the mere

humanity of Christ.f

4. You tell me, in your eighth letter, that the differ-

ence which 1 put between Theodotus and Ebion, is ad-

• See Charge I. sec. 16. + See Charge, p. 43.
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Vanced upon my own authority :* truly, Sir, I think

that a supposition, which reconciles a writer of estab-

lished credit with himself, or, which is nearly the same

thitig, with another writer whom he cites with appro-

bation, should need no great authority to support it

;

unless it be contrary to known fact, in which case in-

deed no authority might support it, or in itself impro-

bable : Now, Sir, can you prove, that Christ was not

worshipped by the original Ebionites ? Can you prove

this, 1 would ask, by explicit evidence ? For as for that

kind of proof, in which you so much delight, which is

drawn by abstract reasoning from general and precari-

ous maxims ; it is of no more significance in history,

than testimony would be in mathematicks ; to think to

demonstrate a fact by syllogism, is not less absurd, than

to go about to establish a geometrical theorem by an

affidavit : excuse me, if I insist upon the difference, in

the nature of things, between historick certainty and

scientifick ti-uth : I apprehend, an inattention to this

distinction hath misled many, and hath been the cause

of much fruitless labour in many subjects. Scientifick

truth can only be established by abstract reasoning

—

testimony can, in science, produce nothing more than

probability—in history, it is quite the reverse ; abstract

reasoning can never go beyond a probability : proof

must arise from evidence : and the reason of this is plain

-—the principles of scientifick truth are all within the

mind itself : the truths of history, are the occurrences of

the external world : neglecting this necessary distinc-

tion, the great Berkley questioned the existence of the

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 103.
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material world, because lie found it incapable of demon-

stration ; and I liave known many seek a confirmation

of geometrical theorems from experiment,. Now to re-

turn to my subject : have you evidence, for that is the

only proof to which, in this case, tlie judicious will

attend ; have you evidence, that Christ was not wor-

shipped by the Ebionites ? If you have none, my sup-^

position is not contrary to known fact : is it in itself

improbable, since all innovations have a progress, and

the divinity of Christ was the belief, and the worship of

Christ the practice, of the first ages, that presumptuous

men would begin to question the ground, on which his

right to worship might be thought to stand, before they

abandoned the worship to which they had been long

habituated? Hath not this been th® progress of the cor-

ruption (you will call it reformation, but I must speak

my own language) in later times ? Socinus, although he

denied the original divinity of our Lord, was neverthe-

less a worshipper of Christ, and a strenuous assertor of

his right to worship : it was left to others to build upon

the foundation which Socinus laid ; and to bring the

Unitarian doctrine to the goodly form, in v/hich tlie pre^

sent age beholds it.

5. But, Sir, my supposition is not only free from im-

probability ; it is highly probable : Ebion, in his notions

of the Redeemer, as 1 have already had occasion to

observe, seems to have been a mere Cerinthian— Epi-

phanius and IreniEus say, that he held the Cerinthian

doctrine of a union of Jesus with a superangelick being.

The Cerinthian doctrine was,—that this union com-

menced at our Lord's baptism ; was interrupted during

the crucifixion and at the time of our Lord's interment,

but restored again after his resurrection; and being
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restored, it rendered the man Jesus an object of divine

hononrs. As Epiphanius says in general of Ebion,

that he held the Cerinthian doctrine concerning Christ,

without specifying parts that he received, and parts that

he rejected ; the probability is, that he received the

whole ; and of consequence, that he worshipped Christ

as a deified man, notwithstanding that he denied hie

original divinity. This supposition of mine hath, you

see, a probability of its own ; which is quite distinct

from that which accrues to it, from its use in reconciling

Eusebius with the historian that he quotes ; and is

founded on the acknowledged agreement of Ebion with

Cerinthus.

6. For ray other supposition, that Theodotus might be

the first person who taught the Unitarian doctrine at

Rome, you think it highly improbable, " because Ter-

tullian says, that in his time, the Unitarians were the

greater part of believers :"* at Rome therefore, '* where

there was a conflux of all Religions and of all sects,''

the probability is little, that there should be no Unitari-

ans. Sir, I will grant—1 am liberal, I am sure, in my
concessions—I will grant, that Rome swarmed with Uni-

tarians in the time of Tertullian : not for the reason which

you assign ; that Tertullian says, the Unitarians were

the majority of believers ; for this Tertullian hath not

said ; with whatever confidence you may ascribe to him,

the dreams of Zuicker and his credulous disciples ; I

must take the liberty to say, Sir, that a man ought to be

accomplished in ancient learning, who thinks he may

• Letters to Dr ilorslcy, p. lOJ.—See also p, 121 ; aad Second Li-Ucn^

p. 71.
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escape, with impunity, and without detection, in the at-

tempt, to brow-beat the world with a peremptory and

reiterated allegation, of testimonies that exist not : but,

Sir, although I deny that Tertullian says, that the Uni-

tarians were in his time the majority of believers
;
yet

I will grant, that they were numerous at Rome in the

time of Tertullian ; 1 profess 1 know not how numerous,

or how few they were ; but to show the strength of my
cause, since you are pleased to have it so, let them be

immerous ; how will their numbers aifect my supposi-

tion, that Theodotus was the first person who, at Rome,

taught the Unitarian doctrine? Might not this be, al-

though the Unitarians swarmed at Rome in the time of

Tertullian ? Believe me, Sir, it well might be ; for the

times of Tertullian, were the very times of Theodotus :

about the year of our Lord 185, Tertullian embraced

Christianity—about the year of our Lord 190, came

Theodotus the apostate, the tanner of Byzantium,

preaching at Rome the doctrine of Antichrist.

7. My learned ally has a third conjecture, for the

reconciling of Eusebius and his author. It is by no

means necessary to our argument, that either of ray sup-

positions, or that his, or that any particular conjecture

which may be made upon the subject, should be brought

to a certainty
;
you tax Eusebius with want of candour

and consistency—the charge rests upon an assumption,

that what Eusebius relates of the antiquity of the Ebion-

ites, and what his author affirms of the first assertion of

our Lord's mere humanity, by Theodotus, cannot be in-

terpreted but in contradictory senses : if we have shown,

by a variety of probable conjectures, that the two asser-

tions admit consistent interpretations, that each may be

true in the sense iu which each writer understood him-
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self, without contradiction of the otlier, the whole evi-

dence of your accusation is demolished, and the charge,

of temerity and presumption, lies heavy on yourself, fop

an attack which you cannot support with proof, upon

the character of a grave and respectable historian.

I jam, &c.
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LETTER FIFTEENTH.

Kn Reply to Vr Priestley's seventh.—The metaphysical

difficulties stated by Dr Priestley, neither new nor

unanswerable,—Difficulties short of a contradiction,

710 objection to a revealed doctrine.— Difficulties in

the Arian and Socinian doctrine.—The Father not

the sole object of worship.—Our Lord, in what sense

an image of the invisible Gody and the first-born of

every creature.—^ot the design of the evangelists, to

deliver a system of fundamental principles.—The

doctrine ofthe Trinity, rests on the general tenor ofthe

sacred writings.—The inference, that Christ is not

God, because the apostles often speak ofhim as man,

invalid.—The inference, from the manner in which

he sometimes speaks of himself, invalid.—The titha-

nasians of the last age^ no Tritheists.

DEAR SIR,

AFTER the declaration which I have made, that I

will not enter into a regular controversy with you, upon

the subject of the Trinity
;
you will not wonder, if you

receive only a general reply to some parts of your sev-

enth letter. A particular answer to the several objec-

tions which it contains, would lead me into metaphysical

disquisitions, which I wish to decline, because, in that

subject I foresee, that we should want common principles^

and a common language. The questions, which you
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propose in the second and the fourth sections of this let-

ter, are not new, and have been answered : but if they

were uuansu erable, what would be the inference ? The
infereiice would o»ily be, that the doctrine of the Trinity

hath its diificullies ; and is it possible, that any doctrine

concerning the nature of the Deity, should be without

its difficulties ? W hen the infinite distance is considered

between man and his Maker, it seems reasonable to

presume, that there must be mysteries, far above the reach

of the iuiman understanding, both in the nature of God,

and in the plan of his government ; that the fullest dis-

covery that could be made, of God and of his ways, to

the human intellect, must be imperfect ; because, how-

ever perfect in itself, it could be but imperfectly appre-

hended. No difficulties, therefore, short of a contradic-

tion, can be allowed to constitute an objection, to a doc-

trine claiming divine original ; on the contrary, it should

rather seem, that to involve difficulties, must be one

characteristick of a divine revelation ; and its greatest

difficulties, may reasonably be expected to lie in those

parts, which immediately respect the nature of God, and

the manner of his existence : if you would suppose the

contrary, if you would insist, that a divine revelation,

being intended for the general information of mankind,

must be perspicuous and free from difficulty ; 1 would

ask, is Christianity clear of difficulties in any of the

Unitarian schemes ? hath the Arian hypothesis no diffi-

culty, when it ascribes both the first formation, and the

perpetual government of the universe, not to the Deity,

but to an inferior being ? can any power or wisdom,

less than the Supreme, be a sufficient ground for the

trust we are required to place in Providence ? Make
the wisdom and the power of our ruler what you please

:
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still, upon the Avian principlej it is the wisdom aiicl the

power of a creature : wliere then will be the certaintjp

that the evil which we fiz-d in the world, hath not crept

in through some imperfection in the original contrivance,

or in the present management ; since every intellect,

below tlie first, may be liable to error, and any power,

short of the supreme, may be inadequate to purposes of

a certain magnitude ? But if evil may have thus crept

in, what assurance can we have, that it will ever be

extirpated ? In the Socinian scheme, is it no diflBculty,

that the capacity of a mere man should contain that wis-

dom, by which God made the universe ? Whatever is

meant by the Word in St John's gospel, it is the same

Word of which the evangelist says, that all things were

made by it, and that it was itself made flesh : if this

Word be the Divine attribute. Wisdom ; then that at-

tribute, in the degree which was equal to the formation

of the universe, in this view of the Scripture doctrine,

was conveyed entire into the mind of a mere man, the

son of a Jewish carpenter—a much greater difBculty, in

my apprehension, than any that is to be found in the

Catholick faitli.*

* III reply to Uiis, Di- Priestley says to me, in the thirteenth of his Second

Letters, sec. 3. "Pray, Sir, what Sucinian ever maintained, that the Divine

attribute. Wisdom, in the degree wiiich was equal to the formation of the uni-

verse, was conveyed entire into the mind of Jesus Christ ?" I say, that St Joha
maintains it, if St John was, what Dr Priestley believes him to have been, a
Socinian.—It is maintained in the beginning of St John's gospel, if the evangel-

ist's words be expounded in the true sease by the Unitarians—the Word, which

was with God from the beginning, according to St John, was made flesh: if the

W^ord, which was made flesh, was not the same Word which was hi the begin-

ning with God, by which all things were made, there is no meaning in the evan-

gelist's words, literul or figurative. The Word's being made flesh, according to

the Socinians, was only a communication of the Word to the muid of Christ •

what •was communitated 'o the mind of ChvLsl ,' that Word whii^h "wa? from th.c

32
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2. In the third section of your seventh letter, yon

build an argument for the sole deity of the Father, upon

an assumption that he is the sole object of worship. To
this argument I have replied.* I deny the assumption

—

I cite the example of St Stephen, whose last act of wor-

ship was addressed to Christ : you allege, on the other

side, the example of our Saviour, who himself prayed

to the Father, the authority of Origen ; and, I know not

what, early and universal practice : I reply, that our

Saviour, as a man, owed worship to the Father : I

maintain, that neither the authority of Origen, nor any

universal practice of a later age, can outweigh the ex-

ample of St Stephen, were it single ; much less, sup-

ported as it is by other examples of equal weight : the

worship addressed to Christ, by St Stephen and the

apostles, either proves the divinity of Christ, or it justi-

fies the worship of the saints and martyrs in the Roman
church ; and they who live in countries, where the papal

superstition is established, may without scruple, invo-

cate St Michael, St Raphael, St Abel, St Abraham,

St Stephen, St Sebastian ; and all the saints, angelick

and human, Jewish and Christian, of the Roman cal-

endar.

3. The text of St Paul (Col. i. 15.) was produced

by me,i- not as the most explicit assertion that may be

beginning, whicJj made the world—Dr Priestley says, this is more than the

Unitamus believe: "what v/e believe is that & portion only, «f the same

wisdom which formed the universe, was communicated to Christ." It may be

so. Far be it from me to tax Dr Priestley, or his brethren, with a larger faith

than they profess; but if they believe no more than Dr Priestley in this passage

acknowledges, they believe much less than St John asserts, in the most reduced

sense of his expressions.

* Lette XI. t See Charge p. 15.
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found in Scripture, of our Lord's divinity : but as an

explicit assertion, that lie is at least something much

more than man, and that the universe was made by him.

If the dignity of his nature were mentioned, only in this

single passage, or were no where described by higher

titles than those which the apostle uses here ; *^ the

image of the invisible God, and the first-born of every

creature," divinity might seem more than is implied in

them : but when we recollect the stronger expressions,

which occur in other places ; in particular, St Paul's

assertion, that he was originally in the form of God, of

which he emptied himself to take the form of a servant,

i, e. of a man ; and when to all other proofs of the high

dignity of his nature, we add St John's explicit doc-

trine of his eternity and Godhead ; it must be very evi-

dent, that it could not be the intention of St Paul,

in this passage, to sink the Son of God into the rank of

a creature, or to separate him from the Divine nature.

The force of St Paul's description, in both its branches,

lies rather in the adjectives, invisible and first-born,

than in the substantives, image and creature : the iirst

branch of the description, that *' he is the image of the

invisible God," points to a circumstance, upon which

the early fathers dwell, as one of the principal person-

al distinctions ; that it is in the person only of the Son,

that the glory of the Godhead can be rendered visible

—

For God, in the person of the Father, no man hath sen
at any time.* The Son, is therefore an image of tlie

Invisible Deity ; not as a likeness formed in a distinct

substance, but as he, who, in every instance of an ini-

Joha i. 18 ; and vi. 4C.
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mediate intercourse between God and man, hath been

the appeariDg person.* The second branch of the des-

cription, holds out a distinction between birth and crea-

tion, which implies, that the Son's existence is depen-

dent on the Father's, in some other manner than that, in

which any creature's existence is dependent on its Ma-
ker's. You must know, that the words in the original

text, TrpcJ^oJoKOf 7ra<T}ii xlut^Tf are equivalent to these

:

rtx^m TTfo jrairnf KJiaia^y lie wlio was hovn or begotten

before any creation, or before any tiling tvas made,

^^ It is observable, says Dr Clarke, that St Paul does

not here call our Saviour tt^uIoxtkov ^rao^nc ytltaui, the

first created of all creatures, but tt^oIoJokov Trucn^ tclKJiuT,

the first born of every creature; the first begotten be-

fore all creatures."

4. I allow, that " there is nothing that can be called

an account of the divine nature of Christ, in the gospels

of St Matthew, St Mark, or St Luke :"t But, every

one of the gospels abounds with passages, in which it is

so evidently implied, that no room is left to doubt, that

the four evangelists, had but one opinion upon the sub-

ject : I cannot admit your position, that " each of the

gospels, was intended to be a sufficient instruction in

the fundamental principles of the doctrine of Christian-

ity ;"J nothing seems to have been less the intention of

any of the evangelisti, than to compose a system of fun-

damental principles—instruction in fundamentals, in

that age, was orally delivered ; the general design of

* image of the iiivinible God. " A lively descriiUioti of tlie person ni

Christ i whereby we undcrstaiKi, fiiat iti Iiim only God showeth himself to be

seen." Marginal note, in Barker's quarto Biblcj 1509.

\ Letters to Dr Horslcy, p. OJ. + !biJ.
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the evangelists, seems to have been nothing more than

to deliver in writing, a simple, unembellished narrative

of oar Lord's principal miracles ; to record the occur-

rences and actions of his life, which went immediately

to the completion of the ancient prophecies, or to the

execution of the scheme of man's redemption ; and to

register the most interesting maxims of religion and

morality, which were contained in his discourses. The
principles of the Christian religion, are to be collected,

neither from a single gospel, nor from all the four gos-

pels ; nor from the four gospels, with the acts and the

epistles ; but from the whole code of revelation, consis-

ting of the canonical books of the Old and New Testa-

ment : and for any article of faith, the authority of a

single writer, where it is express and unequivocal, is

sufficient. Had St Paul related what he saw in the

third heaven, I hope, Sir, you would have given him

implicit credit, although the truth of the narrative, must

have rested on his single testimony.

5. 1 cannot hov^^ever grant, that the general tenor of

Scripture, supposes not such a Trinity as I contend

for.* I contend, that your doctrine is what stands upon

particular texts ; while the Catholick faith, is supported

by the general tenor of the sacred writings, and by the

consent of those writings, in many parts, with an uni-

versal tradition of unexplored antiquity.

6. You ask me, " why tlie doctrine of the Trinity, if

it be a truth, was not taught as explicitly in the New
Testament, as the doctrine of the Divine unity, both iu

Old and New ?"j- and you say, *^ that many passages in

* I'Ctters to Df HorsJey, p. 87. Ibid. p. 9-
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Scripture, inculcate the doctrine of the Divine unity, in

the clearest and strongest manner:"* be pleased, Sir, to

produce one of the many : I know of no doctrine of

the Divine unity, taught either in the Old Testament or

in the New, but the doctrine, that Jehovah, the God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; the Creator of heaven and

earth ; is the one true God, in opposition to the variety

of imaginary gods worshipped by the heathen if con-

cerning the metaphysical unity of the Divine nature, the

Scriptures are silent ; except that, by discovering a Tri-

nity of persons, they teach clearly what the unity is not

;

namely, that it is not personal : if you imagine, that the

absolute unity of the Divine substance, is more easy to

be explained than the Trinity ; let me entreat you, Sir,

to read the Parmenides : it is indeed in Plato's school,

if any where, that a man's eyes are likely to be opened

to his own ignorance. Read the Parmenides—you will

then perhaps perceive, that that unity, which must be

the foundation of all being, is itself, of all tilings, the

most mysterious and incomprehensible. I must know

more of it than I do, before I can pretend to perceive,

what is so clear to you, that you think that I cannot

deny it, " that the doctrine of the Trinity, looks like an

infringement of the unity."|

7. The argument contained in the seventh section of

your seventh letter, splits, I think, into three, resting

on the three different assumptions. The apostles, both

in the book of Acts, and in their epistles, usually call

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 93.

) To /Mv yct^ 9'sov o/xihoyuv (va., tt^oc *.n-iSta.;o\>iv T«f tK>jiveev wsXu&sou 7r\a,m, !tj»7«

C7-s«^UA)i<p!Wiv ^afxtm TTXiSii:. Euseb. Ecc. Theol. lib. i. c. 2.

4 Ltttci-8 to Di- Horsley, p. 92.
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Christ a man ; therefore they knew not that he was

God ; for the discovery would have changed their lan-

guage.*

8. They speak of him as a man, in reasoning and ar-

gumentation. Therefore he was a man.f

9. They behaved to him as a man, in their ordinary

intercourse with him ; therefore they had no apprehen-

sion that he was God. %
10. To the two first arguments, it is an answer, that

according to the faith which I defend, Christ is truly a

man as well as God : it is no wonder therefore, that ho

should be mentioned as a man, when nothing in the

narrative, or in the argument, requires that his divinity

should be particularly brought to view^.

11. To the first argument in particular, it is a further

answer ; that it was the style of all the sacred writers,

and it is the style of all writers, to name things rather

after their appearances, than their internal forms : the

tempter you know, in the Mosaick history of the fall, is

called the serpent ; and is not once mentioned by any

other name : the three angels, who appeared to Abra-

ham in the form of men, are called men, throughout the

story.

13. To the second argument in particular, it is a fur-

ther answer ; that, as the scheme of man's redemption,

required the incarnation of the Son of God ; the apos-

tles, would often find it necessary in reasoning upon

that scheme, and in argumentation in defence of it^ to

insist on his humanity.

• Letters to Dr Horslejr, p. 93,
-J-

Ibid. 94.

i, Ibid. 93, and 94.
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13. The third branch of the argument, cannot be al-

lowed to have any force at all, even though the assump-

tion upon which it rests should be admitted, if we have

the authority of the apostles, in their writings, for the

deity of Christ ; the most that could be inferred, were

the assumption true, would be something strange in

their conduct ; and even this might be a hasty infer-

ence—the singularity of their conduct might disappear,

if the accounts which they have left of our Lord's life

on earth, and of their attendance upon him, were more

circumstantial : but the truth is, that the foundations of

this argument are unsound : it may be gathered from

the evangelical history, imperfect as it is, that the beha-

viour of the apostles to our Lord during his life, posses-

sed as they were with an imperfect, wavering belief iu

him as the Messiah, and with indistiact notions of the

Messiah's divinity, was the natural behaviour of men

under these impressions : they treat him, upon all occa-

sions, with a very distant reserve : sometimes they in.

voke him as a deity ; as St Peter, when he was sinking

in the sea, and all the disciples, in the storm. If the

angels, Michael or Gabriel, should come and live among

ns, in the manner which you suppose,* I think we
should soon lose our habitual recollection of their an-

gelick nature ; it would be only occasionally awaked by

extraordinary incidents : This at least would be tiie

case, if they mixed with us upon an even footing, with-

out assuming any badges of distinction, wearing a com-

mon garb, partaking of our lodging and of our board,

suffering in the same degree with ourselves from hunger

• Letters to Dr Horsley, p, 94,
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and fatigue, and seeking the same refreshments. The
wonder would he, if angels, in this disguise, met with

any other respect, thau that which dignity of character

commands, with soinethiiig of occasional homage, when

their miraculous help was needed. This was the res-

pect which our Lord met with from his followers. Yott

say, <*he could not divest himself of his superior and prop-

er nature :"* but St Paul says quite the contrary,—that

he emptied himself, and assumed a form, which s.'t out

of sight the transcendent dignity of his nature, and de-

prived him of the homage due to it. The scheme of

man's redemption required this humiliation, which made

a part of the sufferings by which our guilt was to ba

atoned.

14. In the eighth section of this seventh letter, you argue

against our Lord's divinity, from " the manner in which

he speaks of the power by which he worked miracles,

as not his own, but the Father's ;"f and from the

manner in which he speaks of himself, saying, My Fa^

ther is greater than I. If from such expressions, you
would be content to infer, that the Almighty Father is

indeed the fountain and the centre of divinity; and that

the equality of Godhead is to be understood, with some

•mysterious subordination of the Son, to the Father
;
you

would have the concurrence of the ancient fathers, and
of many advocates of the true faith, in all ages. Ifyou
would infer any other inferiority, than what is necessa*

rily implied in the relation of a Son, some of the very

passages to vv hich you allude, will serve to your confu-

tation : such are those sayings of our Lord, recorded in

Letters (0 Dr Horsley, p. 24. t Ibid. p. W.

33
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St John's gospel, that " the Son can do nothing of

himself*—the word which you hear, is not mine, but the

Father's which sent raef the Father which dwel-

leth in me, he doetli the works :"J refer the expressions

to the context, and it will appear, that, with something

of a subordination on the part of the Son, they assert

the most perfect identity of nature, the most entire unity

of will, and consent of intellect, and an incessant coop-

eration in the exertion of common powers to a common

purpose. You are. Sir, very positive in the assertion,

that Dr Waterland in particular, and all the strict Atha-

nasiaus of the last age, maintained, '^ that the Trinity

consists of three persons, all truly independent of each

other :"|| upon this opinion, wiiich you ascribe to the

strict Athanasians, you remark in your History,^ that

to make three proper distinct persons, independent of

each other, is to make three distinct gods. I concur

with you in this remark, in which you have been anti-

cipated by the Roman Dionysius ; whose judgment yoa

know, upon certain persons of his own time, who, in

their zeal against Sabellius, ran into this error, *^ is

quoted with approbation by Athanasius himself ;"^ but,

Sir, I deny, of Dr Waterland in particular, and of the

strict Athanasians of the last age in general, that they

fall justly under this censure.

15. Bishop Bull, m his defence of the Nicene faith,

spends a whole chapter, and a very long chapter it is,

upon the subject of the Son's subordination ; which he

• John V. 19. f Ibid. xiv. 24. # Ibid. xiv. \9.

fl
Letters to Ur Horslej^ p. 80. § Vol. i. p. 147,

^ See Dr Priestley's Hist, vol. i. p. 65 ; and the first of these Letters.
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maintains to be as much a branch of the true faith, a£

the doctrine of tlie Sou's eternity or consubstantiality.

16. The same thing is asserted by Bishop Pearson,

in his exposition of the apostles creed : he observes,

that *' in the very name of Father, there is something of

eminence, which is not in that of Son ; and something

of priority we must ascribe unto the first, in respect of

the second person."* " We must not therefore

so far endeavour to involve ourselves in the darkness of

this mystery, as to deny that glory which is clearly due

unto the Father—he is God, not of any other, but of

himself ; there is no other person who is God, but is

God of him :—it is no diminution of the Son to say, he

is from another—but it were a diminution of the Father

to speak so of him ; and there must be some preemi-

nence, where there is a place for derogation—the first

person is a Father indeed, by reason of his Son, but

he is not God by reason of him ; whereas, the Son is

not only Son in regard of the Father, but also God, by
reason of the same.'^f Upon this preeminence of the

Father, the learned Bishop founds the congruity of the

Divine mission ;J and he maintains, that " the dignity

of the Father appears, from the order of persons in the

blessed Trinity, of which he is undoubtedly the first.

Although in some passages of the apostolical discourses,

•the Son may be first named and in others the Holy
Ghost precede the Son yet, where the three persons

are barely enumerated, and delivered unto us as the

lulc of faith, there tliat order is observed, which is pro-

per to them this order hath been perpetuated in all

* Pearson ou the ereeil, p. S4. f Ibid. i Ibid. p. 37.
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confessions of faith, and is for ever to be inviolably ob-

served :"* and this order being so generally acknowl-

edged by tbe Fathers, the bishop remarks in a note,

that, <^^ when we read in the Athanasian creed, that in

this Trinity none is afore or after other, we must un-

derstand the negation of the priority of perfection or

time»"f

17* To tbe same purpose, the learned Mr William

Stephens, author of some able discourses on the Trini-

ty, in his sermon On the Eternal Generation of the

Son of God, preached before the university of Oxford,

August 5th 17S3, affirms ; that <* on the communication

of the Godhead from the Father to the son—is founded

and established, all that subordination which we assert

among the persons of the Trinity"—he adds, that '^ un-

less some subordination be maintained, we run into

Tritheism." For he agrees with you and me, that

" three co-ordinate persons, would be manifestly three

godSb"

18. The same sentiments are acknowledged by Dr
Waterland, in his commentary on the Athanasian creed :

^< When it is said, none is afore or after other, we arc

not to understand it of order ; for the Father is first, the

Son second, the Holy Ghost third in order. Neither

are we to understand it of office ; for the Father is

supreme in office, while the Son and Holy Ghost,

condescend to inferior offices : but we are to understand

it, as the creed itself explains it, of duration and dig-

iiity."J

• Pearson on the creed, p. 37. t ^^''^'

i Waterlaud on the Athanasian cre««I, p. l44.
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19. From these passages it appears, that you misre*

present the strict Athanasians of the last a^e, when you

charge them with asserting such a separation and inde-.

pendence of the three persons, as would amount to Tri-

theism : and you misrepresent me, when you insinuate,

that 1 would set the three persons at a greater distance,

than the Athanasians of the last age allowed : I main-

tain, that the Three Persons are one Being ; One by

mutual relation, indissoluble connexion, and gradual

subordination : so strictly One, that any individual

thing, in the whole world of matter and of spirit, pre-

sents but a faint shadow of their unity. I maintain^

that each person by himself is God ; because each pos-

sesses fully every attribute of the Divine nature ; but I

inaintain, that these persons are all included in the very

idea of a God ; and that for that reason, as well as for

the identity of the attributes in each, it were impious

and absurd to say, there are three Gods—for, to say

there are three Gods, were to say there are three Fa-

thers, three Sons, and three Holy Ghosts : I maintain

the equality of the three persons, in all the attributes of

the Divine nature—I maintain their equality iu rank

and authority, with respect to all created things, what-

ever relations or differences may subsist between them-

selves : Differences there must be, lest we confound the

persons, which was the error of Sabellius : but the dif-

ferences can only consist in the personal properties, lest

we divide the substance, and make a plurality of inde-

pendent gods. It will not put me out of conceit with

the arguments, which I have brought to support these

sacred truths, or with the illustrations which I have at-

tempted, that you pronousice them equal la absurdity to
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any thing in the Jewish cabala,* (of which I suspect

you hardly koow enough to judge with certainty of

this pretended resemblance,) or that you imagine,

when you read me, that you are reading Peter Lom-

bard, Thomas Aquinas, or Duns Scotus i\ perhaps,

Sir, though a Protestant divine, I may sometimes con-

descend to look into the Simima^% and may be less mor-

tified, than you conceive, with this comparison. It was

well meant however, and is one of those general depre-

ciatory insinuations, which are apt to catch the vulgar,

and may serve the purpose of a reply, upon any occa-

sion, when a real reply is not to be framed.

I am, &c.

* Letters to Dr Horstey, p. 80. | Ibid. p. 99.

% " • no Protestant, I imagine, will ever think it worth his while to readi

niany sections in that work—the Summa. Hist, of Corrup. vol. i. p. 119.
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LETTER SIXTEENTH,

27ie Unitarian doctrine^ not icell calculated for the

conversion of JewSj MdlwmetanSy or Infidels of any

description,

BEAR SIB,

You express in your history, and in your letters to

me, a very charitable anxiety about Jews, Mahometans,

and Infidels : it is one of your great objections to the

doctrine of the Trinity, that it is, as you conceive, an

obstruction to their conversion ; which you think might

be speedily effected, by reducing Christianity to the

Unitarian creed. My notion is, that it is our duty to

adhere to the letter of the gospel ; and to leave it to

God to open the eyes of Jews, Mahometans, and Infi-

dels, in his own time, and in his own way. Your de-

vice of bringing them to believe Christianity, by giving

the name of Christianity to wiiat they already believe,

in principle, exactly resembles the stratagem of a cer-

tain missionary of the Jesuits, of whom I have some-

where read ; who, in his zeal f(»r the conversion of an

Indian chief, on whom the sublimity of the doctrine of

the gospel, and the purity of its moral precepts, made

little impression, told him,—that Christ had been a

valiant and successful warrior, who, in the space of

three years, scalped men, women, and children, with-

out number: the savage was well disposed to become
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a disciple of such a master—he was bapiiz-et], v.ath

his whole tribe, and the Jesuit gloried ia his numerous

converts.

3. Pardon me, Sir, if I express a doubt whether your

stratagem promise equal success : for the Jews, when-

ever they begin to open their eyes to the evidences of

our Saviours mission, they will still be apt to consider

the New Testament, in connexion with the Old : they

will look for an agreement, in principle at least, between

the gospel and the law : when they accept the Christian

doctrine, it will be as a later and a fuller discovery

;

they will reject it, if they conceive it to be contradictory

to the patriarchal and the Mosaick revelations. Suc-

cessive discoveries of divine truth may differ, they will

say, in fullness and perspicuity ; but in principle they

must harmonize, as parts of one system : they will re-

tain some veneration for their traditional doctrines ; and

in their most ancient Targums, as well as in allusions

in their sacred books, they will find the notion of one

Godhead in a Trinity of persons ; and (hey will per-

ceive, that it was in contradiction to the Christians, that

their later rabbin abandoned the notions of their forefa-

thers. The Unitarian scheme of Christianity, is the

last therefore, to which the Jews are likely to be con-

verted, as it is the most at enmity with their ancient

faif^-

8. With the Mahometans indeed, your prospects may
seem more promising; as the vihole difference between

you and them, seems \ery iiiconsiderable- The true

Mussulman, believes as mucli, or rather more of Christ,

than the Unitarian requires to be believed ; and though

the Unitarians have not yet recognized the divine mis-

sion of Mahomet, there is §ood ground to tWuk, they
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will not long stand out :* in Unitarian writings of the

last century, it is allowed of Mahomet, that he had no

other design than to restore the belief of the unity of

God—of his religion, that it was not meant for a new

religion, hut for a restitution of the true intent of the

Christian—of the grand prevalence of the Mahometan
religion, that it hath been owing, not to force and the

sword, but to that one truth contained in the Alcoran,

the unity of God. With these friendly dispositions

towards each other, it should seem, that the Mahometan
and the Unitarian might easily be brought to agree—but

the experiment hath been very seriously tried, without

any event answerable to the expectation : you may not

know it, Sir, but so it was,—that in the reign of Charles

the Second, a negociation was regularly opened, on the

part of our English Unitarians, with his excellency

Ameth Ben Ameth, ambassador of the emperor of Mo-
rocco at the British court, in order to form an alliance

with the Mahometan prince, for the more effectual

propagation of the Unitarian principles : The two Uni-

tarian divines, who undertook this singular treaty, ad-

dress the ambassador and the Mussulmen of his suite,

as '^ votaries and fellow-worshippers of the sole supreme

Deity.'' They return thanks to God, that he hath pre-

* Dr Priestley, in his Second Letters, p. 163, wittily remarks, " that I mighty

almost as ucU assert, that all the Unitarians in England are already so far Mal'.om-

etans, that, to my certain knowledge, they are actually circumcised." Upon this

occasion, 1 cannot but remind him of what history records, of an elder brother

of our modern Unitarians. In the latter end of the sixteenth century, Adara

Neuser, pastor of the church of Heidelberg, the first, or among the first propa.

gators of the Socinian heresy in tiie Palatinate, began in Socinianisni, and finish*

CO liis career with turning Mahometan, and submitting to «iroumcision, at Con.

stantinopie.
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served the emperor of Morocco, and his subjects, in the

excellent knowledge of one only sovereign God, who
hath no distinction nor plurality of persons ; and in

many other wholesome doctrines : they say, that they,

with their pens, defend the faith of one supreme God,

and that God raised up Mahomet to do the same with

the sword, as a scourge on idolizing Christians—they

therefore style themselves, the fellow-champions with

the Mahometans, for these truths—they offer their as-

sistance, to purge the Alcoran of certain corruptions and

interpolations ; which, after the death of Mahomet, had

crept into his papers, of which the Alcoran was com-

posed ; for, of Mahomet they think too highly, to sup-

pose that he could be guilty of the many repugnancies,

which are to be found in the writings that go under his

name. This work they declare themselves willing to

undertake, for the vindication of Mahomet's glory : they

intimate, that the corrections which they would propose^

would render the Alcoran more consistent, not with

itself only, but with the gospel of Christ : of which,

they say, Mahomet pretended to be but a preacher

—

they tell the ambassador, that the Unitarian Christians

are a great and considerable people : to give weight to

the assertion, they enumerate the hseresiarchs of all ages

who have opposed the Trinity, from Paulus Samosaten-

sis, down to Faustus Socinus, and the leaders of the

Polonian fraternity : they celebrate the modern tribes

of Arianizing Christians, as asserters of tlie proper

unity of God ; and they close the honourable list, with

the Mahometans themselves. *' All these (they say)

maintain the faith of one—God : and why should we
forget to add you Mahometans, who also consent with

us ia the belief of one only supreme Deity V^ Such is
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the substance of a letter, which they presented to the

ambassador, with some Latin manuscripts, respecting

the differences between Christianity and the Mahome-

tan religion, and containing an ample detail of the Uni-

tarian tenets ; they apply to the Mussulman as to a per-

son of " known discernment in spiritual and sublime

matters;" and they intreat him, to communicate the

import of their manuscripts, to the consideration of the

fittest persons of his countrymen. This singular epistle

may be seen entire, in Dr Leslie's Socinian Controvert

sy Discussed—an hundred years are almost elapsed,

since these overtures were made to the Moor ; and as

no effect hath yet followed, it should seem, that the

conversion of the Mahometans to the Unitarian Chris-

tianity, is as unlikely as that of the Jews,

4. For the unbelievers, Sir, Mr Gibbon, as you seem

yourself to intimate, hath given you but slender hopes :*

unbelievers indeed are of two descriptions—the sober

Deists ; who, rejecting revelation, acknowledge howev-

er the obligations of morality ; believe a Providence

;

and expect a future retribution : and the Atheists ; who

have neither hope nor fear beyond the present life
;

deny the Providence of God ; and doubt at least of his

existence.

5. Infidels of the first description, will hardly become

your disciples ; because you have nothing to teach tliem,

but what they think they know :
"^We think, they will

say, no less reverently than you of the moral attributes

of God : upon our notions of his attributes, we build an

• " Mr Gibbon has absolntelj declined to discuss witli me, as I pro-

posed to him, ihe historical evidences of Christianity." T'reCace to Reply lo

Monthly Review, for June, p. S.
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expectation of a future existence ; and wc look for a lot

of happiness or misery, in our future life, according to

our deserts in this. The whole difference between you

and us is this : that we believe the same things upon

different evidence
;
you, upon the testimony of a man,

who, you say, was raised up to preach these truths ; we,

upon the evidence of reason ; which we think a higher

evidence than any human testimony : we think, that a

revelation is pretended with a very ill grace, when no-

thing hath been actually revealed. Revelation is dis-

covery : the doctrines of a God, a Providence, and a

future state, were known to the Jews before Christ ; to

the patriarchs before Moses ; they have been known to

thinking men in all ages ; and there can be no place

for discovery, where there hath been no concealment."

If you would say, that the end of revelation is, to ex-

tend to all mankind that useful knowledge, which must

otherwise have been enjoyed but by a few ; to convey

information by testimony, to those who are incapable of

inforjning themselves by abstract reasoning ; that the

gospel is therefore a revelation, because, to the bulk of

mankind it is a discovery, and a discovery of suflBcient

importance to claim a divine original ; they will reply,

that whatever weight this argument might carry, if it

were urged by those, who take the Scriptures in their

literal meaning, and conceive that the revelation is con-

veyed in a plain undisguised language ; it is a feeble

weapon in the hand of an Unitarian. *' If your method

of interpretation be the true one, the first preachers of

Christianity, they will say, differed not from other

moralists, otherwise than by the wonderful obscurity of

their language, and the air of mystery, which they have

contrived to throw over the simplest trnths ; their enig-
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matick language, is as little adapted to popular appre-

hension, as the abstruse reasonings of philosophers : the

success of their doctrine hath been such, as might have

been well foreseen : they were studious of obscurity—

they have attained their end : they have been misunder-

stood by a great majority of their followers, for almost

two thousand years—they professed to teach the pure

worship of the true God—the language in which they

conveyed their doctrine, hath been the means of intro-

ducing the grossest idolatry. We will not trust our-

selves to such dangerous guides, who, as you expound

their writings, never spake upon the most interesting

subjects, without figure and equivocation."

6. For the Atheistick infidels, who are in the first

place to be convinced of the existence of a Deity ;
your

doctrine, that there is no mind in man, but what results

from the organization of the brain, will never lead

them to conclude, that mind is older than body, in the

universe. " You would persuade me, the Atheist will

say, that there is an higher intellect than mine, the

eause of all things : but if intellect in me, be the result

of motion, why not in any other intelligent? You only

confirm my incredulity, and multiply my doubts—yon

make me doubt of my own intellect, while you would

account for its production ; and you confirm the suspi-

cion, which I have long entertained, that the material

world is older than its supposed maker : that mind, if

indeed such a thing exist, hath, like all other things,

started spontaneously from a corporeal chaos ; and, in-

stead of being the first cause and the governing princi-

ple, is the youngest of all nature's productions." Your

principle, that death is an utter extinction of the man,

your Atheistical pupil will easily admit ; but it is little
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likely to awaken him to the hope of a future existence :

the hope which you hold out of a resurrection, he will

tell you, is no hope at all, even admitting that the e\a-

dence of the thing could, upon your principles, he iudis-

putahle. '^ The atoms which compose me, your Athe-

ist will say, may indeed have composed a man before,

and may again : but me they will never more compose,

when once the present me is dissipated—I have no

recollection of a former, and no concern about a future

self.

Et nunc nihil ad nos de nobis attinet, ante

Qui fuimus ; nee jam de illis nos afficit anger,

Quoa de materia nostri nova pioferet actas.

Inter enim jecta est vitai pausa, vageque

Deerarunt passim motus ab sensibus omnes."

7. It should seem, Sir, that your doctrines arc ill

calculated for the conversion of Jews or Infidels : upon

the Mahometans, their efBcacy hath been tried without

success. The Unitarians, therefore, are not likely to be

the instruments of these conversions.

I am, &c.

N. B. The story of tlic negociation on the part of the

English Unitarians, in the reign of Charles the Second,

with the ambassador of the emperor of Morocco ; Dr
Priestley, in the fifteenth of his Second Letters, is plea-

sed to treat with great contempt, as an invention, that is

to say, a lie or forgery, of Dr Leslie's : fortunately, the

evidence of this extraordinary fact, is yet extant in

the Archiepiscopal Library at Lambeth. Among tlie

Codices Manuscripti Tenisonianiy is a thin folio, mark-

ed with the number 673, and entered in the catalogue.
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under the article Socinians, by the title of Sijstema

Theologm Sociniance, It contains four tracts : the first,

is the very letter to Ameth Ben Ameth, published by

Dr Leslie, written in a very fair hand ; on the prece-

ding leaf, are these remarks. " These are the original

papers, which a cabal of Socinians in London, offered

to present to the Embassadour of the King of Fez and

Morocco, when he was taking leave of England, Au-

gust 1683. The said Embassadour, refused to receive

them, after having understood that they concerned reli-

gion. The agent of the Socinians was Monsieur Verze :

Sir Charles Cottrell, Kn. Mr of the Cerem. then prae-

sent, desired he might have them ; which was grannted :

and he brought them and gave them to me, Thomas

Tenison, then Vicar of St Martin's in the Fields,

Middl.'^

The second tract is in Latin, entitled, Epistcla

Ameth Benundula MaJiometani ad Auriacum Princi-

pern Comitum Mauritiunij et ad Emmanuelem ForiU'

gallm Principem,

The third tract is again in Latin, entitled, Animad'

versiones in prcecedentem Epistolam. These two tracts

are the Latin letter, and the remarks of the Unitarian

divines upon it, which are mentioned in the English

letter to Ameth Ben Ameth, and of which Dr Leslie, in

his preface, says he had seen a printed copy.

The fourth tract, I take to be the preface to the print-

ed edition, or intended edition : this also is in Latin,

and is inscribed Theognis Irenceus Christiano Lectori

salutem.

I do most solemnly aver, that 1 have this day, Jan.

15, 1789, compared the letter to Ameth Ben Ameth, as

published by Dr Leslie, in his Socinian Controversy
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Discussed, with the manuscript in the Archbishop's

Library, and find that the printed copy, witli the ex-

ception of some trivial typographical errors, which in no

way aflfect the sense, and are such as any reader will

discover and correct for himself, is exactly conformable

to the manuscript, without the omission or addition of a

single word : I do moreover aver, tliat the remarks in

the leaf, at the beginning of the manuscript, giving an

account of its contents, and of the manner in which these

papers came into the possession of Dr Tenison, were

this same day copied verbatim from the manuscript by

myself, upon the spot.

If Dr Priestley should mistrust my veracity in these

assertions, (which I think he will not,) I promise him

that I will at any time use my endeavours to procure

him a sight of the manuscript, that he may satisfy him*

self.

#
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LETTER SEVENTEENTH.

ne archdeacon takes leave of the contropersf^

BEAR SIR,

IT rai^lit be but consisteot with the fvidey which

you impute to me as a churchman, and with the cow-

temptuous airs^ which I am apt to give myself with

respect to dissenters ;* were I to close our present cor-

respondence, without any notice of your animadversions

upon that part of my Charge, which regards the studies

of the younger clergy, and what you are pleased to call

my terms of communion. It might be a sufficient, and

not an unbecoming reply, to remind you, that I spoke

ex cathedra, and hold myself accountable for the advice

which I gave, to no human judicature, except the King,

the Metropolitan, and my Diocesan. This would in-

deed be the only answer, which I should condescend

to give to any one for whom I retained not, under all

our differences, a very considerable degree of personal

esteem ; but as Dr Priestley is my adversary, in some

points, I could wish to set him riglit, and iu some I

desire to explain.

• "If your pride as a churchman, am! the contemptuous airs you give yourself

With respect to dissenters, kc.'* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 112.

35
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% If I have any where expressed myself contemp-

tuously, the contempt is not ofyou, but of your argument

upon a particulr subject, upon which I truly think you

argue very weakly ; and of your information upon a

point, in which I truly think you are ill informed : this

hinders not, but that I may entertain the respect, which

I profess, for your learning in other subjects ; for your

abilities, in all subjects in which you are learned ; and

a cordial esteem and affection for the virtues of your

character, which I believe to be great and amiable.

Your attack being made, upou those parts of the esta-

blished faith, which I conceive to be fundamental

principles of the Christian religion, I hold it my duty

to show the weakness of your reasoning ; to expose

your insufficiency in th^se subjects ; and to bear my
testimony aloud, against your doctrine. Between duty

to God and to his church, and respect for man, it w ere

criminal to hesitate. Upon any occasion, wherein com-

plaisance might be allowed to operate, you are the last

person, whose feelings I would have wounded.

8. You seem to think, that 1 secretly suspect you of

artifices, which are incompatible with that purity of in-

tention, which I would seem willing to allow.* In

your last pamphlet, you complain, that 1 have charged

you with several instances of gross disingenuity.f I

am sensible, that, in these letters, you will find more,

and stronger instances of charges, which you will be

apt to interpret as unfavourably ; and this, 1 fear will

heighten the suspicion which you express, that even

* Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 12.

t Uemarks on Moatlily RcTiew p. 13, nete;
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the compliiuents I soinelimes pay you, are ironically

meant.*

4'. Indeed, Sir, in quoting ancient authors, when you

have understood the original, which in many instances

is not the case, you have too often been guilty of much

reserve and management : this appears, in some in-

stances, in which you cannot pretend, that your own in-

advertency, or your printer's, hath given occasion to

unmerited imputations : 1 wish that ray complaints upon

this head had been groundless ; but, in justice to my
own cause, I could not suffer unfair quotations to pass

undetected : I am unwilling to draw any conclusiou

from this unseemly practice, against the general probity

of your character; but you must allow me to lament, that

men of integrity, in the service of what they think a

good end, should indulge themselves so freely as they

often do, in the use of unjustifiable means. Time was,

when the practice was openly avowed ; and. Origea

himself was among its defenders—the art which he

recommended, he scrupled not to employ : 1 have pro-

duced an instance, in which, to silence an adversary,

he had recourse to the wilful and deliberate allegation

of a notorious falsehood : you have gone no such length

as this, 1 think you may believe me sincere, when I

speak respectfully of your worth and integrity; not-

withstanding, that I find occasion to charge you with

some degree of blame, in a sort, in which the great

character of Origen was more dee{)]y infected : would

God it had been otherwise—would God I could with

truth have boasted, " To these low arts stooped Origen :

Letters to Dr Iloi-sley, p. 1 10.
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but my contemporary, my great antagonist, disdains

them.'' How would it liave heightened the pride of

victory, could I have found a fair occasion to be thus

the herald of ray adversary's praise !

5. I am not sensible, that 1 have spoken contemptu-

ously of dissenters in general ; a fair and conscientious

dissent, is not the object of contempt ; neither is a petu-

lant hostility against establishments respectable ; the

praise which I give the Church of England, that she is

the first in consideration of all the Protestant churches^

is no more than liberal dissenters have themselves al-

lowed : 1 have heard, from very good authority, of t

conversation that passed between the late Dr Chandher,

and a clergyman of the Church of Scotland, in which

Chandler was a warm advocate for the constitution of

the Church of England, in preference to any of the re-

formed churches : you will remember, that 1 make the

learning and the piety of her clergy, of which ample

monuments are extant, the basis of her preeminence;

to which, however, another circumstance hath in somie

degree contiibuted ; namely, that she had the discretion

to observe some decency and moderation, in the business

of reforming. I cannot admit, that mere distance from

the Church of Rome, is the true standard of purity

;

and when you recollect, how strongly that maxim sa-

vours of Jack's spleen against Lord Peter, I am apt to

think you will regret, that such a sentiment should stain

your page.*

6, It is still ray opinion, that any young clergyman,

who will diligently apply to the course of studies, which

I /fitters to Dr Horsley, p. IIS.
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I took tlrs liberty to recommend, may ilo 'vvithout Dr
Whitby's Disquisitions, or Dr Clarke's Scripture Doc-

trine :* the last treatise, contains indeed a very full

collection of the texts I'elatitig to the Trinity—the compi-

lation from the fathers is incomplete ; the learned author

having carefully selected those passages, which, taken by

themselves in detachment from tltsir context, seem fa-

vourable to his own opinions. I will not however deny,

that, to students of a certain description, the book may
have its use : I myself perhaps owe something to it

;

which, as you recommend it to my particular attention,

it seems incumbent upon me to declare : I believe, Sir,

that few have thought so much upon these subjects, as

you and I have done, who have not at irst wavered ^

perhaps, nothing but the uneasiness of doobt^ added to

a just sense of the importance of the (|uestion, could

engage any man in the toil of the inquiry ; for my own
part, I shall not hesitate to confess, that I set out with

great scruples, but the progress of my mind, liath been

the very reverse of yours. It was at first my principle,

as it is still yours, that all appearance of difficulty in

the doctrine of the gospel, must arise from misinterpre-

tation ; and I was fond of the expedient of getting rid of

mystery, Ijy supposing a figure in the language : the

harshness of the figures, which I had sometimes occa-

sion to suppose, and the obvious uncertainty of all

figurative interpretations, soon gave me a distrust of this

method of expounding ; and Butler's Analogy, cured

me of the folly of looking for nothing mysterious, in tlie

true sense of a divine revelation. By this cure, I was

* Letters te DrHorelev, p. 5.
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prepared to become an easy convert to the doctrine of

atonement and satisfaction ; which seemed to furnish

incentives to piety, that no other doctrine conld supply:

1 soon perceived, bow the value of the atonement was

heightened, and what a sublimity accrued to the whole

doctrine of redemption, by the notion, clearly conve^'ed

in the Scriptures literally taken, of a Redeemer de-

scending from a previous state of glory, to become our

teacher, and to make the expiation. Thus 1 was brought,

to a full persuasion of our Lord's preexistent dignity :

Having once admitted his preexistence in an exalted

state, 1 saw the necessity of placing him at the head of

the creation : " for a derived preexistent being, sup-

posed to animate the body of Jesus, who is not also the

maker of the world, is, as you well observe, a mere

creature of the imagination, whose existence is not to be

inferred, with the least colourable pretext from the

Scripture :* since it is not to be found, either in the

literal, or in the figurative meaning. Not in the literal

confessedly : not in the figurative ; because, if the texts

which speak of Christ, as the maker of the world, ad-

mit a figurative construction ; much more those which

refer only to his preexistence.^f I thank you. Sir, for

expressing my own sentiments with so much perspicuity,

and for proving them with so much evidence :—being

thus convinced, that our Lord Jesus ('hrist is indeed

the Maker of all things ; 1 found, that I could not rest

satisfied with the notion, of a Maker of the universe not

God : 1 saw, that all the extravagancies of the Gnos-

• Letters to Dr Horsle)', p. 84.

.f Hist, ot' CoiTMp. vol. i. p. Ii6.
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ticks, hung upon that one principle : and 1 coultl have

little opinion of the truth of a principle, which seemed

so big with mischief—I then set myself to consider,

whether I knew enough of the divine unity, to pronounce

the '* Trinity an infringement of it :" upon this point,

the Platonists, whose acquaintance I now began to cul-

tivate, soon brought me to a right mind. It was in this

stage of my inquiries, while I was wavering between

the Arian tenets in their original extent, and the true

faith ; that I first opened Dr Clarke's Scripure Doc-

trine of the Trinity: 1 sat seriously down to the perusal

of the book—I rose a firm and decided Trinitarian,

And why not recommend to others, you will say, a book

which had so principal a share in your own conversion ?

I will tell you. It is one of those books, which may
either instruct or mislead, according to the previous

attainments and habits of the student : I was much at

home in the Greek language ; I had read the ecclesi-

astical historians ; and I had been many years in the

habit of thinking for myself, upon a variety of subjects,

before I opened Dr Clarke's book. There is in most

men, a culpable timidity
;
you and I, perhaps, have

overcome that general infirmity ; but there is in most

men a culpable timidity, which inclines them to be

easily overawed by the authority of great names : and,

much as we talk of the freedom and liberality of think-

ing and inquiry, it is this slavish principle, not, as is pre-

tended, any freedom of original thought, which makes

converts to infidelity and heresy. Fools imagine, tliat the

greatest authorities, are always on the side of new and

singular opinions ; and that, by adopting them, tJiey get

themselves into better company, than they have naturally

any right to keep : and thus, they are secretly worshippers
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of autliority, in that very act, in whi,€h they pretend to

fly in the face of it—they worship private authority,

while they fly in tlje face of universal : they deride an

old and geaeral tradition, because they have not sa-

gacity to trace the connexion of its parts, and to perceive

the force of the entire evidence : and while they thas

trample on the accumulated authority of ages ; with an

idiot simplicity, they suffer themselves to be led, by the

mere name of the writer of the day,—a Bolinghroke, a

Voltaire, a Gibbon, or a Priestley ; as if they thought to

become wise and learned, by taking a share and an

interest in the follies, or the party-views, of men of

abilities and learning : and, where |i secret conscious-

ness of ignorance, is not accompanied with the vain am-

bition of being thought wise ; stilly an undue deference

to private authority, in prejudice of established opinion,

seems to be the side upon which, even modest men, are

liable to err : insomuch, that every man may be suppo-

sed to partake of this infirmity, in subjects in which

he feels himself unlearned. To those, therefore, who
are qualified to use Dr Clarke's hookas a digest, which,

though incomplete, may assist them in forming a judg-

inent for themselves ; to those who can and will turn it

to this use, it may be serviceable : but they who, from a

modest sense of their own insufficiency in the learned

languages, and in ecclesiastical history, may be dispo-

sed to listen to the opinion of the writer ; will be more

misled by his authority, than they will be informed by

the compilation. In a word, it is a book of which a

scholar may make his use ; but I cannot recommend it

to young divines, in the beginning of their studies.

7. In the conclusion of your seventh letter, you speak

of a certain defence of Bishop Bull's^ Qf the damn^.
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tory clause in the Athanasian creed ; of which, inasmucli

as I have recoraoiendeil the writings of l^ishop Bull,

without exception, you ** presume, you tell nie, that I

approve :" and, to correct these expressions, which state

as a presumption only, or an inference, what might be

directly proved upon me by my own words, you add in

a parenthesis, that 1 have mentioned this, among the

most valuable works of that learned prelate.* Of what-

ever importance, Sir, I may conceive it to be, that the

faith w liich was first delivered to the saints, should be

preserved whole and undefiled ; whatever I may think

of the folly and the crime, of setting up private judg-

ment for the rule of publick opinion, in opposition to a

tradition tra,ced to th ' first ages ; and by consequence,

of the same authority v«ith that, on which the credit of

the canon rests ; 1 am no lover of damnatory clauses : I

am an enemy to any application of damnatory clauses to

particular persons : I am hopeful, that there is more

folly in the world than malignity ; more ignorance thau

positive infidelity ; more error than heretical perverse-

ness. How is it then, that I recommend a defence of

the damnatory clause, among the most valuable of a

learned Bishop's works ? Sir, did you write this in your

sleep ? Or is it in a dream only that I seem to read it

;

Bishop Bull's defence of the damnatory clause ! From
you, Sir, 1 have now my first information, that Bishop

Bull ever wrote upon the subject—the writings of Bi-

shop Bull, which I have particularly recommended, are

these three Latin treatises : Defensio Jidei J)/*lcen^ : Ju-

dicium Ecclesice Catholicce de necessitate credendi Js'

»-...~..- . I ..L-.- ^ , • .. _. , . .. „ .. II _ ..ill iii rii i .ii.».-.<it«Hjiiii ( >ii >

" I.slUr* to Dr Horilcy, p. lOP.
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sum Christum esse varum Deum : Primitiva et Apos-

tolica traditio de Jesu Christi divinitate. To which I

might have added a fourth, of less importance, Animad-

versiones in brevem tractatum Gul. Clerlce, &c. These

are all his writings upon the Trinitarian controversy,

which are contained in the edition of his Latin works,

by Grabe : in these treatises, there is ue defence of the

damnatory clause ; nor, that I recollect, any mention of

the Athanasian creed : there is no defence of the damna-

tory dause, in the sermons and English tracts published

by Mr Nelson : nor, can 1 find any such tract mentioned

by Mr Nelson, among the Bishop's lost works; for

many small pieces, which it was known that he had
written, were never found after his death. Where have

I mentioned. Sir, with such high approbation, a work

which 1 declare I have never seen ; and of which, yon

will forgive me, if I still doubt the existence ?*

* Dr Priestley is reduced to the necessity of confessing, in the sixteenth of his

Second Letters, that he knows no more than I, in what library any work of Bishop

Bull's, upon the damnatory clause in the Athanasian creed, is to be found; and

yet, he affects to be indignant, that I should presume to resent a false accusation ;

a calumny, founded on my pretended admiration of a work that never existed.

It seems, when he spoke of this defence, he had in his mind the Judicium Eccle-

si£ Cathalicx, but, ' not looking into die title-page of the book," he described it

hy a wrong name : but unfortunately, his description is not more erroneous in the

name, than in the subject : the occasion and manner of his error, may easily be

divined : having no acquaintance with Bishop Bull's writings, but what his contro-

versy with me hath occasioned, when he wrote his First Letters; he made a guess

about the particular subject of each work, from the titles enumerated by me i

among tJiese, he fovmd the " Judicium Ecclesix CathoUcx" &c. He guessed that

this judgment of the Catholick church, which Bishop Bull defended, was a judg-

ment founded on the damnatory clause in the Athanasian creed : so he guessed,

that Bishop Bull, defending that judgment, must have defended the damnatory

clause : and he chose to guess further, that I, the professed admirer of Bishop BuH,

of all parts of his writings, the most admired that defence.

Dr Priestley hath since, indeed, looked further into th?s matter: and, at the
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8. Had I been aware of the oifence which I find the

word conventicle hath given, I would have avoided the

use of it : we are engaged in a subject, in which I hold

it my duty to display my argument in its utmost force

;

and even to use pretty freely that high seasoning of con-

troversy, which may interest the reader's attention ; but

I would not wilfully give offence by harsh words, from

which the reasoning may acquire neither force nor lustre.

You say, that the word conventicle usually signifies, aa

time when he drew up his Second Letters, he had discovered, that the judgment of

the church, defended by Bishop Bull, is the anathema of the Nicene council,

against those,, who should in any way impugn the article of our Lord's divinity :

tliis, Bishop Bull indeed defends ; that is, he maintains the historical fact, that the

fathers of the Nicene council enforced the belief of that article, under the solemo

sanction of a publick sentence; which fact Episcopius had denied.

Dr Priestley, being now informed of the real subject of Bishop Bull's treatise^

says, "that, the damnatory clause in the Atlianasian creed, and the anathema annex-

ed to the Nicene, are things exactly of the same nature."' Were I to undertake

the defence of the damnatory clause in the Athanasian creed, it should indeed be

upon this principle,—that it is a thing somewhat of the same nature with the

anathema annexed to the Nicene : the anathema, is no part of the Nicene creed ;

it is only a sentence of the church, against the impugners of a particular article

:

what is called the damnatory clause, is no part of the Athanasian : it is a clause, not

of the creed, but of a prefatory sentence, in which the author declares his opinion

of the importance of the rule of faith he is about to deliver. But sn whatevee

degree, the damnatory clause may be capable, or incapable, of apology, Dr Priestley

is, I believe, the only writer, who ever confounded two things so totally distinct,

as an anathema, and an article of faith; which he conceives the damnatory clause

to be. An anathema, is simply a sentence of excommunication : the church of

England anathematizes those, who speak disrespectfully of her Book of Common
Prayer, (see the IVth Canon) : but, that every persoi;, who shall incur the anathe-

jna of the IVth Canon, shall perish everlastingly, is no clause of the church of

England's creed.

Dr Priestley hath lengthened his sixteenth letter, with a recitalof several pas-

sages from Bishop Bull's works, which, he th'nks, must compel me to acknowledge,

that, whatever I may be. Bishop Bull at least was a friend to damnatory clauses :

the sentiments expressed by Bishop Bull, in the passages produced by Dr Priestley,

1 .vould be understoo<l to cherish and embrace, with the most entire un(ju»!ified

approbation. If to cherish such sentiments, and to be a friend to damnatory clauses,

be thf> same tUing, I stan^ convicted. Ilabet conjiteniem reum.
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ynlavvful assembly : for my own part, I thought it bare-

ly equivalent to the old Greek word (ruKMxuwf, which was

the oame for certain irregular assemblies, not as illegal

;

for the word was brought into use, in an age, when all

assemblies qf Christian* were, in the civil sense, equal-

ly illegal ; but it was the name for assemblies, meeting

for the purpose of religious worship, without authority

from the bishop : such assemblies, in the primitive ages,

vere thought to be spiritually unauthorized ; and in this

sense, the word conventicle is applicable at this day to

many religious meetings, which arc not liable to any

legal penalties. I could have wished, that the use of it

had been considered as one of the mere archaisms of

my style, in which nothing of insult was intended ; I

must however declare, that it would give me particular

pleasure to receive conviction, that Mr Lindsey's meet-

ing-house, and your own, are not more emphatically

conventicles, in your sense ; that is, in the worst sense

of the word. From personal respect for you and him,

I should be happy to be assured, that you stand not

within the danger of the 35th of Eliz. c. i ; or the 17th

C. ii. c. 3. to the penalties of which, and of other sta-

tutes, I must take the liberty to tell you, you are obnox-

ious, notwithstanding the late act of the 19th of His

present Majesty, in favour of dissenters, unless at the

quarter-sessions of the peace for the county where yoa

live, you have made a certain declaration,* which is

required by that act, instead of the subscription to ar-

ticles required by the former acts of toleration. I am
sorry, Sir, to inform you, that I iiud no entry of Mr

Appendix, No. YI.
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Lindsey's declaration, in the office of the clerk of the

peace, either for the county of Middlesex, or the city of

Westminster : could I raalie the same inquiry concern-

ing you, (which the distance of your residence pre-

vents,) I fear I should have the mortification to find,

that you have, no more than your friend, complied with

the laws, from which you claim protection. A report

prevails, that you both ol)ject to the declaration, from

conscientious scruples : a very sufficient excuse for not

making it ; but no excuse at all, for doing what the law

allows not to be done, except upon the express condi-

tion, that the declaration be previously made. Had you

made the declaration, you might indeed be entitled to

the same indulgence, by virtue of the late act, to which

you would have been entitled, by a subscription to cer-

tain articles, under former acts of toleration ; but not

witliout the performance of certain other conditions, re-

quired by the 1st of William and Mary, c. 18, from

which other conditions, dissenters are not released by

any subsequent statutes : for the single operation of the

19th of our present gracious Sovereign, c. 44, is to sub-

stitute a short and general declaration, instead of a more

particular subscription : all other limitations of the in-

dulgences granted by the first of William and Mary^

stand as they were. Had you therefore made the de-

elaration, which the law demands, still to entitle your

meetings to the benefit of the toleration, it would have

been necessary that the places of them should be certifi-

ed, (according to the last clause of 1st of William and

Mary, c. 18.) either to the bishop of the diocese, or to

the archdeacon of the archdeaconry, or to the justices of

tlae peace at the general or quarter-sessions of the peace

for the county, city, or place where such meeting may
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be held.*-——I have searched the registers of the epis-

copal court of London, of the archdeacon's court of Mid-

dlesex, and the records of the sessions for the county of

Middlesex, and for the city of Westminster, for an

entry of the house in Essex-street, without success :f

about your meeting-house I am precluded, as before,

from making a regular inquiry ; but I fear yoa have not

taken the proper measures for your legal security ; be-

cause the professed ground of your dissent from the

church of England, is not a mere disagreement about

particular articles, but a general denial of the magis-

trate's authority, either to prohibit or to tolerate ;| stilly

Sir, were you ready to comply with the requisitions of

the law in these two particulars, the declaration of your

own belief in the holy Scriptures, and the notification of

the place of meeting, to the ecclesiastical or the secular

magistrate, Mr Lindsey and you, by the doctrines which

you publickly maintain, I| are excluded from all benefits of

the acts of toleration: your meeting-house and his^ contra-

ry to your imagination, are illegal; unknown to the laws,

and UNPROTECTED by them. If this be the definition of a

conventicle, they are conventicles by the express letter

of the law, and in your own construction of the word : still,

Sir, I had no thought to insult over your miserable im-

^protected state : the extravagant outcry which you have

made, and the arrogance with which you presume, to set

* Appendix, No. V.
•}• See the seventeenth of Dr Priestley's Second Letters, and my Remaiks upoa

the Second Letters, Part IL cap. iv. sec. 6-

^ " Exclusive of every thing contained in the religion of the church of England^

it is chiffly the authority by which it ia erijoiaed, that dissenters oliy«ct to iait."

Hist, of Corrup. ^ol ii. [>. 357.

I Appendix, No. IV.
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your conventicles upon a footing with our own churches,*

have provoked me to salute you with these unwelcome

truths. Respect for individuals, in Mr Lindsey's con-

gregation and in yours, as well as for you and him,

would have restrained me from the use of a word which

I had perceived to be any otherwise reproachful, than

as it might contain a strong disapprobation and censure

of your doctrine, and a serious disavowal of your au-

thority to exercise the sacred function ; if this is to be

deemed reproach, 1 am not at liberty to abstain from it

:

your doctrine 1 must disapprove and censure ; because I

conceive it to be a gross, I trust not a wilful, corruptioa

of the word of God. If your authority,—1 speak not

now of the authority which derives from human laws

;

but even in that you are deficient ; for a mere exemption

from civil penalties, which still is more than you enjoy,

differs from authority, just as the king's pardon differs

from his favour : if your spiritual authority, as ministers

of the word and sacraments, is wrongfully called in

question, you must bear with the prejudices of a church-

man, who, when he reviews the practice of the primitive

ages ; when he ponders our Saviour's parting promise,

to be always present with the apostles, the delegated

preachers of the gospel, even to the end of the world ;

when he connects it with the history of the first ordina-

tions, and with the great stress laid upon the Bishop's

authority, by Clemens, the fellow labourer of St Paul

;

by Ignatius, the disciple of St John ; and by the whole

church for many ages ; allows himself to be easily per-

our places of worship are as legal as yours—equally knowa to the

lawi, srnd protected by tUem." Letters to Dr Horsley, p. 112.
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•uaded, that the authority of the commission, under

which he acts, is something more than mere human le-

gislation can convey ; and, while he would abhor to en-

force civil penalties, may think it his duty occasionally

to protest against a spiritual usurpation. Indeed, Sir,

when I levolve in my thoughts, the various disorders

and distractions, which 1 have seen in my own country,

within the compass of my own life, arising from the ir-

regular zeal of self-constituted teachers of religion ; when

I reflect, how the unity of the church hath been torn,

how tender consciences are every day disturbed with

groundless scruples, and melanclioly tempers driven to

insanity ; how the simplicity of the vulgar hath been

first abused, and their principles in the end unsettled

;

when I recollect, how eminently the state hath been

lately endangered, and the Protestant cause disgraced,

by a combination of wild fanaticks, pretending to asso-

ciate for the preservation of the reformed religion ; when

1 consider, how by these scandals, the true religion hath

itself been brought into discredit ; how it hath been in-

jured, by attempts to inflame devotion on the one hand,

and by theories, fabricated to reduce the mystery of its

doctrines on the other ; when I consider, that the root of

all these evils hath been, the prevalency of a principle,

of which you seem disposed to be an advocate; that

every man who hath credit enough to collect a congi'e-

gation, hath a right, over which the magistrate cannot,

without tyranny, exercise control, to celebrate divine

worship according to his own form, and to propagate

his own opinions ; 1 am inclined to be jealous of a priu-

ple, which hath proved, I had almost said, so ruinous

;

and I lean the mure to t'te opinion, that the commission

of a ministry, perpetuated by regular succes$ioU| h
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something more than a dream of cloistered gownmen, or

a tale imposed upon the vulgar, to serve the ends of

avarice and ambition. For whatever confusion humaa

folly may admit, a divine institution must have within

itself a provision for haritiony and order ; and, upoa

these principles, though I wish that all indulgence

should be shown to tender consciences, and will ever ba

an advocate for the largest toleration that may be con-

sistent with political wisdom, being indeed persuaded,

that the restraints of human laws must be used with the

greatest gentleness and moderation, to be rendered

means of strengthening the bands of Christian peacd

and amity ; yet I could wish to plant a principle of sQo

vere restraint, in the consciences of men : I could wish,

that the importance of the ministerial oflBce were consid-

ered ; that the practice of antiquity were regarded ; and

that it might not seem a matter of perfect indifference

to the laity, to what house of worship they resort. I

cannot admit, that every assemby of grave and virtuous

men, in which grave and virtuous men take upon them

to officiate, is to be dignified with the appellation of a

church ; and for such iiTegular assemblies, which are

not churches, I could wish to find a name of distinc*

tion void of opprobrium. As such, I used the word

conventicle, as expressing great irregularity, (which

1 must express, wo ! is me if I express it not,) but

no infamy of the assemblies to which I applied it.

If you are still disposed to be indignant about this

harmless word, recollect I beseech you, with what re-

spect you have yourself treated the venerable body to

which I belong,—the clergy of the establishment—you

divide it into two classes only : the ignorant, and th«

37
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insincere.* Have I no share in this opprobrium of my

order ? Have I no right to be indignant in my turn ?

9. Still looking forward to the time, when after all

that is past, we shall mutually forgive, and be ourselves

forgiven, I remain.

Dear Sir,

Your very humble Servant, &c.

Fulham Palace,

June I5th, ir84.

• Dr Priestley, in his History of Corruptions, vol. i. p. 147, says of the Trinita*

rians of the present age, under which denomination it is evident he alludes to the

clergy of the established churob, for he afterwards describes these Trinitarians, as

persons "to all of whom the emoluments of the establishment are equally accessi-

ble ;" he says of these persons, that " they are all reducible to two classes, viz.

that of those, who, if they were ingenuous, would rank with Soc'mians, believing

that there is no proper divinity in Christ besides that of the Father ; or else with

Tritheists, holding three equal and distinct God's." The first class, surely muK
be insincere, as not believing what they profess ; the second ignorant, as not per-

ceiving what it is that they believe. In the conclusion of his History, vol. ii. p. 471,

he says, that all that is urged in defence of the present system, by men of the

greatest eminence in the church, who have appeared as its advocates, " is so palpa«

bly weak, that it is barely possible they should be in earnest—in thinking their

arguments have that weight in themselves, which they wish them to have with

Others:" and he speaks of this insincerity of the defenders of the establishment^

as a thing so notorious, that it maybe reckoned "one of the worst symptoms of

the present times." After all this, in his appendix to his Second Letters, he denies

that he ever intended to make that division of the whole body of the established

clergy, which I ascribe to him, into the two classes of the ignorant and the insin-

cere: he treats the charge as a calumny, from which he justifies himself, by

producing a long passage from one of his sermons, in which he professes to holij

the church of England in a* less estination than the chufch of Rorae.
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Gentleman'^8 Magazine, for October, 1783, p. 812,

MR URBAJ^r^

I WAS formerly a pupil of Dr Harwood, and read

with my learned and worthy master, Thucydides^

Sophocles, and the life of Moses, in a magnificent

edition of Philo, printed by the learned Mr Bowyer

;

and wonder that Dr Horsley should assert, as he is

represented to do by the learned and ingenious Mr
Maty, in his New Review, that wVec is spoken of

persons only ; when it is applied to any thing of wliicli

the writer is speaking, that happens to be of the mas-

culine gender. For instance, it is predicated of bread

twice in John vi. 50, 58, vras kt h iflt^^ and of a stone,

Luke XX. 17> f?ie same ; viz. stone, vVo? is become head

of the corner. Controversialists are apt to overshoot

the mark.

GBiECULUS*
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No. II.

Gentleman't Magazine, for November, 1783,2^. 944.

MR UBBJ^Ky

BE pleased, Sir, to inform your correspondent, Gtm'

culuSf that Dr Horsley has not asserted of the Greek

pronoun vf9(, that it is spoken of persons only. He
renders it indeed, in the second verse of the first chapter

of St John's gospel, by the words *' This Person," and

Be says, in a parenthesis, that ** this is its natural

force :" and this. Sir, may be, although by the usage of

the Greek writers, it is applicable, as Grcecidus with

great truth remarks, to any thing of which the writer is

epeaking, that happens to be of the masculine gender

;

for few words, in any language, are confined to their

natural and primary meaning. But, since the applica-

tion of the word is confessedly so general in the best

writers, Grceculus will perhaps be apt to put the ques-

tion, how should Dr Horsley know, that " This Per-

son,'^ is more the natural sense of ires, than "This
Loaf," or this any thing ? Perhaps Dr Horsley has ob-

served, that it is peculiar to the two pronouns vm, and

tivlai, to be used of any one of the three persons; which

is one argument, that tlieir proper sense is personal.

Perhaps Dr Horsley has observed, that the pronoun

vTflf, when it is demonstrative of any thing which has no

person, and which the writer would not personify, is

often put in the wezifer gender, although the noun, which

it reprpsenfs, be masculine 'f^ulat h ravix hvatflt

after you have ithros;ated these laws ro^«f . Demosth.

©lynth. iii.

—

rvle if# t* aajna ^«. this p. e, this bread^
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m/iocl is my body. Matt. xxvi. 6. This is another ar-

gument, that wrac is naturally demonstrative of a person :

for there are but three causes, to w hich the various ano-

malies of speech may be referred ; ignorance, negli-

gence, design. Those, which are frequent in the best

writers, can be ascribed to neither of the two first

causes ; they must have arisen therefore from the third:

but the third, design, implies an end : and what should

be the end of this anomaly of gender, in the word vtoc,

but that it was the means of avoiding an appearance of

a prosopopceitty where no prosopopoeia was intended.

2. Perhaps Grmculus, though perfectly right in bis

remark, that «ycc may be demonstrative of any thing of

which the Greek name is masculine, has been unfortu-

nate in his selection of passages in proof of it. Perhaps

of the three, which he has produced, two are nothing to

his purpose. Perhaps bVk tr/y i afltc, &c. in both the

texts in St John, should be rendered " This person is

the bread, §*c." i. e. I am the bread, &c. It may be

supposed that our Lord pointed to himself, when he

said this ; as the Baptist points to himself, when he

saySj'Oyloc yx^ kiy h 'f>tj^u^, &c. *^ For this person is the

person spoken of, &c."' i. e. For 1 am the person

spoken of, &c. Matt. iii. 3. For that these are the

Baptist's, not the historian's words, is evident from the

form, in which the following sentence is begun. Ai/7of

it « Iwa^Ku:. " Now this same John, &c." a form which

marks the writer's resumption of his narrative, inter-

rupted by the insertion of John's words.

3. Perhaps Dr Horsley had not erred, had he affirm-

ed, that, in John i. "Z. irec must necessarily be render-

ed by " This Person." The utmost liberty of choice,

which the context leaves, is between two expositions
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only : " This Person," or « This Wovd." If the latter

be adopted, the second verse will be only a useless

repetion of what had been before affirmed; whereas, in

I)r Rorsley's view of it, it contains an explicit assertion

of the personality of the Logos, which, with great pro-

priety and significance, precedes the mention of his

agency in the next verse.

4. Perhaps, to have read some two or three difficult

authors with a master, may have made Grceculus al-

most a match for the brightest boys in the upper forms

of our publick schools. Perhaps something more should

be done in the study of the Greek language, before a

man begins to play the critick in it. 'h y«f ruv soyaf

I am. Sir,

Your most obedient,

Perhaps.

No. III.

Short strictures on Dr Priestleifs Letters to Br Horg^

ley, by an unknown hand.

LETTERS to Dr Horsley, page 9. Jesus Christ is

come in the flesh. Dr Priestley should produce an in-

stance, where the whole phrase of coming in the fieshy

is applied to the birth or appearances of any mere man.

The instances alledged by him, prove nothing to his

purpose.

Page 13. The epistles of Ignatius. Dr Priestley

is certainly in the right to reprobate these epistles,

if he can ; they subvert all his theology and his-
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tory :* but, who are these learned in general, that have

given them up as spurious ? There are the names of

great criticks on the other side, of whose arguments

Archbishop Wake has given a judicious summary, in

his preliminary discourse : and till they are refuted,

Dr Horsley has an undoubted right to appeal to these

epistles, as containing the sentiments of an apostolical

father.

Page 14. If Dr Priestley could prove, that the Na-
zarenes held the same doctrines with the Ebionites,

what would it avail his cause ? Could he prove by this

medium, that the Nazarenes continued in the doctrine

of the apostles, and that the reputed Catholick church

fell off from it ? Did the Ebionites learn from the apos-

tles, that John the Baptist came preaching in the days of

Herod the king of Judea ; that Christ descended into

Jesus, in the form of a dove, at his baptism ; cum multis

aliis P See Epiphan. Hseres. xxx. sec. 14.

24i. Here, and throughout, Dr Priestley supposes the

Unitarian doctrine, to have had a general prevalence

among the Gentile Christians, and universal among the

Jewish. Does this well agree, with respect to the Gen-

tiles, with his quotation from Origen, at the bottom of

page 20 ?

The much controverted passage of Justin Martyr, in

his Dialogue with Trypho,t and the meaning of 'H^ere^ey

yiYov(f are well illustrated by Mr Bingham in his Vindi-

cation of the doctrine and liturgy of the Church of En-
gland, printed at Oxford, 1774, page ^3. There were

• The oliief of them are mentioned l>y Cave, under Ignatius.

f See Priestley, page ja7.
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accordu^g to Justin, somk countrymen of his, Jews, and

Sanarltans, *' who confess him to be the Christ, yet

affirm him to be a mere man/' The same Justin says

in another place, First Apol. p. 78. Ed. Thirlby,—that

he had observed more and truer Christians, from among

the Gentiles, than from among the Jews and Samari.

tans. This passage, (which helps to confirm Mr Bing.

ham's translation of 'H/^£Tt/>ov yirovg,) compared with th«

other, contains the testimony of Justin, that there were

only SOME of the Jews and Samaritans, and still fewer

of the Gentiles, professing to believe in Christ, who af-

firmed him to be a mere man.

Page 39. Dr Priestley, who seems to be very mo-

derately skilled in Greek, may give a faulty translation

sometimes, through inadvertency : but what shall we
say for his rendering ccitiuv luKoyoy, a specious pretence ?

Can he really think, that Athanasius meant to speak in

this style, of the conduct of the apostles ? 'Am'x 'iuKoyoc

occurs in Chrj^sostom on Matt. xxiv. 42. (tom. ii, p.

448. Ed. Savil,) where though aiVa signifies somewhat

differently, eu^syec bears the same sense, as here, of wise

and reasonable.

In the same passage t^x^ixQui is mistranslated. As
the present infinitives, have sometimes a future sense in

the best classick authors, it here means a Messiah to

COME, as the next sentence evinces, where Christ akeady

come, is said tAnxyOlrai.

49. Another inaccurate version of Athanasius.

50. Another of the like kind from Chrysostom. Dr
Priestley makes him say,—our Saviour never taught

his own divinity in express words. Chrysostom, I ap-

prehend, says,—that he did not every where, or, on all

occasions, ov TrxrUx^^} speak plainly of his own divinity.
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In the Judgment of Chrysostom, he sometimes did so.

See on John vi. 35, 36. viii. 58, x. 30.

5(5. Last paragraph—Caiaphas adjures our Saviour,

by the living God, to tell them, Whether thou be the

Christ
J the Son of God ? Our Lord avows, these char-

acters, and adds, JSTevertheless (rather, moreover) I say

unto yoUf Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man sitting

on the right hand ofjJower. How can Dr Priestley be

sure, in what sense Caiaphas understood our Lord's

Jinswer, when he rent his clothes, and accused him of

blasphemy ? Was the notion of a Son of God superior

to all created beings, then unknown among the Jews ?

See, besides Bishop Bull's Defens. Fidei Nicaenae, cap,

i. sect, i, § 16, p. 13, a remarkable passage quoted from

Philo Jud. by Dr Randolph, Vindication of the doc*

tyine of the Trinity; partL p. 29.

LETTER V.

DR PRIESTLEY makes the fathers acknowledge,

that tlie apostles did not preach the divinity of Christ

early, and confidently supposes them never to have

taught it.

According to the more general opinion, St Matthew
wrote his gospel early, and for the Jews. In the open-

ing of this gospel, he applies the name Emmanuel to

our Lord, and gives his own interpretation of it, God
with MS : by which, plain people conceive him to mean
what St Paul expresses, God manifest in the flesh; and

the apostolical Ignatius, God appearing in the form of

e man. Ad, Epb. xix. If we are led into an error, it

38
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is by taking St Matthew's words iu their literal and ob-

vious sense : and was he less solicitous about the truth

than even Dr Priestley himself? If Dr Priestley had

been to write a gospel, according to his own theology,

would he have set out with such an application and

interpretation of the name Emmanuel? Qiiod tu non

feceris, Ego feci P might St Paul ask ; who writes with

the greatest simplicity, and never uses any amplification

of any subject treated by him : and, as we may justly

conclude, would not here have spoken of Christ as he

has done, but because he had very different notions of

his dignity, from those of Dr Priestley : to declare which

notions, he was not afraid of Jewish prejudices and

clamour.

In the same gospel, our Lord is introduced declaring,

"No one knoweth the Son but the Father; neither

knoweth any one the Father, save the Son, and he to

whomsoever the Son will reveal him." Here, the ne-

gative outik being universal, we seem to be told, that the

Father and Son are incomprehensible to all created in-

telligences ; and that all they can really know of the

Father, must be in and through the Sou, by his illumi.

nating spirit. Does such a declaration consist with Dr
Priestley's plan, with what our Lord says of himself

in the next verse but one, '^ I am meek and lowly ia

heart?'' Utique parum modeste fsit verba veniaj de

seipso locutus est Christus, aut alios loquentes audivit,

si nihil interea prceter merum hominem se esse noverit,

Burnet de Fide et Officiis, p. 60.*

* This is quoted by Dr Randolpb, Vlad. Part U» p- 42, wkere a sUailar passage

is cited from St Ctuysostont.
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The same Saviour, in the concluding paragraph of

this gospel, commands his apostles to evangelize all

nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and

of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Dr Priestley con-

siders the Holy spirit as an attribute of the Father, not

a person :—but does our Lord, if he had only an exalt-

ed humanity, thmst himself in between the Most High,

and one of his incommunicable attributes ? or does he

Join two persons with an attribute, in a most solemn

form of words, which leads us almost inevitably to be-

lieve, that the third is a person also ? Would such a

conduct appear suitable to his care and tenderness, to

guide his flock into the whole truth ? The supposition

seems impossible; and nothing can be more certain,

than that the very first evangelist, in full harmony with

all the succeeding sacred writers, exhibits to us the

divinity of Christ, !n the beginning, middle, and end of

his gospeL

It is objected to this form of baptism, that the use of

it does not appear any where in the Acts of the apos-

tles. This objection is, I think, well answered by

Mr Bingham, Vindicat. p. 37—41. particularly from

Acts xix.

Page 6a Towards the end of the first paragraph,

Dr Priestley seems to betray some suspicions, that St

Paul did in truth teach the divinity of Christ.

Page 69. Last paragraph. The reasoning appears

rather extraordinary on the passage of Athanasius, who

seems made, by Dr Priestley, to consider things in the

same light, between which he is studious to point ont

an etgrnal difference.
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LETTER VIL

page 9S. *^ IF the doctrine of the Trhiity be true,

it is 110 doubt in the highest degree important and inter-

esting." So Dr Priestley can say, when it serves his

purpose. But how does this agree with his previous

observations, No. IV. p. 85, &c. ?

Pa£;e 133. It is somewhat hard to discover, how the

remark on Ensebius, and his treatment of the Unitari-

ans, at that time very numerous, agrees with the obser-

vation in the preceding paragraph.

Page 135. Was the hymn, which as Pliny tells us

in his noted epistle, was sung to Christ quasi Deo, novel^

in the time of Paul of Samosata?

Page 136. Dr Priestley should, I think, have pre-

fixed that which seems to be his ruling maxim, that the

human mind is competent to search all things, even the

deep things of God.

Whether he, or Mr Burgh, in the first chapter of his

Scriptural Confutation, lays down the province of reason

ia the better way, let others determine.

No. IV.

PROVIDED always, That neither this act, nor any

clause, article, or thing herein contained, shall extend
^^--—to give any ease, benefit, or advantage to any

person that shall deny in his preaching or writing, the

doctrine of the Blessed Trinity, as it is declared in the

aforesaid articles of religion.
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No. V.

1 W.^M, c, 18.

PROVIDED always, That no congregation or as-

sembly for religion, shall be permitted or allowed by

this act, until the place of such meeting shall be certified

to the bishop of the diocese, or to the archdeacon of the

archdeaconry, or to the justices of the peace, at the gene-

ral or quarter-sessions of the peace for the county, city,

or place in which such meeting shall be held, and regis-

tered in the said bishop's or archdeacon's court respec-

tively, or recorded at the said general or quarter-sessions,

No. VI.

19 C?. Ill, c, 44..

be it enacted, That every person dis-

senting from the church in holy orders, or pretended

holy orders, or pretending to holy orders, being a preach-

er or teacher of any congregation of dissenting Protes-

tants, who shall take the oaths, and make and sub-

scribe the declaration against popery, required by the

said act, (1 W. & M. c. 18,) and shall also make and

subscribe a declaration in the words following, videlicet

" I A. B. do solemnly declare, in the presence of

Almighty God, that 1 am a Christian and a Protestant,

and as such, that I believe that the Scriptures of the Old

and New Testament, as commonly received among Pro-

testant churches, do contain the revealed will of God ;

and that I do receive the same as the rule of my doctrini?*
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and practice." Shall be entitled to all the exemp-

tions, benefits, privileges and advantages granted to

Protestant dissenting ministers, by 1 W. & M. c. 18,

and by 10 A. c. and every such person, qualifying

himself as aforesaid, shall be exempted from serving in

the militia of this kingdom, and shall also be exempted

from any imprisonment or other punishment, by virtue of

thft act of uniformity, &c.
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SEEMON,

§*c.

LUKE i. S8o

I
" flail ! thou that art highlyfavoured, the Lord is

icith thee : Blessed art thou among ivomen,

THAT she, who in these terms was saluted by an
angel, should in after ages become an object of super-

stitious adorati(m, is a thing far less to be wondered,

than that men, professing to buihl their whole hopes of

immortality on the promises delivered in the sacred

books, and closely interwoven with the history of our

Saviour's life, should question the truth of the message

which the angel brought. Some nine years since, tlie

Christian Church, was no less astonished than offended,

by an extravagant attempt* to heighten, as it was pre-

tended, the importance of the Christian revelation, by
overturning one of those first principles of natural reli'

gion, which had for ages been considered as the basis.

DisquisitioDB relating to Matter and Spirit, kc. Lon<io^ 177'

39
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upoD which the whole superstructure ofrevelation stands.

The notion of an immaterial principle in man, which,

without an immediate exertion of the Divine power, to

the express purpose of its destruction, must necessarily

survive the dissolution of the body ; the notion of an

immortal soul, was condemned and exploded, as an in-

vention of heathen philosophy. Death was represented

as an utter extinction of the whole man, and the evan-

gelical doctrine of a resurrection of the body, in an im-

proved state, to receive again its immortal inhabitant,

was heightened into the mystery of a reproduction of the

anniliilated person. How a person once annihilated

could be re- produced, so as to be the same person which

had formerly existed, when no principle of sameness,

nothing necessarily permanent, was supposed to enter

the original composition ; how the present person could

be interested in the future person's fortunes ; why 1
should be at all concerned for the happiness or misery of

the man, who some ages hence shall be raised from ray

ashes ; when the future man could be no otherwise the

same with me, than as he was arbitrarily to be called

the same, because his body was to be composed of the

same matter which now composes mine : these difficul-

ties were but ill explained. It was thought a sufficient

recommendation of the system, with all its difficulties,

that the promise of a resurrection of the body seemed

to acquire a new importance from it, (but the truth is,

that it would lose its whole importance, if this system

could be established, since it would become a mere pre-

diction concerning a future race of men, and would be

no promise to any men now existing,) and the notion of

the soul's natural immortality, was deemed an unseemly

appendage of a Christian's belief, for this singular rea«
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son, that it had heen entertained by wise and virtuous

heal hens, who had received no light from the Christian,

nor, as it was supposed, from an earlier revelation.

It might have been expected, that this anxiety to ex-

tinguish every ray of hope, which beams not from the

glorious promises of the gospel, would have been accom-

panied with the most entire submission of the under-

standing to the letter of the written word ; the most anx-

ious solicitude for the credit of the sacred writers 5 the

warmest zeal to maintain every circumstance in the his-

tory of our Saviour's life, which might add authority to

his precepts, and weight to his promises, by heightening

the dignity of his person. But so inconsistent with itself

is human folly, that they who at one time, seemed to

think it a preliminary, to be required of every one who
would come to a right belief of the gospel, that he

should unlearn and unbelieve what philosophy had beea

thought to have in common with the gospel, as if reason

and revelation could in nothing agree ; upon other oc-

casions, discover an aversion to the belief of any thing,

which at all puts our reason to a stand : and ia order to

wage war with mystery, with the more advantage, they

scruple not to deny, that that Spirit which enlightened

the first preachers in the delivery of their oral instruc-

tion, and rendered them infallible teachers of the ag'e

in which they lived, directed them in the composition

of those writings, which they left for the edification

of succeeding ages.* They pretend to have made

* " I have frequently declared myself, not to be a believer in the inspiration of

th? evangelists and aposUes as writer*." Br Priestley's LetteiS to Ur Hovsl«j»

Fart f . ^. HSi
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di«icovenes of inconclusive reasoning in the, epistle s ;*

of doubtful facts in the gospels : and appealing from

the testimony of the apostles to their own judgments,

they have not scrupled to declare their opinioHj that the

miraculous conception of our Lord, is a subjectj " with

respect to which, any person is at full liberty to think^

as the evidence shall appear to him, without any ira-

peachnient of his faith or character as a Christian."!

And lest a simple avowal of this extraordinary opinion

should not be sufficiently offensive, it is accompanied

with certain obscure insinuations^ the reserved meaning

of which we are little anxious to divine, which seem in-

tended to prepare the world not to be surprised, if some-

thing still more extravagant, if more extravagant may
be, should in a little time be declared.

We are assembled this day, to commemorate our

Lord's Nativity. It is not as the birth-day of a prophet

that this day is sanctified ; but as the anniversary of that

great event, which had been announced by the whole

succession of prophets, from the beginning of the world

;

and in which the predictions concerning the manner of

the Messiah's advent, received their complete and literal

accomplishment. In the predictions, as well as in the

corresponding event, the circumstance of the miraculous

conception, makes so principal a part, that we shall not

easily find subjects of meditation, more suited either to

the season, or to the times, than these two points ; the

importance of this doctrine, as aa article of the Chris-

* Hist of Gorrup. vol. «. p. 370.

f Letters to Dr Ilorsley, Part I, p. 132.

+ Ibid. p. 54.
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tian faith, and the sufBciency of the critleuce by which

the fact is supported.

First, for the importance of the doctrine, as an article

of the faith ; it is evidently the foundation of the whole

distinction between the character of Christ, in the condi-

tion of a man, and that of any other prophet. Had the

conception of Jesus been in the natural way ; had he

been the fruit of Mary's marriage with her husband, his

intercourse with the Deity could have been of no other

kind, than the nature of any other man might have

equally admitted : an intercourse of no higher kind than

the prophets enjoyed, when their minds were enlighten-

ed by the extraordinary influence of the Holy Spirit,

The information conveyed to Jesus, might have been

clearer and more extensive, than any imparted to any

former prophet ; but the manner and the means of com-

munication, must have been the same. The holy Scrip-

tures speak a very different language : they tell us, that

the " same God who spake in times past to the fathers

by the prophets, hath in these latter days spoken unto

us by his Son ;"* evidently establishing a distinction

of Christianity from preceding revelations, upon a dis-

tinction between the two characters of a prophet of God,

and of God's Son. Moses, the great lawgiver of the.

Jews, is described in the book of i)euteronomy, as su-

perior to all succeeding prophets, for the intimacy of his

intercourse with God, for the variety of his miracles, and

for the authority with which he was invested. *' There

arose not a prophet in Israel like unto Moses, whom
Jehovah knew face to face : in all the signs and wonders

* Hebrews i. 1, 5?.
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which Jehovah sent him to do in the land of Egypt, id

Pharoah, and all his servants, and to all his land : and

in all that mighty hand, aud in all the great terror,

which Moses showed in the sight of all Israel."* Yet

this great prophet, raised up to be the leader and the

legislator of God's people ; this greatest of the prophets,

with whom Jehovah conversed face to face, as a man
talketh with his friend ; bore, as we are told, to Jesus,

the humble relation of a servant to a son :| and lest

the superiority on the side of the Son, should be deem-

ed a mere superiority of the office to which he was ap-

pointed, we are told, that tlie Son is " higher than the

angels," being the eJBFulgence of God's glory, the express

image of his person,'''| the God *^ whose throne is for-

ever and ever, the sceptre of whose kingdom is a sceptre

of righteousness :"|| and this high dignity of the Son, is

alleged as a motive for religious obedience to his com-

mands, and for reliance on his promises. It is this in-

deed which gives such authority to his precepts, and

such certainty to his whole doctrine, as render faith in

him the first duty of religion : had Christ been a mere

prophet, to believe in Christ had been the same thing as

to believe in John the Baptist. The messages indeed,

announced on the part of God by Christ, and by John

the Baptist, might have been different ; and the impor-

tance of the different messages unequal ; but the princi-

ple of belief in either, must have been the same.

Hence it appears, that the intercourse which Christ,

as a man, held with God, was different in kind, from

• Deuf xxxiv. 10—12. f Heb. iii. 5, 6-.

4 Heb. i. 3—6. Ik Uth. v. &
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that which the greatest of the prophets ever had enjoy-

ed : and yet how it should differ, otherwise than in the

degree offrequency and intimacy, it will not be very easy

to explain ; unless we adhere to the faith transmitted to

us from the primitive ages, and believe that the Eternal

Word, who was in the beginning with God, and was

God, so joined to himself the holy thing, which was

formed in Mary's womb, that the two natures, from the

commencement of the virgin's conception, made one per-

son. Between God and any living being, having a

distinct personality of his own, separate from the God-

head, no other communion could obtain, than what

should consist in the action of the Divine Spirit, upou

the faculties of the separate person. This communion

with God, the prophets enjoyed: but Jesus, according

to the primitive doctrine, was so united to the ever-living

Word, that the very existence of the man, consisted in

this union.* We shall not indeed find this proposition,

that the existence of Mary's Son consisted from the first,

and ever shall consist, in his union with the Word ; we

• So Theodoret, in the fourth of his Sevea Dialogues about the Trinity, pub-

lished under the name of Athanasius. The persons ia this dialofjue, are an

Orthodox Believer, and an Apollinarian. The Apollinarian asks, Ouk t<riY nv lum
AvflpTcc ; the Believer replies, aysy ts Aoytc sts ayS^aiTov avrov oiix v7rciat.)lA, thv y^
uTTx^^iY oiiTtt tt Tn ivuTu Tu Aoyv yvupi^u. To the same purpose Joannes Damascc-

IIU8, ——*— a' ya.p rafMrrt^ajj-tt Koh' tau/ltiv vnfiu waSf) o S'tfo? Ao^of, *ax* eioix.»a-eii t«

ydifi T»c (i.yktt (tsm-ibin »7rie^typa:r]a);, tv th iw/lit u-ogAau tK rocv oLyiw txc (»a~a^9»K

avQpoffrun tufo-ixM®', ArT02 'O A0r02 rEN0MEN02 TH 2APKI 'iTlOSTASir.

De Fide Ortliodoxft, lib. 3. cap. ii; and again, cap. vii. Ea-otfmfi:u rctow.

•flK« i.ifl>:v XP^f**'^"'*' '''' "=¥'" vn-o^cto-tv »' tk Qa Aoyn uro;cty;,. So also (Gregory

Nazianzen, u tk iTwreTAourS-*/ tcv rtyfl^arrov, «S' t>7r(/«r^xw=u x?yu ^kv, *..%7«tx/ii7«.

————2«T<c a>c tv tt-ftf/in Xryix kolIa
x^-f'^ fl'»fj«xsva/, cthhct. /mi no.? ns-ixv avvn<^5ect

Ti KM avvA?rltei-M, w (csef Vi x^«T?5K(Sr (yfyux;, ^nhKi)/ h vh^nq txj ti«,flui. Epist

ad Clcdoti. i.
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shall not find this proposition, in these terms in Scrips

ture. Would to God the necessity never had arisen, of

stating the discoveries of revelation in metaphysical

propositions! The inspired writers delivered their su-

blimest doctrines, in popular language, and abstained,

as much as it was possible to abstain, from a philoso-

phical phraseology. By the perpetual cavils of gainsay-

ers, and the difficulties which they have raised, later

teachers, in the assertion of the same doctrines, have

been reduced to the unpleasing necessity, of availing

themselves of the greater precision of a less familiar

language.

But if we find not the same proposition in the same

words in Scripture, we find in Scripture what amounts

to a clear proof of the proposition. We find the char-

acteristick properties of both natures, the human and the

divine, ascribed to the same person. We read of Jesus,

that he suffered from hunger and from fatigue ; that he

wept for grief, and was distressed with fear ; that he

was obnoxious to all the evils of humanity, except the

propensity to sin. We read of the same Jesus, that he

had '* glory with the Father before the world began ;''*

that " all things were created by hira,t both in heaven

and in earth, visible and invisible ; whetlier they be

thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers ; all

things were created by him, and for him''| and ^^ he

upholdeth all things by the word of his power :1| and

that we may in some sort understand, how infirmity

and perfection should thus meet in the same person^

* John xvii. 5. j Ibid. i. 3.

t Coloss. i. le. B Heb. J. 3.
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we are told by St John, that the " Word was made

flesh/'

It was clearly, therefore, the doctrine of holy writ,

and nothing else, which the fathers asserted, in terms

borrowed from the schools of philosophy, when they

afBrraed, that the very principle of personality and in-

dividual existence, in Mary's Son, was union with the

uncreated Word.* A doctrine, in which a miraculous

conception would have been implied, had the thing not

been recorded ; since a man, conceived in the ordinary

way, would have derived the principles of his existence

from the mere physical powers of generation. Union

with the Divine nature, could not have been the prin-

ciple of an existence physically derived from Adam

;

and that intimate union of God and man, in the Re-

deemer's person, which the Scriptures so clearly assert^

had been a physical impossibility.

But, we need not go so high as to the Divine nature

of our Lord, to evince the necessity of his miraculous

conception : it was necessary to the scheme of redemp-

tion, by the Redeemer's oflfering of himself as an expia-

tory sacrifice, that the manner of his conception should

be such ; that he should in no degree partake of the

natural pollution of the fallen race, whose guilt he came

to atone, nor be included in the general condemnation

of Adam's progeny. In what the stain of original sin

may consist, and in what manner it may be propagated,

* 'O a Qioi; A6>«c errtox«9«c, uti thy ev th
-f'-^" -^'-^W* noloLvonfAivnv ifu<riv ayiKadv

(» Jots tTOfHUTIi Ts/o, £tAA cLVitln ncu trKo.iTfA.aL g-etfiiicu(^K»() a.\>.et Tiiy iti .-//o^aj, mv ajjIm"

kS-^V T» i1 Ton llJ'U {itTlif^iW }-«/) AtthdtSt T8 MUilifH fUp*/U!lLI@') '« »a6' a«u7nV VTTOiOiTClV hctt

i/reif^^s-cL.' a.-J]» yuc :' trr'Aouri^ ns 0s« Atiyv t}?vilo tx 9-*ei'< i.TrornTii. Joann. D.ima-

i!f n. Do Fide OithodoxiU lib. .>. cap. .xi.

40
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it is Dot to my present purpose to inquire : it is snflR-

cient, that Adam's crime, by the appointment of Provi-

dence, involved his whole posterity in punishment. <* In

Adam," says the apostle, " all die :"* and for many

lives thus forfeited, a single life, itself a forfeit, had been

no ransom : nor, by the Divine sentence only, inflicting

death on the progeny, for the ofiGence of the progenitor

;

but by the proper guilt of his own sins, every one sprung

by natural descent from the loins of Adam, is a debtor

to Divine Justice, and incapable of becoming a mediator

for his brethren. " In many things,'^ says St James^

^* we offend all.^f *' If we say that we have no sin,

we deceive ourselves," saith St John, " and the truth is

not in us : and, if any man sin, we have an advocate

with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous : and he is

the propitiation for our sins."| Even we Christians all

offend, without exception even of the first and best

Christians, the apostles. But St John clearly separates

the righteous advocate from the mass of those offenders

—that any Christian is enabled, by the assistance of

God's Spirit, to attain to that degree of purity, which

may entitle him to the future benefits of the redemption,

is itself a present benefit of the propitiation which hath

been made for us : and he, who, under the assault of

every temptation, maintained that unsullied innocence,

which gives merit and efBcacy to his sacrifice and inter-

cession, could not be of the number of those, whose

offences called for an expiation, and whose frailties

needed a Divine assistance, to raise them effectually

* 1 Cor. XV. 22. j Jumcs ili. 2.

^ J John » 8; :inJ i. ?.
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from dead works, to serve the living God. In brief,

the condemnation and the iniquity of Adam's progeny,

"were universal. To reverse the universal sentence, and

to purge the universal corruption, a Redeemer was to

be found, pure of every stain of inbred and contracted

guilt : and since every person, produced in the natural

way, could not but be of the contaminated race ; the

purity, requisite to the eflBcacy of the Redeemer's atone-

ment, made it necessary, that the manner of his concep-

tion should be supernatural.

Thus, you see the necessary connexion of the mira-

culous conception, with the other articles of the Chris-

tian faith—the incarnation of the Divine Word, so

roundly asserted by St John, and so clearly implied ia

innumerable passages of holy writ, in any other way,

had been impossible ; and the Redeemer's atonement,

inadequate and ineffectual : insomuch that, had the ex-

traordinary manner of our Lord's generation made no

part of the evangelical narrative, the opinion might have

been defended, as a thing clearly implied in the evan-

gelical doctrine.

On the other hand, it were not difficult to show, that

the miraculous conception, once admitted, naturally

brings up after it, the great doctrines of the atonement

and the incarnation. The miraculous conception of our

Lord, evidently implies .some higher purpose of his

coming, than the mere business of a teacher ; the busi-

ness of a teacher, might have been performed by a mere

man, enlightened by the prophetick spirit: for, whatev-

er instruction men have the capacity to receive, a maa

might have been made the instrument to convey. Had
teaching, therefore, been the sole purpose of our Sa-

viour's coming, a mere man might have done the wUq^^
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business ; and the supernatural conception^ had been aa

unnecessary miracle : He, therefore, who came in this

miraculous way, came upon some higher business, to

which a mere man was unequal. He came to be made

a sin-offering for us, " that we might be made the right-

eousness of God in him."*

So close, therefore, is the connexion of this extraordi-

nary fact with the cardinal doctrines of the gospel, that

it may be justly deemed a necessary branch of the

scheme of redemption : and in no other light was it con-

sidered by St Paul, wlio mentions it among the cliarac-

teristicks of the Redeemer, that he should be ^* made of

a woman :"f in this short sentence, St Paul bears a re-

markable testimony to the truth of the evangelical histo-

ry, in tliis circumstance ; and yoUj my brethren, have not

80 learned Christ, but that you will prefer the testimony

of St Paul, to the rash judgment of those, who have

dared to tax this ** chosen vessel" of the Lord^ with

error and inaccuracy.

The opinion of these men, is indeed the less to be

regarded, for the want of insight, which they discover,

into the real interests and proper connexions of their

own system : it is by no means sufficient for their pur-

pose, that they insist not on the belief of the miraculous

conception—they must insist upon the disbelief of it, if

they expect to make discerning men proselytes to their

Socinian doctrine : they must disprove it, before they

can reduce the gospel to what their scheme of interpM-

• 2 Cor. V. 21.

-J-
Gal. iv. 4. " There is no reference to the miraculous conception, either

ill the book of Acts, or in anj/ of the Epistles" Dr Priestley's Letters to Dv Hors.'

Tfey, p. 53.
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tation makes it,—a mere religion of nature, a system of

the best practical Deism, enforced by the sanction of

high rewards, and formidable punishments, in a future

life ; which are yet no rewards and no punishments, but

gimply the enjoyments and the sufferings of a new race

of men, to be made out of old materials ; and therefore

constitute no sanction, when the principles of the mate-

rialist, are incorporated with those of the Socinian, in

the finished creed of the modern Unitarian.

Having seen the importance of the doctrine of the

miraculous conception, as an article of our faith ; let us

in the next place consider the sufficiency of the evidence,

by which the fact is supported.

We have for it, the express testimony of two out of

the four evangelists : of St Matthew, whose gospel was

published in Judea, within a few years after our Lord's

ascension ; and of St Luke, whose narrative was com-

posed, as may be collected from the author's short pre-

face, to prevent the mischief that was to be apprehend-

ed, from some pretended histories of our Saviour's life,

in which the truth was probably blended with many
legendary tales. It is very remarkable, that the fact

of the miraculous conception, should be found in the

first of the four gospels ; written at a time, when many
of the near relations of the Holy Family must have

been living, by whom the story, had it been false, had

been easily confuted : that it should be found again in

St Luke's gospel ; written for the peculiar use of the

converted Gentiles, and for the express purpose of fur-

nishing a summary of authentick facts, and of suppres-

sing spurious narrations. Was it not ordered by soine

peculiar providence of God, that the two great braiichcs

of the prijaitive church, the Hebrew congregations, for
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which St Matthew wrote, and the Greek coiigregatiotis,

for which St Luke wrote, should find an express record

of the ininiciduus conception, each in its proper gospel ?

Or, if we consider the testimony of the writers, simply

as historians of the times in which they lived, without

regard to their inspiration, which is not admitted by the

adversary ; were not AJatthew and Luke, Matthew,

one of the twelve apostles of our Lord, and Luke, the

companion of St Paul, competent to examine the evi-

dence of the facts which they have recorded ? Is it

likely that they have recorded facts, upon the credit of

a vague report, without examination ? and was it re-

served for the Unitarians of the eighteenth century, to

detect their errors? St Luke, thought himself parti-

cularly well qualified for the work in which he en-

gaged, by his exact knowledge of the story which he

undertook to write, in all its circumstances, from the

very beginning : it is said, indeed, by a writer of the

very first antiquity, and high in credit, that his gospel

was composed from St PauPa sermons ;
" Luke, the at-

tendant of St Paul," says Irenseus, '* put into his book

the gospel preached by that apostle :" this being pre-

mised, attend I beseech you, to the account which St

Luke gives of his own undertaking : " it seemed good

to Hie also, having had perfect understanding of all

things from the very first, to write unto thee in order,

most excellent Theophilus; that thou mightest know

the certainty of those things, wherein thou hast been

instructed." The last verse might be more literally

rendered "that thou might know the exact truth of

those doctrines, wherein thou hast been catechised :"

St Luke's gospel therefore, if the writer's own word

may be taken about his own work; is an historical ex-
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position of the Catechism, which Theophilus had learn-

ed, when he was first made a Christian. The two first

articles, in this historical exposition, are the history of

the Baptist's birth, and that of Mary's miraculous im-

pregnation : we have much more therefore, than the

testimony of St Luke, in addition to that of St Mat»

thew, to the truth of the fact of the miraculous concep-

tion ; we have the testimony of St Luke, that this fact,

was a part of the earliest catechetical instruction : a

part of the catechism, no doubt, which St Paul's con-

verts learnt of the apostle. Let this then be your an-

swer, if any man shall ask you a reason of this part of

your faith ; tell him, that you have been learning St

Paul's catechism.

From what hath been said, you will easily perceive,

that the evidence of the fact of our Lord's miraculous

conception, is answerable to the great importance of

the doctrine ; and you will esteem it an objection of little

weight, that the modern advocates of the Unitarian

tenets, cannot otherwise give a colour to their wretched

cause, than by denying the inspiration of the sacred

historians, that they may seem to themselves at liberty

to reject their testimony. You will remember, that the

doctrines of the Christian revelation, were not original-

ly delivered in a system ; but interwoven in the history

of our Saviour's life : to say therefore that the first

preachers were not inspired, in the composition of the

narratives in which their doctrine is conveyed, is nearly

the same thing, as to deny their inspiration in the

general : you will, perhaps, think it incredible, that

they, who were assisted by the Divine Spirit, when
they preached, should be deserted by that Spirit, when
they committed what they had preached to writing : you
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will think it improbable, that they, who were endowed

with the gift of discerning spirits, should be endowed

with no gift of discerning the truth of facts : you will

recollect one instance upon record, in which St Peter

detected a falsehood by the light of inspiration ; and

you will perhaps bo inclined to think, that it could be

of no less importance to the church, that the apostles and

evangelists, should be enabled to detect falsehoods in

the history of our Saviour's life ; than that St Peter

should be enabled to detect Ananias's lie, about the

sale of his estate. You will think it unlikely, that they

who were led by the Spirit into all truth, should be

permitted to lead the whole church for many ages into

error: that they should be permitted to leave behind

them, as authentick memoirs of their master's life, nar-

ratives compiled with little judgment or selection, from

the stories of the day, from facts and fictions in promis-

cuous circulation : tlie credulity, which swallows these

contradictions, while it strains at mysteries ; is not the

faith which will remove mountains. The Ebionites of

antiquity, little as they were famed for penetration and

discernment, managed however the aifairs of the sect,

with more discretion than our modern Unitarians ; they

questioned not the inspiration of the books which they

received ; but they received only one book, a spurious

copy of St Matthew's gospel, curtailed of the two first

chapters. You will think it no inconsiderable confir-

mation of the doctrine in question, that the sect which

first denied it to palliate their infidelity, found it ne-

cessary to reject three of the gospels, and to mutilate

the fourth.

Not in words therefore and in form, but with hearts

full of faith and gratitude, you will join in the solemn
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service of tlie day, and return thanks to God, " who

gave his only begotten Son to take our nature upon him,

and, as at this time, to be born of a pure Virgin.'' You
will always remember, that it is the great use of a

sound faitli, that it furnishes the most effectual motives

to a good life. You will therefore not rest in the merit

of a speculative faith. You will make it your constant

endeavour, that your lives may adorn your profession

that " your light may so shine before men, that they^

seeing your good works, may glorify your Father which.

is in heaven.''

4>i
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PART FIRST.

REMARKS.
WHEN first I had the pleasure to peruse the Se-

eond Letters addressed to nie by Doctor Priestley, upon

the subject of our Lord's divinity, I was not ill satisfied

to find the performance such, both in matter and style,

SIS might have released me from all obligation to a for-

mal reply ; although I had made no previous declara-

tion of the rp.snlution, in which I am fixed, never to enter

into a useless disquisition upon the main question—an

exhausted subject, in which nothing new is to be said

on either side ;—nor to pursue an interniiuable contro-

versy with one, whom, with high respect for his natural

abilities, and for his attainments in some parts of learn-

ing, I must still call an insuflicient antagonist. Ihe
dislike of trouble in my natural disposition is so strong,

as too often, I fear, to strive for the mastery with better

principles. I was well satisfied to find, that in the con-

test with Dr Priestley, I was at liberty to indulge my
indolence, without seeming to desert my cause : that his

book, abounding in new specimens of that confident ig-

norance, which in these subjects is the most prominent

fasitiire in bis writings, aad in expressions of fiery re-
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sentment and virulent invective ; carried with it, as I

thought, its own confutation to unprejudiced readers of

all descriptions : to the learned reader, by the proof

which it furnishes of the author's incompetency in the

subject ; to the unlearned, by the consciousness, which

the fierceness of liis wrath betrays, of a defect of ar-

gument.

2. To mention a few instances : it gave me great

satisfaction to perceive, that the whole confutation of the

proof, which 1 had built upon the epistle of St Barna-

bas, of the orthodoxy of the first Hebrew Christians,*

was to consist in an insinuation, that " doubts had been

entertained by many learned men concerning the genu-

ineness of that epistle ;''| and in an assertion of my an-

tagonist's, that it is most evidently interpolated ; and

that the interpolations respect the very subject of which

we treat :"J the genuineness of the epistle, as a work

of St Barnabas the apostle, had been expressly given

up by me ; its age, being the only circumstance of imi-

portance to my argument : for the notiou, that it is evi-

dently interpolated, particularly in what respects the

subject of which we treat ; the evidence by which the

assertion is supported, is of that sort, which every one

who engas^es in controversy, must rejoice that his ad-

versary should condescend to employ. Some passages

in the Greek text, which allude to our Lord's divinity,

are not found, it seems, in the old Latin version ; others

relating to the same subject, appear in the old Latin

• See Letter eighth in Reply to Dr Priestley-

\ Second Letters to the Archdeacoa of St AJban't. p. 7.

* Ibid,
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version only, and are not found in the Greek text :* tliat

both the Greek text and Latin version, carry evident

marks of the injuries of time ; that defects, sometimes of

a single word, sometimes of many words, sometimes of

whole periods, abound in both, is known to every one

who hath ever looked into the work : it is doubtless

therefore, a very rational conclusion, that whatever is

not found both in the original, and in the version, is in

either an interpolation. Tliat the hand of time must

always have fallen upon the corresponding passages in

the two copies, may be taken as a self-evident proposi-

tion ! If any assertion therefore, of our Lord's divinity,

occur in either copy, which is not found in both, the

suspicion must be but too well founded, that some

wicked Athanasian hath been tampering

!

3. I was well pleased to find, that the two passages

which my antagonist hath produced from the Greek

text, as evident instances of interpolation, are not among

those which I have cited. In these two passages, the

divinity of our Lord is briefly alluded to : in every one

of the four, cited by me, it is distinctly asserted, or

strongly implied : of these four, two are found with in-

considerable varieties, both in the Greek and in the

Latin ; the otlier two in tlie Latin only : but that I lay

the chief stress |- upon either of the two, which are in the

Latin version only, is a mere imagination of my ad-

versary.

4. The satisfaction, which this confutation of my ar-

gument from Barnabas afforded me, was not a little

heightened, by the manner in which I am convicted of

* Second Letters, p. 7. | Ibid. p. 8.
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an error, in the appeal, which, in my &ixth letter to Dr
Priestley, 1 made to the authority of Grotius, among
others, in support of the opinion, which 1 maintain, of

the orthodoxy of the Nazarenes, in the article of our

Lord's divinity. Dr Priestley, in his First Letters to

me, said, that I was singular in asserting this : to

show that I was not singular in the assertion, (not to

prove the thing asserted ; for the proof of that I build

entirely upon what is to be found in ancient writers

;

but to disprove the pretended novelty of the assertion,)

I alleged the authorities of Grotius, Vossius, Spencer,

and Huetius : " having examined ," says my antagonist,

in the third of his Second Letters, '^ the most respecta-

ble of these authorities, viz. Grotius, I find him entirely

failing you, and saying no such thing as you ascribe to

him :"* then, to prove that Grotius fails me, and says

no such thing as I ascribe to him, Dr Priestley produces

a passage from Grotius, to which I never meant to al-

lude, and which is indeed nothing to the purpose, but

he takes no notice of the passage upon which my asser-

tion was built, and to which the margin of my publica-

tion referred him.

5. The satisfaction, which it gave me to find myself

thus confuted, was still increased, by the retractation of

this confutation in my adversary's Appendix, No. IIL

A retractation, which, in effect, is little less than a con-

fession of the fraudulent trick, which, had not the ad-

vice of friends seasonably interposed, it is too evident,

he meant to put upon the publick—I say upon the pub-

lick; for upon me he could not think that it would

Second Letters p. SO.
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pass ; whatever may be his opinion of my learning

;

he has, I helieve, had some experience of my vigilayce,

in waicliing the movements of an enemy ; and he could

not i'nagiiie, that the passage which he produces, would

pass with myself for that which I cited. But he hafi

heard perhaps from those who know me, of the consti*

tutional indolence which domineers in my disposition

;

and under this circumstance, and the declaration which

1 had made of my intention to give him no reply, he

thought himself secure against detection.

6. I must acknowledge another gratification which I

received from this same No. III. of Dr Priestley's Ap-

pendix ; I learnt from it, that Grotius, *^ when he speaks

of tlie Nazarones, as holding the common faith of other

Christians, with respect to Christ ;" meant only that they

held something, which was not the common faith of

other Christians :* and that Sulpitius Severus, whea

he says that '* all the Jewish Christians till the time of

Adrian, held that Christ was God, though they observ-

ed the law of Moses, (Christum Deum sub legis ohser*

ratione credebant.J is to be considered as having said

nothing more, than that almost all the Jews of Jerusa»

lera were Christians, though they observed the law of

Moses."! Certainly, the learned commentator and the

historian, are to be so understood : for were they to be un-

derstood in the plain meaning of tlieir words, they would

flatly contradict Dr Priestley ; which however, ifthey had

done, it would have been no great matter : for any writer,

who may contradict Dr Priestley, is little to be regarded.

• " By the common faith of Christiant in that early age, Grotius BO d«nbt mean^

his ffwrt opvuon, &e." Second Leltere, p. 21".

t Second Le«er», [i. 21«^

43
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7. Di' Priestley has been reading the Parmcnides !*

Having taught the Greek language several years at

Warrington, he conceived himself well qualified to en-

counter that profound book. The benefit, which he has

received from the performance of this knotty task, exact-

ly corresponds with my notion of his abilities for the

undertaking : he has found the whole treatise unintelli-

gible If Perhaps he has, 'ere this, looked through the

Enneads of Plotinus, with the like emolument : he must

therefore be well qualified to illustrate the history of the

Platonick doctrines, in the most mysterious parts : and

in the great work, with which the press now labours,

his promise will, I dare say, be fulfilled, of teaching

the world many things respecting them, of which his

antagonist is ignorant. He can produce hundreds of

passages to prove, that the '* divinity which the ortho-

dox Christians ascribed to Christ, was the very same

principle, which constituted the wisdom and other pow-

ers of God the Father ; and he can prove, that *< this

"was agreeable to the principles of those Platonists, from

whom Philo and the Christian fathers derived their

opinion."J That the second person in the Platonick

triad was, according to the theology of that school, tlie

principle of intelligence in the Godhead, he will find

indeed not diflBcult to prove ; but, unless he can show,

that this principle of Divine intelligence was not suppo-

sed, by the Platonists, to have had from all eternity a

personality of its own, distinct from the personality of

either of the two other principles ; he will prove noth-

• Second Letters, p. 145.

t Ibid. t Ibid. p. 12ii
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ing, but what is already known to every child in Pb-

tonism.

8. The GREAT WORK, will probably abound in new

spechnens of the proficiency which he has made in

logick, under the tuition of the great Locke : it was not

unpleasant to mc, to fiad this great logician, confounding

being, substancet and substraiiim :* that is, ignorant of

the distinctions of «V»s-a(7/f (which seems to be Being in

his language) wix and uViKtz/^eKoc : to find him unapprised

of that great principle, without which a logician will

handle his tools but awkwardly, that the genus cannot

be predicated of the speciilck differences! (a) ; and,

from an ignorance of this principle, falling into an error,

into which indeed greater men than he have fallen, that

Being is the universal genus, under which all other

genera rank sls species,

9. These, and many other glaring instances of unfin-

ished erndition, shallow criticism, weak argument, and

unjustifiable art to cover the weakness, and to supply

the want of argument, which must strike every one, who

takes the trouble to look through these Second Letters

;

put me quite at ease, with respect to the judgment, which

* Second Letters, p. 198.

^ " The former ^being] is the genus, and the latter [person] the

species," &c. p. 140.

(o) III the si.xih of his Third Letters, sec. S. Dr. Priestley courageously encoun-

ters this principle. To prove the fallacy of it, he s»ys, "According to it, sinco

77i£7i are divided into Jf kites and Blacks, he. he. it wouUI follow, thut it rannot

with propriety be said of any Whites or Blacks, that tlicy are 7iien.'" A more

curious instance of logical accuracy will not easily be found, than tiiis deduction.

The common £'eniis of White men and Black men, I take lo be J\fnn. The
specifick difference between them lies in colour. Of this I ai)prehend manlinod

cannot be predicated. But how does this lead to Dr Priestley's uilercnce, t!i?.t

m^nhf)o4. is ncilpvadicahle of any subject in vhicli colour is found.
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the publick would be npt to form between my antagonist

and me ; and confirmed me in the resolution of making

no reply to him, and of troubling the publick no more

upon the subject, except so far as might be necessary,

to establish some facts, which he hath somewhat too pe-

remptorily denied ; and to vindicate ray character from

aspersions^ which he hath too inconsiderately thrown

out.

10. The matters of fact which I mean to prove are

these.

I. Origen's want of veracity in disputation.

11. The existence of orthodox Hebrew Christians at

Jerusalem, after the time of Adrian.

III. The decline of Calvinism, amounting almost to a

total extinction of it, among the English dissenters.

II. The slander, which I mean to repel, is contain-

ed in my adversary's insinuation, that I have spoken

with contempt of the doctrines of Calvin.

IS. As for the outcry which he makes about my in-

tolerance, and my bigotry to what he calls high-church

principles, it gives me rather pleasure than uneasiness.

1 consider it, as the vain, indignant struggle of a strong

animal, which feels itself overcome ; the mere growling

of the tiger in the toils ; and I disdain to answer : I

glory in my principles ; I am proud of the abuse, which

they may draw upon me ; nor shall I pretend to apolo-

gize for the severity and warmth of ray present lan-

guage, or of any which I may think proper to employ

in the ensuing pages. After the avowal which Dr
Priestley has made, in his last publication,* of the

• See the Anirnadirersions on Dr W'hke'rt S-imons, Rnnexed to Dr Piiestlcy"'!

discourse upoa the Importance of Free Inqiiiiyj j'. 79.
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spirit in which he has drawn his polemical sword ; it is

time, that on our part also, the scabbard should he

thrown aicay.

13. Dr Priestley's Second Letters to the Archdeacon

of St Alhan's are, at this instant, lying open before me,

at the 53d page : my eye is attracted to a passage near

the bottom, distinguished by a mark, which, in the first

perusal of the work, I had set against it in the margin ;

which reminds me, that it is one of those, in which I

was the most captivated with the justness of the reason-

ing, and the frankness of the writer's declarations. Al-

though 1 have already spent more time, than when I

first took up my pen I thought to do, in culling the

flowers of my adversary's composition, I cannot resist

the temptation of stopping (although it delay for a few

moments the business to which I hasten) to pluck this

delicious blossom, which I had well nigh overlooked,

sensible how much it will add to the brilliancy and fra-

grance of ray posey.

14. Bishop Pearson alleges, that Ignatius, in his

epistles to Polycarp, to the Ephesians, Maguesians,

and Philadelphians, refers to the doctrine of the Ebion-

ites as an heretical doctrine : these references, would

demolish Dr Priestley's notion, that the Ebionites were

not considered as hereticks, so early as in the times of

Ignatius; Dr Priestley therefore "finds no such refer-

ences," in these epistles, " except perhaps two passa-

ges." Two clear references are just as good as two

thousand : how then shall we dispose of these two pas-

sages ? Very easily—" they may easily be supposed to

have been altered"—yes : suppositions are easily made
;

and for that very reason, they are not easily admitted

by wary men, without some other recommendation than
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the bare ease of making them, joined to the considera-

tion of the service, which a particular supposition may
render to a party-writer, as a crutch for a lame argu-

ment. Upon what ground then may we build this sup-

position, which is so easily made, of an alteration in

two passages in the epistles of Ignatius, which, as they

now stand, contradict Dr Priestley ? Upon the firmest

ground imaginable : " when corrected by an unita-

rian, nothing is wanting to the evident purpose of the

writer"

—

Corrected by an Unitarian ! The Unitarians,

if they are not shamefully belied by the ecclesiastical

historians, have ever indeed, been ready at this business

of correction .• the Arians took the trouble to correct a

treatise of Hilary of Poictou, in which, the heretical

confession of the council of Ariminum was the subject

:

they corrected, and corrected, till the work became a

novelty to its author. They, or the Macedonians, did

the same good office for St Cyprian's epistles ; and to

circulate their amended copies more widely, they sold

them at Constantinople, at a low price ; similar liberties,

were taken with the works of the two Alexandrians,

Clemens and Dionysius : they, who thus corrected, were

not deficient in the kindred art of forging whole trea-

tises, under the names of the brightest luminaries of the

church, in which the holy fathers were made to support

heritical doctrines : the holy Scriptures were not unat-

tempted, as appears by the testimony of those,* who
lived at the time when the amended copies were extant

in the world ; who, in proof of the heavy accusation,

appeal to the notorious disagreement of different copies,

* See Euseb. Ecc. Hist. lib. v.
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which had undergone the revision of different heresi-

archs. This is indeed, the confutation of the Unitarian

doctrine, that both the primitive fathers, and the holy

Scriptures, must be corrected in every page, before they

can be brought to give evidence in its favour. It is be-

cause the Unitarians themselves have always understood

this, that they have ever been ready to apply the needful

eorrections, when they thought the thing might be done

without danger of detection ; but the modern Coryphceus

of the company, is, 1 believe, the first who ever had

the indiscretion to avow the practice, and confess that he

could not otherwise stand his ground, than by an appeal

to the testimony of corrected fathers ! He is himself

indeed a master of the art of correction : his attempt

upon a passage in St John's first epistle, will never be

forgotten.*

15. Will he dare to recriminate ? He will.—'' The
orthodox, he says, as they are commonly called, have

tampered with the New Testament itself, havirjg made
interpolations favourable to the doctrine of the 1 riuity,

especially the famous passage concerning the three that

lear record in heaven.^^-\ The great name of Newton
is brought up, to give weight to the accusation :

"• New-
ton, among others, has clearly proved, &c." and this he

imagines, I myself will acknowledge : Dr Priestley,

even before the inditing of these Second Letters, must

have found himself deceived in so many instances, in

his imaginations about me ; how I would acknowledge,

• See the charge to the slergy of the arehdeaoonry «f St Alban'f, I. sec. 5.

J" Second Leuers p. 13.
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and how I would recant; how my eyes would be opened,

by the information which he had to £;ive me ; that I

wonder he should venture to imagine any more, in a

subject in which he hath found himself so liable to

error : he imagines, that 1 must acknowledge, that New-
ton hath clearly proved, that the record of the three in

heaven in St John's first epistle, is an interpolation,

made by some of those, whom I call the orlhodox.

—

No: I acknowledge no such thing: Suppose I were to

make the first part of the acknowledgment, that the

passage is an interpolation ; what consequence would

bind me to the second, that the orthodox have been the

wilful falsifiers ? Is it because their purpose might have

beeu served by the pretended falsification ? Truly, tlieir

purpose had been poorly served by it : it is not agreed,

among the orthodox themselves, that this text relates to

the consubstantiality of the three persons in the God-

head : it is my own opinion, that it does not : and this

I take to be the reason,—that it is so seldom alleged by

the ancieut writers in proof of tlie Trinity. But why
must I acknowledge, that the passage is at all an inter-

polation ? Because Newton and others have clearly

proved it—to me, the proof is not clear : were the defect

of positive proof in favour of the passage much greater,

than Newton and others have beeu able to make out, it

would still be with me an argument of its authenticity^

that the omission of it breaks the connexion, and wonder-

fully heightens the obscurity, of the apostle's discourse.

Dr Priestley perhaps imagines, that I hold myself

bound to acknowledge whatever Newton hath attempt-

ed to prove : in his letters to me, and in his animadver-

sions upon Dr "White's celebrated discourses, he is
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often pleased to boast of the probability* of what ha

knows, more than his antagonists ; and that too, in sub-

jects, in which he hath been convicted of the greatest

want of knowledge : I hope I may say, without arro-

gance, that it is probable that Sir Isaac Newton's

talents in demonstration, are as well known to me, as

to Dr Priestley : it is probable too, that after the pains

which I have taken, to examine the principles and tha

authorities, on which his ancient chronology is founded

;

I am as well qualified as Dr Priestley, to judge of his

talents in other subjects, which are not capable of de-

monstration : now in these, I scruple not to say, with a

writer of our own times, that the great Newton went

out like a common man ; for the exposition, which, to

complete his argument against the record of the three

in heaven, he gives of the context of the apostle's dis-

course, I hold it to be a model of that sort of para-

phrase, by which any given sense may be affixed to any

given words : but that even the external evidence of the

authenticity of the passage, is so far less defective, than

Newton and others have imagined, will be denied, I

believe by few, who have impartially considered, t!ie

very able vindication of this celebrated text, which hath

lately been given by Mr Travis, in his Letters to Mr
Gibbon. Dr Priestley perhaps hath not found leisure

to look through that performance ; or, if he liave, he

Iiath formed, I suppose, " no very high opinion of th«

author's acquaintance with Christian antiquity :"t for

• Second Letters, p. 133, 146, 200, 202. AiamadTersions an Dr White, p,

fit), 72.

I See Remarks oa Mr liowes's diicoarse.
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in this, all who oppose the Sociaian tenets, are misera-

bly (leiicient.

16. Here I close my remarks upon my adversary's

reasoning ; and 1 now proceed to the proof of my own

facts, and the vindication of my own character.



PART SECOND,

PROOFS.

CHAPTER FIRST.

Of Origen^s want of veracity.—Of the Fathers in ge^

neral.—Of the passages in which St Chrysostom is

supposed to assert, that the apostles temporized.—»5

specimen of correction hy an Unitarian.

THE first fact that comes iti question is, the want

of veracity in disputation^ which 1 impute to Origen.

2. In the second book against Celsus, near the be-

ginning of the book, Origen asserts of the Hebrew Chris-

tians of his own times, without exception, that they had
not abandoned the laws and customs of their ancestors

;

and that, for that reason they were called Ebionites.

Dr Priestley sets a high value upon this testimony of

Origen, as clearly establishing his great point, that the
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Bbionites were nothing worse, than the Christians of

the circumcision : I maintain, that if the truth of Ori-

gen's assertion were admitted, still his testimony would

be less to Dr Priestley's purpose, than he imagines—it

would prove, indeed, the Hebrew Cliristian, and the

Ebionite, to be the same ; but it would equally prove,

that the disbelief of our Lord's divinity, was no neces-

sary part of the Ebionsean doctrine. But I go further

:

I deny the truth of Origen's assertion in both its bran-

ches : I deny, that it is universally true of the Hebrew

Christians, in his time, that they had not abandoned

the Mosaick law ; and I deny that it is true, that they

were all called Ebionites : I say, that Origen himself

knew better, than to believe his own assertion ; and I

say, that it was a part of Origen's character, not to be

incapable of asserting, in argument, what he believed

not.

3. Dr Priestley ill brooks this open attack, upon the

credibility of one, whom he considers as a principal

witness : he defends Origen, by retorting a similar ac-

cusation upon me ; and, with the utmost vehemence of

indignant oratory, he arraigns me at the tribunal of the

publick, as a falsifier of history, and a defamer of the

character of the dead.* From assertions which I have

not rashly made, it must be something more terrible to

my feelings, than the reproaches of Dr Priestley, loudly

re-echoed by his whole party, that shall compel me to

recede.

4. I say, then, that in the particular matter in ques-

tion, Origen asserted a known falsehood : 1 say, in ge-

• Second Letters, &e. Preface, p. sriii. p; 47, 19S.
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neral, that a strict regard to truth, in disputation, was

not the virtue of his character.

5. With respect to the particular matter in question

:

if I prove, that Origen knew the falsehood of his own

assertion in the first branch of it, in which he avers,

*< that the Hebrew Christians in his time had not aban.

doned their ancient laws and customs ;" no great stress,

I presume, will be laid upon the second, *' that they

were all called Ebionites :" for, according to Origen's

account of the reason of the name, (which yet I believe

not to be the true one,) the two branches of his assertion,

must stand or fall together.

9. It is an inconvenience which attends controversy,

that it obliges both the writer and the reader to go

frequently over the same gronnd : I must here repeat,

what I observed in the seventh of my letters to Dr
Priestley, that it is in answer to a reproach upon the

converted Jews, which Celsus had put in the mouth of

an unbelieving Jew, that by embcacing Christianity,

they were deserters of their ancient law ; that Origeu

asserts, that the Jews believing in Christ had not re-

nounced their Judaism. This assertion is made at the

beginning of Origen's second book. Now at no greater

distance than in the third section of the same book, the

good father takes quite another ground to confute his

adversary ; he insults over his adversary's ignorance,

for not making the distinctions, which he himself, in the

allegation in question, had confounded. " It is my pre-

sent point," says Origen, "to evince Celsus's igno-

rance, who has made a Jew say to his countrymeHj iyi

Israelites believing in Christ, Upon what motive have

you deserted the law of your ancestors P But Iiow havo

they deserted the law of their ancestors, who reprove
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those that arc inattentive to it, and say, Tell tm ye

(8fc. .^"* Then, after a citation of certain texts from St

PauPs epistles, in which the apostle avails himself of

the authority of the law, to enforce particular duties |

which texts make nothing either for or against the Jew's

assertion, that the Christians of the circumcision had

abandoned their ancient law ; but prove only, that the

disuse of the law, if it was actually gone into disuse,

could not be deemed a dissertion ; because it proceeded

not from any disregard to tlie authority of the Lawgiv-

er : after a citation of texts to this purpose, Origen pro-

ceeds in this remarkable strain. '^ And how confused-

ly does Celsus's Jew speak upon this subject? when
he might have said more plausibly, some of you have

relinquished the old customs upon pretence of exposi-

tions and allegories

—

some again expounding, as you

call it, spiritually, nevertheless observe the institutions

of our ancestors—but some, not admitting these exposi-

tions, are willing to receive Jesus as the person foretold

by the prophets, and to observe the law of Moses ac-

cording to the ancient customs, as having in the letter

the whole meaning of the Spirit."! In these words,

Origen confesses, all that I have alledged of him : he

confesses, in contradiction to his former assertion, that

r.au TO. i^ic- n«c ii )t.^!tMhci7rct.7L tsv t^Al^iov vofAov at iTtltfjuavlK Toti (M Atosaa-iv euHa^

ttau >.rytvT^;^ >,rytli ftot ot tov vOyCtop, &c.

+ __-—— Ktt/ ecg avyn.i^vfAtvm( yi TctuS' o* rantfo. foi KiXirai lisS'a.io; Xtytt, ^uvAjuevx

(tS'<9*V«7«^OV VTUV, ST/ T1NE2 /UIV VfxaiV HxlhtKOlTTaift Tet s9», tBii^H-tfU SMyMVlfi Xatj

etXAJt^o^/W T1NE2 h xou J/k^u/xsvo*, ac wa^fsAAwSs, 'wvaj/ji.':tllicais, stTev >trlov tcl aralel-z

Twulr TINES Ji, k/s Smyayiyu, 0)iM(rS( km tov Ikotsv Trtt^nJ'f'^na-Bui ce( w^o^iOsjBivlit,

Koj TOV MetviriU! vofjicv tx^ho-m ksOx t« <v«lpici, wj jy t« Ki^it %ov7ej T«v tarxvlct Tit
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he knew of three sorts of Jews professing Christian-

ity—one sort adhered to the letter of the Mosairk law,

rejecting all figurative interpretations ; another sort ad-

mitted a figurative interpretation, conforming, however,

to the letter of the precept ; but a third sort (the first in

Origen's enumeration) had relinquished the observance

of the literal precept, conceiving it to be of no impor-

tance, in comparison of the latent figurative meaning.

7. But this is not all : in the next sentence he gives

lis to understand, though 1 confess more indirectly, but

he gives us to understand, that of these three sorts of

Hebrews professing Christianity, they only, who had

laid aside the use of the Mosaick law, were in his time

considered as true Christians : for he mentions it as a

further proof of the ignorance of Celsus, pretending, as

it appears he did, to deep erudition upon all subjects,

that in his account of the heresies of the Christian,

church, he had omitted the Israelites believing in Jesus^

and not laying aside the law of their ancestors : " but

how should Celsus/' he says, *' make clear distinctions

upon this point; who, in the sequel of his work, men-

tions impious heresies altogether alienated from Christ,

and others, which have renounced the Creator, and

hath not noticed [or knew not of] Israelites believing

in Jesus, and not relinquishing the law of their fa-

thers ?"* What opinion is to be entertained of a wri-

ter's veracity, who, in one page, asserts that the Hebrews

professing Christianity had not renounced the Jewish

law ; and, in the next affirms, that a part of them had
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renounced it, not without an insinuation, that they, who
had not, were hereticks, not true Christians ? Ego huic

TESTI, ETIAMSI JURATO, QUI TAM, MANIFESTO FUMOS

VENDIT, ME NGN CREDITURUM ESSE CONFIRMG.

8. I flatter myself, that I have established ray charge

against Origen, with respect to the particular fact in

question : that a strict regard to truth in disputation)

was not the virtue of his character, I shall now show by

another strange instance of prevarication, which occurs

in these same books against Celsus. Celsus, to deprive

the Christian cause of all benefit from Isaiah's prophecy

of the Virgin's conception, makes his Jew say, what

hath since been said by many Jewish criticks without

the least foundation, that the Hebrew word in Isaiah

vii. 14, which is rendered by the LXX, a virgin, de-

notes only a young woman : Origen, in justification of

the sense in which Christian interpreters understand th«

passage, cites* the law against the incontinence of be-

trothed virgins, in Deut. xxii. 23, S4, the word nxhy^

which Christians understand of a virgin in Isaiah, be-

ing allowed, as Origen will have it, to denote a virgin

in this passage of the law : but in this passage accord-

ing to our modern Hebrew text, the word is not nnVy, but

nVjna : Were it certain, that nth^ had been the reading ia

the copies of the age of Origen, a suspicion might arise,

that the text had been corrupted by the Jews, for the

purpose of depriving the Christians of one argument, in

vindication of their interpretation of Isaiah ; but there is

something so suspicious, in the manner of Origens ap-

peal to this text, that he is rather to be. suspected of

* Contra CeU. lib. i. ses, S4.
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prevarication, than the synagogue of fraud.—»' ^tr

a\h.oi ti iic Tn» YiXYir, Ktilut, il2 *ASI, xa/ Ik tcj AiJjifotofitu

i-TTi crocj)0ty«, &c. " The word no'?; which the LXX have

translated into the word «rocf9tKOf [a virgin], but other

interpreters, into the word Mar/c [a young woman], is

put too, AS THEY SAY, in Deuterouomy, for a virgin.'^

What is this, As they say? Was it unknown to the

compiler of the Hexapla, what the reading of the

Hebrew text, in his own time was ? If he knew that

it was, what he would have thought it to be ; why does

he seem to assert upon hearsay only ? If he knew

not ; why did he not inform himself? that he might

either assert, with confidence, what he had found upon

inquiry to be true; or not assert what could not be

maintained. Ego huic testi, etiamsi jurato, qui

TAM MANIFESTO TUMOS VENDIT, ME NON CREDITURU3C

ESSE CONFIRMO.

9. So much for Origen's veracity in argument, s©

unjustly aspersed by me, so completely vindicated by

Pr Priestley.*

10. I will here take the liberty to remark upon the

early fathers in general, whose memories are neverthe-

less to be revered, for their learning, and the general

sanctity of their characters ; that, in their popular dis-

courses, and in argument, they were too apt to sacrifice

somewhat of the accuracy of fact, to the plausibility of

their rhetorick ; or, which is much the same thing, they

• "I haTc completely vindicated the character of Origen, vhich fou hcve

endeavoured to blot." Second Letters, kc. p. 189. See a further defence qt"

Origea's Teracity, in the first of Or Prieitley's third Letters, and my Reply to that

further defence, in the fifth of the Supplemental Diiquisitiooa.
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were too ready to adopt any notion, winch might serve

a present purpose, without nicely examining its solidity

or its remote consequences^ For this reason, the great

profit which may arise from the study of their works, is

rather that we may gather from them, what were the

opinions and the practice of the whole body of the

church, in the times wherein they lived ; than, that any

one of these writers is safely to be followed in all his

assertions : instances of precipitation, in advancing what

occurred at the moment, and served a present purpose,

may be found, I believe, in the writings of no less a

man than St Chrysostom : I shall mention one instance

which occurs to me, which is very remarkable, though

perhaps of little consequence. In his homilies upon

the second epistle to the Corinthians, Chrysostom re-

lates, that it was not agreed, in his time, who the

person might be, who is described by St Paul as the

** brother whose praise is in the gospel in all the

churches :" that some thought St Luke was meant

under this description ; others St Barnabas : and, for

a reason which he mentions, he gives it as his own
opinion, that St Barnabas was probably the person

intended—but, in his first homily upon the Acts of

the Apostles, he no less than three times brings up

this text, as an attestation of St Paul to St Luke's

merit : for no other reason, but that this application of

it, served the purpose of a rhetorical amplification of

St Luke's praise.

ii. Upon this circumstance, the notorious careless-

ness of the fathers in their rhetorical assertions, I should

build my reply to the several passages which Dr Priest-

ley hath produced from St Chrysostom, to prove that it

was allowed by St Chrysostom, that the doctrine of the
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Trinity bad never been openly taugbt by the apostles

;

if those passages appeared to me, in the same light in

which they appear to my antagonist : as for the particu-

lar passage in Athanasius, if any Unitarian, who reads

the entire passage, thinks that the Jews there mentioned

were converted, not unbelieving Jews, I must apply to

him, what Dr Priestley remarks of those whom 1 esteem

as orthodox, that " the minds of a few individuals may
be so locked up, that no keys we can apply will be able

to open them/'* For St Chrysostom, I cannot find

that he says any thing, but what I myself would say ;

that the apostles taught first what was easiest to be

learned, and went on to higher points, as tlie minds of

their catechumens became able to bear them : if I could

allow that he hath any where said, what Df Priest-

ley thinks he finds in his expressions, that the apostles

had been reserved and concealed upon an article of

faith ; I should say, that it was a thought that had

hastily occurred to liim, as a plausible solution of a

difficulty, which deserved perhaps, no very diligent dis-

cussion in a popular assembly; and that he had hastily

let it escape him. 1 am well persuaded, that any priest

in Chrysostom's jurisdiction, who should have maintain-

ed this extraordinary proposition, that "the apostles

had temporized, in delivering the fundamentals of the

Christian faith," would have met with no very gentle

treatment from the pious Archbishop of Constantinople:

had the priest, in his own vindication, presumed to say;

^* Holy father, if 1 am in error, you yourself must

answer for it ; upon your authority I adopted the opin-

Iftipoitance of Free Inq^uiiy, p. 5^.
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ion, which you now condemn ; you have repeatedly said

in your commentaries upon the sacred books, that the

apostles and the evangelists stood in awe of the preju-

dices of their hearers"—St Chrysostom would have re-

plied : " Faithless monster ! is it thy stupidity, or thy

baseness, tliat interprets, as ah impeachment of the

sincerity of the first inspired preachers, my encomium

of their wisdom ? But why should 1 wonder, that he

should not scruple to slander his bishop, who spares

Dot the apostles and evangelists I" Had the priest been

able to prove against St Chrysostom, that he bad in-

deed given countenance in his writings to such an error,

the good father would have repented in sackcloth and

ashes.

i% As the mention of Dr Priestley's quotations from

St Chrysostom hath occurred, I must not omit to do jus-

tice to a passage, which bath suifered a little in the

hands of this emeritus professor of Greek* in the late

academy at Warrington. I speak of the passage cited

by Dr Priestley, in his Second Letters , page ^% from

the first homily on the epistle to the Hebrews : in the

Greek, as Dr Priestley gives it, it is rank nonsense

;

and not very intelligible, in Dr Priestley's English

:

Dr Priestley, to get it into EBglish at all, has had re-

course to an emendation—an *< « must be turned into x«i,

* tc I —_ taught it nine years, the test ax of them at Wan-iogtoa." Se«

gond Letters, p. 202.

Ad suramum, non Maunis erat, nee Sarroata, nee Thrax,

Qui sumpsit jiennas, inediis sed natus ^thefiis.

Mat "the elements oE tb^- language, it seems, were not taught there.** [Ibid.^

The professor indeed, had the ekmeats Wen (o be taught, had heea ill qualified

ibr his chair.
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or something cise^ Suppose » turned into k»li, what

w ill be the antecedent of the pronoun oiv1»( in the Greek,

or of himselfm Dr Priestley's English ? Had Dr Priest-

ley consulted any good edition of St Chrysostora, either

the Paris edition of 1735, or the old Paris edition, of

Fronto DucsBus, or the Eton edition, he would have

found that J yv.^ uirw # 3-«»c should be v yx^ tiTrw Xfirac

and that v should keep its place : " Observe," says St

Ghrysostom, " the apostle's prudence in the choice of

his expressions—for he hath not said, Christ spake,

although he [i. e. Christ] was the person who spake

;

but because their minds were weak, and they were not

yet able to bear the things concerning Christ, he says,

God spake hy him.''

13. The particular notion, that Christ was the Jeho-

vah of the Old Testament, the person who conversed

with the patriarchs, talked with Moses in the bush, dis-

played his tremendous glory at Sinai, and spake by the

prophets ; is what St Chrysostom thought the Hebrews

not far enough advanced in the thaory of revelation to

bear : if he thought them too weak to bear the general

doctrine of our Lord's Deity, his judgment would be of

little weight, since St Paul thought otherwise ; for, in

the second verse of the first chapter of this epistle, the

apostle enters upon that abstruse subject, which, in the

first verse, according to Dr Priestley's interpretation of

St Chrysostom, he is supposed to shun ; in the third

Terse, he goes deep into the mystery ; and, in the eighth,

he applies to Christ what the Psalmist says of God,

that " his throne is forever and ever, the sceptre of his

kingdom a sceptre of righteousness :" and the manner,

in which the words of the Psalmist are introduced, shows

that the apostle thought, that they, to whom h» wrote.,
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could not but join with him in this application. Dr
Priestley, I suppose, thought it as well to keep it out

of the reader's sight, that St Chrysostom, in this very

passage, speaks of Christ as the Jehovah of the Old

Testament : he thought it best to keep the true meaning

of the passage out of sight; and for this reason, he

chose to take up the corrupt and senseless reading of

the Heidelberg edition, (a bad copy of the Veronese

text, in a very small part only, collated with the Pa*

latin and Augustan manuscripts,) and rejecting an emen-

dation unanimously received by later editors, who took

the pains to rectify the text by a laborious collation of

many manuscripts ; to make the best of the passage for

himself, by correcting in the wrong place : thus indeed>

we have a beautiful specimen of an ancient father cor-,

rected hj an Unitarian /

14?. I must not quit the subject of these quotations,

without observing, that the learned reader, in this first

homily of St Chrysostom upon the epistle to the He-

brews, will find St Chrysostom's own confutation of

the proof, which Dr Priestley attempts to bring from

his works ; that it was a thing known and admitted ia

his time, that the apostles had been silent upon the sub-

ject of our Lord's divinity ; and that the orthodox, to

account for this acknowledged fact, were reduced to

the necessity of supposing, that they temporized. What
the silence of the apostles, upon this subject was, may
be learned from the epistle to the Hebrews : what St

Chrysostom's opinion of their temporizing caution was,

may be learned fix)m his first homily upon that epistle :

whoever reads only tlie two first sections of that homi-

ly, will perceive, that the prudence, which St Chrysos-

tom ascribes to the apostles, was a prudence in the
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manner of preaching niystei'ious doctrines, not a dis-

honest caution in dissembling difficulties : had he ascri-

bed to them any such base art, the epistle to the He-
brews had been his confutation : his first homily on that

epistle, is the confutation of those, who, in ignorance^

or in art, would ascribe to him so unworthy a notion of

the founders of our faith.
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CHAPTER SECOND.

Ofthe church of ^Wllia, or Jerusalem, after %ldrian,—
Mesheim's narration confirmed,—Christians not in-

cluded in Adrian^s edicts against the Jews.—The
returnfrom Pella, afact affirmed by Epiphanius.—
Orthodox Hebrew Christians existing in the werli

long after the times of Adrian.

THE next fact that comes in questioB, is the ex-

istence of a body of orthodox Hebrew Christians at

Jerusalem, after the final dispersion of the Jews by

Adrian.

2. In the seventh of my letters to Dr Priestley, I

stated briefly, what I take to be the true account, of

the changes which took place in the ecclesiastical state

of Palestine, upon the banishment of the Jews by Adri-

an. The ecclesiastical history of those times, is so

very general and imperfect, that whoever attempts to

make out a consistent story, from the ancient writers

which are come down to us, will find himself under

a necessity, of helping out their broken accounts, by his

own conjectures. In the general view of the transac-

tions of that time, I agree almost entirely with Mo-
sheim ; who, in my judgment, hath, with great pene-

tration, drawn forth the whole truth; or what must

seem to us the truth, because it carries the highest air

of probability^ from the obscure hints, whicb the histq-
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rian Sulpifius furnishes, connected with other hints,

which, though unobserved by Dr Priestley, are to be

found in other writers of antiquity : Dr Priestley speaks

of a series of facts,* and of many circumstances, whicii^

he says, 1 have added to Mosheira's account, and *' must

know that I added :" if Dr Priestley consulted that

part of Mosheim's work, De Rebus Christianorum ants

Constantinum, to which the margin of my letters refer-

red him (but in Mosheim, as in Grotius, it is likely that

he turned to the wrong place), if he opened Mosheim ia

the place to which I referred, he must know, that I

have added no circumstance to Mosheim's account ; but

such as every one must add, in his own imagination,

"who admits Mosheim's representation of the fact in its

principal parts : he must know, that three circumstances

in particular, which he is pleased to mention among my
additions, are affirmed by Mosheim : the conilux of He-

brew Christians to MAm ; the motive, which induced

the majority to give up their ancient customs ; namely,

the desire of sharing in the privileges of the ^liaa
colony ; and the retreat of those, who could not bring

themselves to give their ancient customs up, to remote

corners of the country.f These were Mosheim's as-

sertions before they were mine : and Dr Priestley either

knows this, or, pretending to separate Mosheim's owq
account from my additions, he hath not taken the trouble

to examine w hat is mine, and what is Mosheim's.

3. It may seem, however, that to convict my adver-

sary of the crime of shameful precipitance, in asserting

what he hath not taken the pains to know ; or of tlie

Second LeUeis, p. 192. f Ibid, p, 39.

49
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worse crime, of asserting the contrary of what he knows,

absolves not me of the imputation, that 1 liave related

upon the authority of Mosheim, what Mosheim related

upon none ;* I will therefore briefly state, the principles

which determine me, to abide by Mosheim's account of

the transactions in question. I take for granted, then,

these things.

I. A church of Hebrew Christians, adhering to the

observance of the Mosaick law, subsisted for a time at

Jerusalem, and for some time at Pella ; from the begin-

ning of Christianity, until the final dispersion of tlie

Jews by Adrian.

II. Upon this event, a Christian church arose at

^lia.
III. The church of ^lia, often, but improperly,

called the church of Jerusalem, for Jerusalem was no

more ; the church of -^lia in its external form, that

is, in its doctrines and its discipline, was a Greek

church ; and it was governed by bishops of the uncir-

cumcision : in tliis, my adversary and I are agreed

—

the point in dispute between us is, of what members

the church of ^lia was composed : he says, of converts

of Gentile extraction ; I say, of Hebrews ; of the very

same persons, in the greater part, who were members

of the ancient Hebrew church, at the time wlien the

Jews were subdued by Adrian. For again, I take for

granted,

IV. That the observation of the Mosaick law, in the

primitive church of Jerusalem, was a matter of mere

habit and national prejudice, not of conscience: A

• Second Letters, p. 1J)2.
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matter of conscience it could not be ; because the decree

of the apostolical college, and the writings of St Paul,

must have put every true believer's conscience at ease

upon the subject. St Paul, in all his epistles, main-

taius the total insignificance of the Mosaisk law, either

for Jew or Gentile, after Christ had made the great

atonement ; and the notion that St Paul could be mis-

taken, in a point which is the principal subject of a

great part of his writings, is an impiety, wliich I cannot

impute to our holy brethren, the saints of the primitive

church of Jerusalem.* Again, I take for granted,

V. That with good Christians, such as I believe the

Christians of the. primitive church of Jerusalem to have

been ; motives of worldly interest, which would not

overcome conscience, would nevertheless, overcome mere

habit.

VL That the desire of partaking in the privileges of

the iElian colony, from which Jev/s were excluded

;

would accordingly, be a motive that would prevail with

the Hebrew Christians of Jerusalem, and other parts of

Palestine, to divest themselves of the form of Judaism,

by laying aside their ancient customs.

4. Dr Priestley asks me. Where, Sir, do you find in

this passage (a passage of Sulpitius Severus which he

cites) any promise of immunities to the Jewish Chris-

tians, if they would forsake the law of their fathers ?"t
Nowhere, 1 confess, in this passage ; nor in any other

passage of Sulpitius ; nor in any passage of any ancient, I

• By the primitive church of Jerusalem, I mean the Hebrew church, before

Adrian : the retreat to Pella was temporarj' ; and, I am incliued to think of

short (hiration ; and the bisliop, while he sat there, was still called the Bishop of

Jerusalem.

•I (Second fcetter», p, 4S,
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may add, i3or of an^ modern writer—^but the question,

implies a false and fraudulent representation of ray ar-

gument : I never spake, 1 never dreamed, of any pro-

mise of particular immunities to Jewish Christiana

upon condition that they renounced the Mosaick law :

I spake only of the general immunities of the -Elian

colony, of which Christiaoe might, and Jews might not

partake.*

5. Dr Priestley alleges, that, "the historian (Sulpi-

tius) says, that the object of Adrian was to overturn

Christianity :"f but whatever the emperor's dislike to

Christianity might be, there is little probability that,

Yipon this occasion, he would be disposed to treat Chris-

tians with severity. The historian Sulpitius nowhere

says, that the emperor's edicts against the Jews extend-

ed to Christians; and the historian Orosius, says express-

ly, that to Christians they extended not :J Was Orosius

too late a writer to give evidence about these transac-

tions ? The historian of Corruptions is, 1 believe, some

• Notwithstanding the explanation which I have here given, of what I said in

the seventh of my Letters in Reply, of the exclusion of Jews, and of Jews oidy<

from the privileges of the ^lian colony ; !> Priestley, in his Tliird Letters, has

the assurance to tell me, " You say, that the Jews were allowed to remain in the

place, and enjoy the privileges of the ^iian colony, on condition of their he-

eoming Christians :" as if I had mentlont-d this, as an article of capitulation be-

tween the emperor and the Jews :—1 conceive, that 1 have expressed my mean-

ing too plainly to be misapprehended, by those who choose to underatand—-I

never conceived, I have nowhere said, " that Adrian was so well disposed to

Christianity, as to permit the Rebellious Jews to remain in Jerusalem, on conditioa

of their erabr-acing it :" but I suppose, that the emperor might distinguish be-

iween rebels and thos- who had been good subjects. The Hebrew Ghristian»

had taken no part in the rel>ellion ; and yet, had they not discarded the Jewish

I^tes, they might have been mistaken for Jews.

f Se«ond Letters, p. 42.

^ • prcecepitque ne cui Jnd£o introcundi Hierosolymam esset Ucentia,

Chiistianis tantum civitate perm'tssa. Oros, Hist. Kb. 7. cap. Jtuk
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centuries later; His means of infc.mation therefore, are

fewer; and, were he well informed, his precipitance ia

assertion, and his talent of accommodating his story to

bis opinions, should annihilate the credit of his evi-

dence. The testimony of Orosius, however inconsider-

able, might of itself therefore outweigh the opinion of

Dr Priestley ; if a feather only, in the one scale, be more

than a counterpoise for a nothing in the other.

6. The testimony however, of Orosius, is not without

some indirect confirmation from other writers ; and, what

is more, from its consistency with other circumstances iu

the history of those times, with which the assertion of

Sulpitius, that Adrian meant to wound Christianity

through the sides of Judaism, will not easily accord.

It is a notorious fact, that Adrian was not unfavourable

to the Christians : the church, in his reign, obtained a

respite from persecution ; the fury of its persecutors was

restrained, by the imperial rescripts to the provincial

governors ; who were directed, not to proceed against

the Christians, except by way of regular trial, upon the

allegation of some certain crime: and when notling

more was alleged than the bare name of Christianity,

to punish the informer as a sycophant : a rescript to this

effect, addressed to Mhiucius Fundanus, proconsul of

Asia, is preserved by Justin Martyr in his first apology

;

and after Justin, by Eusebius in his history.* (o) This

equitable disposition of the emperor towards the Chris.

• Hist. Eccl. lib. iv. c. 8, 9.

(a) Dr Priestley, in the second of hii Third Letters, contends that these

rescripts meant notiiing more, than that no one should be iiunished as a Chris-

tian, until he was proved to be such ; but this had been no indulgence ; tor evei'y

Christian might have been proved to be a Christian, by his own confessiwi : tae

•writers of the tiin«s, boast of these reseripu as icdc'gencES.
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tian8, is ascribed by Eusebius to the eloquent apologies

of Q^uadratus and Aristides, and to the remonstrances of

Sereniiis Granianus, the predecessor of Fuudanus in the

Asialick Proconsulate.* When the Jewish war broke

out, reasons of state, immediately took place, which

would greatly heighten the effect of any impressions,

previously made upon the emperor's mind by the plead-

ings of the Chiistiau apologists, and the intercessions of

Ivhat friends they might have among his courtiers : th©

Christians of Palestine refused to take any part in the

Jewish rebellion ; and they smarted under the resent-

ment of Barchochebas, the leader of the insurgents : the

earliest testimony now extant of this fact is, I believe,

that of Eusebius in his chronicle tf but the known im-

piety of Barchochebas, which renders it incredible that

the Christians should enlist under his banners, suflB-

ciently avouches the truth of the chronologer's assertion :

the thing therefore, in itself, is highly probable, that tha

emperor should make the distinction which, Orosius

says, he made between the seditious Jews and the harm-

less Christians; who had, indeed, been sufferers hy

their loyalty. The probability is still increased, by
certain circumstances mentioned by historians, which

indicate a particular antipathy in the imperial court, at

this time, to the rites of Judaism ; which the refractory

manners of the Jews might naturally excite: Spartian

says, that a prohibition of circumcision was one of tha

pretences of the Jewish rebellion: J Modestinus the

• Hist. Eccl. lib. iv. c. 5 ; and m Chron. ad. ann. MMCXLH.
I Ad annum MMCXLIX.
^ Movebant ea tempcstale et Judrci belliun, quod vetabantur mutihira genitalia.

Spartian in Adriano.
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lawyer, as he is cited by Cassaubon, alleges a rescript

of Antouinus, granting a permission to the Jews, to cir-

cumcise their own children : this rescript of permission,

as it plainly implies, that the practice had been forbid-

den by some preceding emperor, in some measure con-

firms Spartian's relation : all these circumstances put

together, create, as the thing appears to me, the highest

probability of the truth of Orosius's assertion : that

Cliristians were not included in the edicts of Adrian, by

which the Jews were banished from Jerusalem ; and,

although no author that I know of, beside Orosius, ex-

pressly mentions the distinction ; the contrary, that the

Christians were included, is affirmed by no ancient

writer : the distinction indeed, though not mentioned, is

clearly implied in Epiphanius's assertion ; tiiat the He-

brew Christians, after Adrian's settlement of the ^lian

colony, returned from Pella, whither tliey had retired

from the distresses of the war, to jfllia ; for it happens,

that this fact, of which Dr Priestley does me the honour

to make me the inventor, is asserted by Epiphanius :

Epiphanius, having related that Aquila, the same per-

son, who afterwards made a translation of the scriptures

of the Old Testament into Greek, was emph)yed by
Adrian, as overseer of the works at ^lia, proceeds in

these words : « rsnvr Axu\af , %iot,yaY b ry\ It f»7-a\))^, xa/ o^(dV

fnixua. uiyxKu l/jya^o^ersf ictaiuv xai ahhuy ^cuvf/Lolar mav

yoif 'rnOSTPE^ANTES' AHO HEAAHS r>jf Woiut>.iat; hq

Ii^«(raK>;/<. xa< oiJaaxoc^iC" mtitot.yu(> if/iKKiv yi 'oroKic aKi<rKio9<xt

VTTo Ttiv ?Ufi<x.iay. 'sr^oi^i^y)fxctli(j^y\<joiy vtto dyfthts 'ora/liq ei fA.a.i^/'xc

(iilx^nyxi ctTTo Tuc ^^o^£i)C1 ^eAxacrnf a^^^y aVoAM/jGa* otrinc

t)a.i y.tlayx?-aj yivofAtroi u^mcty h TiiKxyi t;i ar^oyey^a/z/^tf;) aroxc/
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7m i(>}ifjLaat¥ li[>\f(Txi.yiji^ 'EITANASTPESP"ANTES, wc i<pHY; cumuk

fiiyoihx iTnTih^ii i toiyhv Akokuc k t \. Epiph. De Pond
et Mens. Whether this return of the Christians of Je-

rusalem from Pella, took place in the interval, between

the end of Titus's war and the commencement of Adri-

an's, or after the end of Adrian's, is a matter of no

importance : it is sufficient for my purpose, that these

returned Christians were residing at Jerusalem, or more

jjroperly at ^Elia, at the same time that Aquila was re-

siding there as overseer of the emperor's works : let not

the publick therefore be abused by any cavils, which

ignorance or fraud may raise, about the chronology of

the return.* To this assertion of Epiphanius, Mosheim,

• Dr Priestley, in the third of his Third Letters, has treated this testimony

of Epiphanius just as I expected, and indeed predicted : he first endeavours to

embarrass the argument with some chronological difficulties ; and then gets rid of

it in his own peculiar manner, by making positive testimony submit to his own

theory. "What can be more evident," he says, *'than that the return of the

Jewish Christians from Pelta, mentioned in this passage by Epiphanius, is that

return which followed the destruction of Jerusafcm by Titus ?" Be it so. It is

gi'anted then, that some of tlie Jewish Christians, who fled to Pella during Titus's

war, returned to Jerusalem afterwards : but the question is, not at what time the

Jewish Christians, whom Aquila found at JElia, had returned thither; but at

what time he conversed with them : Epiphanius says, he conversed with them at

the time that he was superintendent of Adrian's works at iElia : at that time

therefore, there were Hebrew Christians settled at ^lia, or they could not the;fli

have conversed with Aquila. I maintain, that there is no reason to believe, that

the Hebrew Christians quietly settled at .SElia, before the Jewish rebellion, were

included in Adrian's edict for the banishment of the Jews.

But Dr Priestley remarks further, upon the authority of Cave, that Aqui!a*s

translation of the Old Testament, was made in the llth or 12th year of Adrian :

then, since that translation was undertaken in consequence of his apostacy, and his

apostacy was some considerable time after his conversion ; Dr Priestley infers,

tJiat his conversion " was probably prior to the reign of Adrian ;" and so, the

whole story of his intercourse with the Jewish Christians at iEIia, wliile he was

residing tliere in the time of Adrian, is discredited.

I'erhaps, to assign the exact year of Aquila's translation, would prove a task of

no less difficulty to any who should attetopt it, tliaa to determine the d«y of tb^
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relating the fact, refers : relating the same fact to Mo-
sheiin, 1 referred* to the ver^ passage,! where Dr
Priestley, had he known what it is to examine authori-

ties liefore he pronounces upon them, might have fouud

the reference to the original author : the confidence with

which he mentions tliis, as a fact forged by me, is only

one insance, cut of a great number, of his own shame>

less intrepidity in assertion.

7. But, to return from the detection of Dr Priestley's

fictions, to the historical discussion. It may seem, that

my six positions go no further, than to account for the

disuse of the Mosaick law, among the Christians of

Palestine, upon the supposition that the thing took

place ; and that they amount not to a proof, that a church

of Hebrew Christians, not adiiering to the rites of Juda<-

ism, actually existed at iElia : to complete the proof

therefore, 1 might appeal to Epiphanius's assertion, of

the return of the Christians of Jerusalem from Pella

:

but I will rather derive the proof, from a fact which I

week, and the hour of the day, when the last word of that work was written ; the

leHrned Cave had, as tar as I know, no reason for fixing Aquila's translation tp

the lllh or 12lh of Adrian; hut that Epiphunius says, that in tlie I'ithyearof

Adrian, " Aquila first became known : but if Ei)iphanius is to be believed, Aquila

first became known by Adrian's appointment of him to so considerable an office,

as that of overseer of the publick works at JElia. This was in the 12th year of

Adrian : his conversion to Christianity was some time subsequent to that apoint-

nient ; his aposlacy, at some considerable distance of time, subsequent to liis ecu*

version, and his translation of the Old Testamciit subsequent to his apostacy : so

that, the lime of that translation, can be no otherwise defined than thus : that it

cenairdy was not earlier than the 12th of Adrian^ and probably, was later Ij

an interval of many years.

My argument therefore from Epiphanius, stands its ground, and the caution

which I gare the publick, not to be abused by cavils vihich might be raised about

the chronologty of the return from Pella, is but too much justified by tlie event.

• Letters to Dr Priestley, p. 61.

\ Do Rtibus Chri«tianorum ante Constantbuta. Sac. H. sec 38. not**.

46
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think more convincing than the testimony of Epipha-

niiis ; a fact, by which that testimony is itself indeed

confirmed. I affirm then,

VII. That a body of orthodox Christians of the

Hebrews, were actually existing iu the world, much

later than in the time of Adrian.

8. The testimony of Origen I hold too cheap, to avail

myself of his triple division of the Hebrew Christians,

to prove the existence of the orthodox set, in his time ;

it must be observed, however, that, were his evidence

at all admissible, liis distinction would be somewhat a

stronger proof for me, than his general assertion, of

which the generality is discredited by the distinction

afterwards alleged, can be allowed to be for my anta-

gonist. But 1 give him Origen. I will rest the credit

of my seventh position, upon the mention which occurs

in St Jerome's commentary upon Isaiah, of Hebrews

believing in Christ as distinct from the Nazarenes : St

Jerome relates two diflferent expositions of the prophe-

cy, concerning Zabulon and Naphtali, delivered in the

beginning of the ninth chapter of Isaiah ; of which ex-

positions he ascribes the one to the Hebrews believing

in Christ ; the other, to the JSTazarenes—the character

given of these Hebrews, that " they believed in Christ,"

without any thing to distinguish their belief from th«

common belief of the church, without any note of its

error or imperfection, is a plain character of complets

orthodoxy : for it was neitlier the disposition of St Je-

rome, nor the fashion of his age, to miss any opportu-

nity of proclaiming the vices of those, who were deemed

hereticks ; unless upon occasions, when some rhetorical

purpose might be answered by concealing them ; but no

rhetorical purpose was to bft answered, in these notes
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upon Isaiah, by a concealment of any error, that had

been justly to be imputed to these Hebrews; nor was

St Jerome at all concerned to maintain the particular

exposition which he ascribes to them : he had therefore

no inducement to conceal their errors—^but he taxes them

with none : he had therefore no harm to say of them :

they were orthodox believers ; and the distinction of them

from the Nazarenes, made by St Jerome, is a plain proof

that they were not observers of the Mosaick law : for al-

though the Mosaick law was observed, in the orthodox

church of Jerusalem, until the time of the suppression of

the Jewish rebellion by Adrian ; it was after his time, by

my adversary's own confession, confined to the Naza.-

renes and the Ebionites : if then the Hebrews believing

in Christ, observed not the Mosaick law in the time of

St Jerome, since the Mosaick law had been observed

by the first race of believing Hebrews ; it follows, that

the practice of the Hebrew congregations bad undergone

a change, at some time before the age of St Jerome.

Dr Priestley says, that great bodies of men change not

their opinions soon : I say, they never change their old

customs and inveterate haiiits, but from some powerful

motive : now, in what period of the history of tlie church,

shall we find a posture of affairs, so likely to induce the

Hebrew Christians to forsake the Mosaick law, as that

which obtained in Palestine, upon the final dispersion

of the Jews by Adrian? If the orthodox Christians of

the Hebrews, actually existing somewhere in the world,

from the reign of Adrian to the days of St Jerome,

were not members of the church of ^lia, dwelling at

iElia. uiid in tue adjacent parts of Palestine, Dr Priest-

ley, if he be so pleased, may seek their settlement : it

is no small difficulty upon my adversary's side, that he
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can neither tell '* what became of the Christian Jews/'

tjpon his supposition, that with the unbelieving Jews

they " were driven out of Jerusalem by Adrian ;*'* nor,

from what quarter the Greek church of ^lia was fur-

nished with its members.

9. Upon these foundations, which a stronger arm

than Dr Priestley's shall not be able to tear up, stands

'^ the church of orthodox Jewish Christians at Jerusa-

lem :"t to ^hich the assertors of the catholick faith will

not scruple to appeal, in proof of the antiquity of their

doctrine, whatever offence the very mention of the or-

thodox church of Jerusalem, may give to the enraged

hseresiarch.J

10. Re asks me, what evidence I can bring that this

church, even before the time of Adrian, was Trinitari-

an : I brousjht evidence in my letters, || which he hath

not been able to refute : upon his own principles, thfc

acknowledgment of their orthodoxy in later times, bj

writers who would have acknowledged no orthodoxy of

any Unitarian sect, might be a snflBcient evidence of

their earliest orthodoxy : the evidence which I have

brought, is nothing less than an attestation of a member

of this earliest Hebrew church, to the belief of himself,

and his Hebrew brethren, in our Lord's divinity. But
<^ If they were Nazarenes, (says Dr Priestley,) Epi-

phauius represents them as Unitarian, when Joha

• " What became of the Christian Jews who were drirea out of Jerusalem hf

Adrian, does not appear." Second Letters, &c. p. 45.

t "Thus ends this church of orthodox Jewish Christian* at Jeruialem, &e."

Second Letters, p. *4.

if
" —\ hope, (id popnlus curat scilicetJ I hope, however, we shall hear

no more of them as aa evidence (rf the antiquity of the Trinilarliwi doctrine.'-*

Second Letters, p. 45.

jl
See particularly Letter VIH.
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wrote.''* I have said, and I will never cease to say,

that Epiphanius's representation justifies no such opin-

ion : but what is Epiphauius's account of the Naza-

renes, or, what is any account of the Nazarenes to the

purpose, 2/*the Hebrews of the church of Jerusalem were

no Nazarenes ? With St Jerome, the Hebrews believing

in Christ, and the Nazarenes, are different people.

N. B. Dr Priestley's objections to the evidence

brought from St Jerome, in proof of my seventh po-

sition, which he hath advanced in the fourth of his

Third Letters, are answered in the iixth of the Sup«

plemental Disquisitions.

* Seoood Letters, p. 45.
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CHAPTER THIRD,

Of the Hebrew churchy and its sects,

IT must strike the learned reader, that the Naza-

renes mentioned by St Jerome, in the passage to which

I now refer, of his annotations on Isaiah ; must have

been a different people from those, mentioned by him

with such contempt in his epistle to St Austin, and de-

scribed by Epiphauius. The Nazarenes, here men-

tioned by St Jerome, held the scribes and pharisees in

detestation ; their traditions in contempt ; and the apostle

St Paul in high veneration :* and yet these Nazarenes,

of the best sort, were still a distinct set of people from

the Hebrews believing in Christ ; that is, from the or-

thodox church of Jerusalem, divested, in consequence of

Adrian's edicts against the Jews, of what, until the

time of those edicts, it had retained of the exterior form

of Judaism. These remarks lead, I think, to a more

distinct notion of the different sects of Hebrews, pro-

fessing the Christian religion, than I have met with in

writers of ecclesiastical antiquity ; a much more distinct

one, I confess, than I had myself formed, when I deli-

Tered the Charge to the clergy of my archdeaconry,

which gave the beginning to this controversy ; a notion

however, perfectly consistent with every thing which 1

• See St Jerome ia Is. ix. 1, 2, 3, et vili. 14, 19—22;
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then maintained ; and tending to establish the points, in

which I differ from Dr Priestley : as the question ahout

tlie Hebrew sects is of great importance, I sliall here

briefly state the sum of what I have found concerning

them in ancient writers, and then propound my own
conclusions.

2. The Nazarenes are not mentioned by Irenseus

:

Irenseus says of the Ebionites,* that they acknowledged

God for the maker of the world ;—that they resembled

not Cerinthus or Carpocrates, in their opinions about

Christ;—that they used only the Gospel by St Mat-

thew ;—were over curious in the exposition of the

prophets ;—disowned the apostle Paul, calling him aa

apostate from the law ;—circumcised, and retained the

Jewish laws and Jewish customs. This description of

the Ebionites occurs, in that part of the great work of

Iren^us, which is extant only in a barbarous Latin trans-

lation : in the passage which relates to their opinions

about Christ, Cotelerius suspects a corruption ; and for

noil similiter, he would read consimiliter ; supposing

that IreniEus must have aflBrmed, that he could not deny,

their resemblance of Cerinthus and Carpocrates in that

article ; and this indeed is agreeable, as will appear, to

the descriptions given of the Ebionites by other writers.

3. Iren^us in another place insinuates, that for

"wine, in the Eucharist, the Ebionites substituted pure

water.f

4. Tertullian says, that Ebion made Jesus a mere

man, of tlie seed of David only, that is, not also the

Sou of God ; in some respect, higher in glory than the

* Irenseiis, lib, j. c U6.

t Ibid. lib. V, c. 2.
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prophets :* in another place f he says, that Ebion wag

the successor of Cerinthus ; not agreeing with him ia

every particular, inasmuch as he allowed that the world

was made by God, not by angels : that, as a coose

quence of Christ's mere humanity, he maintained the

lasting obligation of the Mosaick law ; because it is

written, that the disciple is not above the master, nor

the servant above his lord : Tertullian says nothing

expressly, about the agreement, or disagreement of

Ebion and Cerinthus, in their notions of Christ; but

the impiety of maintaining that he was a mere man, the

son of Joseph, he ascribes to Carpocrates and Cerinthus

as well as Ebion ; which renders the emendation, pro-

posed by Cotelerius, in the Latin version of Irenaeus,

consimiliter for non similiter, very probable : especially,

as a further agreement of the Ebionites and Gnosticks,

in their notions about Christ, is maintained by other

writers. Tertullian again, in another place, having

mentioned " that St Paul, writing to the Galatians, in-

veighs against the observers and defenders of circumci-

sion and the law," adds, '^ this was Ebion's heresy
:'-

J

this, however, is no argument that Ebion lived when
that epistle was written ; Tertullian means only to re-

mark, that Ebion's tenets, in this article, were clearly

confuted by St PauPs writings. In the same place, he

mentions the denial of the resurrection of tlie body, by

Marcion, Apelies, and Yalentinus, as an error reproved

in St Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians : but no one,

I imagine, would thence conclude, that Marcion, Apel-

ies, and Yalentinus, were contemporaries of the apostle.

* De canie Chrisii, c. 14.
"f Oe Prsscript H«ret. c. 48.

i De I'l'sesciipt. U;8ret. c. S3.
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^» Ori^en, in the second book against Celsus, seems

to compieliend the whole body of the Hebrew Chris-

tians under tlie name of Ebionites ; and afiBrms, that they

adhered to tise law of their fathers :* but in another

place, where he professes to describe the Christianity of

the Hebrews with the greatest accuracy, he divides the

whole body into three sects : the first, like other Chris-

tians, entirely discarded the Mosaick law ; the second,

retained the observation of the law in the letter of tha

precept, admitting however the same spiritual exposi-

tions of it, which were set up by those who discarded

it ; the third sort, not only observed the law according

to the letter, but rejected all spiritual expositions of

it.t

6. Eusebius divides the Ebionites into two sorts,

both denying our Lord's divinity ; but the better sort,

believing the miraculous conception :J both rejected the

epistles of St Paul, whom they called an apostate from

the law : they used the Gospel according to the He*
hreics^ and held the canonical gospels in little esteem

:

they kept both the Jewish Sabbath and the Christian

Sunday. Origen and Eusebius, like Irenseus, mentioa

not the Nazarenes by name.

7. St Jerome, in his commentary upon Isaiah, men-

tions Hebrews believing in Christ ;!| and, as a distinct

set of people from these believing Hebrews, he men-

tions Nazarenes who observed the law,§ but despised

the traditions of the Pharisees, thought highly of St

PauljTI and held the doctrine of our Lord's div iuity

:

for, by an exposition of Isaiah viii. 13, 14, which St

• Contra Ccls. lib. ii. sec. 1. -j- IbW. 3. * Hist. Ecc. lib. iii. c. Q7.

tl
lu Is. ix. I, '-', 3. § Ihi.l. aad viii. 14, 19—21. H JbiJ.

47
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Jerome ascribes to them, it appears that they ackncw-

ledged in Christ the niKjs nin^ [the Lord God of hosts]

of the Old Testament. In his epistle to St Augustin,*

St Jerome describes N^azarenes of another sort, ^* who
believed in Christ t*?e Son of God, born of the Virgia

Mary, in whom the orthodox believe ;" but were, ne-

vertheless, so bigotted to the Mosaick law, that they

were rather to be considered as a Jewish sect than a

Christian. In the same place, he speaks of the Ebion.

ites as a sect anathematized for their Judaism, and

falsely pretending to be Christians ; and in his commen-

tary upon St Matthew xii. he says, they acknowledged

not St Paul's apostolical commission.

8. Epiphanius describes the sect of the Nazarenes,

as a sect of people hardly to be distinguished from

Jews ; he expresses a doubt, whether they acknow-

ledged our Lord's divinity : but the terms in which his

doubt is expressed, argue that it was groundless.! He
describes the Ebionites as resembling the Samaritans^

rather than the Jews ;—as maintaining that Jesus was

the son of Mary, by her husband ;—that the Christ,

descending from heaven in the figure of a dove, entered

into Jesus at his baptism. He says, that the Nazarenes

and the Ebionites, had each a Hebrew gospel, (the only

one which they received,) which they called the gospel

by St Matthew ;—that the copies received by the two

sects were different : compared with the true gospel

by St Matthew, which the church receives, the Ebio-

nsean copy was the least entire, and the most corrupt

:

he speaks of the Ebionites, as a sect which branched

* Hieron. Op. torn. ii. f. 341. A. edit. Frohen.

t Chat^e to tUe clergy of the aichJeaconry of St Alban's. I. sec. 10, 11.
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off from the Nazarenes, and appeared not till after the

destruction of Jerusalem.*

9. From the testimony of an ancient writer, cited by

Eusebius, it appears, that one Theodotus, a native of

Byzantium, a tanner by trade, at the very end of the

second century, was the first who taught the mere hu-

manity of Christ.f He preached at Rome. His doc-

trine was an extension of the impiety of the first Ebi-

onites : for, with them, tlie humanity of Christ, wa-s

over at his baptism.J He was then deified ; or, at

least, exalted above humanity, by the illapse of the

Christ.

10. Now, from all this, I seem to gather, that after

the destruction of Jerusalem, the Hebrew church, if

under that name we may comprehend the sects which

separated from it, was divided into five different sets of

people.

I. St Jerome's Hebrews believing in Christ : these

"were orthodox Christians of Hebrew extraction, who

had laid aside the use of the Mosaick law.—They are

the same with the first set, in Origen's threefold division

of the Hebrew Christians^

11. Nazarenes of the better sort, orthodox in their

creed, though retaining the use of the Mosaick law :

as they were admirers of St Paul, they could not es-

teem the law, generally necesyary to salvation. If

these people were all heretical, 1 should guess that it

was in this single point, that they received the gospel of

the Nazarenes, instead of the canonical gospels.

* Ej)i[)h. Hxr. 30,

I Hist. Eec. lib. v. c. 28.

i See more upon this point, in Mr Howes's sermon.
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III. Nazarcnes of a worse sort, bigotled to the Jewish

law, but still orthodox, for any thing that appears to

the contrary in their creed : these were the proper Na-

zarenes, described under that name by Epiphanius, and

by St Jerome in his epistle to St Austin. These two

sects, the better and the worse sort of Nazarenes, make

the middle set in Origen's threefold division.

IV. Ebionites denying our Lord^s divinity, but ad-

mitting the fac^; of the miraculous conception.

V. Ebionites of a worse sort, denying the miraculous

conception, but still maintaining an union of Jesus with

a divine being, which commenced upon his baptism.

These two sects, the better and the worst sort of Ebion-

ites, make the last set in Origen's threefold division.

11. Thus we find a regular, and no unnatural grada-

tion, from the orthodox Hebrew Christian to the blas-

pheming Ebionite. It appears, however, that the im-

pious degradation of the Redeemer's nature, though it

took its rise among the Hebrew sects, was not carried

to its height among them : a sect of proper Unitarians,

holding the perpetual undeified humanity of the Saviour,

made its first appearance at Rome, and boasted for its

founder, Theodotus, the apostate tanner of Byzantium,

if, indeed, it was not the growth of still later times,

which seems to be the opinion of the learned Mr
Howes, to whose judgment I am inclined to pay great

regard. These two points, however, seem certain : that

the Nazarenes, even of the best sort, were a difierent

people from the Hebrew brethren of the orthodox church

of Jerusalem ; and that the Nazarenes, even of the worst

sort, were believers in the divinity of our Lord. In what

extent they believed it, may, perhaps, seem to some a

question in some degree still open to discussion : at pre-
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sent, I see no reason to recede from the opinion, which,

with great authorities upon my side, I have hitherto

maintained, of their entire orthodoxy upon that article

;

if, upon that particular point, I should, at any time

hereafter, see cause to think myself mistaken, my con-

viction is not likely to come from Dr Priestley, but from

a very different quarter : Mr Howes's 9th number is

just fallen into my hands ; that learned writer, I per-

ceive, thinks that it was but a subordinate divinity,

which the Nazarenes acknowledged in our Lord ; for

his opinion, I feel all the deference which one scholar

owes to the sentiments of another ; but not witliout the

strongest prepossessions, I confess, at present, in favour

of my own.
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CHAPTER FOURTH.

Of the decline of Calvinism*—Of Conventicles.

I NOW pass to the third fact, which I have taken

upon me to establish : the decline of Calvinism, amount-

ing almost to a total extinction of it, among our English

dissenters, who, no long time since, were generally Cal-

vinists.

2. This fact is of no great importance in our contro-

versy ; as it is hut very remotely connected with the

question, about the opinions of the first ages. The ra-

pid decline of Calvinism here in England, was alleged

by me as an instance, in which Dr Priestley's theorem^

about the rate of velocity, with which the opinions of

great bodies of men change ; would lead, in the practi-

cal application of it, to very erroneous conclusions. If

my instance was ill-chosen, it will not immediately be a

consequence, that Dr Priestley's theorem is a false

principle for the reformation of the history of the primi-

tive church, itt defiance of the testimony of the earliest

writers extant. It would give me great pleasure to find

myself in an error with respect to this fact ; and to see

reason to believe Dr Priestley, in his assertion, that the

great body of our dissenters at this day are Calvinists.

So many Calvinists as are among them, so many
friends there are to the Catholick faith in all its essen-

tial branches ; fur the peculiarities of Calvinism, affect
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not the essentials of Christianity : but I o^n sony to

say, that 1 must still believe^ that the e;enuine Oalvinists

among our modern dissenters, are very few ; unless, in

a niaiier, which hath so lately fallen under the cogni-

zance of the British legislature, I could allow Dr Priest-

ley's assertioQ, to outweigh the plain testimony of facts

of publick notoriety^

3. If the great body of the dissenters are, at this day,

Calvinists ; upon what pretence was it, that the dissent-

ing ministers, who, in the years 177^ and 177'^) Peti-

tioned Parliament to be released from the subscriptions,

to which they were held by the 1st of William and

Mary, arrogated to themselves the title, of the General
Body of dissenting ministers, of the three denominations

in and about London ? No true Calvinist could concur

in that petition. For, although I cannot admit, that the

articles of our church, in the doctrinal part, affirm the

strict tenets of Calvinism
;

yet they are in this part,

what, as I conceive, no true Calvinist would scruple to

subscribe ; and, with respect to the great doctrines of

the Trinity, the Incarnation, Justification, and Grace,

every genuine Calvinist, would start at the very thought

of being supposed, even tacitly to concur in a request,

to be released from a confession of his faith : for none

better understands, than the genuine Calvinist, the force

of that sacred maxim, *' with the heart man believeth

unto righteousness, and with the mouth confession is

Baa<le unto salvation.'' Would Dr Priestley insiiiusie,

that )iis brethren of the Rational dissent, approached

the august assembly of the British Parliament, with a

petition founded upon false pretensions? W^iil he say,

that they were, in fact, the minority *of the body, of

which they called themselves the generality ? Will he
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«ay, that the Thirteen,* who in the meeting of the Ge-

neral Body at the Library, in Red-cross Street, on

Wednesday, December the 23d, 1772, divided against

the vote for an application to Parliament to remove the

restraints, which tlie wisdom of our forefathers, by the

Act of Toleration, had imposed; were the representa-

tives of a more numerous body, than the Fifty-five who
gave their suffrages for the motion tf who at a subse-

quent meeting, suffered not the protest of the thirteen

orthodox ministers, to be recorded in the minutes of the

business of the day ; and with diflBculty permitted their

reasons to be read ?J A proceeding, by the way, which

clearly shows, how cordially these pretended friends of

general toleration, would delight, were they in power,

to tolerate opinions which might differ from their own ;

and evinces the propriety of the prayer, which a sense

of such wrongs, drew from a member of the orthodox

minority, " From the power of such pretenders to supe-

rior reason, may God and The British Government

ever defend the orthodox dissenters.''|| These thir-

teen, spake only the sentiments of every Calvinist, when

they said, " We believe the doctrines of the articles to

be both true and important : We dare not therefore con-

sent, to be held up to view as those, who indulge any

doubts respecting their truth, or at all hesitate aboufc

• See a pamphlet entitled, ' A Collection of the several Papers, relating to

the Application made to Parliament, in 1772 and 1773, by some of the Protes-

tant Dissenters, for Relief in the matter of Subscription, &:c." LondoD, printed

for J. Wilkie, No. 71, St Paul's Church-yard. MDCCLXXIll.

•{• See Wilkie's Collection, No. lU.

t Ibid. No. II.

II
See " Candid Thoughts on the late Application of some Protestant dissenting

ministers, &c. By an Orthodox dissenter." London, printed for W. Goldsmith^

No. 20, Pateruoitcr-Row, 1772.
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dieir importance. We consider tliem as the basis of

oar hope, the source of our comfort, and the most power-

ful incentive to a course of sincere, steadfast, cheerful

i^bedience."* It were injustice to these worthy men,

to let pass any occasion, of mentioning their names with

the reverence which is due to them. David Muire^

John Rogers, Thomas Tawle, Samuel Brewer, Ed-

ward Hitchin, Thomas Oswald, John Potts, John Trot-

ter, John Macgowan, George Stephens, Joseph Popplc-

well, Henry Hunter, John Kello ; these were the vene-

rable confessors, who, on the ^d of December, 177^?

and on the g7th of January in the following year, in

meetings of the General Body of the three denomina-

tions, stood for the faith once delivered to the saints»

" They thought themselves bound, they said, to contend

earnestly for it, against all who should oppose it." For

this purpose they farmed, as I gather from the docu-

ments of the times,! into a distinct association. When
the petition of the Rationalists was laid before the Par^

liament, they were firm and active in their opposition

to it ; considering the request as little less than a blow,

craftily aimed at the very vitals of the reformed religion,

and, indeed, of Christianity itself. They preseiUed a

cross petition,! signed, as they themselves said, by the

ministers as well as the laity, of the most respeetablfe

congregations of real Protestant dissenters in town and

country : but, when they wished to give credit and au»

thority to their opposition, by boasting of tlieir numbers,

the most that they could say, of the number of miaistei's

• See Wilkie's Collection, No. II. sec. 3i

t Ibid. No. lU. aud IX. + Ibid. No. V.

48 2P
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"who had signed the cross petition, was this : that they

were " upwards of Fifty." The number of dissenting

ministers in the whole kingdom, was reckoned at that

time to be about 2000, of which 50 is just the fortieth

parti when Dr Priestley therefore affirms, that the

*' majority of the dissenting ministers are still Calvin-

ists," he must be understood to use the same rhetorical

figure, by which, in the Postcript of his First Letters to

me, he swelled a few periods of Clemens Alexandrinus

to the size of a whole book. By a computation formed

upon that instance, I concluded the proportion of the

Priestleian to the vulgar whole, to be that of 1 to

48; from this new instance^ it turns out somewhat

larger.

4. Thus, from the evidence of publick facts, I have

the mortification to find Dr Priestley's sentiments con-

futed, and my own confirmed, concerning the present

state of Calvinism among the English dissenters : and,

however it may now serve Dr Priestley's purpose, to

magnify the numbers of the Calvinists ; his Rational

brethren, in the year 177^) spoke of their own majority,

in terms which implied, that the Calvinists were, in

their judgment, a very inconsiderable part of the whole

body of the dissenters. " It is admitted," say the Ra-

tionalists, in the Case of the Protestant dissenting Mi"
Tuisters and Schoolmasters, " that the greater part of the

dissenting ministers have not complied, and cannot in

conscience comply, with the subscription required by

the Act of Toleration : the dissenting ministers in gene-

ral are, consequently, liable to the penalties abovemen-

tioned." After stating the relief which they desired to

obtain, they allege, that the " generality of Protestant

dissenting ministers, together with their people, are hap-
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pily united in the object of the present application."*

The peiitioning dissenters, it seems, in the year 177®^

thought the Calvinists so few and inconsiderable, that

the iainisters, who could not in conscience comply with

the 1st of William and Mary, and were happily united

in the object of the application at that time made to Par-

liament, seemed to them the generality of Protestant

dissenting ministers. These gentlemen knew, it is to

be presumed, the state of the dissent. They meant not

to impose a lie upon the three estates of the British le-

gislature—for they were all, all honourable men! If

then my notion of the decline of Calvinism is errone-

ous, Dr Priestley will at least confess, that I am coun-

tenanced and supported in my error, by a very respecta-

ble authority.

5. I am not ignorant indeed, that this authority was

treated with little respect by the protesting Calvinists 5

who allowed no superiority of numbers on the side of

the Rationalists :t it was pretended, that many Calvin-

ists concurred in the petition : some in mere tenderness

for scrupulous consciences ; many more upon that good-

ly principle, the source of all that orderly submission

to the higher powers, which hath ever been so conspi-

cuous in the Puritans of this country ; that even a true

faitii, is not to be confessed at the requisition of the

magistrate. I bear that good will to Calvinism, that it

gives me real concern to remember, that it hath ever

been disgraced by a connexion with such a principle

;

I am inclined however to believe, that the Calvinists^

• See Wilkie's Collection, No. I.

•j- See « Candid Thoughts, ko. by an Orthodox Diwenter," sec. U.
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who, upon puritanical principles, concurred in the peti-

tion of the Rationalists, in the year 177^? were very

few ; and that the orthodox dissenters were deceived,

in the idea which they had formed, of the numbers of

their own party. The requisition of the magistrate

is now removed, and no pretence exists for a puri*

tanical reserve ; I would ask then, what is now the

state of the dissenting ministry ? Are they at this time

a majority? Are they any considerable part of the

dissenting ministers, who have qualified under the 1st

of William and Mary ? Every dissenting minister hath

now the alternative of qualifying, either by subscri-

bing the doctrinal articles, or by a declaration, which,

by the 19th of his present Majesty, is accepted in-

stead of subscription : but the Calvinist, even of the

puritanical cast, holds himself bound to an open de-

claration of his faith ; except in that extraordinary

case, when tlie interference of the magistrate, makes it

a duty to disown his usurped authority, by refusing

to confess with the mouth what the heart believes

:

every true Calvinist therefore, will now qualify undec

the old Act of Toleration ; and if they are but an in-

considerable part of tlie dissenting ministry, who have

qualified in this manner, it is but too plain, that Cal-

vinism, among the dissenters, is almost extinguished.

Inconsiderable, however, as 1 fear their numbers are,

the Calvinists, for the soundness of their faith, are the

most respectable part of our modern dissenters ; and

though few, in comparison with the general mixed

body of the Rationalists, I hope they are more numer-

ous than the proper Unitarians.

6. So much for the principal facts which 1 engaged

to establish : it may, perhaps, be expected, that I
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should take some notice of anotlier, in wlilcL I have

been charged with misrepresentation. Dr Priestley, in

his First Letters to me, expressed high resentment, at

the use which I had made in ray Charge, of the word

eonventicle ; as descriptive of meetings in which he, and

friends of his, preside. To inform myself how far this

resentment might be well founded, and for no other

purpose, I searched the registers of certain courts, for

such an entry of the house in Essex- Street, and for a

record of such declarations on the part of the minister,

as, by the 19th of his present Majesty, are requisite to

make a meeting upon the pretence of divine worship,

not a conventicle in the strict sense of the word : I told

Dr Priestley, that I had found neither entry of the

house, nor record of the minister's declaration: Dr
Priestley replies, that I could, indeed, find no record

of declaration ; for none was ever made : but that I

ought to have found an entry of the house ; for the entry

was duly made. Now the truth is, that I employed

the clerks at the different offices to make the search, for

which I paid the accustomed fee—I trusted to their re-

port, which I find was not accurate—I believe the fact

to be, as Dr Priestley states it : the house is entered

;

but the minister hath never declared his principles, as

the law requires. The defence of a strong word, which

hath been taken personally, would be to me the most

unpleasant part of the controversy, were it not that the

style of Dr Priestley's Second Letters, and of some

other publications upon that side, hath put an end to

all ceremony between me and the leaders of the Uni-

tarian party ; I therefore still insist, that all meetings,

under ministers who have not declared, whether the

place of meeting be entered or be not entered, are illegal;
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and that the word conventicle, as it was used by me in

my Charge, was not misapplied.*

N. B. The preceding chapter gave occasion to a

pamphlet, entitled, The Calvinism of the Protestant

Dissenter^s asserted: in a Letter to the Archdeacon of

St Alban'^s. By Samuel Palmer, Pastor of the Inde-

pendent Congregation at Hackney. London, Printed

for J. Buckland, &c. 1786.

The sum of Mr Palmer's argument, is contained,

I think, in these three propositions. That of the thir-

teen ministers, who signed the protest against the re-

solution for the application to Parliament, six were

Scotsmen, true members of the Kirk, and therefore not

properly among our English dissenters : that the cross

petition was not presented by the thirteen ; that the

fifty who signed it were chiefly lay-preachers, not be-

longing to the body of the London ministers ; Metho-

dists ; unacquainted with the fundamental principles of

the Protestant dissenters. That a gi'eat body of Cal-

vinists concurred in the application to Parliament, upou

a general principle of Liberty, disliking any interference

of the magistrate in religious matters.

Of these three propositions, the two first seem to mili-

• Dr Priestlej^ in his Third Letters, insists that his own meeting-house, and Mr
Lindsey's, cannot be brought under the denomination of conventicles, merely be-

cause they, who preach in them, are not authorized by law. He thinks, ' that if,

by any accident, an unauthorized dissenting minister, like himself, should preach

in a parish church, it would not on that account become a conventicle." But

whatever he may think, an assembly in a parish church to hear Dr Priestley

preach, or even to assist at divine worship, performed by a priest of the church

of England, otherwise than according to the form prescribed by the Rook of

Common Prayer, would be a conve7iticle ; and all persons resorting to it, would

be liable to the penalties which the laws denounce, against persons frequenting

eonventicles.
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tate strongly on my side, heightening the appearance at

least of a paucity of Calvinists among our dissenters,

since six of the thirteen who protested, and all the fifty

who petitioned, according to Mr Palmer, were not

English dissenters : as for the third, if the fact be as Mr
Palmer states it, 1 can only lament that a republican

principle, should so strongly have infected so respecta-

ble a branch of the Christian church, as the Calvinists

are in my estimation. I believe however, that the truth

is, and is pretty notorious, that Calvinism is gone among
the dissenters of the present times ; though, for what

reason I presume not to say, the dissenting teachers

dislike to be told of its extinction.
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CHAPTER FIFTH.

Of the doetrine of Calvin.—Of MetJwdists.

I NOW proceed to reply to Br Priestley's insinua-

tion, that I have spoken with contempt of the doctrines

of Calvin, which at the same time he presumes, I really

believe.* He was in good humour with me, when he

drew up this concluding paragraph of his third letter

;

for his reason for presuming that I believe what, he im-

agines, I speak of with contempt, is, that he is unwil-

ling " to tax me with insincerity."!

2. If any where, I seem to speak with contempt of

the doctrines of Calvin, I have certainly been unfortu-

nate in the choice of my expressions ; it is one thing not

to assent to doctrines in their full extent, quite another

to despise them : I am very sensible, that our articles

affirm certain things, which we hold iu common with

the Calvinists :—so, they affirm many thi/igs which we
hold in common with the Lutherans ; and some things,

which we hold iu common with the Romanists. It can-

not well be otherwise ; for as there are certain princi-

ples which are common to all Protestants, so the essen-

tial articles of faith are common to all Christians : per-

haps, in points of mere doctrine, the language of our

» Second Letters-, p. 35. % Ibi4.
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articles agrees more nearly with the Calvinistick, thaa

witli any other Protestant confession, except the Luthe-

ran ; but I never was aware, till Dr Priestley informed

me of it, that I am obliged, by my subscription to the

thirty-nine articles, to believe every tenet that is gene-

rally known by the name of Calvinistick :* and, till the

obligation is enforced upon me by some higher authority

than his, 1 shall, in these matters, " stand fast in my
liberty :" nevertheless, I hold the memory of Calvin jii

high veneration ; his works have a place in my library ;

and, in the study of the holy Scriptures, he is one of

the commentators whom I frequently consult : I may
appeal to my own congregation at Newington, and to

other congregations to which, by my situation, I am oc-

casionally called to preach, to witness for me, that I

never mention the Calvinistick divines without respect

;

even when I express, what 1 often express, a dissent;,

upon particular points, to their opinions. The respect

with which they are mentioned in my Good-Friday ser-

mon, in wliich I asserted the doctrines of Providence on

the one hand, and of Free-agency on the other, is, per.

haps in Dr Priestley's own recollection. In the passage

to which he alludes, in my seventh letter to himself, he

will find no contempt expressed of Calvinists, or of their

opinions : the severity of the reflection falls on those-

who have so speedil)' deserted a doctrine to which, for

along time, they were not without bigotry attached

;

while they not only maintained Calvin's tenets without

exception, but seemed to think there could be no ortho-

Second Letters p. 35.
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doxy out of Calvinism : I consider it as the reproach of

the dissenters of the present day, that a genuine Calvin-

ist is hardly to be found ; except in a sect, conspicuous

only for the encouragement which the leaders of it seem

to give to a disorderly fanaticism. The rational dissen-

ter, hath nothing in common with the Calvinist, except

it be an enmity to the episcopal establishment of this

country ; and this he hath not so much in common with

the Calvinistick churches, as with his own ancestors,

the factious Puritans.

3. It was, perhaps, an omission, that when the scarci-

ty of Calvinists among the EiUglish dissenters was men-

tioned, a distinct exception was not made in favour of

natives of Scotland, formed into Calvinistick congrega-

tions, under respectable pastors of their own country,

and of the true Calvinistick persuasion, here in London,

and perhaps in other parts of England : but 1 consider

these as no part of our English dissenters: tliey are

members of another national establishment ; who, resi-

ding here, may think that a conformity with the church

of England, might be interpreted as a desertion of their

own communion : the rational dissenter, may take no

credit to himself for their adherence to their old princi-

ples ; nor are they involved in the reproach of his dege-

neracy.

4. While I thus repel my adversary's slanderous in-

sinuation of contempt, expressed by me of Calvin's doc-

trines, the reflection, I doubt not, is arising in his breast,

and with much secret satisfaction he says within him-

self, '^ He is making his peace, I see, with the Calvin-

tsts ; but how will he get over my remark, upon the dis-

respectful language in which he has spoken of the Me-
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thodists, his brother churchmen ?"* To the burden of

tiiat crime, my shoulders, I trust, are not unequal

:

what if I frame my reply in terms which Dr Priestley's

late publication furnishes—that whenever occasions shall

arise, which may make it my duty, as a minister of the

gospel, to declare my sentiments, I shall not wait for

Dr Priestley's leave to *^ express my contempt of what

I think to be despicable, and my abhorrence of what I

thiuk to be sliocking ?"t The Methodist, I am sensible,

professes much zeal for our common faith. Many of

his follies, I am willing to believe, proceed more from

an unhappy peculiarity of temperament, than from any

thing amiss in the moral dispositions of his heart ;—^le4

bira then renounce his fanatical attachment to self-consti-

tuted, uncommissioned, teachers : let him show his faith

by his works ; not the formal works of superstition and

hypocrisy, but the true works of everlasting righteous*

iiess ; the works of fair-dealing, charity, and continence t

let him do this, and churchmen will turn to him, and

call him brother.

* S».<*<»ne! htAers, o. S3. f Importance of Free Inqairy, p. 29»
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CHAPTER SIXTH.

Of the general spirit of Br Priestley'a Controversial

Writings*—Conclusion,

I HAVE replied more largely than I thought to do,

to more than is deserving of reply, in Dr Priestley'g

Second Letters : but, as the controversy between him

and the advocates of the Gatholick faith, is now brought^

by his own declarations, to a state resembling tliat of

a war, in which no quarter is to be given or accepted

;

I think myself at liberty to strike at my enemy, witliout

remorse, in whatever quarter I may perceive an open-

ing ; and I think myself called upon, by the present situ-

ation of the controversy, not to suppress the remarks,

which have spontaneously arisen in my own mind, upou

the perusal of his late writings. 1 fear he is too littlfe

read, but by his own party ; and it is fit, that it sliould

be generally known what spirit he is of.

3. He avows, indeed, with the greatest frankness^

that the great object of his essays upon tlieological sub-

jects is, to spread opinions among his countrymen, from

the press and from liis pulpit, which he Hatters himself,

must end in the total demolition of the polity of his

country in the ecclesiastical branch ; the only l>rancb

against which he thinks it prudent, as yet, to declare

his antipathy. In his View of the Frinajjles and Con-

duct of the Protestant Dissenters^ with resjogct to the

i
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Civil and Ecclesiastical Constitution of England, a

pamphlet first published in the year 1769, after a pic-

ture, highly exaggerated I hope, of certain abuses among

the clergy, which he refers to the principles of our

hierai'chy, but which, so far as they are real, are easily

traced to very different causes ; he, in the true spirit

of patriotism, points out the remedy. His salutary ad-

vice is conveyed in the form of a prediction. He fore-

tells, that in *^ some general convulsion of the state,"

such as he might hope our disputes with the American

colonies, which were then visibly tending to an open

rupture, might in no long time produce, " some bold

hand, secretly impelled by a vengeful providence, shall

iweep down the whole together.''* In later publica-

tions, he discovers no aversion to be himself the hand

employed in that vindictive business ; although his in-

discretion which he avows, and which seems indeed to

be very great, when the glorious prospect of state con-

vulsions warms and elevates his patriotick mind, should

render him, it may be thought, unfit to have a part in the

execution of any project, in which the success may at

all depend on secresy. In the dedicaiion of his late

History of Corruptions to Mr Lindsey, he tells his

friend (what might be fitting for an associate's ear, but

it is a strange thing to be mentioned in publick) " that

while the attention of men in power, is engrossed by the

difficulties which more immediately press upon them

;

the endeavours of the friends of reformation [that is, of

those concealed instruments of vengeance on their devo-

ted country], their endeavours in points of doctrine pase

* View tA the Principlet, &c. p. K.
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with less notice, and operate without ohstriictwn,^^* In

his last publication, he has thrown out many acute re-

marks, upon the efficacy of " small changes in the poli-

tical state of things, to overturn the best compacted

establishments ;"f upon the certainty, with which the

exertions of himself and his associates operate, to the

ruin of the ecclesiastical constitution ; upon the violence

with which, causes that lie dormant for a time at last

act. ^<We," he says, ^^ are, as it were, laying gunpow-

der grain by grain, under the old building of error and

superstition, which a single spark may hereafter inflame^

so as to produce an instantaneous explosion."| He
shows, with great ability, that all measures of govern-

ment, to support the ecclesiastical constitution, will be

of no avail, if once a great majority of the people can be

made its enemies.
|| And, for this good purpose, he de-

claims in his conventicle^ to '' enlighten the minds and

excite the zeaP'^ of the mechanicks of the populous

town of Birmingham, with respect to the doctrines in

dispute, between himself and the assertors of that faith^

which the church of England holds in common with thft

first Christians. The avowal of these sentiments in

himself, of hostility to the political constitution of his

country ; the attempt, to excite similar sentiments in the

breasts of the ^* commonest people," in whose breasts

they cannot be expected to lie inactive, quietly expecting

the event of literary discussion ; such avowal, and such

attempts are more, I should think, than can be justified

by the right of private judgment upon speculative qnes-

* Dedication of History of Corruptions p. ril.

j- Importance of Free Inquiry, p. 39.

t Ibid. p. 40.
II

lbi<». p. 41—44. § Ibid, p . 29,
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tions. Not that I would insinuate, that they, in any

degree, deserve the attention of our governors; for I

am well persuaded, that neither his doctrine nor his

principles, are gaining that gvound among the people,

which he seems to imagine. I am inclined indeed to

think, that the advancement even of his Unitarian doc-

trine is but slow, except in his own head ; in which it

seems to be making hasty strides. In his good wishes

to the constitution, I think better of many of his Unita-

rian friends, than to believe that they concur with him :

and while trade and manufactures flourish at Birming-

ham, we may safely trust to the inducements, which

every man there will find to mind his own business, to

defeat the success of Dr Priestley's endeavours to *^ en-

lighten and excite :" it seems therefore unnecessary at

present, to think of " raising the dam or of making it

stronger"—it will be the better policy of government, to

let the brawling torrent pass. The attempt to provoke

severities by audacious language, in order io raise a cry

of persecution, if sedition, making religion its pretence,

should meet with a premature check from the secular

power, is a stale trick, by which the world is grown too

wise to be taken in. If Dr Priestley ever should at-

tempt to execute, the smallest part of what he would

now be understood to threaten, it may then indeed be

expedient, that the magistrate should show that he

beareth not the sword in vain : but, whatever Dr Priest-

ley may affect to think, of the intolerance of churchmen

in general, and of the Archdeacon of St Alban's in

particular, a churchman lives not in the present age so

weak, who would not in policy, if not in love, discour-

age, rather than promote, any thing that might be called
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a persecution of the Unitarian blasphemy, in the person

of Dr Priestley, or of any of his admirers. A church-

man lives not, so weak as not to know, that persecution

is the hot-bed, in which nonsense and impiety have ever

thrived : it is so friendly to the growth of religion, that

it nourishes even the noxious weeds, which carry but a

resemblance of the true plant in the external form. Let

us trust, therefore, for the present, as we securely may,

to the trade of the good town of Birmingham, and to the

wise connivance of the magistrate, (who watches, no

doubt, while he deems it politick to wink,) to nip Dr
Priestley's goodly projects in the bud ; which nothing

would be so likely to ripen to a dangerous effect, as

constraint excessively or unseasonably used. Thanks,

however, are due to him, from all lovers of their coun-

try, for the mischief which he wants not the inclination

to do, if he could find the means of doing it. In grati-

tude's estimation, the w ill is ever to be taken for the

deed.

3. In his First Letters to me, and in former publica-

tions, Dr Priestley professed to disbelieve an inspiration

of the apostles and evangelists, io any greater extent,

than might be consistent with the liberty which he uses,

of criticising their reasonings and their narrations. X

had a hope, that denying, as he does, our Lord's divini-

ty, he still admitted, in some figurative sense, that " all

the fullness of the Godhead dwells in him bodily :'' I

had a hope, that he believed, at least, an unlimited in-

spiration (since he disbelieves any nearer communion

with the Godhead) of him to whom " the Spirit wag

not given by measure." I perceived, with concern, by

his late publication, that " the plenary inspiration of
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Christ"* is to be disbelieved, no less than that of the

apostles : the assertion, indeed, is qualified, by confi-

ning it to cases, '' with respect to which, the object

of their mission did not require inspiration"—the ob-

ject of their mission required, that the first preachers,

of Christianity should be infallible, in whatever opin^

ions they maintained, either about the nature of God,

or tlie principles of his moral government ^ in what-

ever they taught, concerning the terms or the means of

man's acceptance and salvation ; and in the facts which

they have related of the Redeemer's life. If in these

things they were not infallible ; if an appeal lies from

their assertions, to any man's private opinions ; who
shall draw the line, wliere the truth of their preaching

ends, and their error commences? If their inspiration

was complete upon these subjects, it was to all in»

tents and purposes plenary : If it gave them no lighfc

about the true system of the world, the circulation

of the blood, or the properties of the Leyden Phial, it

was not upon that account defective as a religious in-

spiration : the distinction, therefore, between a plenary

inspiration, and an inspiration extending only to cases^

in which the object of their mission required it, is vain

and imaginary i and it is a mere pretence, to profess

sfc belief in the one, when the other is openly denied.

4. In his First Letters to me, Dr Priestley disavow-

ed his belief of the inspiration of the apostles as ivriters

only.f Our blessed Lord left no writings. When^
therefore, the fullness of his inspiration is denied, the

denial must be understood of his inspiration as an oral

teacher : Dr Priestley^ therefore, must extend his dis-

Importence ofFree Inquiry, p. 35.
-J;

First LetlerSj p. 132.
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belief of the inspiration of the apostles to their oral doc-

triue ; unless lie would be §uilty of the folly of setting

the disciple above his Lord.

5, It is some time since it was told mc, that an

admirer ot'Dr Priestley's tenets, in conversation with a

divine of the church of England, high in station and in

liiirning, had maintained, that our dying Lord's pro-

mise to the thief, that he should be with our Lord that

diy in Paradise, was founded on a mistaken notion

of him who gave it, about the state of the dead: Dr
Priesiley's disciples well know, that the thief at this

time is no-where, and will not be in Paradise before the

resurrection. Tiie leader of a party, is not answerable

for the absurdities of all his followers : 1 was unwilling,

therefore, to make the conclusion, that Dr Priestley

himself ever would maintain, what he now maintains,

the fallibility of Christ ! I shudder, while 1 relate these

extravagancies, though it be only to expose them.

6. Dr Priestley hath given free scope to the powers

of his eloquence, upon the subject of my pretended in-^

justice to illustrious characters, living and dead : if in-

justice may be committed, by praise bestowed where it

is unmerited, no less than by censure injuriously appli.

ed, Dr Priestley may find it more diflBcult than I have

done, to refute the accusation. A character now lives,

not without its eminence, nor, I hope, without its moral

worth, which Dr Priestley seems to hold in excessive

admiration, and upon which he is too apt to be lavish

of his praise. Few, who are acquainted with his wri-

tings, will be at a loss to guess that the character 1

speak of is

—

Himself. As the analyzer of clastick

fluids, he will be long remembered : but he sometimes

seems to claim respect as a Good Christian, and a

Good Subject. If, upon any branch of Cliristian
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duty, my conscience be at perfect ease, the precept,

** Judge not," is that which, 1 trust, I have not trans-

gressed : the motives by which one man is iaipellfd,

are, for the most part, so imperfectly known to any

other, that it seems to me cruel to suppose, that the evil

which appears in men's actions, is always answered by

an equal malignity in their minds : I have ever, thcie-

fore, held it dangerous and uncharitable, to reason from

the actions of men to theii* pri«icij)l'-s; and, fiom my
youth up, have been averse to censorious judgment

:

but when men declare their motive?^ and their princi-

ples, it were folly to affect to jut?ge them more favoura-

bly than they judge themselves. I shall, theiefore, not

Lesitate to say, that after a denial of our Lord's divinity,

his pre-existence, and tlie virtue of his atonement ; affer

a denial, at last, of our Lord's plenary inspiration ; after

a declaration of implacable enmity to the constitu? oa

under which he lives, under which hecj t>s (he hcerise

of saying what he lists, in a degree in which it never

was enjoyed, by the first citizens of the freest democra-

cies; the goodness of his Christianity, and his merit as

a subject, are topicks, upon which it may be ii.di crcet,

for the encomiast of Dr Priestley to enlarge.

7. For eighteen months, or more, it hath been the

boast of the Unitarian party, that the Arciid* ac.n of

St Alban's hath been challenged to establish facts

which he had averred ; that he hath been insured in

his character, as a scholar and a man ; charged with

ignorance, misrepresentation, defamation and calum-

ny;* and that under all this, he hath continued speech-

less.f He hath at last spoken, in a tone, which, per-

* Secfind Letters, &c. Preface, p. xviii. p. 1, 39, 47, IfiO, 161, 163, 208,

ft alibi passim, f See AQiiuadversions oa Air White, p. 84ti
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haps, will little endear him to the Unitarian zealots.

It matters not. The time seems yet so distant, when
the train which they are laying, may be expected to

explode, that the danger is exceedingly small, that

he will ever be reduced to the alternative of renoun-

cing bis faith, or relinquishing his preferments ; or, to

the harder alternative which Dr Priestley seems to

threaten,* <* of a prison, with a good conscience, or

his present emoluments without one." If those happy

times, of which Dr Priestley prophecies, should over-

take him ere his course is finished, when an Arian or

Socinian parliament f shall undertake the blessed bu-

siness of a second reformation, and depose archbi-

shops from their thrones and archdeacons from thei'P

ceuches of 'preferment, he humbly hopes, that he may
be supplied with fortitude to act the part, which may
not disgrace his present professions. The probabili-

ty, however, seems to be, that ere those times arrive,

(if they arrive at all, which we trust they will not,)

my antagonist and I shall both be gone, to those un-

seen abodes, where the din of controversy and the din

of war, are equally unheard. There we shall rest

together, till the last trumpet summon us to stand be-

fore our God and King. That whatever of intempe-

rate wrath and carnal anger, hath mixed itself, oQ

either side, with the zeal with which we have pursu-

ed our fierce contention, may then be forgiven to us

both, is a prayer which I breathe from the bottom of

my soul ; and to which my antagonist, if he hath any

part in the spirit of a Christian, upon his bended knee»

will say. Amen.

—I

—

rr~ -,'—
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.

'

' Second Letters, p. 88. \ Ibid, p. 17.
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DISQUISITIONS.

DISQUISITION FIRST.

Of the phrase of'' coming in the flesh/^ as used hy St

Polycarp in his epistle to the JPhilippians.

DR PRIESTLEY, iu the fifth of his Second Let-

ters to me, to prove that the phrase of " coming in the

flesh" asserts nothing more than our Lord's manhood,

without any reference to a prior state of existence, al-

leges, that the phrase is so used by St Polycarp, the

disciple of St John, in his ej)istle to the Philippians.

The passage in which Dr Priestley imagines that he

hath found tliis use of the phrase, stands tlius in Arch-

bishop Wake's translation, from which Dr Priestley

makes his quotation :

" Whosoever does not confess that Jesus Christ is

come in the flesh, he is antichrist ; and whosoever does

not confess his suffering upon the cross, is from the

Devil ; and whosoever perverts the oracles of the Lord

to his own lusts, and says that there shall be neither

any resurrection nor judgment, he is the first-born of

Satan."

By an argument, the force of which will, I believe,

be perceived by few but his Unitarian brethren, Dr
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Priestley persuades himself, that the blessed martyr, in

this passage, is not describing three different sects, but

that '^ he alludes to no more than one and the same

kind of persons, by all the three characters," i. e. by

the denial of our Lord's coming in the flesh, the denial

of his sufferings, and the denial of the general resurrec-

tion and the future judgment.

Hence he would infer, that the phrase of " coming in

the flesh" predicates the manhood of our Lord, and

nothing more ; as I conceive for this reason : (for he

hath not stated his argument very clearly.) The denial

of our Lord's coming in the flesh, must be something

that might consist with the denial of his sufferings 5

since the two errors (by Dr Priestley's hypothesis) wer©

found in the same persons. They who denied the re-

ality of our Lord's sufferings, denied his manhood; and

in that sense they might, and they did, deny his coming

in the flesh: but his divinity they denied not; on the

contrary, they strenuously asserted a nature in him,

superior at least, to the human. Any allusion, there-

fore, which may be supposed in the phrase of his "com-

ing in the flesh," to an original nature in him more

than human, they denied not. His manhood therefore^

which is all that they who are charged with a denial

of his " coming in the flesh" denied, is all that th©

phrase imports.

This is the very most that I can make of my adver-

sary's argument : and in this state of it, (if I have mis-

represented it, I most seriously declare it is witliout

design) I confess myself too dull to perceive the con-

nexion of the premises and the conclusion. We of the

orthodox persuasion, conceive that the phrase of " com-

ing in the flesh" expresses the Incaknation ; that is to=
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say, it contains this complex proposition, that a Being

originally divine assumed the human nature. This

complex proposition, they who denied the reality of

our Lord's sufferings, denied ; not in that part which

affirms his divinity, but in that part which affirms hii

assumption of the manhood ; and the denial of this,

was the foundation of their error about the sufferings oa

the cross. These three characters of error, therefore|

mentioned by St Polycarp, might belong to one and

the same sort of persons, as Dr Priestley supposes that

they did, and yet the phrase of " coming in the flesh'?

in its natural sense may, for any thing that appears

from St Polycarp's own words, allude not to the

manhood simply, but to the Catholick doctrine of the

incarnation.

It must be observed however, and the fact ii too

well known to the learned in ecclesiastical history to

require proof, that a great variety of sects, differing

from each other in the wild and impious opinions which

they severally maintained, were comprised under the

general name of Gnosticks : to say, therefore, that the

one and same kind of persons, alluded to by St Poly-

carp under all these three different characters, was the

Gnosticks, is to say, that this one and same kind of

persons, was many different kinds : of the various sects

that went under this common name, the Docetse, who
denied our Lord's genuine manliood, were one general

branch,—itself subdivided, if I mistake not, into many
distinct denominations ; the Cerinthians, who denied

his original divinity, were another : both these equally,

though in different ways, denied the propositiun that

"Jesus Christ was come in the flesh,'' in the sense ia

which the orthodox understand it ; and I confess I am
01
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not sure, though Dr Priestley says we are sure of it,

that the denial of the resurrection was not to be found

in a third class, distinct from either of these two, and

from every branch of the Gnosticks. The two ancient

hereticks mentioned by St Paul, (2 Tim. ii. 17, 18,)

who said that the resurrection was past, and in ihat

assertion, as St Chrysostom observes, denied a resur-

rection to come and the general judgment, are not uum«

bered, by the writers of antiquity, among the Gnostick

teachers :—(See Dr Whitby's note upon S Tim. ii. 17>

18.) The future judgment, was more explicitly denied

by these than by the Gnosticks, who only denied the

resuscitation of the body ; and I think it not unlikely,

that they might be the persons to whom St Polycarp,

in his third character of damnable heresy, alludes : be

that as it may, it seems clear to me, that St Polycarp,

in the passage alleged by Dr Priestley, describes three

different sets of people ; and I should paraphrase the

whole passage thus

:

" Whoever confesses not that Jesus Christ, the eve^

blessed and only begotten Son of God, the brightness

of his glory and the express image of his person, the

eternal Word by whom he made the worlds, is come
in the ii; sh ; he is antichrist : and if any one, pretending

to confess this, shall yet deny the reality of his suffer-

ings, in his own proper and entire person, on the cross

;

he also, notwithstanding he confess the truth in the

former article, is of the Devil. Again, if any one,

confessing both our Lord's coming in the flesh, and his

sufferings and death, shall however pervert the oracles

of God, accommodating the divine doctrine to his own
prejudices and conceits, and say that there shall be

neither resurrection nor judgment.; this man, notwith-
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standing his confession of our Lord's incarnation and

passion, is the first-born of Satan."

But whether St Polycarp, in this passage, describe

three different sort of hereticks> or one sort by tlu*ea

characters, it is not very material to dispute : the blessed

martyr is not enumerating sects, as an ecclesiastical

historian ; but, as a preacher of the truth, he is warning

the faithful against errors : he mentions three ; any one

of which would avail, in his judgment, to the perdition

of him who should maintain it—for I contend, that noth-

ing in the words of St Polycarp himself,^ nor any known
and admitted fact in the history of the heresies of his

times, makes it necessary to apply the description in the

whole to one sect, rather than in the parts of it to three;

I contend, that the coming of our Lord in the flesh, his

passion, and the general resurrection, are three distinct

things : the two first, for any thing that appears from

St Polycarp's words, as distinct from each other, a»

either is from the third ; so distinct therefore from each

other, that a person admitting the one, might possibly

not confess the other : I contend therefore, that for any

thing that appears from the words of St Polycarp, a

person, confessing that our Lord came in the tiesh,

might still deny his sufferings : the phrase, therefore, of

<< coming in the flesh," for any thing that appears from

St Polycarp's own words, may denote sometliing more

than our Lord's mere manhood : and I contend yet

further, that alt!iough it could be proved, that St Poly-

carp alludes to one sect, so that the coming in the fle^h

must necessarily be so understood, that the denial of that

coming, and the denial of the sufferings, should be con-

sistent errors ; still, it will not follow that the coming in

the flesh; must be understood as descriptive simply of
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the manhood. If any one sect indeed singly be descri-

bed, the Docetse must be that one, since their character-

istick error makes an explicit part of the description.

But with their error, the denial of the incarnation was

perfectly consistent: Dr Priestley thinks, that St Poly-

carp condemns the Docetse, because they admitted not

that Christ was a mere man : bat if I say that St Poly-

carp condemns them, not for maintaining that he was

more than man, but for denying that, being more than

man, being indeed God, he was made man ; and that for

this reason he made choice of the phrase of " coming in

the flesh," that he might not seem to condemn more of

their doctrine than he really disapproved. What is

there in St Polycarp^s words to prove, that I, rather

than Dr Priestley, misinterpret ?

It may seem, that if, for any thing that appears from

the writer's words, the phrase may be interpreted in

either sense, the true inference is, that it is ambiguous :

this conclusion indeed follows, with respect to the use

of the phrase in this particular passage ; and it is upon

this very ground, that I maintain the total insignificance

of the passage to decide the matter in dispute. In the

fourth of my letters in reply to Dr Priestley, I have

considered the natural and internal force of this phrase

of " coming in the flesh ;" I have shown, that it con-

tains such evident allusion to a prior condition of the

person who came, and to the power that he had of com-

ing in various other ways, had it pleased him other-

therwise to come ; that if the sacred writers really meant

to affirm, that our Lord was a mere man, and nothing

more, no reason can be devised, why tliey should make
choice of such uncouth, mysterious words, for the enun-

ciation of so simple a proposition, which they might
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easily bave stated in plain terms, incapable of miscon-

struction. Dr Priestley appeals from this reasoning

of mine upon the natural sense of the words, to the

usage of writers ; which indeed, when it is clear and

constant, must be allowed to outweigh all reasoning

from general principles, because the particular sense

of a phrase is a question about a fact ; and in all such

questions, external evidence, when it can be had, must

overpower theory : to prove that the usage of the wri-

ters of antiquity, settles the sense of the phrase in his

favour, he alleges this passage of St Polycarp's epistle,

as an instance *' that might satisfy me :" but I say,

that no one who thinks the meaning of the phrase du-

bious, will be satisfied by this instance : for, not to

insist that the usage of writers is very insuflficiently

proved by a single instance, I maintain, that if the

phrase in question were in itself equally capable of

the two senses, the low sense to which the Unitarians

would confine it, and the sublimer sense in which it is

generally understood, it certainly might be taken ia

either in tliis passage of St Polycarp ; and that, in

whatever light the passage be considered, whether as

descriptive of three sects, as 1 believe it to be, or of

one only, as Dr Priestley understands it. This pas-

sage, therefore, is of no significance in the argument •

since no passage can be alleged, as an instance of

any particular use of any phrase, in which various

ienses of the phrase may equally suit the purpose of

the writer.

To this nentral passage of St Polycarp, I have ok

my side to oppose a very decisive passage of St Bar-

nabas; in which the allusion to a prior condition of

©ur Lord, which 1 contend to be the natural import
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of the phrase, is manifest ; and is so necessary to the

writer's purpose, that if the phrase be imdcrstood with-

out such allusion, the whole sentence is nonsense. " For

if he had not come in tJie flesh, how should we mortals,

seeing him, have been preserved, when they who be-

hold the sun, which is to perish and is the work of bis

bands, are unable to look directly against its rays ?"

Let Dr Priestley find a passage, in which the allusion

to our Lord's original glory, is as necessarily excluded

from the import of the phrase, as it is included in ii

in this passage of St Barnabas : and even then, the

only just inference will be, that the phrase is used va-

riously, in a more restrained or larger signification, as

may suit the particular occasion on which it is intro-

duced ; but that in its full and natural import, it affirm*

the incarnation.

But in truth, Dr Priestley seems to deal by St Poly-

earp as by St John ; by the disciple as by the master

:

devoted himself to the Unitarian doctrine, he takes it

with him as a principle in tlie study of St Polycarp,

as of the New Testament, that the creed of St Poly-

carp, as of all the primitive Christians, was Unitarian

:

then, whatever expressions occur, alluding to opinions of

a different cast, he interprets in the sense in which he

and his Unitarian brethren would use them : from theso

expressions, so interpreted, he goes back to his original

prejudice, that St Polycarp held and taught an Unita-

rian creed, as to a conclusion which he hath drawn, and

can teach others to draw from St Polycarp's own wri-

tings. Alas ! the sum of all such reasonings is no more

than this : I Joseph Priestley am an Unitarian ; there-

fore such was Polycarp—and the basis of this argument

is, the supposed infallibility of Joseph Priestley.
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MSaUISITION SECOND.

Of Tertullian's testimony against the UnitarianSy and

his use of the ivord Idiota.

DR PRIESTLEY has made it an occason of great

triumph to himself and to his party, that he has caught

me tripping, as he thinks, in my Greek and Latin, ia

the translation which 1 have given, in the ninth of my
Letters ia Reply, of a certain passage in Tertullian's

book against Praxeas, which is produced by him as an

acknowledgment of Tertullian, that the Unitarians wera

in his time the majority of Christians, and is represent-

ed by me as an assertion of the contrary. None but an

idiot, as Dr Priestley conceives, in the learned langua-

ges, would imagine that the English word " idiot,"'

which I have used in my translation of that passage,

might in any sense render the \%t(J\nz of the Greek or

the Idiota of the Latins, which is the name by which,

with other adjuncts, Tertullian describes the Unitarians

of his time. Dr Priestley says, in the nineteeth of his

Second Letters, sec. 3. " What will be said of the

man who can translate Idiofa, idiot ?" He hath now for

some con iderable time, been receiving the incense of

liis own applause, and the triumphant acclamations of

his party, on the occasion of this victory gained over

his daring adversary, on the very ground, on which the

enemy had taken his stand with particular security. But

•it will be time wough to bind the laurel on their chief-
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tain's spear, when they are sure he is in possession of

the fieW.

In the seventh of his Second Letters, Dr Priestley

says to me, " 1 will venture to say, that it properly

signifies [the word Idiuta in Latin, or lliujn^ in Greek

properly signifies] an unlearned man, or a person who
has not had a liberal education :" this Dr Priestley

ventures to affirm, and this I venture to deny. The
word iliu%( hath ten distinct senses ; which I shall re-

cite in order.

L j1 private person ; i. e. a person in private life,

in opposition to a person in publick office or employ-

ment, civil or military. In this sense the word is chief-

ly used by orators and historians, and by all writers

who treat of popular subjects ; and this is its first and

proper sense, as it is of all its senses, the most im-

mediately connected with the sense of the adjective

iS/oc, from which the substantive ihulne is immediately

derived.

II. ^person in low life, one of the common people,

in opposition to persons of condition. This is nothing

more than an extension of the former sense
;
private life

in the extreme becoming obscure and low.

III. *S. laick, as distinguished from a clerk. This

sense the Greek fathers easily grafted upon the first

;

the church being considered as a polity of its own kind,

in which the clergy bear the publick offices, the laity

are citizens in private life. In a sense nearly allied to

this, the word seems to be used by St Paul, 1 Cor. xiv.

16, to denote a private member of a congregation, as

distinguished from the minister.

IV. A person unskilled in any particular science or

artp la opposition to the professors of it. The word,
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thus used, rather expresses the want of professional

skill than of ordinary knowledge—in this sense, the

word is sometimes constructed hy the Attick writers

with a genitive of the thing, and by ordinary writers

with an accusative, either with or without a prepo-

sition. \i\i^»t; ihulm ir1x» Plat, in Tim. ilt(/j)ji %1«) ^.c^iti.

%1$f or wf TT^t^ ^vjo.

V. *3 person deficient in any particular talent, hahit^

er accomplishment. In this sense the word is some-

times constructed with a dative of the thing, l^iujnc ru

^oya, 2 Cor. xi. 16 In this sense the word is used by

St Paul, 1 Cor. xiv. 23, S4, to denote a common Chris-

tian, not endowed with any of the extraordinary gifts

of the Holy Spirit, as distinguished from persons so

gifted.

VI. A person generally unlearned^ one who has

not had a learned and liberal education. In this sense^,

in conjunction with the epithet ctyfa/jL/nalti, the word

is applied to the apostles by the rulers of the Jews.

Acts iv. 13.

VII. The plural, lltuloit, signifies individuals ; citi-

zens, individually considered, as distinguished from the

collective body, the state.

VIII. The plural ihujut, is a collective name for the

illiterate vulgar, in particular reference to their gene-

ral want of accomplishment in literature, the sciences

and the arts. O w»hu( oywAer, »c iht/jaf it <re^«} KotKuffu

liucian.

IX. Hence among philosophers and sophists, and

pretenders to that sort of taste which is now called

virtUf it became a name of reproach which they gave

to those whom they thought disgracefully deficient iu

those accompUehknentS; which they valued and aduuxttd

5»
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in themselves. Thus the great Roman peculator, seek*

ing to hide his avarice under a mask of affected taste

for the works of the Greek masters, reproached his

accusers with idiotcy in this sense of the word. Erat

apud Heium sacrarium——perantiquiim, in quo signa

^julcherrima quatuor quce iion modo istunif Jiominem

ingeniosum et intelligentem, verum etiam quemvis nos^

truMy quos iste idiotas appellatf delectare possent. Cic.

in Verrem. Act. 2. lib. iv. c. 2.

X. And because the faculties are apt to be dull,

when they have not been sharpened by exercise upon

any subject whatsoever, iltcJJxif from its use in the sense

of illiterate and uncultivated, comes to be an opprobri-

ous name for the dull and stupid, without any reference

to the want of education as the cause of the stupidity.

It never indeed, as far as I know, refers to that consti-

tutional defect of the faculty of reason, which is the

peculiar sense of the corresponding word of our lan-

guage in our statutes and law books ; but it denotes,

the goodly qualities of stupidity and ignorance in the

gross, like our vernacular words, dunce, hoohy, and

their synonymes.

That this last is the sense in which it is used by

Tertullian, in the passage in question, is sufficiently

evident from the very structure of the sentence : Who-
ever knows the force of the phrase, poRne dixerinif

which is probably as little understood by Dr Priestley

as St Jerome's quid dicam; but whoever knows the

hue force of this phrase, will allow, that the epithets

imprndentes and idiotce, which are introduced by it, must

contain some high intension and aggravation of the qua-

lities, whatever they may be, which are contained in

the potion of the preceding adjective^ simplices^ an
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aggravation in such degree, that the writer thinks it

necessary to apoh)gize, for the strength and severity ot*

the terms which he finds himself obliged to employ..

This in the force of the phrase •pcene dia;erim : to take

away what may seem too much in the terms which a

writer is about to employ, when he fears they may seem

txcessive, notwithstanding that they are thelowest which .

will convey his full meaning, and do justice to his ar-

gument. The im'prndentes thercfoi^e of Tertullian, are

a sort of people in discernment and information many

degrees below his simplices ; and his idiotce are still

below his imprudentes. All this is evident, to those

w ho have any real knowledge of the Latin language,

from the bai-e structure of the sentence, whatever the

proper use of each of the three words may be, among

the polite writers of the Augustan age. As equivalent

to the Latin idiotce, as it is used by Tertullian in this

passage, 1 employed our Knglish word idiots : I em-

ployed the English word, to express that extreme de-

gree of ignorance and stupidity, for which our language

furnishes no other word sufficiently contemptuous, of

which Tertullian affirms the Unitarians of his day, like

their younger brethren in our own, exhibited a notable

example. It was little to be apprehended, that even

Unitarian prejudice, would render any one so much an

idiot in style and phraseology, as not to perceive, that

I used not the word in what' in English is its forensick

sense, especially when, in an exposition of the passage,

which at the distance of a few lines follows my transla^

tiou, 1 explain it by the words " dull," and *^ persons of

mean attainments.''

Dr Priestley asks me, in the seventh of his Second

Jicttcrs,. '' Pray, Sir, in What lexicon or dictionary, or^
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dinary or extraonlinary, did you find this sense of the

term idiota in Latin, or lliulnK, in Greek?*' Dr Priestley

is venturesome in propounding questions like this, and

seems to be one of those, whom repeated miscarriages

cannot render wary and discreet : I certainly consulted

no lexicon, for the purpose of making my translation of

that plain passage of Tertullian ; and it is within these

very few days, that 1 have taken the trouble to consult

lexicons, in order to discover what ground my adversa-

ry may have found in their defects, for the confidence

which the question bespeaks : 1 will now refer him to

certain lexicons, never known perhaps in the academy

at Warrington, but such as a late Greek professor there

might occasionally have condescended to consult, with

advantage to himself and to his pupils. The first is

that old glossary, which was found annexed to some

copies of St Cyril, and is published by Henr^ Stephens,

in the appendix to his Greek Thesaurus. In this glos-

sary, the word lliulyi? is expounded by • fm vo>i/u.ur, words

which express not the want of education, but dullness

of the natural faculties. The second is Robert Ste-

phen's Victionarmm Latino- Galliciim, in which the

word idiota is rendered Ung lourdaidt, qui ii'est pas des

plus fiiiS du monde, qui n^ha pas grand esprit, Idiot,

The third is the learned Calepini's Dictionarium OctO'

lingue^ in which the author gives the French words

lourdaut, sot, ignorant, and the English words, an idiot^

afooly as rendering the Latin idiota. The fourth is the

Thesaurus of our learned countryman Cooper, in which

idiota is thus expounded : One that is not very fine-

witted; an idiot. If my adversary demand the author-

ity of an ordinary dictionary, 1 will refer him to a very

ordinary dictionary indeed j to a dictionary in every
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Bchool-boy's hand, l^et him turn to the word idiota

in Ainsworth ; he will find among its first senses, an

idiot

I abide therefore by my assertion, that this passage

of TertuUian, which Dr Priestley mistakes for a tes-

timony of the popularity of his favourite opinions in

TertuUian's time, is no such testimony, but a charge

of ignorance against his party ; of such ignorance, as

would invalidate the plea of numbers, if that plea

could be set up.

And that this is the true representation of Tertul-

lian's meaning, may be proved, without insisting upon

any particular force of the word idiotce, from the neces.

sary indisputable sense of the adverb semper, which

extends TertuUian's proposition, concerning the majority

of believers, from his own time in particular, to all time

:

he says not what were or what were not, the prevailing

opinions of his own times; but he says, that those persons

who come under the characters o^simplicesylmprudenteSf

and idiotm, that is, according to Dr Priestley's own
translation, (which yet I admit not otherwise than diS'

putandi gratia, for I have still '^ the assurance" to call

my own an exact translation) but according to Dr Priest-

ley's own translation, TertuUian says, that persons who
come under the character of " the simple, the ignorant,

and the unlearned," whatever their opinions at one time

or another may be, are, in all times, the greater part of

believers ; as indeed they must be of every society col-

lected indiscriminately, as the church is, from all ranks

of men. TertuUian alleges, that persons of that descrip-

tion, in his time, meaning to assert what they little no-

derstood, the Divine Monarchy, were startled at the

doctrine of the Trinity, which they as little understood.
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This is the only sense in which Tertiillian-s words

can be taken, unless some Unitarian adventurer iu

criticism shall be able to prove, that the adverb semper

is equivalent to nwnc, expressive of present time ex-

clusively.

Dr Priestley ^^ wonders at my assurance" in another

circumstance ; namely, that I should limit, as he says,

what TertuUian affirms, as he would have him under-

stood, of the whole body of the simplices aud idiots to

some of them. In this limitation, he says, I am alto-

gether unwarranted. But when Turtullian says, that,

simple persons and idiotce are startled at the economy,

the natural sense of the words is, that this scruple was

incident chiefly to persons of that description ; not that

it was to be found in the whole body of the common
people : he insinuates, that persons of that weak char-

acter only were liable to tliat alarm—had he meant to

speak of the whole body of the common people, he musi

have used phrases of another cast, as vidgus indoctum,

ov genus hominum simplex: Dr Priestley's complaint

against me, might have seemed to have some founda-

tion, had the word ^^ some" been prefixed to " simple

persons" in my translation—but it only appears in aa

exposition of the passage, which follows the translation
;

and surely, having translated the passage exactly, I

took no unwarrantable liberty in adding an explanation

of the author's sense (or of what I take to be his sense)

in my own words. Had Dr Priestley's loose exposi-

tions of the passages in ancient writers, which he cites,

been always accompanied with exact translations, the

world would have had less reason to stand aghast at

his assurance and ill-dissembled management. But to

what purpose can it be, to hold au argument with a
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man, who is too hasty to distinguish between what pro-

fesses to be paraphrase, and what pretends to be exact

translation ; who has the vanity to play the critick in

languages, to the idioms of which he is a stranger ; and

the audacity to challenge the production of authorities,

without taking the pains to inform himself, in which

scale the weight of autliority may preponderate? "Pray,

Sir, in what lexicon or dictionary, ordinary or extraor-

dinary, do you find idiota in Latin, or llialyK in Greek,

rendered idiot P^^ Vide Glossarium Vetus, R. Steph.

Calepin. Cooper, Ainsworth.
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DISQUISITION THIRD.

On what is found relating' to the Ebion'ites in the writings of

Irenaeus, in confutation of an argument advanced bij Dr
Priestley in favour of the Ebionites, in the third of his

First, and the fourth of hrs Second Letters^from the wri-

tings of Irenceus in particular,

THE particular argument in favour of the Ebionites,

which Dr Priestley, in the third of liis First Letters to

me, attempted to draw from the writings of Iren-Eus,

was so ably, though concisely answered in the Monthly

Review for January 1784*, by Mr Badcock, who, taking

facts as Dr Priestley chose to state them, showed, evea

upon his own statement of the facts, the utter futility

of his conclusion, inasmuch as the contrary conclusion

might be drawn with equal probability from the same
assumptions, that when I wrote my Letters in reply^

I thouglit I might be excused if I passed by this argu-

ment without any other notice, than a slight reference to

Mr Badcock's confutation. But in the sixth of his Se-

cond Letters, Dr Priestley hath attempted to refit this

shattered piece of his artillery, and to bring it agaiu

into action.

He says to me, ^' It is truly remarkable, and may
not have been observed by you, as indeed it was

not by myself till very lately,"—(It had indeed been

strange, if any sagacity of remark in me had outrun Dr
Priestley's !)

—" that IreniEus; who has written so large
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a work on the subject of heresy, after the time of Justiuj

in a country where it is probable there were fewer Unita-

rians, again and again characterizes them in such a man-

ner, as makes it evident, that even he did not consider

apy other persons as hereticks besides the Gnosticks.

He expresses a great dislike of the Ebionites, but he

never calls them hereticks."*

Freely 1 resign to Dr Priestley the honour of having

been the first to made this remark ; at least, 1 shall put

in no claim for myself, or for my friends : if any plagiar-

ism hath been committed, which I pretend not in this

particular instance to assert, the depredation must have

been made upon some of his own party : for I will ven-

ture to affirm, that the remark, so far as it extends to

Irenseus's acquittal of the Ebionites from the imputation

of heresy, could have occurred to none, that had not been

in some good degree an Idiot in the writings of Irense-

us : it could have occurred to none, that had known more

of the work of Irenseus, than is to be learned from an

occasional reference to particular passages, by the help

of an index.

The great object of Irenseus in his work against

heresies, is, to assert the Scripture doctrines of the

unity of God, and the incarnation of the Divine Woid^

in their original simplicity, against the numerous secta-

ries of his times, who, from various views and motives^

had variously disfigured and disguised them. Some
thought, that they gave a clear solution of the dark

question about the origin of evil, when they maintained,

that the world is the work of one or more intelligences,

far iuferioi' to the First Mind : some, to account for

Seooiid Letters p. 56.
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some circumstances of contrariety, that may appear upon

a superficial view of the Old and the New Testament,

taught that the God of the Jews was a distinct being,

from the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ : some, to

solve the difficulties in the great doctrine of the incarna-

tion, indulged in a most criminal wantonness of specu-

lation, concerning the person of Christ : some, affecting

a deep mysterious wisdom, endeavoured to explain, in

obscure and ill-imagined allegories, the procession of

the different orders of intellect and life from the Divina

Mindj and the production of the visible world : some^

the most profane and hardened, artfully availed them-

selves of certain mysterious points of the Christian doc-

trine, to give personal consequence to themselves, and

to gain credit among the vulgar to the most impious

pretensions. To guard the faithful against these vari-

ous seductions, and to establish them in the belief of the

true Scripture doctrine of One God, absolute in power

and iu all perfection, who, by his Eternal Word, crea-

ted all things in heaven and in earth, visible and invisi-

ble ; and, having in time past spoken to the fathers by

the prophets, hath spoken in the last days by his Son,

the same Divine Word incarnate, and hath reconciled

mankind to himself, through him, who, to effect this

reconciliation, united the manhood to the Godhead in

his own person,—to establish the faithful in this doc-

trine, Irenseus undertakes the confutation of those ex-

travagant conceits, by which it is either contradicted,

or perverted and disgraced, never losing sight of his

two cardinal points, the unity of God, and the incar-

nation of the Word.

His whole work consists of five books : of these, th«

first is historical; exhibiting a general view of heretic
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eal opinions, iu those points in which they differed

most essentially from genuine Christianity ; reciting the

names of the principal hseresiarchs, describing their

characters, and relating the varieties of opinion, by

which the different sects were distinguished.

In the second book, the author professes to refute the

extravagant opinions recited in the first, by general ar-

guments, exposing the incoherence and intrinsick absur-

dity of each. In the third, he engages to bring a con-

futation of the same opinions from Scripture in general

;

in the fourth, from our Lord's own discourses in par-

ticular; in the fifth, from our Lord's own words, and'

ihe writings of St Paul.

In the first book, after a general recital of the princi^

pal extravagancies of the Valentinians, the author under-

takes to show, that Simon Magus was the parent of all

heresy, and that the distinguishing conceits of every

sect, attached to one point or another of his doctrine

:

for this purpose, he gives a list of hseresiarchs and sects,

from Simon Magus, in succession, to his own time,

specifying the particular doctrines of each : in this list,

the Ebionites have the honour to have the name of their

sect, enrolled * between the Cerinthians and Nicolait-

ans. If Irenseus deemed them not hereticks, he has

surely put them in bad company. At no great distance

from the Ebionites, he introduces Marcion if this Mar-

cion was a most distinguished heretick, not only for the

extravagance and impiety of his doctrine, but for the

liberty which he took with the books of the New Tes-

tament, altering or expunging whatever he disliked, till

he made the holy Scriptures, as he thought, speak hie

* Tiib. T. osp. xwj. t Tbiil xxi:;.
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own sentiments. Ireiiseus promises a particular confu-

tation of the opinions of Marcion, from the Scriptures,

as Marcion himself received them : but notwithstanding

this design, he found it necessary, he says, to mention

him in this place, in order to make out his assertion,

**that all who adulterated the truth, and impugned the

publick doctrine of the church, were disciples of Simon,

the Samaritan sorcerer ;"* intimating, that having in

his contemplation a particular work upon the heresy of

Marcion, he would have omitted the mention of him in

this place, but that the omission would have rendered

the list of hseresiarchs, descending from Simon Magus,

defective. Here then, we see both the author's atten-

tion to the accuracy of his list, and his own notion of

what sort of persons they were who had a right to a

place in it : the accuracy of his list, had certainly been

as much vitiated by an improper insertion, as by aa

omission : where then is the probability, that an author,

who declares he would have omitted Marcion, but from

a scrupulous attention to the accuracy of his catalogue

of hseresiarchs, in defiance of any such scruple, would

have inserted the Ebionites, had not their notorious

heresy, and their affinity with Simon Magus, given

them an equal claim with Marcion, and with their next

neighbours, the Cerinthians and Nicolaitans, to admis-

sion ? Again, the author's notion of the sort of persons

that were to be included in his list, namely, " adultera-

• Sed huic quidem————seorsam contradicemus; ex ejus scriptis arguentes

cum, et ex iis sermonibus, qui apud eum observali sunt, Domini et Apostoli,

qnibus ipse utitHr, eversioncna ejus facientes priestante Deo. Nunc autem necvS-

Strio meminimus ejus, ut tcires quoniara omnes, qui quoquo mode adulterant

veritatem, et praeconium Ecclesise loedunt, Siraonis Samaritani Magi discipuli et

auccessores sunt. l^b. I cap. x.Vix. et xxx.
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tors of the truth, impugners of the publick doctrine of

the church, and disciples of Simon the Samaritan sor.

cerer," clearly proves what the publick character of the

Ebionites was, whom he hath enrolled among these

worthies. To have registered among the sects, allied

to Simon Magus, persons who lay under no publick

imputation of heresy, however in liis own private judg-

ment he might see reason to reprobate their tenets, had

been a very awkward proof of the general affinity be-

tween heresy and Simon Magus : to the proof of this, a

consent or resemblance of opinion, between Simon Ma-
gus and those who were no hereticks, or not generally

deemed such, could little contribute—it would rather

indeed conduce to the acquittal of Simon, than the con-

demnation of an innocent sect said to resemble him

;

the Ebionites, therefore, having a place in this list, by
which Simon is to be proved the common parent and
founder of all heresies, unquestionably partook of that

character, which Irenseus makes the peculiar mark of that

family. They were adulterators of the truth, not bare-

ly of what was truth in the private judgment of Irenaeus,

but they were impugners of the publick doctrine of th«

church : if such persons were not hereticks, I have yet

to learn the meaning of the name.

I am well aware, that a laudable concern for the re-

putation of his ancestors, will incline Dr Priestley to

put the question, in what circumstance the Ebionitee

resembled Simon Magus ? Some resemblance, lie will

say, according to Irenseus's notions, was necessary to

constitute a heresy : for if all hereticks resembled Simon
Magus in some circumstance or another, they v/ho re-

sembled him in none, were no hereticks.

To this it may be answered, that Epiphanius, wheo
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he tells us that Ebioii's Judaism was of the Samaritan

cast, says what may be thought to imply a resemblance,

in many circumstances, between this sect and the Sama-

ritan sorcerer : but the principle in which Irenseus, I

doubt not, placed the resemblance, was no other than

the cardinal doctrine of the Ebionites, of the mere hu-

manity of our Lord. This, as it was taught by the

Cerinthians and the first Ebionites, was indeed nothing

more than a refinement upon the older error of the Do-

cetse, of which Simon was the first teacher. The Do-

cetse, thinking it beneath the dignity of a celestial being

to undergo the life of a man, and to submit to a violent

and painful death, maintained, that the body of Jesui

was a mere illusion, and the whole scene of his suffer-

ings phantastick : or, if any of them admitted the reality

of the sufferings, they denied, however, that Jesus was

the sufferer. The Cerinthians, whose doctrines the

first Ebionites followed in what related to the person of

©ur Lord, thought it more reasonable to admit that Jesus

was a real man, the subject of real sufferings : they

maintained, that he was a mere man ^ and they suppo-

sed a superangelick being, which they called the Christ,

to have been through life the guide and guardian of the

man ; something more perhaps than a Socratick demon,

but yet distinct from the man, and exempt from all par-

ticipation of his sufferings. This is evidently a refine-

ment upon the doctrine of the Docetse. Both doctrines

had a common object,—to give the doctrine of the incar-

nation such a turn, that a divine or superangelick nature,

might not be involved in the miseries of mortality : for

this purpose, the Docetse denied the reality of the man-

hood ; and the Ebionites, with the Cerinthians, main-

tained a separate personality, and distinct conditions of
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the man and the superior being : thus the affinity be-

tween the Ebionites and the Simonians is manifest ; and

the derivation of the one from the other, easy and natu-

ral : and I cannot but remark, that as tlie ancient Ebi-

onsean doctrine passes by a single step, the dismission

of the superangelick being, into the modern Unitarian,

that too is traced to its source in the chimeras of the

Samaritan sorcerer : and thus, both the Ehionites of

antiquity, and the Unitarians of our own time, are in

truth brand es, or the offspring at least, of Gnosticism

—

and in this extended meaning of the word I am ready

to allow, that Irenseus knew of no hereticks, but what

are included under the general name of Gnostic ks. Be
that as it may, I maintain, that the first book of Irenseus,

by tlie enrolment therein made of the Ebionites, in a

list, in which the author had done disservice to his own
argument, had he inserted any but known hereticks

;

affords a clear argument, that the Ebionites were he-

reticks in the judgment of the church, in the time of

Irenseus.

In the second book of Irenseus, no mention of tlje Ebi-

onites occurs, either by name or by description ; nor is

this, indeed, the place where any mention of that sect

might be expected : the argument of the second book, is

a confutation of heretical opinions from principles of

mere reason ; from general views of their intrinsick ab-

surdity and incoherence : but the error of the Ebionites,

is not of the number of those that may be so confuted

;

the great mystery of godliness, the incarnation of the

Divine Word, was no discovery of natural reason.

Reason, therefore, whose natural powers, upon this

subject, gave no knowledge of the truth, is insufficient,

ifvithout the aid of revelation, to the refutation of the
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contrary falsehood : the conviction of the Ebionites,

must rest entirely upon holy writ.

Accordingly, in the third book, in which the confuta

tion is drawn from Scripture, the Ebionites are thus

mentioned :
^' They again who say, that he was merely

a man engendered of Joseph, die ; continuiug in the

bondage of the former disobedience, having to the last

no conjunction with the word of God the Father, nor re-

ceiving freedom through the Son, according to that

saying of his own, If the Son give you manumission,

ye shall be free indeed. But not knowing him, who is

the Emmanuel of the Virgin, they are deprived of his

gift, which is eternal life : and not receiving the incor-

xuptible word, they continue in the mortal flesh, and are

liable to the natural debt of death, not accepting the an-

tidote of life."*

That the Ebionites are the persons intended in this

passage, we need not be solicitous to prove, since a part

of the passage is cited by Dr Priestley himself, in the

appendix of his First Letters, as unquestionably relating

to that sect. In this passage, their error and their

crime is placed in their assertion, that our Lord was a

mere man, the son of Joseph : this error, is called a re-

jection of the incorruptible word, a refusal of the anti-

dote of life : these are phrases, evidently descriptive of a

hardened infidelity, which listens not, with a due sub-

• Rursus autera qui nude tantum horainera eum dicunt ex Joseph generaluM,

persererantes in servitute pristins inobedientse moriuntur, uondum conimixti

verbo Dei Patris, neque per Filium percipieiites libertatem, quemadmodum ipse

ait ; si Filius vos manumiserit, vere UbeH eritis. Ignorantes autem eum qui ex

Virgine est Emraamiel, priyantur munere ejus, quod est vita seteina : non reci»

pientes autem vei-bum incorruptionis perseverant in came moitali, et aunt dehi-

tores mortis, antidotum vitse non accipieDtes. Lib. 3. eap. xxi.
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mission of the understanding, to the evangelical doctrine.

The Ebionites therefore, by their wicked doctrine of our

Lord's mere humanity, seemed to Irenseus to be mere

infidels ; and in consequence of this infidelity, " to die

in the bondage of the former disobedience, having to the

last, no connexion with the word of God the Father,

continuing in the mortal flesh, and liable to the natural

debt of death." These expressions, describe the miser-

able condition of the unconverted and impenitent ; who,

notwithstanding what the Son of God hath done and

suffered for those who will believe in him, remain ob-

noxious to the guilt and punishment of their own sins^

as well as to all the dreadful consequences of the fi.rst

transgression. Such, Irenseus deemed the dangerous

situation of these infidel Ebionites : he says further, that

for their ignorance of him who is the Emmanuel of the

Virgin, and in consequence of the infidelity and impeni-

tence of which that ignorance was, in his judgment, a

sure symptom, " they are deprived of the gift of that

Emmanuel, which gift is eternal life." To be depri-

ved of that life eternal, which is the gift of the Emman-
uel, is the same thing in the phraseology of the ancient

writers, as to be under a sentence of eternal damnation '-

these Ebionites therefore, who said that our Lord was

a mere man, convicted by that wicked assertion of an

evil heart of impenitence and unbelief, in the opinion of

Irenseus, lay under a sentence of eternal punishment,

which nothing but a renunciation of their error, and a

sincere reperjtance, might avert. Nothing can be clear-

er, than that, in this passage, they are taxed with infide-

lity and impenitence, and threatened with the doom
which awaits such crimes : but Dr Priestley can find no

such sentence of dam nation in this passage, passed upou

5i
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the Ebionites. ^^ Irenseus must have meani, not that

the Ebionites in particular, but that mankind in general,

could have had no resurrection, if the Ebionsean doc-

trine had been true."* That is, Irenseus, expressly

speaking of the Ebionites in particular, must be under-

stood of mankind in general : speaking of their particu-

lar punishment, he must be understood to speak of a

general calamity. The ground of the necessity is ob-

vious—in no other way of interpretation, can what Ire-

nsBus hath actually said of the Ebionites, be brought to

agree with what Dr Priestley, for the interest of his

cause, must wish he had said about them. The learn,

ed Feuardentius, who lived not to be enlightened by

the new revelations of our modern Unitarians, and

above all, by Dr Priestley's ingenious expositions of the

Scriptures and the fathers, was blind to this necessity

:

" Irenseus contends in this chapter," says Feuardentius,

" that they who make Christ the son of Joseph, attain

neither remission of sins, nor the adoption of the sons

of God, nor so much as the right of a blessed resurrec-

tion."!

In the fourth book, after a confutation of many here-

tical opinions, Irenseus lays down this maxim :^ that

the believer, who steadily adheres to the great principle

of one God, who created all things by his word, and

studies the Scriptures with the assistance of the presby-

ters of the church, who were in possession, as Irenseus

says, of the doctrine of the apostles; will extricate him-

* FirstLettei-s, p. 118.

{ Contendii luitcm Iioc capite Irehaeiis, illos nee peccatorum remissionem, ncc

adoptionem filiorum Dei, irao nee jus beatte resurrectionis assequi, qui Christuig.

j^lium Joseph constiiuunt. I'enardc7itiits aii laudaiwn locum IrenxL

i Lib. 4. cap. Hi
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self from the difficulties, which were the stumbling-

blocks of hereticks : in particular, he will perceive

the connexion and affinity between the Old Testament

and the New, and will understand, that the same God
was the author of both : " such a disciple," he says,

<^ being truly spiritual, inasmuch as he receiveth the

Spirit of God, who, under all the dispensations of God,

was present with men, and announced the future, and

showeth the present, and relateth the past
;
[such a spi-

ritual disciple] judgeth all, but is judged himself of

none."* He judgeth all: that is, he discerns in what

point the error of any erroneous doctrine lies, and he can

evince its inconsistence with the truth : but he himself,

having the written word and the doctrine of the apostles

for his guide, and enjoying the secret illumination of the

Spirit, is inconfutable : Irenseus illustrates and amplifies

this aphorism, by an application of it to different sects

;

showing how and upon what principles, the spiritual dis-

ciple \vi[\judge them; i. e. expose and refute their errors

:

this amplification of the general sentiment, makes a very

long period, which some of the early editors (Grynaeus

1 believe) hath broken into no less than nine chapters,

prefixing to each a proper title. This spiritual disciple,

Irenseus says, will judge the Gentiles,|—will judge the

Jews,J—^will judge the Marcionites,||~will judge the

Valentinians.^—''He will also judge the vain bab-

blings of v.'icked Gnosticks, showing them to be the

" Talis discipulus rere spiritalis, recipiens Spiritum Dei, qui ab initio, in uni

versis dispositionibus Dei, atfuit liominibus, et futura annuiitiavit, et praeseiitia oi-

(endit, et praetcrita eiian at,, judicat quidera omncs, ipse autera a iiemine judicatur.

liib. 4. cap. Uii.

t Lib. 4. cap, Xiv. i:'Cap. Iv. || Cap, Ivii. % Cap. hiii.
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disciples of Simon Magus.*—He will also judge tlie

Ebionites : how can they be saved, unless he, who
wrought their salvation upon earth, be God ?"t Dr
Priestley imagines, that Irenaeus says of the Ebionites,

that ** God will judge them :''| this mistake, of putting

God's judgment for the sound believer's judgment, is

indeed of no importance in the argument ; I mention it

only as one instance, of that practice of which I accuse

Dr Priestley, of taking short detached passages, in the

sense which may first occur to him, without knowing,

and without examining, with what they may be con-

nected in the context of the author's discourse. Talis

discipulus vere spiritalis, is the subject of the verb Ju-

dicahitf from the Lllld. chapter to the end of the

LXlId : IrenaBUS says then, tiiat the spiritual disciple

" will judge the Ebionites :" and this is the principle

upon which he will judge them, " that they could not

be saved, unless he, who wrought their salvation upon

earth, be God.'' But this, Dr Priestley says "is no sen-

tence of damnation passed upon them in particular for

holding their doctrine, but an argument used by him to

refute them ; and is the same as if he had said, mankind

in general could not be saved, if Christ had not been

God as well as man."|| This shall be granted. What
Ireuaeus says in the passage now under consideration,

is nothing more than an argument for the refutation of

the Ebionites ; and the principle of this argument is

rightly stated by Dr Priestley : but by whom is this

* Judicabit autera et vaniloquia pravorum Gnosticorum, Simonis eos Magi

disclpulos ostendens. Cap. Iviii.

•J-
Judicabit autem et Ebionitas; quoraodo possunt salvari, nisi Deus est qui

salutem eorum snper terrain operatas est ? Cap. lix.

*r First Letters, p. 33» <| Ibid.
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argument used ? By Irenseus : not simply by Iienseus

in his own person ; it is the argument which Irenaeus

puts in the mouth of the spiritual disciple : the spiritual

disciple—that is, every spiritual disciple, every sound

believer is the person, who upon these principles, will

confute the Ebionites : Irenseus therefore, distinguish-

ing the Ebionites who are confuted, from every spirit-

ual disciple who confutes, sets the former out of the so-

ciety of spiritual disciples, of sound believers, and puts

them in the class of those who are not spiritual ; that is,

of those who have not the spirit : for were they spiritual,

they could not be the objects of the spiritual disciple's

opposition and confutation ; but the class of those, who
are not spiritual, is the choice society of hereticks and

infidels—for he, who hath not the spirit of Christy is none

of his. In this passage therefore, the Ebionites are

clearly ranked with hereticks.

It deserves particular notice, that one circumstance in

Irenseus's description of the spiritual disciple who jud-

ges these Ebionites, is, that " he is a follower of the

publiok doctrine of the church ;''* whence it might seem

no unnatural conclusion, if other proof of the thing were

Wanting, that the publick judgment of the church, no

less than the sentiments of Irenseus, was against the

Ebionites ; that they were opposers of the publick doc-

trine, and of course, in the publick estimation, hereticks :

but the same thing indeed, is sufficiently implied in the

representation given them, as maintainers of an opinion

which struck at the very root of the doctrine of redemp-

tion, and lay open to every sound believer's confutation.

* Si et sciipturam diligenter legerit, apud cos qm in ecclcsia sunt prcsbyteijj

spiifl qnos est apostoHca docti<ina. Cap. !ii.
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la the fifth book, the Ebionites are mentioned among

liereticks whose doctrines fall all together, when the great

scheme'of man's redemption is rightly understood. " Our

Lord, redeeming us by his own blood, and giving his

own soul for our soul, and his body for our bodies

;

and pouring out the spirit of the Father for the adunion

and communion of God with men, bringing God down

to men by the spirit ; and again, by his incarnation,

raising man to God ; and in his advent, actually and

assuredly conferring on us incorruptibility, by commu-

nion with God ; the doctrines of hereticks fall altogeth-

er ; for they are vain, who say that his appearance was

phantastick.—The Valentinians therefore are vain, who
hold this doctrine,—the Ebionites also are vain, not re-

ceiving the union of God and man by faith, &c."*

The only use which Dr Priestley makes of this pas-

sage is, to take the clause relating to the Ebionites by

itself, and to remark, that " the harshest epithet which

Irenseus here applies to that sect, is that of Vani; which,

considering the manner of the ancients, lie says, is cer-

tainly very moderate :"t but however moderate he may

think this epithet, had he attended to the context, he

would have seen that it is the very same epithet, which

Irenseus in this same place applies to the Docetae, the

Valentinians, and the most impious of the Gnosticks

:

* Suo igitur sanguine redimente no6 Domino, et dante animam suam pro nostrS,

aiiima, et carnem suam pro nostris carnibus, et effundente Spiritum Patris iit ad-

unitionera et communionem Dei et hominum, ad homines quidem deponeiite Deum
per Spiritum, ad Deum autem rursus imponente hominem per suam incarnationem#

et firme et vere iu suo adrentu donante nobis incorruptelam, per communionem

qux est ad Deum ; perierunt oranes hsereticorum doctrin*. Vani autem sunt qui

putative dicunt eum apparuisse Vani igitur qui ai Valentino sunt, hoc dogma-

tizantes Vani autem et Ebionsei, unitionem Dei et Hominus per &dem non re-

cipientes in suam animam. Lib. 5. cap. i.

t First Letters, p. 53.
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it should seem therefore, that it is a term of more severe

reproach than Dr Priestley apprehends : it imports

indeed, that they to whom it is applied, were persons

become vain in their imaginations ; cherishing opin-

ions void of foundation in Scripture and in truth; such

as arose out of a misapprehension of the whole scheme

of revealed religion. And whatever the particular sense

of this epithet may be, the manner in which the men-

tion of ?he Ebionites is introduced, shows that they are

mentioned, as ajQfording one instance of hereticks of that

description.

In another passage of this fifth book, Irenseus says of

hereticks in general, that " they are unlearned ; ignorant

of the divine dispensations, particularly of the scheme

respecting man ; blind to the truth ; and that they con-

tradict their own salvation.'^ This general charge, he

illustrates and confirms, by specifying the particular

absurdities of different sects ; '^ Some,'' he says, " in-

troducing another Father beside the Demiurgus : some
again, saying that the world and the substance of it,

were made by certain angels : some, that the substance

of the world sprang up from itself, and is self-produced,

far separate from him who, according to them is the

Father : some, that it took its substance from corruption

and ignorance, being among the things within the Fath-

er : sone treat the doctriiie of our Lord's visible advent

with contempt, not admitting the incarnation : some, ig-

norant of the dispensation of the Virgin, say, that he

was begotten by Joseph, Some, §^c."*

* Indocti omnes lireretici, et ignorantes dispositiones Dei, et inscii ejus quae esf.

secundum honiinem dispensationis, quippe CKcutientes cii-ca veritatem, ipsi sux

contradicunt ialuti, alii quidera alteram Inti-oducentes, piseler Denaiurgnm patrcm.
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Dr Priestley ^^ once thought"* that in this passage

the Ebionites were included in the appellation of here-

ticks ; as indeed any one would think, who could ex-

plain the grammatical construction of the sentence, iii

every clause of which heretici [hereticks] is understood

as the substantive to be joined with Alii [some] : they

therefore, who maintained that our Lord was literally

and naturally Joseph's son, are here expressly called

**Some hereticks :" but Dr Priestley has reconsidered

the passage ; and perceiving how strongly the natural

sense of it makes against him, he has found himself mis-

taken in that construction of it : he says, ** as Cerinthus

and Carpocrates, and other Gnosticks, denied the mira-

culous conception as well as the Ebionites ; and all the

rest of this description, both before and after this cir-

cumstance, evidently belongs to the Gnosticks only ; and

as in no other place whatever, does he comprehend

them in his definition of heresy ; it is natural to con-

clude, that he had no view to the Ebionites even here,

but only to those Gnosticks who, in common with them,

denied the miraculous conception."f This conclusion

might indeed be somewhat more natural than it is, if

the passage really were, what Dr Priestley, when he

calls it '* this description," would represent it to be,

—

a description of one sect by various characters : for, in

that case it might be said, that all the parts of the de-

scription must be united, to make up the complete char-

AUi autem ab angelis qtiibusdam dicentes factum esse raundum, et substantiam

ejus. Alii quidem porro et longe separatum ab eo, qui est secundum ipsos, patre,

a 8cm<tipsa floriiisse, et esse ex se natam Alii autem in his quce continentur a

pstre, de labe et ignorantia substantiam habuisse. Alii autem manifestum adven-

tum domini co'.itemnunt, incartionem ejus non recipientes. Alii autem rursus igoo-

rantes virginis dispensationem, ex Joseph dicunt eura generatum. Lib. 5. cap. xix^

• Second Letters, p. 57. t i'^''^- P- 5«.
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acter of an lieretick. Bat the passage is plainly an

enumeration of diflferent sects, to which the name of

hereticks, and the charge of ignorance and blindness

belong in common ; an enumeration describing each

by its particular error. This appears, not only from

the grammatical structure of the period, in which the

repetition of Mil, Mii, Alii, §*c. Some, Some, Some ;

distinguishes and enumerates, and hath no other force ;

but still more evidently from this circumstance : that the

opinions mentioned in the different clauses are, in some

instances, manifestly repugnant ; insomuch that they

could not all be maintained by the same persons : thus

the second, third, and fourth clauses, mention contra-

dictory opinions about the origin of the visible world

;

and the " some hereticks" who held any one of these

opinions, must have been a different set from the '* some

hereticks" who held another : and indeed that they were

different, is clearly expressed in the Latin words ; for 1

have been favourable to Dr Priestley, in rendering the

repeated Jilii, Some, and Some, and some, : the proper

rendering would be. Some, Others, Others, &c. In this

enumeration of heresies, the error ascribed to each, is

alleged as an instance of the ignorance of that sect, of

their blindness to the truth, and their opposition to their

own salvation. The enumeration being made in proof

of that general charge, it is natural to suppose, that each

sect is described by that error, which, of all their absurd

opinions, was the fittest for the purpose of that proof,

the clearest instance of their ignorance and blindness,

and their contradicting of their own salvation : the par-

ticular error therefore mentioned in each clause, is not

indeed by itself a definition of heresy, but it is by itself

a sure mark of a heretick ; by vvhicli, every one main-
55
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taining that opinion, might be known to come under that

general character. One of these marks of a heretick, is

the opinion, that our Lord was literally and naturally

the son of Joseph : all therefore were hereticks in the

judgment of Irenseus, upon whom that mark was to be

found ; whether they were Cerinthians, Carpocratians,

or Ebionites—If this was a mark that might, in the

judgment of Irenseus, convict a Carpocratian or Cerin-

thian, why should it not equally in his judgment, con-

yict the Ebionites? because, in the Cerinthians and

Carpocratians, Dr Priestley will say, this opinion was

blended with impieties which were indeed heretical

:

But this is to place the mark of the heresy in the judg-

ment of Irenseus, not in the circumstance which he ex-

pressly mentions as the mark, but in others which he

suppresses : a mode of interpretation, by which every

writer may be brought to say, whatever his expositor

shall be pleased to say for him.

'^ If there be any other passage in Irenseus, in which

he calls, or seems to call, the Ebionites hereticks,"* Dr
Priestley declares he hath overlooked it : he liath then

overlooked a very remarkable passage in the third book,

the mention of which I have reserved for this place.

Irenseus, speaking of the universal credit and author-

ity of the gospels, says, that " even hereticks bear wit-

ness to it, since each of them endeavours to confiriH

his own doctrines by proofs from those writings : for the

Ebionites, using only the gospel according to St Mat-

thew, are by that convicted of error in their notions

of our Lord : Marcion, cutting off much of the gospel

according to St Luke, may be proved a blaspheme!"

* Second Letters p. 58.

i
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against the only God, from the parts which he re-

tains, §*c/'*

As Dr Priestley mentions a definition of heresy given

by Irenseus, in terms which exclnde, or at least com-

prehend not the Ebionites,t I shall just take the liberty

to suggest, that he might confer an obligation upon the

learned world, if he would be pleased to give informa-

tion, in what part of the whole work of Irenseus that

definition may be found.

Meanwhile it appears, that the Ebionites are repeat-

edly mentioned by Irenaeus, and never mentioned but

as hereticks : when any heavy charge against hereticks

is to be confirmed by particular instances, the Ebionites

seldom are forgotten : in the first book, they appear in a

list of heretical sects, as one instance among many, con-

firming the author's general assertion, that all the here-

tical sects of his own and the preceding age, had their

root and origin in the doctrines of Simon Magus : in the

third book, they are mentioned as one instance of here-

ticks, who, rejecting the greater part of the four gospels,

contribute to the general evidence of the autlienticity

and credit of those writings, by tlieir solicitude to build

their particular opinions upon the parts which they re-

ceive, and yet are convicted of error in those opinions by

those very part* to which they appeal. In another pas-

sage of the third book, they are described as persons in a

* Tanta est autem cirea evangelia hsec firraitas, ut et il'si literetici testimonium

reddant eis, et ex ipsis egrediens unus quisque eorum coiietm- suam confirmare

iloctrinam. Ebionxi eteiiim, co evangelio quod est secundum Matthaum solo

utcntcs, ex illo ipso convincunter non recte prxsumentes de domino. Maixion

autem id quod est secundum Lucam circumcidens, ex his qus adhuc servantar

penes eum, blasphcmus in solum existentcm Deum ostendit'Jr. Lib. 3. cap. xi,

t Second Letters,, p. 5S.
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state of impenitence and hardened infidelity, lying under

the dreadful sentence of eternal damnation : in the fourth

book their sect is mentioned among those, w horn the spi-

ritual disciple, i. e the sound believer, will judge : in the

fifth book, they are mentioned among hereticks whose

doctrines are demolished all in the lump, and at one blow,

by being contrasted with the sclieme of man's redemp-

tion truly stated : and in another passage of the same

book, their distinguishing tenet of the mere humanity of

our Lord, is alleged as an instance of the ignorance and

blindness of hereticks, and of the forwardness of such

persons to oppose their own salvation.

Of the truth of that remark of Dr Priestley's which

provoked this long disquisition, that the Ebionites in

IrensBus's large work "' are again and again character-

ized by him, in such a manner as makes it evident, that

even he did not consider them as hereticks, and tliat he

never calls them by that name ; of the truth of this re-

mark, and of the qualifications of the man who could

make it, and take credit to himself that he had been the

first to make it, to enlighten the age upon points of eccle-

siastical antiquity ; let the intelligent reader now form kis

own judgment.
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DISaUISITIOIS^ FOURTH.

Of the sentiments of the fathers and others, concerning

the eternal origination of the Son^ in the necessary

energies ofthe paternal intellect,

IN a subject so far above the comprehension of the

human mind, as the doctrine of the Trinity must be con-

fessed to be in all its branches, extren^e caution should

be used, to keep the doctrine itself, as it is delivered ia

God's word, distinct from every thing that hath been

devised by man, or that may even occur to a man's own
•thoughts to illustrate it, or explain its difficulties. Every

one who hath ever thought for any length of time upon

the subject, cannot but fall insensibly and involuntarily

upon some way or other, of representing the thing to

his own mind : and if a man be ever so much upon his

guard, to clieck the licentiousness of imagination, and

bridle an irreverent curiosity upon this holy subject

;

yet, if he read what others have written, orthodox or

hereticks, he will find opinions proposed with too much

freedom upon the difficulties of the subject ; and among

different opinions, he cannot but form some judgment,

of the different degrees ot* probability with which they

are severally accompanied ; nor can he so far command
himself, as not in some measure to embrace the opinion

which seems the most probable. In this manner, every

one who meddles at all with the subject, will be apt to

fovra a solution for himself, of what seem to him the
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principal difficulties : but siuce it must be confessed,

that tlie human mind in these inquiries, is groping in the

dark every step that she ventures to advance, beyond

the point to which the clear light of revelation reaches
;

the probability is, that all these private solutions are in

different ways and in different degrees, but all in some

way and in some degre-e erroneous ; and it will rarely

happen, that the solution invented by one man, will

suit the conceptions of another. It were therefore to be

wished, that in treating this mysterious subject, men
would not in their zeal to illustrate what, after their

utmost efforts, must remain in some parts incomprehen-

sible, be too forward to mix their private opinions with

the publick doctrine. Many curious questions were

moved, by the hereticks of antiquity, and are now re-

vived by Dr Priestley, about the nature and the limit of

the Divine generation : why the Father generates but

one Son? Why that Son generates not another? Why
the generation is not infinite ?—Instead of answering

such questions, it seems to me that, except when the ne-

cessity may arise, as indeed it too often will, of " an-

swering a fool according to his folly,'' it should be a

point of conscience with every writer to keep any parti-

cular opinions he may have formed, as much as possi-

ble out of sight, that divine truth may not be debased

with a mixture of the alloy of human error, and that

controversies may not be raised upon points, in which

no man or set of men can be authorized or qualified, to

prescribe to the belief of others. Upon these principles,

I should wish to decline all dispute upon the metaphy-

sical difficulties of the subject, even with an adversary

better qualified than 1 take Dr Priestley to be for such

discussions : I should think indeed, that I had already
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been guilty of an indiscretion, in the avowal that 1 have

made in my Charge,* of my own opinion about the

manner in which the Soo's eternal existence, without

any diminution of its own necessity, may be connected

with the Father's, were it not, that what 1 am there at-

tempting to illustrate, is not so much the Scripture doc-

trine itself, as the manner in which that doctrine was

understood by the Platonizing fathers.

i said, and I still say, that it was their common prin-

ciple, " that the existence of the Son flows necessarily

from the Divine Intellect exerted on itself if 1 showed

how the Son's eternity will follow from this principle;

and I discovered, what indeed I might have concealed,

that 1 myself concur in this principle with the Plato

-

nists : for I said, that " it seems to me to be founded in

Scripture"!—by which 1 meant not to assert, that it is

so expiessly declared in Scripture, that I would under-

take to prove it by the Scriptures to others, in the same

manner that I would undertake to prove that the world

was created by Jesus Christ ; or that the one, like the

other, ought to be made a branch of the publick confes-

sion of the church ; or that the belief or disbelief of this

particular principle, is a circumstance that may in the

least affect the integrity of any Christian's faith ; it was

not alleged as a principle, on which I meant at all to

rest the credit of the Scripture doctrine ; it was mention-

ed only as a principle which, true or false, was embra-

ced by a certain set of writers, and serves to explain

certain things said by them, which without it are unin-

telligible, or at least liable to misinterpretation. At the

same time, I discovered my own opinion about this prin-

* Charge IV. »ect. 5. t I'j'd- ' ^'^'^-
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ciple, that I think it true, or likely to be true ; for it

seems (that is the word I used) to be founded in Scrip-

ture : many phrases of holy writ seem to me to allude

to it ; and to those who first thought of it, I doubt not,

but that the same allusions seemed couched in the same

phrases : yet I will not undertake to teach every one, to

read the same sense in the same expressions. When I

showed, that from this principle once admitted, a strict

demonstration might be drawn of the eternity of the

second person, it was not that I set any value upon that

demonstration, as adding in the least degree to the cer-

tainty of the Scripture doctrine—upon such points, the

evidence of Holy Scripture is, indeed, the only thing

that amounts to proof: the utmost that reasoning can

do, is to lead to the discovery, and, by God's grace, to

the humble acknowledgment of the weakness and insuf-

ficiency of reason ; to resist her encroachments upon the

province of faith ; to silence her objections and cast

down imaginations, and prevent the innovations and re-

finements of philosophy and vain deceit. Had philoso-

phical reasoning, upon points of express revelation,

been held as cheap by Dr Priestley as it is by me, the

present controversy never had arisen : but this demon-

stration of the Son's eternity was produced, for no other

purpose, but to show the disagreement beetween the im-

mediate consequences of the principle, from which it

was deduced, and certain notions which Dr Priestley

would ascribe to those who held that principle : but Dr
Priestley, mistaking for an illustration of Scripture,

what is only an illustration of writers whose meaning

had been perverted by him, conceiving that the whole

Catholick doctrine of the Trinity would be confuted,

if a certain principle, which, being admitted, might
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furnish a demonstrative proof of a particular part of it,

might be shown to be without foundation, calls upon me
in the seventh of his First Letters,* to " show what it

is in the Scriptures, or indeed in the fathers, that gives

any countenance to that curious piece of reasoning.'^

In another part of the same letter he tells me, that " in

reading ray attempt to explain the doctrine of the Trin-

ity [so he calls it], he fancies himself got back to the

darkest of the dark ages, or at least, that he is reading

Peter Lombard, Thomas Aquinas, or Duns Scotus."t

In his Second Letters, waxing confident by my neglect,

which he interpreted as a cowardly desertion of my ar-

gument, he is louder in his challenge, and more stout

in his defiance : upon every occasion of these challenges

and calls, of which sometimes the Dean of Canterbury,

sometimes Dr White, sometimes Bisiiop Prettyman,

sometimes I myself have the honour to be the object,

—

upon every such occasion, but particularly on this, his

tone reminds me of the strutting actor on the stage

:

Clifford of Cumberland, 'tis Warwick calls.

And if thou dost not hide thee from the bear.

Now, when the angry trumpet sounds alarum ;

ClifFord, I say, come forth and fight with me.

Proud Northern Lord '

Warwick is hoarse with calling thee to arms.

<* I challenge him," he says, " to produce any au-

thority whatever, ancient or modern, for that opinion of

the origin of the Son from tlie Father's contemplation of

his own perfections."! In another place, he speaks of

it as ** my own peculiar notion." He expresses "great

mortification,'" that in my Letters in ileply to his First

* First Lettn-f, p. 78. flbid. p. 99. i Second Letters, p. 34,
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Letters, " lie found not one gleam more of light on this

curious subject.''* He reminds me of his most mag-

nanimous " Challenge to produce any authority for it,

except what may exist in my own imagination."! He
makes no doubt but that, had it been possible for me to

give an answer, I should have answered.^

As for the question about the opinion itself, how far

it may be reasonable or unreasonable, how far the al-

lusion to it may be real or imaginary, which I think 1

perceive in some scriptural phrases, no challenge of Dr
Priestley's, no call, taunt, defiance, insult, will move

me from my vow of silence. But upon the question of

fact, concerning my own exclusive property in whatever

there may be of truth or falsehood in the notion, I think

myself more at liberty, and feel more stomach for the

contest : I cannot indeed resist the temptation which Dr
Priestley's challenge " to produce any authority what-

ever, ancient or modern," presents, to seize the occasion

of strengthening the proof of my main point, by ex-

hibiting in its true light an instance, which, more per-

haps than any other singly taken, evinces Dr Priest-

ley's ignorance of the religious opinions of every age,

and shows how much the oldest things, to him, are

novelties.

The fathers, it must be confessed, were in general

Very properly reserved and shy, when they were di-

rectly pressed with questions, about the manner in

which the existence of the three Divine Persons is con-

nected : at the same time, the analogy, which the Pla-

ionizing fathers in particular, suppose between the rela-

tion of the Father to his Word, and the relation of every

* Second Letters, p. 455. f l*''*'- * I't'"'- P- 1^*'
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man's mind to its own thoughts, so necessarily implies

this principle concerning the Son's origination, that with

this principle, as a key, what they say upon the suhject

is very intelligible ; and without this key, impenetrably

obscure : insomuch, that to me it is matter of astonish-

ment, that any one can read some of the passages, which

Dr Priestley himself hath produced from Athenagoras,

Tatian, Tertullian, and others, and not perceive that

this notion was common to all those writers, and is

the principle upon which, all they have said upon the

subject rests. But if the sentiments of the fathers upon

tliis abstruse point, were not to be collected with certain-

ty from the tenor of their reasoning, and from their lan-

guage, St Basil and St Cyril are suflGciently explicit

:

St Basil, when he says that the Son of God is called

the Aoyof , *• to show that he came forth from intellects :"*

which he endeavours to illustrate by the example, so

generally in use among the writers of antiquity, of the

human mind producing an image of itself in its own
thoughts. St Cyril, when he says, that " if any one

would investigate the manner of that generation, he

ought to consider the fructifications of intellect, and to

endeavour rather to compare with them [than with

physical propagations] the generation of the Word

;

and not to say, that God is less capable of generating

than body, because he generates not in a corporeal

w ay : that the human intellect generates good thoughts,

must necessarily be confessed : if it be impious to sup-

pose that the human intellect is unfruitful, how much

more absurd to think, that the Supreme Intellect should

• A/otT/ A8>-9f ; 0* t-j\^>t, oVix. Ts N* rr^ew.'J?. Homil. in verba ilia "In Prin-

•4i]}io crat retbam." Tom. i. p. 50B,
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be unprofluctive, and to deprive it of its proper fructifi-

cation.*'* In these words, St Cyril evidently places

the generative faculty (if the expression may be allow-

ed) of the Divine nature, in the necessary fecundity of

intelligence. In anotlier part of the same discourse he

says, that it is to be conceived, that " the Son is in

such sort begotten of the Father, as wisdom of intel-

lect."! Awd again, in another place, he illustrates the

intimate union of the Father and the Son, by its analogy

to the union between the human intellect, and its internal

operations.|

From the fathers, if we pass to the schoolmen, we
shall find among them in this, as in most subjects, more

philosophical subtlety, and much less of a laudable re-

serve. With them, the question was expressly agita-

ted, whether the Divine generation was afFecte<l by in-

tellect or by will : if by intellect, there arose a second

question, from which they had not the modesty to ab-

stain ; what the object of the intellect might be ; wheth-

er the Divine essence simply, as Scotus maintained, or

the totality of the Divine nature, in the essence, the per-

sons, and the works of creation—which was the notion

of Thomas and his followers : and for this unbounded

curiosity of speculation, they are justly censured by Si-

mon Episcopius ;|| whose censure is a testimony, which

* Atet. Tetiflm otfxau Tuv etflidiv xs,^'"*-'- ^^f" ''"''f *"" '^^ •"' **'7'* ymniriv t^ila^av /SuKovTou,

T«t5 at V8f KA^'n^opist; <^»T«v, nut Touflcw /Act^Kov (^o/uoBsv fTTity^aj TK Aoj8 T«y yinyKTiv

KM yM xsjav <Juy.a]i,iv,tiiywnCtiiy« man tov ^(ov, itu /xh m; a-ai/ux ywvtJL. Tmetv y-U ytip luu

TOV m^^cnTTlYcv iKv TTanicef etv oyyAO-) nffcu/xty StO-XoyiT/jLo-j; ayai^i.—it tomv eta-SoK itTruv

Tcv etv^ef^^ncv vsv KA^irov hk f^nni tok hx. aOovov Toy t/^sg 7ra.{la vav aucet^?rov uvctt

Kiyuy, xrt< T« T^STnsiT/jf a.via> Mt^Trofo^ktc taro^tgitv. Cyril ia Thesaui'O. torn. v. p. 45.

edit. Auberti.

7 Now/wv xlm y^ivrnj^Ai aov utov ix, tk TrcClgo^, «f ycowii £x vou. p. 48,

4: E< av9"g«.T/v!C m &c. p. 31.

\\ Bpiscop. Inst. lib. ir. sec. 11. c. 33.
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Dr Priestley perhaps will regard, that such opinions

were maintained, and such questions agitated.

After the council of Trent, this peculiar notion of

mine, this singular conceit, for which no authority what-

ever can be produced, ancient or modern, became tlie

publick doctrine of the church of Rome, being expressly

asserted in the rule of publick teaching, set forth by the

authority of that council, for the assistance and direction

of the parochial clergy, under the title of ChatecJiismus

ad Parochos. The first part of that work, is an expo-

sition of the apostles' creed : in the explanation of the

first article, the comment upon the word '^patern/' is

closed with an exhortation to the true believer, to pray

without intermission, " that being at some time or other

admitted into the eternal tabernacles, he may be thought

worthy to be allowed to see what that wonderful fecun-

dity of God the Father is, that contemplating and ex-

erting his intelligence upon himself, he should beget a

Son the exact counterpart and equal of himself.'^* In

the exposition of the second article, upon the words
'^ Filiiim ejus unicum,^' it is said, " That of all simili-

tudes that are usually brought, to explain the manner

and way of the eternal generation, that seems to come

the nearest to the thing, which is taken from the reflec-

tion of our own mind ; upon which account St John

calls the Son the Word : for, as our mind, exercising

its intelligence upon itself, forms as it were an image of

itself, which divines have called its word ; so God, so

far as human things may be put in comparison with di-

^ Orct sine intermissioiic—lit aUqnando in selerna tabei'uacula reccptns digims

sit qui videat, qusc tanta sit Dei I'atris foeciinditas, ut scijisum intuens atqite intcUi-

,q<:m parcm ctsqualem sibi FiUum giguat. Artie. Prim, see, xiv.
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vine, exercising intelligence upon liimself, generates the

eternal Word."*
This however, was not so peculiarly the doctrine of

the Roman church, but that it had its advocates among

the most eminent of the Protestant divines. Philip Me-
lancthon, that great luminary of the reformation, was

its constant and strenuous assertor ; and he repeatedly

resorts to it as a principle, for the explanation of the

phraseology of Scripture. Philip Melancthon, a man
with whom it were more honourable to err, than to be

in the right with Socinus or Dr Priestley, thought as I

think, that the notion was founded in holy writ : he

thought it indeed so clearly implied in the Scripture

phrases, that he was less scrupulous than I would be, in

asserting it as a part of the Scripture doctrine.

In his Loci Theologici, he says, ** the Son therefore

is an image generated by the Father's Thought

The eternal Father, contemplating himself, begets a

thought of himself [or a conception of himself in his

own thoughts] which is an image of himself never van-

ishing away, but subsisting, the essence being commu-

nicated to the image. Re is called the Word,
because he is generated by thought. He is called the

Image, because thought is an image of the filing thought

upon,"t

* Ex omnibus autem, quce ad indicandum modum rationemque seternce gene-

rationis similitudines afferuntur, ilia propius ad rem ridetur accedere, quae eb animi

nostri cogitatione suraitur; quamobrem sanctus Joannes Filium ejus verbum ap-

pellat. Ut enim mens nostra, se ipsum quodam mode intelligens sui effiiigit ima-

ginem, quam verbum Theologi dixerunt ; ita Deus, quantum tamen divinis hu-

mana conferri possunt, seipsum intelligens, verbum seternum general. Artie

Secund. sec. xv.

\ Est igitur imago cogitatione Patris genita. Pater setermis sese intuens

gignit cogitationeia sui, quse est imago ipsius non evanescens, sed subsistens, com-
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Let me by the way entreat the learued reader, to

compare these sentences of Melancthon with Tertul-

lian's fifth chapter against Praxeas, and judge for him-

self, whether TertuUian and Melancthon had not the

same view of the subject.

Again, in the form of examination of candidates for

holy orders, Melancthon says, " The eternal Son is the

second person of the Divinity, which person is the sub-

stantial and entire image of the eternal Father, which

the Father, contemplating and considering himself, ge-

nerates from eternity."* The same thing is repeated

nearly in the same words, in his definitions of appella-

tions,! and again, in his second exposition of the Nicene

creed

4

In his first exposition of the Nicene creed, he says,

^' The eternal Father is a divine person, eternal, not

sprung of any other, but by thought upon himself ^ene-

radng from eternity the coeternal Son, his own image.

The Son is a divine person^ begotten by the Fa-

ther thinking ujwn and contemplating himself.'^
\\

In the second exposition, he says, " To be born,

is of the intelligent power ; because the Son is born by

thought.'-§>

municata ipsi essentia.———Dicitur Ac) or, quia cogiUitione generalur. DicitQr

imago, quia cogitatio est imago rei cogitatte. Op. Melatict. torn. i. p. 152.

* Films seternua est secunda persona lUvinitatis, qux est substantialis et Integra

imago cxterni Patris, quam Pater sese iatuens et coiitiderans ab wterno gignit.

Opera Melanct. tt)m. i. p. 307.

t Tom. i. p. S50, ^ Tom. ii. p. 213, and p. 315.

II
Pater sternus est persona divina, aterna, non nata aliunde, sed cogitations

S.ui gignens ab seterno Filiura cooeternum, imaginem suam.———Filius est per-

sona divina genita ii Patre cogitantc ac iutuente seipsum. Symp. Nicen. De Tri-

bus personis.

§ Nascj est a potcntia intelligente ; quia Filias cogitatione nascitur. Tora. ii,

p. 22*.
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In his annotations upon the gospel for the feast of

the nativity he says, "^ Basil and others say, that the

Son is called the Word, because he is the image of the

Father, generated by the Father thinking upon him-

self. For the Father contemplating himself, generates

a thought, which is called the Word ; which thought is

the image of tlie Father ; into which image the Father^

if we may so speak, transfuses his own essence.'**

So possessed was Melancthon with this notion, which

Dr Priestley, learned only in his own imaginations,

conceives to have been first hatched in my brain, ages

since the good Melancthon fell asleep, that upon every

occasion, when he mentions the generation of the Son,

he introduces this notion of the manner of it : and Me-
lancthon, the learned reader will observe, never dream-

ed that in this he was setting up a notion of his own :

he thought, as I do, that the fathers entertained the

same view of the subject ; and that this view of the

subject, was countenanced by the phraseology of holy

writ.

Zanchius, indeed, an orthodox writer of great piety

and learning, speaks of this same notion in terms, as

it may seem, of strong disapprobation :
^^ What some,

he says, as the schoolmen write, that God the Father,

by seeing and considering himself, begot the Word,

and that the emanation of the Son from the Father,

is after the manner of an emanation of intellect, and

other things of that kind, which have no proof from

the word of God, we must reject them as rash and

• Basilius et alii dieunt, Filium dici Aoyov quia sit imago Patris, genita k Patre

sese cogitante. Pater enim intuens se, gignit cogitation era, qnse vocatur verbum ;

quae cogitatio est imago Patiis, in quam imaginera Pater, ut ita dicamus, traTisfun-

dit suam essentiam. Tom. iii. p. 12.
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vain ; that is to say, if the thing be positively asserted

to be."* Zanchius therefore, were he now living to be

a witness of this controversy between Dr Priestley

and me, would have taxed me, it seems, with rashness

and presumption, had he found me propounding this

notion of the Divine generation, as the way in which the

thing must certainly he ; but he would have little ad-

mired my adversary's learning, or commended his mo-

desty, when he upbraids me as a setter forth of new
doctrines of my own coinage, and challenges me to pro-

duce any authority ancient or modern, in support of this

opinion : Zanchius well knew, though the thing is un-

known to Dr Priestley, that the authority of the school-

men, and of others, is on the side of the opinion : and

in the very censure which he passes upon the doc-

trine, he acquits all of his own, or later times, of the

invention.

But in truth, this learned Calvinist seems to have

thought no worse of this opinion, than I myself think

of it,—that it is not a thing to be too positively asserted

so to be. In itself, he seems to have thought it not

improbable : for, in another part of his works, he men-

tions it as a notion, furnishing the best answer to

those who would deny the Son's eternity, upon the

principles so frequently alleged by the Arians and

other Antitrinitarians, that that which is begotten, must

always have a later beginning of its existence than

that which begets ; and tliat all generation is effected

* Cteterum quod qnidam, ut scholastic!, scribimt, Deuin patrem se videndo et

considcrando genuisse \oyov, et quotl enianaiio Filii a Fatre est secundum eniana-

t'lonem intellectus, et alia id genus, quie nullum habent ex verbo Dei testimonium,

rejicienda nobis sunt tanquam temeraria et vaua ; nempe si res ita ses'j Isabej'e

assevcretur. Zanchius Ue Tribus Elohim. Lib. v. c. 8.
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by motion and change. Such objections he says, may

be answered by analogies taken from the material

world : the sun at all times generates rays from his

own body : these rays are emitted without any change

in the sun himself—"But a clearer refutation," he

says, ** may be drawn from the example of our own
incorporeal intellect. Intellect, in the energy of

intelligence generates another quasi-intelhct, as the

philosophers call it, like unto itself; which for this

reason is called by us, a conception of the mind ; by

the Platonists, mind generated of mind ; and by the

fathers, the word and Aoya of the mind. And this

it begetteth within itself. And there is no such thing

as intellect actually intelligent, that is, which is truly

intellect, without this other generated intellect ; and

the parent intellect generates, without suffering in it-

self any change."* Zanchius suggests these philoso-

phical topicks of reply, to philosophical arguments

against tbe eternity of God the Son. This analogy

therefore, between the Father's generation of the Son,

and the mind's generation of a conception of itself in

thought, he esteemed an hypothesis philosophically pro-

bable ; which might be very properly employed to con-

vince those who, upon philosophical grounds, made a

difficulty of tlie only begotten Son's eternity, that what

they called in question might easily be, though he

• Clarius etiara hsec refutari possuat exemplo intellectus iiosb'i incorporei.

Intellectus, dum intelligit, gignit (ut philosophi vocant) alium quasi intellectum,

sibi similem, quem hanc ob causatn nos conceplura mentis, Platoniei inentera

genitam a mente, Patres verbum et Ac-^ov mentis appellanint. Et ilium gignit

intra se ; et nunquam intellectus est actu intelligens, «t ideo vere intellectus, sine

boc genito altero intellectu : et quidem sine ulla sui mutatione gignit. Zanchius

.De Nalnra Dei. Lib. ii. e. 7.
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thought it presumptuous in any one to assert too pos-

itively, that this analogy represents the way in which

the thing actually is.

If the Calvinists have been shy of resorting, in their

disputes with Antitrinitarians, to the arguments which

Zanchius suggests and recommends, 1 talie the reason

of (his to be, that the analogy on which those arguments

were fouuded, seemed repugnant to an opinion which

Calvin himself was thought to hold : Calvin, in the

heat of his disputes with Valentinus Gentilis and Blan-

dratta, was carried to the use of some unguarded ex-

pressions which seemed to imply, that the existence of

the Son was entirely independent of the Father's : he

went indeed, so far, as to question the propriety of the

expression in the Nicene creed, ** God of God." This

notion was considered as a dangerous novelty, and gave

inuch alarm to some of the most eminent divines of those

times, as necessarily terminating in one or the other of

two horrible extremes : Sabellianism on the one hand,

or Tritheism on the other : it was treated with great

severity by writers of the Roman church, and was

strenuously opposed, though with much moderation and

candour, by my illustrious predecessor Bishop Bull,

among ourselves, and in Holland, by Arminius. Beza,

in his preface to Athanasius's dialogues, makes the

apology of Calvin ; confessing that he had not been

sufficiently circumspect in the choice of expressions, and

alleging, that his expressions had been misunderstood

;

wliich 1 take indeed to be the truth. It seems to me,

tliat Calvin meant only to deny that the Son was a

contingent being, the creature of the Father's will ; to

assert that he is, strictly speaking, God ; and that the

existence of the three persons, of the second and third
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no less than of the first, is contained in the very no-

tion of a God, when that notion is accurately devel-

oped. However, his words were otherwise understood

by many of his followers; his authority gave credit

and currency to an error, which was supposed to be

his doctrine, and the notion of the Son's origination

in the necessary energies of the paternal intellect, is

rejected by many of the Calvinists, more peremptorily

than by Zanchius.

The church of England, with her usual caution, hath

abstained from giving her sanction to any particular

opinion, concerning the manner of the Divine genera-

tion. Of her divines, some have embraced the opinion

which 1 have acknowledged for my own, (particularly

Dr Leslie, in his Socinian Controversy Discussed,)

and a great majority acknowledge a dependence of the

Son's existence on the Father, strenuously asserting

in the language of the Nicene creed, that the Son is

*' God of God." But some of no inconsiderable name^

have adopted what was thought to be Calvin's doctrine,

in an extent to which 1 think with Beza, Calvin himself

never meant it should be carried.

Upon the whole, I trust it appears that this singu-

lar conceit of mine, this invention for which I am chal-

lenged to produce any authority ancient or modern, is

a principle that was tacitly assumed by many of the

fathers ; openly maintaiued by some ; disputed about

by the schoolmen ; approved by the church of Rome

;

maintained by the greatest of the Lutheran divines

;

objected to by the Calvinists as a point of doctrine,

but received by some of the most learned of that per-

suasion, as at least a probable surmise. About the

truth of the opinion, I have declared that I will not
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dispute ; and I shall keep my word : but Dr Priestley's

rash defiance, I may place among the specimens with

which his history and his letters to me abound, of his

incompetency in this subject, and of the effrontery of

that incurable ignorance, which is ignorant even of its

own want of knowledge.
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])I8aUISITI0N FIFTH.

Of Origews ivant of veracity,

THE defence of Origen's veracity, which Dr Priest-

ley hath attempted to set up in the second of his Third

Letters, is iu some parts so weak, and in others so dis-

ingenuous, that it woukl deserve no serious reply, if

the reader might be considered as a judge before whom
Origen was arraigned, who would be obliged by his

office to canvass the arguments, and weigh the evidence

on both sides with a scrupulous attention, in order to a

solemn condemnation or acquittal of the accused party :

but it may be expected of a controversial writer, to save

ti'ouble to the reader, who is bound to no such official

duty, to assist him in forming a final judgment upon

the evidence produced on either side, and to expose

the futility of arguments, and the fallacy of assertions,

which, in a criminal process before any of his Ma-

jesty's judges of assize, might safely be trusted to ex-

pose themselves.

The work of Celsus against Christianity being lost,

neither the plan nor the matter of it is otherwise to be

known, than by what may be gathered from Origen's

answer. It appears from Origen, that it was a com-

position of much art, and highly laboured : many of

Celsus's objections were delivered in the person of a

Jew, who is supposed to address his discourse, first to

Jesus, and afterwards to the Hebrew Christians : in the
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discourse addressed to the Hebrew Christians, Celsus

nifikes his Jew upbraid them with a desertion of tha

Mosaick law : to this reproach, Origen, in vindicatiou

of the Hebrew brethren, gives a double answer, which

1 have shown to be inconsistent with itself in the two

diiTerent branches :* first he asserts, that the Jews be-

lieving in Christ had not renounced their Judaism : upon

occasion of this assertion, he goes into a discourse of

some length, about St Peter's adherence to the Mosaick

law, and the information which was conveyed to that

apostle, in a vision concerning the extinction of its au-

thority : from this tliscourse, he runs into a second upon

a saying of our Lord's, which he expounds as an aenig-

matical allusion to the intended abrogation of the law :

and w hen, in this digressive way, he hath written "aboufe

it and about it," till he had himself forgotten, or might

reasonably trust that his reader would have forgotten,

the position with which this prolix discourse began, he

enters upon the second branch of his defence of the He-

brew brethren, in which he flatly contradicts his first

assertion, insulting over Celsus's ignorance, who had

not made his Jew distinguish the difi'erent sects of the

converted Hebrews,—two of which observed the law,

and one of which had to all intents and purposes

abandoned it. I have given this passage at length in

my Remarks on Dr Priestley's Second Letters'f and

shall not tire my reader's patience with a needless re-

petition of it.

Dr Priestley, to vindicate Origen from the charge of

self-contradiction in this instance, hath recourse to a

• Remarks on Di- Priestley's Second Letters, P. H. chap. J. sec. 6.

t Ibid.
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very curious piece of criticism. He bids me observe,

that Origen contends not that Celsus's Jew, had he

said what Origen says he should have said, would

have said what was true, but what was iilausihle :* the

same critical sagacity that struck out this distinction,

might have perceived, that the want of plausibility with

which Celsus's Jew is taxed, consisted in the confound-

ing of distinctions which actually existed ; and that the ex-

isting distinctions which Celsus's Jew confounded, were

the distinctions between the Hebrew sects, two observ-

ing the law, and one disusing it : for this is the lan-

guage of Origen's reproach—'* How confusedly does

Celsus's Jew speak, when he might have said, 5(*c."

and by saying so have avoided the imputation of con-

fusion.

The plausibility, of the want of which Origen com-

plains in the discourse of Celsus's Jew, is what may be

called poetical plausibility : It is that general air of

truth, which a writer of judgment and good taste, con-

trives to give to the fable of a drama, by an attention to

the peculiarities of times, places, manners, and charac-

ters ; a neglect of which, stamps a manifest character of

clumsy fiction on what ought to seem reality ; as would

be the case in any serious play, in which the Maid of

Orleans should be seated on the Delphick tripod, or

Hugh Peters introduced, maintaining the divine rights

of kings and bishops : this is the want of plausibility,

witli which Origen taxes Celsus ; he says, that Celsus,

with all his great pretensions to learning and taste,

knew not the common rules of art about maintaining

character in the fiction of persons : To ockokm^oy »>t* oih

* Third Letters p. 10. >
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MoLfoiToy roTTii rn( vrfofraTroTroiaq. He made his Jew say

what no reai Jew would have said,—that the Hebrew
Christians in general had deserted the law of their an-

cestors : this no Jew would have said, because it was a

downright falsehood, which every Jew must have known
to be such. Had Origen stopt short here, he would not

have himself betrayed the want of truth in his first as-

sertion, that the whole body of the Hebrew Christians

retained the observation of the law : for the two propo-

sitions concerning the Hebrew Christians, that they had
all forsaken their law, wliich was Celsus's Jew's asser-

tion ; and that none of them had forsaken it, which was
Origen's ; are so completely opposite, that the entire

falsehood of the one, were perfectly consistent with the

entire truth of the other : but Origen, unfortunately for

his own credit, goes on to tell his reader what Celsus's

J&w might have said with more plausibility, i. e. with

more propriety of character—more consistently with a
Jew's knowledge of the truth—that is, more truly : so

that plausibility and truth, in this use of the word plau-

sibility, are the very same thing. Had Celsus made his

Jew reproach the Hebrew^ converts, not as he did, with

a general desertion of their law, but with great disagree-

ments among themselves about the extent and duration

of its authority, and the respect due to it under the

Christian dispensation ; he would have made his Jew
speak more in character, because he would have spoken

more consistently, with what every Jew must have

known to be the real state of opinions, among the Chris-

tians of the circumcision. Had Celsus's Jew talked

like a Jew upon this subject, he would not have said,

that all the Hebrew brethren were deserters of their

law ; but he might, it seems, with great propriety liave



said, that some of them had forsaken it. This had

been very consistent with that accurate information,

which a Jew might be expected to possess ; consequent-

ly, it appears that Origen should not have said that

they all adhered to it j and his own representation of

the fact, when he comes to state it accurately, betrays

the falsehood of that first assertion.

That the distinctions which Origen says Celsus's

Jew might have put between tlie Hebrew Christians,

were differences really subsisting in that body at the

time, is strongly implied in the form of the expression,

%uv«.(jLivDQ 'wruv ; the force of which is very imperfectly

rendered in my translation of the passage, by the words

" when he might have said"—it had been better render-

ed, " when he had it to say :" the Greek words Svr«/x£Kec

hTTiiv, like the English " he had it to say," are applicable

only to substantial facts, which might safely be averred

without danger of refutation.

Dr Priestley indeed seems willing to concede, that

Origen, in this second branch of his reply to Celsus's

Jew's reproach, " may allude to a few" of the Hebrew

Christians, " who had abandoned their ancient cus-

toms ;"* so that the question at last comes to this : how

many of the Hebrew Christians had abandoned those

customs ? for that some had abandoned them, is at last

confessed : These some were, by Origen's account,

enough to be reckoned a sect : but Dr Priestley hath

taken care, to settle the proportion to the advantage of

his own argument. " There might be," he says, " a

few Jewish Christians who had deserted their former

customs, which would have given Celsus a plausible

* Third Letters, p. 10.
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pratence for making such a division of them, as to make

these one of tlie classes, yet the great body of them had

not."* But there is nothing in Origen's expressions

wliicli should imply, that cither of the two sects of the

Hebrew Christians which retained the law, was a great-

er body than the sect which had abandoned it : Some

and Some and Some, is the word by wiiich the mention

of each class is introduced ; in what proportion the first

*' Some" might fall short of, or exceed the, second or the

third, it exceeds my skill in computation to investigate :

Dr Priestley perhaps solved the problem, in that early

period of liis life, when he was addicted to mathema-

tical pursuits.!

But 1 have maintained, that Origen, in the sentence

which follows this division of the Hebrews professing

Christianity into three classes, gives us to understand,

that of these three sorts, they only who had laid aside

the observation of the Mosaick law, were in liis time

considered as true Christians : for he mentions it, as a

further proof of Celsus's ignorance, that in his account

of the heresies of the Christian church, he had omi'ted

the Israelites believing in Jesus, and not laying aside the

law of their ancestors : 1 refer the reader to an exact

translation of Origen's words, in my Remarks upon Dr

Priestley's Hecond Letters.
:|:

Upon this, Dr Priestley says to me in the first of his

third Letters, " From this construction of the passage,

a person might be led to think, that Origen represented

Celsus as having undertaken to give an account of the

heresies in the Christian church, and as having in thafc

account omitted the Israelites believing in Christ, and

* Siecond Letters, p. 191. f V9A. 4 P. H. cliap. i. sect. 7.
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not laying aside the rites of their ancestors ; and upon

no other ground can your insinuation stand."* On no

other ground 1 declare, does my insinuation stand : but

I am confident, that with tlie exception of Dr Priestley

and bis associates and admirers, every person who will

take the trouble to consider the passage as it stands in

Origen's discourse, will perceive that mine is the plain

and natural construction of it : every unprejudiced per-

son who can construct the passage for himself, will per-

ceive, that Origeu hath indeed thus represented Celsus,

as pretending to give an account of the heresies among
Christians, and in that account, inserting some who had

not a right to be inserted, and omitting others who had :

of Celsus's work, as hath been before remarked, we
know not the contents, but so far as they may be gath-

ed from Origen's reply : it should seem from this pas-

sage in Origeu, that Celsus, m some part of his work,

had found it to his purpose to enumerate the principal

sects, of which he would have it believed the general

body of tlic Christians was composed : it is not difiicult

to conceive, iiow it might be to his purpose to enumerate

sects, and make as many of them as he could ; he might

intend by this, to throw discredit on Christians in ge-

neral, as disagreeing among themselves, and broken

into parties about the particulars of the revelations,

which they professed in common to believe.—Origen

says, that in the execution of this design, he numbered

among the heresies of the church, impious sects, which

were not to be deemed in any degree Christian, and pas-

sed unnoticed, or knew not of the real heresy of the Ju-

daizing Hebrews : this is, in itself, a very just and perti-

* Third Letters p. IS.
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£

nent objection to Celsus's enumeration ; but then it is a

confession, tiiat the Judaizing Hebrews were an hereti-

cal sect, and of consequence, that Oiigen asserted what

was false, wlien he said of the Hebrew Christians in

general, that they Judaized ; for that the great body of

the Hebrew Christians was deemed heretical, is what

I believe no adventurer in ecclesiastical history hath

ever yet aflBrmed.

Another instance which I produced * of Origen's dis-

position to prevaricate, is his answer to Celsus's Jew's

objection to the famous prophecy, of the miraculous

conception contained in Isaiah vii. 14. Celsus's Jew

maintains, that the Hebrew word in that text which the

Christians, with the old Greek translators, understand

to signify a virgin, properly renders, not the condition

of virginity, but the season of youth ; not a virgin, but a

young woman : Origen, to prove on the contrary that

this word properly renders a woman in the state of vir-

ginity, cites a text in Deuteronomy, where he would

have it believed, that the word in question is clearly

used in that sense : but, according to our modern copies

of tlie Hebrew text, the words which correspond to the

Greek Trt^^^i^H in the two passages in Isaiah and Deu-

teronomy, are two diflFerent words ; and there is much

reason to believe, as 1 have shown in my Remarks on

Dr Priestley's Second Letters,! that the same two dif-

ferent words occurred in the two passages in the copies

of Origen's time, and that Origen himself was apprised

of the difference : the text in Deuteronomy therefore, as

it stands in the modern Hebrew text, and as it probably

stood in the more ancient copies, affords no illustration

• Remarks on Dr Priestley's Second LettCis, P. II. chap. i. sec- S,

t Ibid.
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of Isaiah's words ; and Origea's expressions give the

greatest cause to suspect, that he well knew the in-

firmity of his own argument ; and by consequence, that

in the use of such an argument, he was guilty of pre-

varication.

Dr Priestley says to me, in the first of his Third

Letters, " Tlie question between Origen and the Jews,

was not what was the word in the Hebrew, but what

was the meaning of it in a particular place."* It is

true : the main question between Origen and Celsus's

Jew, was about the meaning of a word in a text ; but

then, the question was not indefinite about one or anoth-

er of different words in different places : it was about a

particular word in a particular place—about the mean-

ing of the word no'?)? in Isaiah vii. l-i. This was indeed

the question between Origen and Celsus's Jew ; but

the question between Dr Priestley and me is, by what

sort of argument Origen attempted to sustain his own
opinion, upon the matter in debate between him and the

Jew ? Whether, by such an argument as might have

been employed by an honest disputant, who had pre-

ferred general truth to victory in a particular question.

Origen, to justify the sense in which he understood the

word, resorts to a critical argument : he appeals to a

passage in Deuteronomy, in which he would have it

believed, that the word was indisputably used, in the

same sense in which he underetood it to be used, in the

text in question in Isaiah : now it is evident, that this

critical argument, rests entirely upon the identity of the

word in the two different texts ; and Origen's good faith

in the use of that argument, rests on his knowledge or

belief of the identity : I remark, that Origen takes not

• Third Letters, p. 14.
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upon him to affirm positively this identity of the word^

upon which his whole argument depends, but speaks of

it as from hearsay only :—1 remark, that from the pre-

sent state of the Hebrew text, there is great reason to

think that this hearsay was a false report ; for, in tlie

text in Deuteronomy, we find not rvchy but nh-rna : nor did

Dr Kennicott find r\n%- in the text cited by Origen from

Deuterouomy, in any one of the innumerable copies

which he collated. Now I say, that the confessed

sense of the word nVtna in Deuteronomy, can never settle

the disputed sense of the word nnVjr in Isaiah : and I

say, that the doubtful manner in which Origen speaks

of the identity of the two words in Isaiah and Deutero-

nomy, creates a vehement suspicion, that the words

were different in the copies of his time, as they are in

those of the present day ; and that Origen well knew,

that his argument was founded on a misrepresentation

of the text in Deuteronomy.*

Dr Priestley adds, " admitting that the dispute was
about the true reading in the original, what great mat-

ter was therein Ovigen's saying the Jews said so, when
be knew that what they said was true ?"f Here again^

we have a beautiful specimen, of our Greek professor's

readiness in the Greek language : The Jeivs said so !

Origen says nothing of what the Jews said : there is

no mention of Jews, more than of Cherokees, except

of Celsus's fictitious Jew, iu this part of Origen's dis-

course. The nominative of the verb (^aai is not the

Jews, but the indefinite plural understood; which is

usually expressed in the English language by the pro-

• Remarks on Dr Priestley's Second Letters, P. n. chap. i. sec. 8.

t TUird Letters, p. 14.
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noun they used indefinitely, and in tlie French by on ;

but in the Greek and the Latin languages, is always

understood, never is expressed : Jc ^aj/, ut aiunt. *' As

they say,'' i. e. " As is generally said." Origen af-

firms no, that what was generally said was true : that

he should shelter himself under the authority of a vague

report, in a point so essential to his argument, in which

he was so competent to judge how the case really

stood ; is a strong presumption that he knew, not that

this report was true, but that it was the reverse of truth :

that it was the reverse of truth, is in the highest degree

probable, from the present state of the Hebrew text : that

Origen knew it to be the reverse is highly probable, from

the suspicious manner in which he appeals to it : and,

upon the ground of this strong presumptive evidence, my
impeachment of his veracity in this instance stands.

Dr Priestley, in relating my remark upon Origen's

critical argument, hath taken care to omit that very ma-

terial part of it, that m our modern copies of the Hebrew

Bible, the word which, by the consent of all interpre-

ters, denotes a virgin in the text cited from Deuteronomy,

is a different word from that which the LXX with great

propriety render a virgin in Isaiah : this art, which Dr
Priestley is so apt to employ, of reducing an argument

which he would refute, by well-mauaged abridgments,

to a form in which it may be capable of refutation, indi-

cates so near a resemblance between the characters of

Origen and his Uyperaspistes in the worst part of Ori-

gen's, that perhaps I might not be altogether unjusti-

fiable, were I to apply to the Squire the words which

Mosheim so freely uses of the Knight, Ego huic testi,

ETIAMSI JURATO, QUI TAM MANIFESTO FUMOS VENDIT,

ME NON CREDITURUM ESSE CONFIRMO.
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DISQUISITION SIXTH.

Of St Jerome^s orthodox Hebrew Christians.

IN the fourth of his Third Letters, Dr Priestley pro-

fesses to consider the evidence from Jerome, in favour

of the existence of a church of orthodox Jewish Chris-

tians at Jerusalemf after the time of Mrian.* The
learned reader will be pleased to recollect, that my
proof of the existence of such a church rests in part

only, upon St Jerome's evidence : the entire proof rests

upon seven positions, laid down by me in my Remarks

upon Dr Priestley's Second Letters, P. IL chap, ii

;

and St Jerome's evidence goes barely to the proof of

the last of those positions, the seventh : namely, " that

a body of orthodox Christians of the Hebrews, was ac-

tually existing in the world much later than in the time

of Adrian -."t St Jerome's evidence is brought for the

proof of this position singly ; and this proved by St

Jerome's evidence, iu conjunction with six other prin-

ciples previously laid down, in the proof of which St

Jerome is not at all concerned, makes the whole evi-

dence of the main fact which I affirm ; that a church of

orthodox Christians of the Hebrews existed at iElia,

from the final dispersion of the Jews by Adrian, to a

much later period.^

• See the title of tlie fourth Lcttei-. Third Letters, p. 25,

f Remarks on Dr Priestley's Second Letters, P. U.c. ii. sor. T.

i Ibid, c, V' I
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Dr Priestley tells me, that " before I can sliow that

the passage in Jerome, on which I lay so great a stress,

is at all to my purpose, I must prove the three following

things : first, that the Hebrews believing in Christ were

different from the Nazarenes ; secondly, that the for-

mer were completely orthodox ; and thirdly, that those

orthodox Jewish Christians resided at Jerusalem.''*

Certainly, it must be an argument of little significance,

tliat cannot be applied to the matter in question, till the

thing to be proved by it hath been previously proved

from other principles : Dr Priestley hath confessed, that

he sometimes condescends to amuse himself with the

fabrication of such arguments ;t but I would not wil-

lingly be detected in the use of them : I contend, that

the passage in St Jerome's commentary on Isaiah, to

which 1 refer in my Remarks on Dr Priestley's Second

Letters, (Part II. chap. ii. sec. 8.) which Dr Priestley

hath given at length, in the fourth of his Third Letters ;J

I contend, that this passage itself contains a clear proof,

that the persons there mentioned under the description

of " Hebrews believing in Christ," and under the name

of "Nazarenes," were different persons: I contend,

that this same passage affords a strong presumptive ar-

gument, that the former were completely orthodox. The
existence of these Hebrew believers in the time of St

Jerome, being thus proved by St Jerome's evidence; the

probability of the fact that they resided at iElia, and that

such a body had been settled at ^lia from the time of

Adrian downwards, rests upon my six former positions.

St Jerome relates, as I have observed, (Remarks^

• Third Letters, p. 28.

t Fast Letters, p. 130 ; and see my Letter* in Reply, Letter ninth.

; Third Lettiis, p. 28.
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Part H. chap. ii. sec. 8.) two different expositions of

the propliecy delivered by Isaiah in the beginning of

the ninth chapter, concerning Zahulun and Naphtali

:

the first of these expositions he ascribes to ^' the He-

brews believing in Christ/' the other to " the Naza-

renes, whose opinion he had given ahove^ Dr Priest-

ley thinks, that by these Nazarenes St Jerome " did

not intend any other, than the Hebrews believing ia

Christ, but only meant to vary his mode of expres-

sion :"* This might seem probable, if the difference of

name were the only note of difference between the peo-

ple ; and if the Nazarenes had not been mentioned be-

fore by their proper name, and a particular opinion

mentioned, as peculiar to the person so named ; but to

suppose, that under all these circumstances, St Jerome

hath described the same people under different names^

merely for the sake of varying his mode of expression,

is to suppose, that he hath varied his expression when

it ought least of all to have been varied, and when a

variation could serve no purpose but to create confusion:

an imputation to which St Jerome is too good a writer

to be liable. The Nazarenes are twice mentioned by

St Jerome under their proper name, in his commentary

on the next preceding chapter of lsaiah*s prophecies :

the eighth. Upon the passage

—

in lapidem autem of-

fensionis et petram scandali daiibus domibus Israel.—
St Jerome remarks, that ^' tiie Nazarenes who so re-

ceive Christ, that they discard not tlie rites of the an-

cient law, interpret these two houses of the two schools

of Sammai and Hillel, from which sprang the Scribes

aind Pharisees,—and that these are the two houses that

Third I^ettcrs, p. C9.
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received not the Saviour," &c. Again, upon the pas-

sage at the conclusion of the same chapter,

—

cum dixe-

rint ad vos qiicerite a Pytlwnihus,—he remarks, that the

Nazarenes expound this passage also to the disadvan-

tage of the Scribes and Pharisees. The persons whom
he mentions under the same name in his commentary

upon the ninth chapter, put, as he affirms, a similar

sense upon the first verses of that: expounding the dark-

ness and shadow of death, which overspread the land of

Zabulon and Naphtali, of the load of Pharisaical cere-

monies, from which they were delivered by the gospel

:

certainly, these persons mentioned hy the same name, as

expounding passages so near to each other, in the 8th

and 9th chapters of Isaiah, so much to the same purpose,

were the same persons ; and when St Jerome in his

commentary on the ninth chapter mentions " the Naza-

renes, whose ojnnion he had given afiore," he refers to

that opinion of the Nazarenes, which he had actually

related just above in his commentary on the eighth chap-

ter. But '^^ the Hebrews believing in Christ," gave,

according to St Jerome, an exposition of this prophecy

concerning the land of Zabulun and Naphtali, very dif-

ferent from that which is ascribed by him to the Naza-

renes : they imagined that the prophet, in the miseries

which he describes of those northern provinces, alluded

to the miseries of the captivity, which they were the first

to undergo ; as in compensation, they were the first who
enjoyed the light of our Lord's own preaching. What
similitude can Dr Priestley find between these two ex-

positions ? What connexion between the miseries of the

captivity, and the load of Pharisaical ceremonies ? To
say as Dr Priestley says, that the Nazaraean exposition,
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was only " a farther illustration"* of this of the Hebrew

Christians, is as if any one should say, that Dr Priest-

ley's exposition of the beginning of St John's gospel, is

only an illustration of mine.

Here then, two different expositions of one and the

same prophetick text, are ascribed to expositors descri-

bed under two different names : the necessary inference

is, that these expositors, differing in their names and in

their sentiments, were different persons ; or, to speak

more accurately, since they are names of bodies by

which they are severally described, two diff*erent sects :

Tins is St Jerome's evidence, that the Hebrews be-

lieving in Christ, were different people from the Na-

zarenes.

Dr Priestley thinks it a presumptive argument, that

these Hebrew Christians were the same with the Naza-

renes, and indeed with the Ebionites ; that St Jerome

introduces their interpretation of the prophecy, " after

giving a translation of the passage by Aquila and Sym-

machus, both Ebionites."! Due regard being paid to

this circumstance, Dr Priestley thinks this passage of

St Jerome, " furnishes an argument that, in the idea of

Jerome," these Hebrews " were the very same people"

with the Nazarenes ;
^'^ if it does not also prove, that

their opinions were the same with those of Aquila and

Symmachus, or of the Ebionites."f

The fact however is, that these Hebrew Christians,

as it should seem from their exposition of the prophecy,

in this passage at least, followed not the translation

either of Aquila or Symmachus, so far as we know what

their translations of this passage were, from the in-

• Third Letter*, p. 29. f Ibid. i Ibid,-
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formatiou wliicli St Jerome hath given : the Hebrew

Christians took the word 'j'Vj to be the proper name of

the region of Galilee ; whereas both Aquila and Sym-

muchus, as St Jerome tells us, took it for an appellative

;

and this circumstance, their different interpretations of

that single word, with Symmachus's interpretation of

another single word in the first verse, is all that St Je-

rome hath " given" us, of the translations of this passage

by Aquila and Symmachus ; though Dr Priestley hath

thought proper to speak as if St Jerome, in his commen-

tary, had given their entire translations of the prophecy,

and would lead his readers to believe, that the exposi-

tion of the Hebrew Christians, was founded on those

translations.

The probable argument, that the Hebrew Christians

were orthodox, is this : that the character given of them

by an orthodox writer is simply this, ^' that they believed

in Christ," without any thing to distinguish their belief

from the common belief of the church, without any note

of its error or imperfection. This argument acquire*

great weight from the well known temper of St Jerome

and his times.*

Dr Priestley thinks it " remarkable, that having be-

fore maintained, that those whom Jerome called Chris-

tians in his epistle to Austin, were orthodox, I should

now allow, that by the same term he here means here-

ticks ; and that the phrase believing in Christy should

now be a character of complete orthodoxy, when in that

epistle it is predicated of the heretical Ebionites :"f I

never maintained, that the Nazarenes mentioned by St

• Remarks on Dr Priestley's Second Letters, P, 11. ch»p. ii. sec. 8.

t Third Letters p. 26.
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Jerome iu his epistle to St Austin, were orthodox Chris-

tians—I maintained the contrary :* 1 only maintain,

that, upon the particular article of our Lord's divinity,

they were certainly ortliodox ; and so far as we know,

in most other articles of their creed : but, by their bigot-

ted attachment to the law, they were hereticks. 1 have

given my reasrms f why I think the Nazarenes mention-

ed here, a diflferent set of people from the Nazarenes

mentioned in the epistle to St Austin ; and still less, if

at all, heretical : of the Ebionites, tlie belief in Christ is

not predicated in that epistle simply, as here of the He-

brews, without any thing to distinguish their belief from

the common belief of the church—without any note of

its error or imperfection :—St Jerome, when lie speaks

of the belief of the Ebionites, marks and reprobates

their misbelief in the distinctest and severest terms. At

this day, the word believer^ in its common acceptation,

signifies a sound Christian : but, with certain additions

to qualify and restrain its meaning, I, uncharitable and

intolerant as I am, might apply it even to Dr Priestley :

but it would hardly be understood, that by such an appli-

cation of it, 1 could mean to allow that Dr Priestley is a

believer in the full sense of the word—it would certainly

be in very different senses, that I should apply tliis samp

word to Dr Priestley, and to the Dean of Canterbury,

Professor White, or Mr Parkhurst.

If there be any thing in Dr Priestley's Letters which

I receive with particular complacency, it is the kind con-

cern which he sometimes discovers, lest, in my heedless

zeal to oppose his opinions, I should suffer my own foot

• Charge I. tec. 12.

t RemaiKsou Dr Priestley'i Second Letters, P. II. chap. ii. sec. i.
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to slip from the straight line of orthodoxy : in reply to

my reasoning, for the orthodoxy of one branch at least

of the Nazarenes, from the exposition ascribed to them

by Sfc Jerome of Isaiah viii. 13, 14,* by which it clearly

appears, that they thought the Saviour of the world de-

signed in that passage by the title of nr^js nm^, he tells

me, that " he wonders that this mode of interpreting

Scripture, should not stagger even myself : He thought,

that the most orthodox of the present day had believed,

that the person characterized by the title of the Lord of

hosts, had been, not the Son but the Father."! ^o he

may have thought : that he hath so thought, only proves,

that he is as little acquainted with the orthodoxy of the

present, as of past days : the orthodox of the present

day well know, that the Son no less than the Fatlier, is

often characterized in the Old Testament by the word

Jehovah, put absolutely : they hold it one irrefragable

argument of the Son's divinity, that the writers of the

New Testament usually mention Christ, by the title of

Kyf/of, " the Lord ;" which is the word that, throughout

the Old Testament, in the Greek version of the LXX,
is used as equivalent to the Hebrew Jehovah. Him
whom the apostles and evangelists called Kv^m, writing

in the Greek, they must have called mr;^ (Jehovah) had

they written in the Hebrew language—the orthodox of

the present day believe, because they know' St John be-

lieved it, that Christ Jesus is the Jehovah, whom the

prophet saw upon the throne the year that King Uzziah

died, whose praises were the theme of the Seraphick

Song, whose glory filled the temple.

* Remarks on Dr Pi-iestley's Second Lettei's, P. II. chap, iii, sec. 7.

t Third Letters, p. 34.
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The disturbed foundations of the church of ^lia, are

again settled : I could wish to trust them to their own
solidity, to withstand any future attacks. I could wish

to take my final leave of this unpleasing task, of hunt-

ing an uninformed, uncandid adversary, through the

mazes of his blunders and the subterfuges of his sophis-

try. But I have found, by the experience of this con-

flict, that a person once engaging in controversy, is not

entirely at liberty to choose for himself to what length

he will carry the dispute, and when he will desist : I

perceive that I was guilty of an indiscretion, in disco-

vering an early aversion to the continuance of the con-

test: my adversary perhaps, would have been less hardy

in assertion, and more circumspect in argument, had I

not given him reason to expect, that every assertion

would pass uncontradicted, and every argument uncan-

vassed : unambitious therefore as I still remain, of the

honour of the last word, be it however understood, that

if Dr Priestley should think proper to make any further

defence, or any new attack, I am not pledged either to

reply or to be silent^

60
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EISHOP HORSLEY has declared, that ia pub-

lishing the preceding Tracts, his object was not to bring

forward any new argument in support of the divinity of

our Blessed Lord, or of the Catholick doctrine of the

Trinity; but to destroy the credit of an author by whom
these doctrines had been attacked, by showing, that as

an ecclesiastical historian and Greek scholar, he had no

claim to such deference as had been generally paid to

him, in the character of a chemical philosopher. That

the Bishop has incidentally added strength to the argu-

ments, by which others had defended the Catholick

doctrine, against the insults of infidelity and the sophis-

try of Unitarianism ; has been gratefully acknowledged

indeed, by every lover of the truth as it is in Jesus; but

his main object was to show, that a man may have made

valuable discoveries in physical science, without being

entitled to implicit belief, when professing to have made

discoveries likewise in Christian theology.

To a superficial thinker this may appear an object,

unworthy of the talents and erudition which the Bishop is

universally allowed to have possessed ; but he who re-

flects, how large a proportion of mankind are implicit

believers^ whotliev in the truth or in error, will view it
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ill a different light. We talk miicli of the right of pri-

vate judgment,—and we talk well ; for every man has

an unquestionable right to judge for himself, of the truth

or falsehood of what is proposed to his belief : But with

respect to the questions discussed in this volume, the

only judgment which the illiterate multitude can form,

IS, whose report is best entitled to be implicitly adopted

by them as the truth : their education does not enable

them, by consulting the records of Christian antiquity,

to discover for themselves what was the faith of the pri-

mitive church : they must rely therefore, with unbound-

ed confidence, on the testimony of such as, having con-

sulted those records, make their report of that faith ; and

they will always place, as they ought to place, the great-

est confidence in those who appear to them best entitled

to it, by their reputation for learning, integrity, and the

love of truth.

Dr Priestley's natural talents were unquestionable
;

his successful experiments had raised him high in the

republick of letters, or rather of philosophy ; by those

who were attached to him, he was extolled for his kind-

ness and benevolence ; and he took care on all occasions

to boast, that as his theological opinions led neither to

honour nor to emolument, he was induced to publish

them, solely by his love of truth. That the mere name

of such a man must have decided the faith of many,

cannot be doubted. The vulgar know not, that the love

of novelty, and the ambition of becoming the founder

of a sect, which sometimes steals insensibly even ii#)

the most vigorous and upright minds, are as apt to per-

vert the judgment, as the love of money or the ambition

of rank : nor is it among the vulgar only, that the au-

thority of names supplies too often^ the place of argiu
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iiient : Philosophers themselves are all more or leas,

partial to their own pursuits and their own theories ; and

the chemist who is desirous to know, what was the faith

of tlie earliest Christians, and who has not leisure to

read the voluminous writings of the fathers of the church,

having found that Dr Priestley's reports of his own ex-

periments on air are entitled to the fullest credit, even

when his inferences from those experiments have been

untenable and absurd, not unnaturally concludes, that

the same confidence may be placed in his reports of the

doctrine of the early church.

Sucli being the case, it is of the utmost importance to

the diffusion of truth, that tlie authority of celebrated

names be duly appreciated ; and Bishop Horsley could

not have employed his time or his talents to better pur-

pose, than in bringing down the name ofDr Priestley to

its proper level. Since the first publication of the Tracts,

which are now offered a third time to the church of Christ,

no man until very lately has presumed to boast, of the

weight of Dr Priesiiey^s name in theological controver-

sy ; and thus has one bias been removed from the youth-

ful miud, when entering on the investigation of Catho-

lick truth.

Of all this, Mr Belsham appears to be fully aware
;

and therefore, in the appendix to the twelfth section of

his late work entiled, J. Calm Liquirij into the Scrip-

ture Doctrine concerning the Person of Christ, he sets

himself in good earnest to destroy the authority of Bi-

shop Horsley's name, as his Lordship had destroyed

the authority of Dr Priestley's. He probably thinks,

that as one of those names sinks the other will rise, and

that, when the equipoise between the two shall be re-

stored, the weight of his own name thrown into the scale
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of Dr Priestley's, will instantly make the Bishop's kick

the beam : with this view he lays hold of one or two

passages, certainly not of the greatest importance to the

question at issue, between the Catholicks and the Uni-

tarians, but where he may most easily employ all the

arts of modern controversy ; and when, by partial quo-

tations and contemptuous language, he imagines that he

has thrown a sufBcient quantity of dust into the eyes of

his readers, he claims to himself, what he will not allow

to his Redeemer, the divine attribute of searching the

heart, and declares, <^ that both the contending parties

retired from the field well satisfied with the result of the

conflict,—Dr Priestley with his Victory, and Dr Hors«

ley with his Mitre."

Affecting, after his master in theology, a great rever-

ence for the character of Origen ; he begins his attack of

Bishop Horsley, with accusing him of defaming, either

ignorantly or wilfully, that learned presbyter of the an-

cient church, for the purpose of falsifying history re-

specting the faith of the Hebrew Christians.

<* Dr Priestley," he says, <• having asserted upon the

authority of Origen, that the Jews who believed in Je-

sus were called Ebionites ; that these EI)ionites were

of two sorts, one of them believing the miraculous con.

ception, the other not, but all of them considering Christ

as a mere man ;* Dr Horsley in reply, after endea-

vouring to show that Origen's words might be interpre-

ted differently, proceeds in a very triumphant tone to

remark, " Let his words be taken as you understand

them ; and sofar as the faith of the He-brew Christians

of his own time is in question^ let him appear as an evi-

* Belsham, p. 4'K;
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deuce on your side. I shall take what you may think

a bold step ; 1 shall tax the veracity of your witness

—

of this Origen."

This is part of a quotation from the seventh of Dr
Horsley's Letters to Dr Priestley ; but the clause which

is here printed in the Italick character, Mr Belsham has

prudently omitted : the quotation proceeds to the end of

the fifth section of that letter ; to the whole of which the

reader is requested to pay particular attention : if he

«omply with this request, he will find, that in the four

first sections, Dr Horsley has not only endeavoured to

show that Origen's words might be differently interpret-

ed, but actually proved that they will not admit of the

sense, in which Dr Priestley has chosen to interpret

them : convinced however of the goodness of his own
cause, and knowing how little Origen is to be relied on

when writing controversy, Dr Horsley made a conces-

sion to which he could not have been driven, and which

he probably would not have made, could he have fore-

seen the unfair advantage of it that was to be taken by

his adversaries. To deprive Mr Belsham of that ad-

vantage, in which he vain- gloriously affects to triumph^

it is proper to inform the reader, that in the quotation

which he has made from the Bishop's letter, there is

another jprufZewf o/mssioii of no fewer than three sen-

tences, which all affect the question at issue, of Origen's

veracity.

The object of the Bishop was, to tax the veracity of

Origen in what he says only of the faith of the Hebrew
Christians of his own time ; but the object of Mr Bel-

sham seems to be, to charge the Bishop with taxing the

veracity of Origen on every question : he is probalily

aware, that Origen being suongly attached to tiie phi-
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losophy of his age, which led her votaries to contend in

controversy for victory rather than for truth, might rea-

dily be believed to have asserted a falsehood, in answer

to the invective which his antagonist had put into the

mouth of a Jew ; but he is aware at the same time, that

the character of Origen stands so high in the learned

world, that he who should charge him with disregard to

truth in general, would excite against himself the indig-

nation of every man of letters. Whether all this occur-

red to Mr Belsham's mind, and induced him to omit the

sentences to which I allude, is unknown to me, who
possess not the faculty of discerning the secrets of other

men's hearts ; but he could not have acted otherwise

than he has done, if it had occurred to him and influen-

ced his conduct.

If the reader has turned to the fifth section of the Bi-

shop's seventh Letter to Dr Priestley, he has found him

modestly saying, ^' All this I affirm with the less hesita-

tion, being supported by the authority of Mosheim

;

from whom indeed Ifirst learned, to rate the testimony

of Origen in this particular question at its true value.''

This sentence Mr Belsham has not omitted ; but he

draws from it an inference which, by all the arts of con-

troversy, it cannot be made to support. " One would

conclude," says he, '^ from the manner in whicli Dr
Horsley appeals to the testimony of Mosheim, that, hav-

ing first from his own extensive researches into ecclesi-

astical history, made this notable discovery of a Jewish

church at iElia, he was confirmed in his judgment by

finding, that Mosheim had also made the same discove-

ry : but the truth is, that the learned dignitary, placing

implicit confidence in Mosheim's testimony, having bor-

rowed all the circumstances related by that celebrated
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historian, and mixed up a little of his own, has stated

with great parade antl as an incontrovertible fact, a nar-

rative most improbable in itself, and utterly destitute of

foundation in ecclesiastical antiquity.''*

I have been told by a learned friend of mine, much

conversant in works on the laws of reasoning, that Mr
Belsham published some years ago a Compendium of

LogicJCf remarkable for such definitions as the world

had never before seen. It must be by the aid of suck

definitions, that one would artificially conclude from the

manner in which Bishop Horsley appeals to the testi-

mony of Mosheim, that he had first by his own re-

searches discovered a church of Jewish Christians at

-^lia, and was afterwards confirmed in his judgment by

finding that Mosheim had made the same discovery be-

fore him ; for by the laws of such logick as is known in

the Schools, a conclusion directly contrary to this must

naturally be made from the Bishop's words. He says

expressly, " that it was from Mosheim that he first

learned to rate the testimony of Origen in this 'particu-

lar question at its true value ;" and though he was a

greater master than most men, both of the Aristoteliam

and of the Baconian logick, I am persuaded that he

could not have conceived it possible, to draw from his

own words such a conclusion as Mr Belsham has drawn

iVom them.

With respect to what the same original logician here

calls the truths 1 can only say, that it was not Bishop

Horsley's practice to put implicit confidence in any un-

inspired testimony ; but I cannot affirm as an iinques-

tionahle truth, that on this occasion he did not deviate

* Belsham, p. 42:;
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from his usual practice. What that practice was, no

man not possessing the faculty of discerning the secrets

of his neighbour's heart, could have better opportunities

of knowing than I enjoyed ; and although I may not

have derived from them all the advantages which I

might and ought to have done, yet I was sufficiently at-

tentive to the Bishop's mode of investigating the truth,

to be able to say, that it was exactly what to ordinary

readers his words declare it to have been on this parti-

cular occasion. When he found any.thing ofimportance

asserted by a modern writer on ancient authority, far

from placing implicit confidence in the modern testi-

mony, he did not rely even on modern criticism ; nor

had he ever recourse to an English or French transla-

tion of a Greek or Latin author of antiquity, as is the

common practice of the most arrogant polemicks of the

Unitarian school : It was Bishop Horsley's practice, to

consult the authorities referred to, with his own eyes; and

to draw from them, whatever conclusion his own reason

and critical sagacity enabled him to draw ; though, not

deeming himself infallible, he was happy, as every man
not lost to all sense of modesty would be, to have his

own judgment supported by the concurrence of a scho-

lar so eminent as Mosheim.

But, says Mr Belsham, " the learned dignitary, pla-

cing implicit confidence in Mosheim, borrowed all the

circumstances related by that celebrated historian, and

mixed up (with them) a little of his own.'' At the dis-

tance of two pages indeed, the same Mr Belsham, after

representing a very common book as not easily to be met

with in England, affirms, that the Bishop had in fact

advanced nothing but what he had borrowed from Mo-
sheim : both tliese assertions cannot be true ; whether
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citlier of them be entitled to the fullest credit, the reader

will judge for himself, when he has read with attention

the first and second chapters of the second part, of the

Bishop's Remarks on Dr Priestley's Second Letters to

the Archdeacon of St Alhan's, and compared them witk

the following extract from Mosheim's work.

^* Quum Hadrianus Hierosolymam ex cineribus suis-

paullatim renascentem denuo funditus evertisset, seve-

rasque in Judaicam gentem leges tulisset, maxima Chris-

tianorum in Palsestina degentium pars a lege MosiSj,

cui antea paruerat, descisebat, atque antistitem sibi

Marcum creabat, non Judseum, sed alienigenam, qua

nihil sibi cum JudsBis commune esse doceret. Q^uod

factum indigne ferentes illi, qui Mosaicse legis immode-

rato studio ducebantur, secedebant a fratribus, atque ia.

ilia Palsestinse parte quse Persea dicebatur, vicinisque

locis peculiarera coetum condebant, in quo cseremoniis

a MosE prsescriptis vetus sua diguitas incolumis mane-

bat. Familia hsec, exigua sine dubio, claritatem nun-

quam adepta est, quumque per aliquot ssecula in Pa-

lsestina vixisset, post Constantinum M. paullatim esse

desiit.''

To this passage, which is part of the text of bis work

entitled J)e Rebus Christianorum ante Constantinum^

Magnum Commentariif Mosheim subjoins the following

important note.

" Eximius est hae de re Sulpitii Severi locus Histop

sacr. Lib. IL cap. xxxi. p. 245. Et quia Christiani

(in Palsestina viventes) ex Judmis potissimum putaban"

tur (namqae turn Hierosolymce non nisi ex circumcisione

Jiabebat ecclesia sarcerdotem) militum cohortem ciistodias

in perpetuum agitare jiissit, qucB Judceos omnes Iliero-

sQlymm aditu arcpvet, Qtwd quidem Chvistiance fidei
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proficiebat; quia turn pc^ne omnes Christum Deum sub

legis observatione credebant. JSTimirum id Domino or-

dinante dispositurrif ut legis servitus a libertate jidei

atque ecclesicB tolleretur. Ita turn primum Marcus ex

gentibus apud Hierosolymam episcopusfuiV^

This is the passage which furnishes the basis of Bi-

shop Horsley's reasonins;, in that part of the preceding

Tracts to which we have immediately referred ; and it

is on the same passage, that Mosheim makes the fol-

lowing observations.

^' Etsi nee lucis, nee ordinis satis habet hie Sulpitii

locus, clare tamen origines osteudit illius inter Christian-

os eeclesiae, quae Christum ita sibi colendum esse censuit,

ut Mosis tamen legibus simul obtemperaret. Constat

enim (I) ex eo Christianos in Palsestina viventes Judaici

generis, quamdiu spes erat, fore, ut Hierosolyma post

primum excidium instauraretur, ritus a Mose imperatos

cum Christi cultu conjunxisse. (II) Repudiasse max-

imam partem horum Christianorum legem Mosaicam sub

Hadriano quum spes omnis, fore, ut Hierosolyma re-

surgeret, occidisset, atque Marcum, alienigenam, epis-

copum elegisse. Hoc ideo sine dubio fiebat, ne forte

episcopus gente Hebrseus, inuato patriae legis amore

ductus, abrogatas cseremonias paulatim reduceret. (HI)

Causam sublatae hos inter Christianos legis Mosaicse

fuisse Hadriani, Imperatoris severitatem, qui milite

cingebat spatium, quod urbs Hierosolyma quondam oe-

cupaverat, omnesque Judseos ab ejus aditu cohiberi ju-

bebat. In hac re explicanda minus est, quam decebat,

perspicuus et luculentus Hulpitius, raitltaque retinet

animo, quae rectius enuntiasset. At liquet tamen in

universum, quid sibi velit, nee difficile est addere, quse

omissa sunt ab eo. Christiani Palsestinse quamdiu legi
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Mosaicse scrviebant, a Romanis pro JiidsBis Isabcbantuv

:

nee temere prorsus. Hadrianus igitur quum Jiidseis

aditum ad loca, quse Hieorosolyma quondam occupa-

veiat, occlusisset, Christianis pariternon licebatad illud

spatium accedeie. Atqui Christiani hi facultatem sibi

dari cum maxime cupiebant Hierosolymam proiiciscendi,

quum vellent, ea ergo ut potirentur, cseremouias legis

Mosaicse dimittebant, atque, ne Romaui dubitareut, se-

rione hoc fecissent, an simulatse, gubernationem coetus

sui non Judaeo, sed alieugenae, committebant. Post hoc

apertura cum lege Judseorum divortium, patiebantur eos

Romani regionem illam ingredi, a cujus aditu milites

Judseos arcere jussi erant. Hsec omnia ex Sulpitio,

valde licet negligenter scribat, mediocri attentione adhi-

bita eliciuntur."

Mosheim then inquires into what was probably the

motive, which induced the greater part of the Jewish

Christians to cherish so strong a desire to return to Je-

rusalem, as, for the attainment of that object, to abandon

the laws and rites of their fathers : after stating several

possible motives, and rejecting them all as in the highest

degree improbable, he says,

*' Alia ergo sine dubio his Christianis ratio fuit, cur

facultatem Hierosolymam adeundi niajorem patriis suis

cseremoniis et institutis esse, putarent, atque illam legis

Mosaicse coutentione redimere non dubitarent. Neque

magno, ut opinor, labore opus erat ad eam invesligan-

dam. Construxerat Hadrianus non longe ab illo loco,

quo steterat Hierosolyma, novam urbem, cui JElice

Capitolince nomen dederat, quamque magnis juribus

donaverat. Huic novae colonise adscribi valde cupie-

bant Christiani, qui partim Pellse, exiguo oppido, par-

tim in agris, parum commode ct liberaliter vivcl)ant. Ex-
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cluserat vero Imperator a nova urbc sua gentem Judai'

cam ; cujus poriio quiim Christiani esse viderentur, qui

legi Mosaicae obediebaut, ad cos quoque lex Hadriani

de Judseis noii in civitatem recipiendis pcrtinebat. Quo-

cii'ca maxima eorum pars, quo jus civitatis jElise conse-

qui, doraiciliumque suum Pella JEliam transferre libere

posset, cseremoniarum legem a Mose prsescriptam abro-

gabat. Auctor hujus coosilii, quod in primis verisimile

est, is ipse Marcus erat, quem episcopum sibi prseficie-

baut, homo, quod nomen docet, Romanus et sine dubio

Romanis in Palsestina dominantibus non ignotus, forte

principem quemdam inter Romanos virum cognatione

attingens. Suse igitur gentis homiuem quum caput Chris-

tianorum prsefecti Romanorum viderent, timere desine-

bant, ne quid novse civitati periculi ex Christianis orire-

tur, neque amplius Judserum eos in numero habebant: ex

quo consequebatur, ut facultas illis concederetur, in no-

ram Imperatoris urbem migrandi etcivium ejus juribus,

quse eximia erant, fruendi. Nihil est in his difficile cre-

ditu : omnia vero egregie ex eo, quod diserte scriptum

legitur apud Epiphanium de pondeHbus et mensuri^

§ XV. p. 171' confirmantur, Christianos, lege Judaica

dimissa, Pella Hierosolymam migrasse. Hierosolymse

vero nomine nova Hadriani urbs intelligi debet, quae

post ConstANTiNi M. aetatem verum nomen suum amit-

tebat et Hierosolyma vocabatur. Vid. Henr. Valesius

Adnot. ad Eusebium, p. 6i. Quamquam si vel hoc

memorise non esse proditum, omni tamen vacaret contro-

versia. Certissimum enim est, iElise Christianorum ab

Hadriani jam ajtate celebrem extitisse ecclesiara, atque

episcopos, qui vulgo Hierosolymitaui nominantur, M\h
enses revera fuisse/'
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" Noil addit SuLPiTius cujus locum illustramus, non

omiies Christianos in Judaea viventes insignem banc

mutationem probasse, verum partem eorum legis Mosa-

icse studium retiuuisse, atque a societate eorum, qui legi

uuntium miserant, recessisse. Sed nee opus erat, ut

hoc adderet, quura in vulgus notum esset. Extitisse in

Palsestina coetum Cliristianorum legis cultum cum Chris-

tiana religione conjungentium, alium item coetum Mosai-

cis cserimoniis nihil loci et honoris tribuentem, testatis-

simmum est. Divisio haec Christianorum ex Judaeis

ortorura non contigit ante tempora Hadriani ; scimus

enim, ante hunc omnes Christianos in Palsestina commo-

rantes in servandis majorum cseremoniis Concordes fuisse.

Quocirca sine dubio discidium hoc tum extitit, quum,

duce Marco, sub Hadriano plerique eorum jugum ri-

tuum abjicerent, quo securius vivere, atque inter cives

novsB nrbis, jElise Capitolinse, recipi possent."

The reader who attentively compares this long ex-

tract, with those parts of the preceding Tracts to which

I have already referred, as relating to the same sub-

ject ; will perceive with what justice Mr Belsham

charges Bishop Horsley, with the intention of passing

off Mosheim's discoveries for his own, presuming upon

security from detection by the scarcity of Mosheim's

hook ; he will likewise perceive the modesty of Mr Bel-

sham, when he aifirras, that the Bishop was "nothing

more than the humble, and we may charitably hope,

the ignorant plagiary of the falsehood and defamation

of another."^ Bishop Horsley ignorant, and Mr Bel-

sham learned !

The Bishop must have been ignorant indeed, if he

* Belsham, p. 4^7.
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presumed on the scarcity of Moslieim's book entitled

De Rebus Christlanorum ante Constantinum Magnum
Commentarii ; for thoui^h I brought it not with me into

Scotland, I found it in the libraries of the two first cler-

gymen to whom I applied for the loan of it : but what

detection had the Bishop to dread ? He expressly de-

clared, that Mosheim first pointed out to him the ground

over which he afterwards travelled, and taught him to

rate the veracity of Origen, on a particular question, at

its true value. He boasts of no discoveries of his own,

nor attempts to defraud Mosheim of his : he consulted

the same ancient authors which had been consulted

by Mosheim before him, and by Cave before Mo-
sheim ; and as a lover of truth, he could not pass

them by without examination ; but, though from the

facts recorded by Sulpitius and Epiphanius, he draws

most of the conclusions which had been drawn by his

learned predecessors in this investigation, he does not

infer from these facts, every thing which Mosheim had

inferred from them ; in a passage of that historian's long

note, which 1 thought it not worth while to transcribe,

he says that " without doubt Marc, the roman bishop of

the church of Hebrew Christians at ^iia, demonstrated

to those Clnistians, before they left Pella, that the ritual

law of Moses was abolished by Christ :" this seems to

have been said, 1 know not on what authority, with the

view of vindicating the Hebrew Christians, from the

charge that might otherwise be brought against them, of

having abandoned the customs of their ancestors from

mere worldly motives : Mosheim has not the smallest

doubt, but that the arguments of Marc amounted to de-

monstration :
'* Minus vero (he adds) argumenta ejus

valuissent apud homiaes a teneris legi Mosaicse adsue.
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tos, nisi tlesiderlum accessisset ad ea iElise habitan-

di, civiumquc ejus commoditatibus et juribus fmea-

di," &c. *

Bisbop Horsley, thougb be professedly goes ever the

same ground, with the justly celebrated Chancellor of

the university of Gottingcn, does not with him, attribute

the merit of weaning the affections of the Hebrew Chris-

tians from the ritual law of Moses, to this Bishop Marc,

but to the writings of St Paul, and the decree of the

apostolical college, which, as he justly observes, must

have put every believer's conscience at ease on the sub-

ject. He admits however, that the desire of enjoying

the benefits of the MYmii colony would have its effect:

'* I take it for granted (says he) that with good Chris-

tians, motives of worldly interest, which would not

overcome conscience, would nevertheless overcome mere

habit ;"t ^nd this he might surely take for granted ia

the present case, since the most important parts of the

ritual law, to which the Christians at Pella were habiU

ualhj attached, the severity and vigilance of Adrian, had

rendered it impossible for them to observe : sacrifices

could be offered only on the site of the Temple, of

which Titus had ploughed up the very foundations ; but

the site of the temple was, by Adrian's command, sur-

rounded by a cohort of soldiers ; stationed there, for

the very purpose of driving away every person who
should approach it, with the view of offering sacrifice.

In confirmation of the inferences drawn from the nar-

rative of Sulpitius Severus, Bishop Horsley appeals to

the same passage in the writings of Epiplianius, to

* Mosh. De Reb Chris. Ant. Con. Mag. Com. § XXXVHI. p. 327.

t Sec Remarks upon Dr Priestley's Secoiul Letters, Part. II. chap. U.

62
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which Mosheim had appealed before him ; but he doe:

what Mosheim did not do : He analyses that passage;

vindicates it against the cavils of Dr Priestley ; shows

the full force of the evidence which Epiphanius, in con-

juBction with Snlpitius, affords, for the existence of a

church of Hebrew Christians at Mlia. ; and the testimo-

ny of these two ancient authors he confirms, by the tes-

timony of Orosius and of Jerome, to neither of whom
Mosheim had made any appeal : he was not, therefore,

a mere humble and ignorant plagiary of the German

historian ; but surely his inferences from the united tes-

timony of three or four ancient authors, cannot be enti-

tled to less regard, for their being nearly the same,

which other men of such learning as Mosheim and

Cave, had drawn before him.

The perversion of the sense of the Bishop's words iu

some parts of his disquisitions on this subject, by Mr
Belsham, who represents him, as taking every thing

POR GRANTED, because he occasionally makes use of

that phrase, where there is no room for difference of

opinion ; is scandalous, because it must have been wil-

ful. It can deceive no man however, who will take the

trouble to have recourse to the Bishop's Tracts, in order

to discover what he really took for granted ; though the

humble Unitarians, who place implicit confidence in Mr
Belsham, may take it for granted, on his report, that

the editor of the works of Newton, knew nothing of the

laws of reasoning or of demonstration.

But, according to Mr Belsham, the reasonings and

criticisms of Bishop Horsley can derive little support,

from their coincidence with those of Mosheim :
'* this

migration of the Hebrew Christians from Pella to -^lia,

is stated, says he, by Mosheim in his Ante-Constantine
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History ; but iipon more mature reflection and hetter

information, it had been omitted in the General Eccle-

siastical History, which alone Dr Priestley had con-

sulted.*

This is an assertion, at least as precipitate as any

that Dr Priestley himself ever hazarded. As I have

not, in this remote corner, access to the first edition

of what Mr Belshara calls the General Ecclesiastical

History y I cannot say with confidence in what year it

was first published ; but 1 know from the testimony of

Mosheim himself now lying before me, that the work

entitled De Rebus Christianorum ante Constantinum

Magnum Commentarii, which suggested to Bishop

Horsley what he has said of the church at iElia, was

first published in the eud of the year 175=^ ; the preface

and the dedication being both dated at Gottingen, on the

6th day of September in that year.

I know from the same testimony, that Mosheim em-

ployed two years on his General Ecclesiastical Histo-

ry ;t 8-^^^ ^^ Maclaine, the learned translator of that

history, informs us | that the author died at Gottingen

in the year 1755 ; the General history therefore, must

have been begun the instant that the other work was

published ; so that there could not have been time for

much mature reflection, or tlie acquisition of better in-

fm^mation between the publication of the one work and

the commencement of the other; even on the supposi-

tion, that the General History was first published after

the other,—a fact of which I am very far from being

certain.

It was indeed published many years after the Insti-

* Brt*»™, f. -ilS. t Sec. btJ Preface to thnt Historj'. * See hm Preface.
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tutiones Historice Christianm Majores , and as that

work is bound up in the same volume, with the edition

of the De Rebus Christianorum ante Gonstantinum

Magnum Commentarii now lying before me, I think it

not improbable that Mr Belsham, with the usual heed-

lessness of his master, has looked at the date affixed to

the first work in the volume, when he should have look-

ed at the date of the second ; and finding the former

dated IV. Kalend. Octobr. i739, hazarded the assertion

that Mosheim, after mature reflection and better infor-

mation, had omitted in his General History a detail

which he had published in his Commentaries.

But has he omitted this detail in his larger history ?

No ; he has given the detail as fully as was possible in

such a work,* and refers, as he had done in his Com-

mentaries, to Sulpitius and Episcopius as his authors

;

but he has omitted the critical disquisition ou the words

of Sulpitius, which in the Commentaries was published

in a long note, too long to be inserted in a compendiuni

of general history. He probably thought indeed, that

there was no occasion for such a disquisition ; for Dr
Priestley had not then appeared ; and before him, I am
not aware that any writer of name, had called in ques-

tion the existence of a church of orthodox Hebrew Chris-

tians at Jerusalem, though many were ignorant that

what was called Jerusalem, was in fact jElia.

I have already observed, that the Bishop vindicated

the united testimony of Sulpitius and Epiphanius against

the cavils of Dr Priestley : the cavils to which I more

particularly alluded, refer chiefly to Epiphanius, and

* Sec Maclaine's translation of Mosheim's Eecles. Histor. Cent. II. Part I chap. I*

§ XT ; and Part II. chap. V. § I. &o.
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were founded in chronological difficulties ; but tliey arc

revived by Mi- Bclshara, and brought into view in the

following triumphant manii?r.

" The FACT is, and the Archdeacon does not deny it,

that the desolation of Jerusalem of which Epiphanius

speaks, was that by Titus, A. D. 70, more than sixty

YEARS BEFORE THE COLONY OF ^LIA EXISTED. < But this,

says the learned dignitary, is a matter of no importance : it

is sufficient for my purpose, that these returned Christians

were residing at Jerusalem or, more properly, at iElia, at

the same time that Aquila resided there as overseer of the

Emperor's works.' So then, we are now to believe that

these Hebrew Christians, who returned in great numbers

to iElia after Adrian's settlement of the ^Elian colony, who

abandoned the rites of Moses, and placed themselves un-

der a Greek bishop (a Roman bishop), and worshipped

in an unknown tongue,* that they might be qualified to

partake of the valuable privileges of the ^lian colony,

were the very same persons who had quitted Jerusalem to

avoid the calamities of the siege by Titus, sixty years

before ! Now if we allow, that at the time of their re-

* \Vl»y in an unknown tongue ? Has Mi- Belsliam forgotten that Greek, Latia,

and the dialect of Hebrew wliich was then vernacular, were all spoken by every

man of learning, whether Jew or Roman, who had been for any time resident ia

Judea ? During the trial (if trial it may be called) of our Saviour before Pilate,

we never hear of the governor making use of an interpreter ; and may not Marc,

the bishop, have been as much master of Hebrew as Pilate the govemo)? Nay,

may not the Hebrew Christians, from their long residence among the Gentiles at

Pella, have acquired such a knowledge of the Greek tongue, as enabled them to

read the whole New Testament in that language, in which by far the greater part

ef it was written, as well as to bear their part in the same language in the publick

devotions of the church ? I am unwilling to ciiarge a man, probably much older thaa

myself, with ignorance ; but what Mr Belsham says of abandoning theforms ofpub-

Uch -uiorskip, to which the Hebrew Christians had been accustomed, would lead one

to imagine that he is not aware, that in tlie primitive church every diocese had its

own liturgy, the mere/onn« of which were liable to be altered by every Bishop in

3 ncccssion, according to liis own taste aud judgment.
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treat, they were upon an average twenty years of age^

they must have been fourscore at the time of theh' return

:

and it is really quite edifying, to figure to one's self

these illustrious Octogenaries, ^oiir holy brethren the

saints of the pnmitive church of Jerusalem,'' upon tlie

first intelligence of the good news, hasting away from

Pella and the North of Galilee, where they had been

passing threescore years in obscurity and tranquillity,

and in heroick defiance of the most inveterate attach-

ments, and of the habits and prejudices of fourscore, aban-

doning at once the rites of their forefathers, and the

fm^mSf and even the language, of the devotions to which

they had been ever accustomed, in order to obtain

—

what ?—the valuable privileges and immunities of the

iElian colony ! And how gratifying must it be to every

pious mind to learn, upon the high authority of Epipha-

nius, that after all the fatigues and hazards of their jour-

ney, they were still in a flourishing state, teaching and

working miracles with great eflfect, at the time when
Aquila, who was converted by them^ was superintend-

ent of Adrian's works !"*

Whether Mr Belsham was restrained, by any pru-

dential motive, from making these observations on the

reasoning of Bishop Horsley, during that prelate's life,

is probably known to Mr Belsham himself; but 1 will

venture to assure him, that the Bishop, were he now
alive and possessed of all his youthful ardour, would

not deign to take the smallest notice of them : even I,

however inferior to him, will not condescend to make a

serious reply to such a tissue of petulance and absurdi-

ty : 1 think it but fair however to observe, that Mr Bel-

* Belsham, p. 435.
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sham has not employed this mode of reasonings so suc-

cessfully as he might have employed it, in confirmatioa

of his favourite doctrine of Unitarianism ; and to con*

vince him that I have a greater regard for the truth, than

even for ihe memory of my ever-honoured father, I will

here supply what he has so strangely omitted.

In the year 1G83, the English Unitarians expressed

a strong desire to convert the Mahometans to their creed

of Christianity ; and with that view presented an ad-

dress on the subject, to the Ambassador of the Emperor

of Morocco, who refused to receive it.* About the same

period, the English Unitarians distributed gratis among

the people, an immense number of pamphlets, printed

on a publick stock, of which one object was to prove,

that the Scriptures of the New Testament had been in-

terpolated by the Trinitarians, to support their own doc-

trines.f When they were perforoiing these notable ex-

ploits, the English Unitarians cannot on an average have

been less than twenty years of age ; and yet we find the

very same persons, the English Unitarians, a full cen-

tury afterwards doing the very same things,—publishing

Unitarian pamphlets by subscription,^ expressing the

same earnest desire for the conversion of Mahomet,
||
and

accusing the Catholicks of having wilfully interpolated

the Greek Scriptures. §. True indeed it is, that they

had so completely forgotten their address to " His Illus-

trious Excellency Ametu Ben Ameth, Ambassador of

* See Bishop Horsley's sixteenth letter to Dr Priestley.

•f
See Pref. to Leslie's Sos. Cent. Discussed.

^ See Dr Priestley's Memoiis of himself.

8 See Dr Priestley's History of the Corruptions of Christianity, and the first

Spries of his Letters to Dr Horsley.

§ See the writings of the Unitarians in general, and ofMr JBeisham in particular,

since tUe comutencemeat of the nineteenth ceutary.
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the Mighty Eraperor of Fez and Morocco, to Charles

the Secoud King of Great Britaia," that in the year

1784, they denied that such an address had ever exist-

ed :* this however was not wonderful, in men a hundred

and twenty-two years old ; for tiie memory is the faculty

which generally decays first through age : but it is really

quite edifying to see, with what condescension these

aged Unitarians have adapted their style, to the varying

tastes of the several generations that have passed away,

since they addressed Ameth Ben Ameth ; and how

gratifying must it be to every lover of the truth to learn,

on the high authority of the JSTew Testament in an im-

jproved version, with a corrected text, and notes critical

and explanatory, that these Unitarians have retained

all their other faculties in such perfection, as to be able,

when no less than one hundred and thirty-eight years

old, to perforin what they ventured not to promise

in their youth : They have now expunged from the

Christian Scriptures the Trinitarian interpolations, and

brought those Scriptures to teach that faith which, ia

their address to the Morocco Ambassador, they say God
had raised up Mahomet to defend with the sword. If

the Trinitarians be of opinion, that the preservation of

their holy brethren, the saints of the primitive church of

Jerusalem, in so flourishing a state as, at the age of

eighty, to be able to teach with great effect, be any proof

of the Catholick doctrine (and if this be not the opinion

of the Trinitarians, it is not easy to conceive for what

purpose a calculation was made by Mr Belsham of

the age of their holy brethren), how much stronger is

the proof of the Unitarian doctrine, from the preservation

* See the fifteenth of Dr Priestley's second scries of Letters to Dr Horsier.
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©f the fellow-worshippers with the Ambassador of Mo-

rocco, in a state so flourishing as, at the more advanced

age of ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-EIGHT, to be able to Cor-

rect the ORACLES of God with great eflPect

!

If the extract which I have made from Mr Belsham's

confutation of Bishop Horsley, be of any importance in

the Unitarian controversy, this addition which I have

proposed to it, is of so much greater importance, that I

really expect Mr Belsham's thanks for having suggest-

ed it : if its effect go to prove, that there could be no

Euglish Unitarians in the reign, both of Charles the Se-

cond and of George the Third ; then has Mr Belsham

succeeded in proving, that there could be no church of

Hebrew Christians at Pella in the reign of Titus, and

afterwards at iElia in the reign of Adrian ! Or should it

be impossible, as I think it is, to deny that there were

English Unitarians in the reign of Charles the Second,

then, though it must be granted, that there were likewise

Hebrew Christians at ^lia under a Roman bishop in

the reign of Adrian, I have at least deprived the Trini-

tarians of the argument wliich they might draw for the

truth of their doctrine, from the miraculous preservation

of their orthodox Octogenaries, and have transferred that

argument, in all its force, to the English Unitarians of

the nineteenth century.

Of the remainder of Mr Belsham's arguments against

Mosheim and the Bishop, 1 confess that I can make

nothing : he goes over the same ground with Dr Priest-

ley, from whom he occasionally differs ; but these differ-

ences certainly add nothing to the force of the Doctor's

original reasoning. He contrives however to weaken

the Bishop's, by making him occasionally say what he

has not said, and quoting partially what he has said

;

63
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and upon those implicit believers, the Unitarians, this

will have as good an effect, as if he had raised the con-

jectures and arguments of Dr Priestley, to the height of

demonstration : to such however, whether Trinitarians

or Unitarians, as do not repose implicit confidence in Mr
Belsham, I have only to recommend the old adage audi

alteram partem ; and if they pay attention to it, I am
under no apprehension of injury to my father's fair fame

from this rude attack, even in the judgment of candid

Unitarians.

The man who can burlesque the Scriptures, for the

purpose of turning into ridicule arguments which he

does not fairly state, and cannot answer ; is not, I hope,

likely long to retain implicit credit, with serious Chris-

tians of any denomination.

<^ Whether the easy simplicity" he says, *' of the Ro-

man magistrates, was really imposed upon by the spe-

cious artifices of our < holy brethren,'—or whether their

good-nature, at the hazard of incurring the Emperor's

displeasure, winked at the pious frauds,—or finally,

since by the testimony of the Bishop's great authority,

St Epiphanius, miracles had not yet ceased in the Je-

rusalem church, whether their eyes mi^ht not be kolden so

that they did not know them,—does not appear."*

To the admirers of the improved version of the JVewr

Testament, this may, for aught that 1 know to the con-

trary, appear genuine wit and sound reasoning, against

the possibility of such a church of Hebrew Christians as

the Bishop contends for, enjoying the privileges of the

^lian colony ; but those who do not admire that ver-

sion, will probably consider such a ludicrous application

* Belsbam, p. HT.
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of one of the proofs of Christ's resurrection, as a mere

subterfuge,—nay, as a profane artifice, for withholding

the reader's attention from arguments, which Mr Bel-

sham is conscious that he could not have answered.

But, says Mr Belsham in the words of his master,

'^ My Lord the foundations of your church of Trini=

tarian Jews at Jerusalem (^lia) after the time of Adri-

an, were attempted to be laid on the grossest calumny,

and on the ruins of the fairest character that Christian

history has to exhibit ; and therefore they could expect

no better fate, than to be overturned for ever."*

Foundations laid in this manner, certainly deserve no

better fate than to be '< overturned for ever ;" but ho\T

Gomes Origen to be such a favourite with the present race

of Unitarians, that his character should be deemed fairer

than the character even of Christ Jesus ? According to

the creed of Dr Priestley and Mr Belsham, Jesus and

Origen were both men, and nothing more than men ; the

characters of both are exhibited in Christian history; and

here we are solemnly told, that the character of Origen

is the fairest which that history has to exhibit ! That

Origen was a man of great talents and of most extensive

erudition, is universally admitted ; but that he asserted

at one time the very reverse of what he had taught at

another, and was, in controversy, more earnest to van-

quish his antagonist than to maintain the truth, without

being very scrupulous about the means by which the

victory was to be gained ; is known to all who know any

thing of his writings : of all this. Bishop Horsley lias

given specimens from his works, and I shall add another

from Dr Cave, because Cave was one of his most learn-
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cd and ardent admirers, and has made, perhaps, the best

apology possible for his tergiversation in controversy.

** Whilst Origen continued at Athens, (which was not

long) he returned an answer to a letter which he had

received from Julius Jifricanns concerning the history of

Susanna, which Jfricanus, by short, but very forcible

arguments,* maintained to be a fictitious and spurious

relation : Origen undertook the case, and justified the

story to be sincere and genuine, but by arguments,

which rather manifest the acuteness of his parts than

the goodness ofhis cause ; and clearly show, how much
men, of the greatest learning and abilities are put to it,

when engaged to uphold a weak side, which has no

truth of its own to suppoi't it.^'f

The learned biographer attributes this disregard of

truth in controversy, to Origen's delight in argument,

which led liim according to his apologist in Photius to

Write and say many things yvjj.voi.7ia( x^'f"' which, in his

cooler and more considering moments, he would not

have advanced ; and this again he attributes to the na-

tural ardour of his mind, impelling him to write on a

variety of subjects which he had not thoroughly studied,%

and to his attachment to the philosophy of his age, of

which the very essence was the spirit of disputation. Of
any thing more than this. Bishop Horsley has not accu-

sed Origen.—He has not insinuated, that he would not

have been entitled to, at least, as much credit as either

* The substance of these arguments, nhieh are indeed unanswerable, may be

seen in Cave's Historia Liieraria, in the short biographical account of Juliua

Africanus.

t Cave's Lives of the Fathers, fourth edition, folio, p. 159.

t Was it for this conduct that Dr Priestley considered the character of Origen as

the fairest that Christian history has to exhibit? It is conduct in which he himself

certainly imitated the learned and ingenious presbyter of Alexandj-ia.
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Sulpitiiis, Epiplianius, or Jerome, had he, like them,

been coolly writing history or criticisms on tlie Old

Testament ; but the Bishop has accused him, of mis-

representing facts through design or inattention, when

writing controversy ; and I am afraid that such an accu-

sation, might be brought against zealous controvertists

in every age»

Thus Dr Buchanan in his zeal, a laudable zeal cer-

tainly, to have Christian missionaries sent into our do-

minions in the East, has said in some of his late wri-

tings ; that missionaries of all denominations, live in

perfect harmony with each other in India, and know not

those distinctions which are the sources of dissension

among Christians in Europe. Nay, he says that even

the distinctions between Papists and Protestants are, in

the East, considered as sectarian ; the only controversy

there, being between the true God and an idol. Others

again, who have come from Inc'ia as well as he, who
have had the same opportunities of making observations,

and of whose zeal for religion there appears to be no

room for doubt, give a very different account, of the light

in which the various missionaries view one another in

the East; and represent the preaching of unsent enthu-

siasts, as in the highest degree prejudicial to the propa-

gation of genuine Christianity. Which of these accounts

are we to believe ? Probably neitlier of them to its full

extent ; for the authors of both, have each a favourite

object in view, as Origen had in his controversy with

Celsus ; and these objects have got such complete pos-

session of their respective minds, as to make them view,

through different mediums the very same matters of fact,

or overlook those facts entirely. That the distinction

between Papists and Protestants is w oil known in the
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East, aud deemed of great importance, Dr Bucliaiiali

himself has furnished complete proof, in the account

which he gives of the Syrian Christians ;* though, like

Origen in his book against Celsus, he has expressed

himself so very differently within the compass of one

small volume.

Even Mr Belsham himself is not free from this weak-

ness, to which controvertists of every description are in-

deed very liable : though I am as far from suspecting

him of a disregard to truth in general, as my father was

of suspecting Origen of such a disregard, it is impossi-

ble to doubt but, that in the heat of controversy he has,

through inattention no doubt, asserted at least one false-

hood as notorious as that of which the Bishop accused

Origen—In his zeal to degrade the Son of God, from

the dignity of the Creator to the rank of a mere man in

the creation, he finds the epithet ^oKo^truc, which is appli-

ed to him by St John, so much in his way, that to get

rid of it, he supposes it to be employed by that apostle

in no other sense, than as equivalent to «ya5r«7cff, which

he boldly aflBrms does not occur in St John. As he is

one of the authors of the improved version, we cannot

suspect him of having never read the original, or of hav-

ing read it with so little attention, as to have totally

overlooked any thing of importance which it contains

;

we can only suppose, that his mind was so completely

occupied by the object of the controversy in which he

was engaged with the celebrated Dr Clarke, as to make
him lose sight at the instant, of at least six different sen-

tences, in which St John employs the word (ty^Trnlee in

* See his Christian Researches in Asia-.
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Hie seuse in which it is commonly employed by other

Greek writers.*

Having discussed the questions agitated by Mr Bel-

sham, concerning the veracity of Origen, and the exist-

ence of a church of Jewish Christians at JElia ; the ques-

tion respecting the sera of the epistle of Barnabas, the

only thing remaining on which he has chosen to enter

the lists with Bisiiop Horsley, will be easily disposed of.

W hoever has paid to the Bishop's Tracts that atten-

tion, to which the questions discussed in them have so

powerful a claim from every Christian ; must be aware^

that the epistle of Barnabas was quoted, merely as evi-

dence of the faith of the first Hebrew Christians ; and

until 1 met with Mr Belsham's book, I did not think it

possible that any man could have insinuated, that the

Bishop had attributed to that epistle any authority, to

which even an apocryphal book, written with no obvi-

ously wicked intention, may not be justly entitled. Mr
Belsham does not directly charge him with having at-

tributed to it any undue authority ; but the manner in

which he labours to set aside its evidence, must lead the

unthinking multitude who have never looked into the

Bishop's Tracts, to imagine, that he considers it as the

Work of an inspired apostle.

^' The venerable Archdeacon (says Mr Belsham) hav-

ing pledged himself to prove, that the divinity of our

Lord was the belief of the very first Christians, appeals

• See the British Critick for January 1812, to which I am iiidehted for pointing

eut to me this blunder, as Mosheim pointed out to my father the passages in Sulpi-

tjus and Epiphanius. I hope however, that even Mr Belsham will give me credit

for having sonsulted my Greek Testament myself, though I admit, that it is at least

as probable tliat I should hare relied with implicit confidence on the British Critick,

as that Bishop Horsley relied with implicit confidence on the Chancellor of tho^

Uniyersfity of Gottingen.
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in his eightli letter to a work of great autiquity, under the

title of * The Epistle of Barnabas/ which, though it is

admitted not to have been Avritten by the companion of

St Paul, the learned writer contends to have been a pro-

duction of the apostolick age, and addressed by a He-

brew Christian to his Jewish brethren ; from this epistle

he cites the following passage :
' The Lord submitted

to suffer for our souls, although he be the Lord of the

whole earth, unto whom he said the day before the world

was finished, Let us make man after our image and our

likeness.' He adds two or three other passages of the

same import : he then remarks, that the writer mentions

this doctrine as an article of their common faith ; he brings

no arguments to prove it ; he mentions it as occason oc-

curs, without showing any anxiety to inculcate it, or any

apprehension that it would be denied or doubted, and

he triumphantly concludes ;
' This, Sir, is the proof

which I had to produce : it is so direct and full, that if

this be laid in one scale, and your whole mass of evi.

dence, drawn from incidental and ambiguous allusions,

in the other, the latter will fly up and kick the beam.' To
this argument Dr Priestley replies in the second of his

second series of Letters to Dr Horsley, by reminding

his antagonist of the doubts entertained by many learn-

ed men (and by his antagonist among them) of the genu-

ineness of this epistle, and of the certainty of the numer-

ous interpolations, and those such as respect the very

subject in question : adding, I must sec other evidence

than this from Barnabas, before I can admit, that the

divinity or pre-existence of Christ, was the belief of the

apostolick age.''* This reply sufficiently impeaches the

testimony of the pseudo-Barnabas.

* See BelshaiDj p. 440.
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It does so, if by the word impeaches Mr Belsham

mean challenges :* Dr Priestley might, in this sense,

impeach any testimony wliatever—even the testimony of

the apostles, that they " had eaten and drunk with Je-

sus of Nazareth after he rose from the dead :" and Mr
Belsham, if it seemed good to him, might have joined in

that impeachment; but he would claim to himself and

his master, a degree of deference which surely is not due

to them, were he to expect even Unitarians to admit, on

their bare impeachment unsupported by proof, that the

apostles were false witnesses ! Just so it is in the present

case with respect to the testimony of Barnabas : he may,

or may not be a false witness ; but as the Bishop did not

expect the publick to believe on his ai/foc iipn that Barna-

bas bears testimony to the faith of the very first Chris-

tians in the divinity of our Lord, so neither will the

publick believe Barnabas to be a false witness, on the

impeachment of his veracity by Dr Priestley and Mr
Belsham ! It would be very unjust however to the me-

mory of Dr Priestley, not to apprise my readers, that he

expects from the publick no such implicit confidence, in

what Mr Belsham calls his impeachment of the testimo-

ny of Barnabas : he assigns his reasons, not for im-

peaching that testimony (which he does not) but for con-

tending, that it will by no means bear the stress that his

antagonist had laid upon it ; and to be satisfied whether

those reasons have any validity, the reader has only to

compare them with Dr Horsley's reply in this volume.

f

Mr Belsham himself seems to have instantly discover-

* See Johnson's Dictionary umlcr the word IsirEAca.

j- See tlie eighth of Ur Horsley's Letters to Dr Priestley, the first of Dr Priest-

ley's second series of Letters to Dr Horsley, and Part I. sect. 2, 3, ofDr Horsley's

Remark? on Dr Priestley's Second Letters to the Archdeacon of St Alban's.
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ed, that Lis mode of impeaching ancient testimonies is

not alone suflBcient to destroy them; he proceeds therefore

to give an answer '^ still more satisfactory^^ he says, from

the learned Jeremiah Jones, and begins with correcting

some mistakes into which Dr Horsley had fallen, with

respect to that gentleman's pedigree and private history.

What this has to do with the question at issue about the

deference due to the testimony of St Barnabas, or of the

author assuming that name, 1 confess myself unable to

imagine. We are next informed, that Mr Jones was

the relation and pupil of the very learned Samuel Jones,

who was also tutor to Dr Lardner, Maddox bishop of

Worcester, Butler bishop of Durham, Seeker archbishop

of Canterbury, and Dr Samuel Chandler, " many years,

the able and admired pastor of the highly respectable

Presbyterian congregation of the Old Jewry."*

This is somewhat more to the purpose, as it shows

that Jeremiah Jones had the best opportunity of being

well educated : and I have not a doubt, but that he de-

rived every advantage which could be derived, from

the tutor of so maay eminent men : still, the circum-

stance of Mr Jones having been well educated, does

not tend in the smallest degree to destroy the evidence

given in the epistle of Barnabas, that the divinity of

our Lord was the belief of the first Christians : Seeker,

and Butler, and Maddox, and Chandler, were all con-

vinced that the " divinity of our Lord was the belief of

the very first Christians ; and since they were all educa-

ted by the same tutor, and all possessed of eminent abili-

ties, why sliould not we pay as much deference to their

judgment as to the judgment of Jeremiah Jones ? The

* Belshanij p. iil.
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evidence possessed by us, of what was the belief of the

first Christians will lose somethings I do not think much,

but it will lose something of its weight, if the testimony

of Barnabas be set aside ; and no orthodox Christian v\ ill

allow it to be set aside without proof, by the ipse dixit of

Mr Jones, merely because he was a man of learning, and

the fellow pupil of three eminent English bishops, of

one very learned Socinian^ and of one eminent Presby-

terian divine

!

Mr Belsham seems to be aware of this, and therefore

gives, in the following words, the answer supplied by the

learned Jeremiah Jones, which he says is still more

satisfactory, than the impeachment of the testimony of

Barnabas by himself and Dr Priestley.

*^ In the second volume of his admirable treatise ou

the canon of Scripture, republished a few years ago by

the University of Oxford, Part III. ch. 87, after a very

full and impartial inquiry into the subject, Mr Jones

states it as his opiniony which he substantiates by abun<

dant evidence, that the epistle was written, not by Bar-

nabas nor by any other Jew, but by some person who

was originally a pagan idolater; that it is an apochryphal

book, and was never read in the churches till the time

of Jerome ; that it contains many assertions which are

absolutely false, and a great number of trifling, silly,

and idle things : and upon the whole, he concludes from

its having been cited only by Clemens Alexandrinus

and Ongen,* that it was forged at Alexandria ; and

because there are so many pious frauds in it, that it was

'' That, it was cited by other ancient writers besides Clemens and Origcn, tht.

I'eader may easily satisfy himself by perusing the Veterum Tcsti?noni(i de Epistole

St Beernabie, preftxed to Cotelerins's (^liti'sn of tV\e apostolicnl rmlicr*
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the forgery of some such person as corrupted the books

of the Sybils, and that it was written about the middle

of the second century."*

But all this is only the opinion of Mr Jones, and

learned as 1 doubt not he was, I ara not bound, nor is

the publick bound to adopt his opinions without proof,

in preference to the opinions of those who think differ-

ently of the epistle of Barnabas : that the epistle contains

several trivial, silly, and idle things, and was not writ-

ten by Barnabas the apostle, was the opinion of Bishop

Horsley as well as ofMr Jones ; and the Bishop assigns

the reasons on which his opinion was founded : but that

the epistle is the work of some apostolical writer, and

no forgery of a converted heathen about the middle of

the second century, is the joint opinion of Bishop Hors-

ley aud Dr Priestley rf now, throwing the Bishop's

opinion out of the scale, whether is the opinion of the

learned Jeremiah Jones^ or of the learned Dr Joseph

Priestley to preponderate on this occasion ? If Mr Bel-

sham think that two such names must keep the balance

in equipoise, what is to happen when we throw into the

Doctor's scale, the opinions of Archbishop Wake, Dr
Cave, Cotelerius, and Bishop Pearson,J whose opinion

alone is, on questions of this sort, of greater weight than

the opinions of twenty Jones's and of as many Bel-

shams, of greater weight indeed than the opinion of any
other modern, with whose writings I am at all ac-

• Belsham, p. 441.

f See the fitih section of Dr Priestley's History of the Doctrine of Atonement,

ID his Jlppeal to the serious professors of Christianity, and the eighth of Dr Hors-

ley's Letters in the precciling Tracts.

H. This prodigy of Icarnini;,- says, (Lect. IT. in act. App. § 10.) Nemo certe foil

(veteram) qui hanc epistolam Barnabie non h-ibuerit, neque \n ea quidquara ap-

parct, qitotl earn tetatem non ferat.
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quainted. But they are not modern opinions only, that

must be tluovvn into the scale of Bishop Horsley and

Dr Priestley.

Origen liimself, ^* the fairest character which Christian

history has to exhibit," quotes this epistle, not barely as

the writing of some apostolical men, but as the genuine

writing of the apostle whose name it bears : in answer

to an objection which Celsus puts into the mouth of his

Jew, to the characters of those whom our Lord called to

the apostleship, that they were infamous 2vretches, pub-

Means and fishermen ; Origen, after observing that Cel-

sus seems willing enough to believe the writings of the

evangelists, when they furnish matter for detraction, but

not in matters of importance, least he sliould be obliged

to confess the Divinity openly preached in their writings,

adds—Tiy^oLTrlat \n iv rn Baffa^a KoL^ohtitn Ett/s-^M [o^iv •

'K.i.h'JOQ KCcCuy TOi'/Jl tlTTiV, iT/CCl tTTIPPl^jVi Ktlt 'SrOyH^OTCil>i^ r«C

arojutar arojuoJJifV^. Kai h ra tYuyyihta Se ra Kotjx Aouiiciv <^v\<n

Trfo^ Tor loff^K UiT^o^f K^ihdi a.7r £^«j oil arn^ u^afjaKog UfAi

That the epistle of Barnabas which is here cited by

Origen, is the epistle which Messrs Jones and Belsham

think unworthy of all credit, is unquestionable ; for the

very words quoted, are in the fifth chapter of that epistle

published by Cotelerius : It is true Barnabas adds, that

our Lord chose for his apostles the greatest of sinners,

;Va oti^Hf oil ovy. nxh KaKiTOLi fl/xa;«f. oi.\ko^ ajU-dflav^ u^ f/.il«.r9t(X.y^

and Origen, after citing several passages from St Luke

and St Paul, acknowledging the apostles to have been

great sinners, assigns a similar reason, for our Lord

* Vid. Grig, eontra CeTsnm, lib. I. p. 49. ed. Cantab. 1658,
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having made choice of such men to be the first preach-

ers of his gospel.

Here then we have Origen bearing testimony, not

barely to the antiquity of the epistle ascribed to Barna-

bas, but even to its genuineness as the work of that

apostle himself ; and quoting it as of equal authority^

when relating a matter of fact, with the gospel of St

Luke. In ascribing it to the apostle, I think indeed for

the reasons assigned by Bishop Horsley, that Origen

was mistaken ; but into such a mistake, an inquirer into

the records of the church so indefatigable as Origen,

could not possibly have fallen, had the epistle been for-

ged by a converted heathen in the very city in which

he was born, and within thirty or forty years of his birth.

At any rate Mr Belsham must admit, that if Origen was

liable to fall into such a mistake as this, he is no com-

petent witness respecting the church of orthodox Jew-

ish Christians at iElia during the reign of Adrian ; for

though he was more than once at ^lia or Jerusalem,

he was not so long there as he was at Alexandria : nor

had he equal opportunities of making himself acquaints

ed with the original state of the iElian church. Indeed,

the epistle itself bears internal evidence little short of

demonstration, that it could not have been composed by

a converted pagan as Mr Jones alleges ; for as Bishop

Horsley observes, " none but a person bred in Judaism

could, in that age, possess such a minute knowledge of

the Jewish rites as is displayed in that book."

Here then we have a number of eminent men, Bishop

Horsley, Dr Priestley, Archbishop Wake, Dr Cave,

Cotelerius, and Bishop Pearson, himself a host, besides

Origen " the fairest character that Christian history has

to exhibit,"—all opposed to the learned Jeremiah Jones
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and the learned Thomas Belsham ; and if the question

is to be decided by authority or by votes, the Catholick

epistle of Barnabas must be deemed, a writing of the

apostolical age.

^^No," says Mr Belsham, it is not of the apostolical

age, for Jeremiah Jones substantiates his opinion by

abundant evidence ;" but where is that evidence ?—Mr
Jones has indeed cited a great variety of testimonies

—

all, it is to be supposed that he thought of any weight, in

deciding the authenticity of the epistle, and among these

not one is found to favour Mr Jones's own opinion.

Three out of the four ancient authorities produced by

him, Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, and Jerome, con-

tend that the epistle is genuine—the work of the apostle

whose name it bears—and the fourth, Eusebius. though

he ranks it among the books which are spurious, be-

lieves it to have been written in the apostolick age : of

the eighteen modern writers, whose sentiments upon

the subject Mr Jones has detailed, eight* agree in the

opinions of Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, and Jerome,

and the remaining /ewf in that of Eusebius : in the cow-

^ecture therefore, that the epistle of Barnabas was writ-

ten *' originally by a pagan, about the middle of the

second century, and was the forgery of some such per-

son as corrupted the books of the Sybils," Mr Jones

stands single ;% or at least, stood single till the appear-

• J- Vosius. Dr Bernard. DuPin. Dr Cuve. Archbishop Wake. Dr S.Clarke.

Mr Le Clerc. Dr Jenkin.

f Archbishop Usher. Hugo Menardus. Archbishop L;»ud. Cotelerius. Bi-

shop Fell. MrDodwell. MrToland. Dr Mill. Mr Eachard. Mr Whislon.

^: It must be confessed by every candid man who consults Mr Jones's work on

the Canon of Scripture, that the autiior has displayed great ingenuity and con.

siderable powers of reasoning in support of his conjecture ; ("/or Mr Jones wa«

reallii a learned man, and dealt v^t in contemiituow) bni ar^imentative Ian-
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ance of Mr Belsham ; and how unreasonable it would
• be, to suffer the opinion of a single writer, to decide the

authority of any book in opposition to the general sense

of the learned world, cannot be more forcibly illustrated

than by applying, with a slight verbal alteration to Mr
Jones's conjecture, the observations which he himself

makes on the opinions of Clemens Alexandrinus.

^^ Suppose then that one writer [Jeremiah Jones) had

too low an opinion of a book, are we to be governed in

determining its authenticity by the private opinion of

one single writer, contrary to the known sentiments of

every other writer P Must one manjudgefor the whole

Christian world? tlnd must his rejection of a book

prove its insuflciency, when it appears to have been

received by every Christian writer besides, and admit-

ted on its own internal evidence, to have been the work

of the apostolick age by every one who has mentioned

it P I shall add no more here, but repeat what 1 ob-

served Vol. I. Prop. V. that we are not to determine the

authority of any book or books, upon the credit of any

one or two particular writers, but the whole body of

THE WRITERS OF THE CHURCH.'"*

The reader is by this time satisfied, I trust, with

what propriety Mr Belsham has applied to Bishop

Horsley such epithets as ignorant and pitiful ! Of this

modern champion of Unitarianism 1 know nothing, but

from his inquiry into the person of Christ, and his share,

whatever it may be, in the merits of the improved ver-

guageV) But if the reader will take the trouble to compare the arguments of

Dr S. Clarke, Bishop Pearson, and Bishop Horsley, upon the point at issue, with

the reasoning of Mr Jones, he will find the latter completely refuted.

* Jones's Can. of Scrip. Vol. II. Part HI. cap. XL.
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sion of the Xew Testament : but from these specimens

of his literature and powers of reasoning, it seems not

too much to say, that he is at least as inferior to Dr
Priestley, as 1 readily acknowledge myself to be to Bi-

shop Horsley : Dr Priestley, as the Bishop always de-

clared, was, in the departments of physical science, to

"which he had devoted his attention, a great man, though

he had no pretensions to superiority as a Greek scholar,

or a Scripture critick : there may be departments in

science, in which Mr Belsham too is great ; but what

they are I have not heard : 1 have therefore treated him

without ceremony ; though I trust that I have never ex-

pressed myself in language unworthy of a gentleman or

a Christian.—If 1 acknowledge that I have sometimes

felt it difficult to repress my indignation, and that I

have treated with ridicule what, being unsupported by

argument, admits not of an argumentative reply; I am
persuaded, that by the candid part of the publick, I

shall be forgiven ; and the sentiments of Mr Belsham

himself, will give me no concern. Tig Troynfo? nai t/k/ 7ii%r

r( TToli TTiTTfrnTat, {/.Y) y.iKOljJ.1 \ ttliiyiY li TXV ayoC^Vg KOLl T«TO/f

fJLljaOlUKOlfjLt. 0<pilKOtfAt Uiioiyi f/.nCilV' i/0£ 7rO% VTT oLvdyKnq

fxtya!Ky\q If rvlo Ka^aa^ociy^v- yiYotJo juoi Td)(^ia1<x. IxtvU^o yiytaQai

cvyyi^yivur Aiyioi/xi Tvg ayatlsf ot.f%yo)g. <piKo^oyoy li yi\.u7(j<xi

"TToLrToi <x.7ro(/lvyiinr>

FIATIS.
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